84 Percent Posted Little to Nothing
A necessary disclaimer—evidence for this is entirely anecdotal. The
people who came to hate each other over the Democratic primary are
a small, unrepresentative group of political obsessives. Most people
never talk about politics online; in a 2012 Pew Research Center study,
84 percent of social media users said they’d “posted little or nothing
related to politics in their recent status updates, comments, and links.”
Like those Wehner writes about, people who’ve spoken to me about
damaged relationships either work in liberal politics or are serious
activists. They are part of a fairly minuscule subculture. source

Alarming Rate of Facebook Page
Disinformation
Hyperpartisan political Facebook pages and websites are consistently
feeding their millions of followers false or misleading information,
according to an analysis by BuzzFeed News. The review of more than
1,000 posts from six large hyperpartisan Facebook pages selected
from the right and from the left also found that the least accurate pages
generated some of the highest numbers of shares, reactions, and
comments on Facebook — far more than the three large mainstream
political news pages analyzed for comparison. Our analysis of three
hyperpartisan rightwing Facebook pages found that 38% of all posts
were either a mixture of true and false or mostly false, compared to
19% of posts from three hyperpartisan leftwing pages that were either
a mixture of true and false or mostly false. The rightwing pages are
among the forces — perhaps as potent as the cable news shows that
have gotten far more attention — that helped fuel the rise of Donald
Trump. These pages, with names such as Eagle Rising on the right
and Occupy Democrats on the left, represent a new and powerful force
in American politics and society. Many have quickly grown to be as
large as — and often much larger than — mainstream political news

pages. A recent feature in the New York Times Magazine reported on
the growth and influence of these pages, saying they “have begun to
create and refine a new approach to political news: cherrypicking and
reconstituting the most effective tactics and tropes from activism,
advocacy and journalism into a potent new mixture.” source

Algorithmic Accountability
If algorithms make decisions, they must be accountable.
There is a new generation of companies exerting such great influence
on society that they’re essentially becoming utilities. Google, Amazon,
Facebook and Uber are near monopolies that provide services as
integral to our modern life as power, telephone and transportation
systems were a century ago.
But there is a key difference between last century’s utilities and
today’s: Instead of simply delivering a service, today’s utilities use
algorithms to shape our entire life experience. From the news we see
and the routes we drive, to the price we pay for goods and services,
algorithms influence them all.
With algorithms in play, companies can optimize for every variable.
Uber efficiently dispatches its drivers during rush hour, Facebook
displays the most relevant stories to its users and Amazon can
suggest the right product at the optimal time to drive a purchase. For
all their positives, what algorithms aren’t optimized for is doing the right
thing or for displaying any amount of transparency.
Concern about “black box” algorithms that govern our lives has been
spreading. New York University’s Information Law Institute hosted a
conference on algorithmic accountability, noting: “Scholars,
stakeholders, and policymakers question the adequacy of existing
mechanisms governing algorithmic decisionmaking and grapple with
new challenges presented by the rise of algorithmic power in terms of
transparency, fairness, and equal treatment.” Yale Law School’s
Information Society Project is studying this, too. “Algorithmic modeling

may be biased or limited, and the uses of algorithms are still opaque in
many critical sectors,” the group concluded. source

Algorithms change over time, with dramatic results for third parties. See [[ Live by the
Algorithm, Die by the Algorithm]]

Algorithms Don't Polarize People, People Do
Facebook claims that individual choice limits exposure to crosscutting content more
than algorithms.
“Individual choice has a larger role in limiting exposure to ideologically
cross cutting content [than the News Feed algorithm],” a recent study
by Facebook’s own data team ruled. “We show that the composition of
our social networks is the most important factor limiting the mix of
content encountered in social media.”

In other words, the thing most polarizing people online is people
themselves — a phenomenon that the latest string of antiTrump apps,
browser extensions and addons would not appear to help. On top of

the unfriending site, there’s an iPhone app called Trump Trump that
will eliminate the candidate’s name from the websites you’re browsing,
as if he didn’t exist. Remove Donald Trump from Facebook will, as its
name suggests, scrub the candidate from your News Feed. A
mountain of Chrome extensions will replace Trump’s name or picture
with a series of other things: “Voldemort,” “your drunk uncle at
Thanksgiving” — even the smiling poop emoji. source

Nailing down the ethical responsibilities of algorithms is a part of [[Algorithmic
Accountability]]
[[Degree Assortativity]] characterizes most human networks, and is resistant to inflow
of outside ideas.
{{Tags: Polarization}}

Alibi of Photocopies
Via @RoxanneShirazi, a quote from Eco: “There are many things I do not know
because I photocopied a text and then relaxed as if I had read it” (Eco 1977). He calls
this the "alibi of photocopies"

On social media, people are often [[More Willing to Share Than Read]] what they
share.
{{Tags: headlines}}

Analytics of Empathy
Can data science be used to encourage better user behavior? A number of
experiments with League of Legends show perhaps it can: But Beck and Merrill
decided that simply banning toxic players wasn’t an acceptable solution for their game.
Riot Games began experimenting with more constructive modes of player
management through a formal player behavior initiative that actually conducts
controlled experiments on its player base to see what helps reduce bad behavior. The
results of that initiative have been shared at a lecture at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and on panels at the Penny Arcade Expo East and the Game Developers
Conference. (post)
Image
The first change they made was to turn off crossteam chat as a default. This
dramatically reduced negative chat while keeping use of crossteam chat stable.
The second thing they did was to compile dictionaries of words the negative players
would use that were not used by positive players. “It turns out that if you use the
dictionaries, you can predict if a player will show bad behavior with up to 80 percent
accuracy from just one game’s chat log,” Lin said.
The third thing they did was make the banning process more informational, showing
banned members precisely what they were banned for, and what level of agreement
was shown on the ban by the judges. This allowed people to use temporary bans as a
learning opportunity, knowing the specific behavior that triggered it, as well as helped
them understand it was not a single opinion that led to the ban, but a majority opinion.
Of the remedies, the change to internal group chat as a default is the most interesting.
It means that players who wanted to say something to the other team would have to
explicitly think "This is meant for the other team". That small difference is apparently
enough to cause teams to filter language, and a testament to the power of defaults
(and the importance of making certain things in UX less frictionless).

Open networks can be strangely polarizing. See [[Streams Don't Merge]]
Making bannings more transparent is an application of the [[Fair Process Effect]]
The [[Love Bench]] is an example of this in architecture.

Anger Drives Voting and Donations
The fact that anger caused conservative Republicans to believe the
country was more polarized is important. In a different study conducted
during the 2008 presidential campaign, we found that when Americans
perceived other people as polarized in their support for candidates
Barack Obama and John McCain, they were more likely to say they

would vote. And we recently reported evidence that over the past four
decades, the more divided people perceived Democrats and
Republicans to be on various topics, the more likely they were to
contribute to campaigns, to vote and to get involved in political
campaigns.
So, anger causes people to be more polarized, to see more
polarization, and, because they see more polarization, to take more
political action source

Anger Is a Secondary Form of Sadness
When you see anger, think of it as a "secondary expression" of an underlying sadness.
Brandel: A helpful view I keep returning to is from this epidemiologist
Gary Slutkin who works to prevent gun violence through treating it like
a disease. He says when people feel anger, it’s actually a secondary
form of sadness. The primary emotion is sadness, but it presents as
anger. I can’t help but think that if you unpack the anger news folks
can have toward their audience, you’d uncover sadness. It’s sadness
that the public doesn’t understand or respect how much work and
consideration goes into good reporting, sadness that they can’t always
do their best work with ferocious daily demands, sadness that
someone who they’re ultimately trying to help and serve thinks they
are terrible at their jobs, or a terrible person. Regardless if you’re a
journalist in the state of sadness or anger, changing the relationship
with a person or a group you see as adversarial takes a great deal of
perspective. source
{{Tags: Empathy}}

Anger Spreads Fastest
Chinese researchers find that anger spreads faster than sadness, happiness, or joy on
the Twitterlike social network Sina Weibo.
They gauged various online emotions by tracking emoticons

embedded in millions of messages posted on Sina Weibo, a popular
Twitterlike microblogging platform. Their conclusion: Joy moves faster
than sadness or disgust, but nothing is speedier than rage. The
researchers found that users reacted most angrily—and quickly—to
reports concerning “social problems and diplomatic issues,” like a 2010
incident where a tainted food additive was believed to cause a
neurodegenerative disease or when an international shipping dispute
prompted an eruption of nationalist rage against Japan.
In many cases, these flareups triggered a chain reaction of anger,
with User A influencing Users B and C, and outward in a widening
circle of hostility, until it seemed all of Sina Weibo was burning. The
users, according to the study’s authors, passed along these messages
not only to “express their anger” but to instill a similar sense of outrage
among other members of their online community on Sina Weibo—one
of the only venues where the Chinese can circumvent government
restrictions on traditional forms of media. source

In the long run, anger can drive people away from communities. See [[Too Many
People Have Peed in the Pool]], [[Own Worst Enemy]]
Some argue for [[Vulgarity as Ethos]], claiming it necessary to disrupt status quo.
Human networks are surprisingly resistant to viral phenomenon, due to [[Degree
Assortativity]]
For the most part, people aren't really arguing, they are just flying a flag. See [[Identity
Headlines]]
{{Tags: Empathetic Design, Civility, Social Media, Garden and the Stream}}

Anonymity and Trolling
Anonymity may be less conducive to trolling than thought.
In research published this June in the journal PLoS One, Stahel
studied comments on online petitions published on a German social

media platform between 2010 and 2013. The data included 532,197
comments on about 1,600 online petitions. Commentators could
choose to be public or anonymous. Contrary to expectations, the
commentators with the harshest words during mass public attacks
were more likely to be the nameidentified ones than the anonymous
ones (less than a third of commentators kept their names private).
source

Researchers have recently explored the [[Analytics of Empathy]]
Also see [[Not Just the Trolls]]
Is [[Pseudonymous Practice Different]]
[[Chan Culture]] may be most toxic when mixed with nonchan culture.

Altman Twitter Break
Earlier this summer, Sam Altman, President of the Y Combinator
Group, left citing community issues on the Twitter platform. He argued
that the social network “rewards negativity and snark,” and that he felt
“worse after using Twitter.”
Unlike Altman, Andreessen didn’t leave a Tweetstorm explaining his
exit, but it is possible that many of the same reasons could have
temporarily driven him off the platform. Right now the only Tweets
visible on his profile are a four word post about taking a break and a
retweet about neoliberalism but when Andreessen was Tweeting on all
four burners, he regularly contributed to contentious political debates
with other users.
Of course, even Altman couldn’t resist the urge to come back to Twitter
after a brief absence. Given Andreessen described his actions as a
“break,” it will likely end much in the same way with an eventual return.
Twitter as a platform has increasingly come under fire for its dismissive
approach to the toxic culture permitting from some of the site’s
insensitive and trolling users, though Andreessen isn’t usually one to

back away from divisive conversations. source

A Belief in the Devil
For Hoffer, hate is the "most accessible and comprehensive of all unifying elements."
and mass movements require not hope but villianization.
Hatred is the most accessible and comprehensive of all unifying
agents. It pulls and whirls the individual away from his own self, makes
him oblivious of his weal and future, frees him of jealousies and self
seeking. He becomes an anonymous particle quivering with a craving
to fuse and coalesce with his like into one flaming mass. Heine
suggests that what Christian love cannot do is effected by a common
hatred.’
Mass movements can rise and spread without belief in a God, but
never without belief in a devil. Usually the strength of a mass
movement is proportionate to the vividness and tangibility of its devil.
When Hitler was asked whether he thought the Jew must be
destroyed, he answered: “No …. We should have then to invent him. It
is essential to have a tangible enemy, not merely an abstract one.”

See [[The True Believer]]

Ad Share of GDP
Advertising and Attention
Despite all of the upheaval caused by the Internet, there are two truths
about advertising that have remained constant:
Advertising’s share of GDP has remained consistent for 100 years
TV’s share of advertising, after growing for 40 years, has also
remained consistent at just over 40% for the last 20 years
Those twenty years have seen the emergence of digital advertising

generally, and, over the last five years, mobile advertising: while this
emergence is likely responsible for the halt in growth for TV, the real
victims have been radio, magazines, and especially newspapers,
which have shrunk from a nearly 40% advertising share to about 10%.
source

Addiction Is a Form of Learning
Addiction bears some similarities to learning.
According to Marc Lewis, a developmental neuroscientist at Radboud
University, addiction is another form of learning. “It’s the brain taking
the shortest route to get what it wants, repercussions be damned.” An
addict turned academic, Lewis documented his experiences with
psychotropics in his book Memoirs of an Addicted Brain.Lewis doesn’t
believe addiction is a disease, at least not in the way cancer or
glaucoma is a disorder in the structure of an organism. Rather, he
understands that addiction is the brain’s rewards system channeling
attention to just one single, solitary stimulus. source

Aesthetic of Powerlessness
Via Jesse Baron/Sianne Ngai, cuteness is an aesthetic of powerlessness, which may
be used to defuse our deep suspicion of technology which is too powerful.
In her essay “The Cuteness of the AvantGarde,” Sianne Ngai, a
professor at Stanford, theorizes cuteness as an “aesthetic of
powerlessness.” In the face of the overwhelming question — “What’s it
for?” — a strain of avantgarde art responds by playing up its inutility,
she argues. It magnifies its impotence until “it begins to look silly.”
Ngai’s concerns, admittedly, weigh heavier than any app or Disney
movie soundtrack: she deals in her essay with Beckett, Adorno, and
Stein. But one of her key observations, that we tend to read cuteness
as evidence of “restricted agency” rather than as evidence of
concealed and significant power, proves useful when looking at the
visual language of apps. source

Baron sees this a an input into [[PostDignity Design]]
[[Kawaii]], a form of adultaccepted cuteness, arose in techsaturated cultures.
In tech, we have a [[Preference for Female Voices]]
Facebook is [[Prioritizing Baby Pictures]]

Against Empathy
Empathy is sometimes touted as key to mutual understanding. But what if empathy
were the problem?
Paul Bloom, psychologist and Yale professor, argues that empathy is a
bad thing—that it makes the world worse. While we've been taught that
putting yourself in another's shoes cultivates compassion, it actually
blinds you to the longterm consequences of your actions. In this
animated interview from The Atlantic, we hear Bloom’s case for why
the world needs to ditch empathy.
Video

Torturers need high amounts of empathy to understand what is painful and what is not.
[[The Empathy of Torturers]]
[[Compassion Fatigue]] argues compassion is a limited resource, often wasted on
trivialities.
[[Online Disinhibition Effect]] argues that lack of facetoface empathy is part of online
disinhibition.
Empathy is tribal. See [[Red Team Switch]]

A Constructive Alternative
From Saul Alinsky's Rules for Radicals: don't attack the status quo without having an
alternative in hand.

The price of a successful attack is a constructive alternative. You
cannot risk being trapped by the enemy in his suddenly agreeing with
your demand and saying "You’re right – we don’t know what to do
about this issue. Now you tell us."

A Feeling of Enclosure
Enclosure creates a sense of place, and a coziness.
The geometry of streets and sidewalks is a critical topic. Generally
speaking, the reason settled streets in older neighbourhoods and
European cities feel “cozy” and “charming” is because they provide a
feeling of enclosure, which humans want because it gives them with a
coherent sense of place, like rooms in a house.
I’m not a sociobiologist and cannot say exactly why this is, but would
speculate that it caters to people’s primal need for shelter and clear
directional orientation. Whatever the case, it’s an established fact that
people gravitate toward places that have clear borders and relatively
comprehensive enclosures; it’s a kind of axiom for the discipline of
architecture. People feel vulnerable and uncomfortable in open areas
with illdefined margins. source

A Golden Age for Digital Media?
Jim VandeHei talks about what he sees as a coming Golden Age.
You see this unfolding already: The New York Times mobile site offers
a far more enjoyable and efficient way to read the news than its
newspaper—and digital subs are rising. Vice hired one of the smarter
minds in journalism, Josh Tyrangiel of Bloomberg, and is throwing 150
people at reinventing the nightly and weekly newscast for HBO.
Ken Lerer is right: This is the golden age for content creation.
In all likelihood, the revolutions in video and digital will merge into one:
with a new generation of media companies producing content we

watch at home, listen to in our car and read wherever on the go. And
thanks to technology, all your devices will know what you want, where
you are and how to serve up content the way you want to consume it
at that very moment.
Just like the Web destroyed the newspaper world; mobile will destroy
the desktop world and ondemand video will destroy the TV and cable
world. But from the rubble will emerge a much better, more eclectic,
more efficient way for all of us to watch, read and listen. It will be
brimming with content we can be proud of—and happily pay for.
source

A Mathematical View of Voting Systems
There is no such thing as a best voting system.
This is only a very brief introduction to this area, and there is much
more to be said. What I find engaging is that mathematical devices and
constructions such as theorems and counterexamples can be
applied to voting systems in order to compare them. We can say with
complete confidence that no preferential voting system will ever be
devised that satisfies Arrow’s three criteria, and we can also make
statements about all possible elections run under a voting system,
such as “the alternative vote is cloneproof”.
Many different voting systems are in use around the world, and it is a
mathematical certainty that every electoral system lacks
some desirable characteristics, so when discussing which system is
the “best” it can only ever be a debate about which criteria people think
are most important, and that may depend heavily on the context of the
election. source

A Social Science of Connections
So, the question I'm asking myself lately is: What would a social
science of connections, rather than a social science of individuals, look

like? What would it mean to take connections as the focus of inquiry
and to think about the individuals as the spaces between the
connections who are not so important? And then we begin to think
about all the dyadic interactions between individuals, which are
themselves natural phenomena, just like we are. I'm an object of the
natural world, but so are my connections between me and all the other
people, so are those connections objects of the natural world which
warrant an explanation and a kind of deep and profound—in my
judgment—study. source

A Tree That Falls
“The media only writes about the sinners and the scandals, but that’s normal, because
a tree that falls makes more noise than a forest that grows.”  Pope Francis
Stream technologies are great at letting you know about falling trees. Garden
technologies let you explore the forest.

The Web took an early turn to treethatfallsism. See Facebook MiniFeed, Lifestream
History
A scary thought: what if the drama of treethatfallsism is necessary to modern
engagement? See Civility's Curse
Source: A Tree That Falls

A Whole Bunch of Stuff
Replacing centralized authoritative news sources with decentralized ones has had, let
us say, some hiccups. The internet filter bubble economy turns everyone into John
Birch Society members.

Abortion Geofencing
A Boston advertising executive named John Flynn realized the
technology could be used to target women seeking an abortion, and to
send information on crisis pregnancy centers and adoption agencies
straight to their smartphones. Rewire reports that Flynn began
marketing his presentations on the technology to antiabortion groups
such as RealOptions, a Northern California crisis pregnancy center
network, and Bethany Christian Services, an evangelical adoption
agency, and they quickly saw the potential. source

Absence of Notation
A story from the new media reader:
A friend of mine is an ethnomusicologist who spent several years
studying the gamelan music of Central .lava He was trained in Western
music in the States. and spent many years working on his own
compositions and performing with other musicians. One of the most
frustrating things about his studies in Java, he told me. was trying to
work on specific parts of songs with the gamelan musicians. Once they
were at a rehearsal, and after running through a piece. he asked them
to play only a section from the middle so that he could make sure he
got all the notes right. This proved to be an impossible request. After a
lot of hemming and hawing, excuses. and several false starts, he
realized that the group just could not do it. They insisted on playing the

entire piece over again. from beginning to end In Java. the music was
learned by rote. from many years of observation and imitation. not from
written notation. The idea of taking a small part out of context or
playing just a few bars. simply did not exist. The musk was learned
and conceived as a whole in the minds of the musicians.

Abusing Bots
But because humans don’t (yet) attach agency or intelligence to their
devices, they’re remarkably uninhibited about abusing them. Both
academic research and anecdotal observation on man/machine
interfaces suggest raised voices and vulgar comments are more
common than not. It’s estimated that about 10% to 50% of interactions
are abusive, according to Dr. Sheryl Brahnam in a TechEmergence
interview late last year.
These behaviors are simply not sustainable. If adaptive bots learn from
every meaningful human interaction they have, then mistreatment and
abuse become technological toxins. Bad behavior can poison bot
behavior. That undermines enterprise efficiency, productivity, and
culture.
That’s why being bad to bots will become professionally and socially
taboo in tomorrow’s workplace. When “deep learning” devices
emotionally resonate with their users, mistreating them feels less like
breaking one’s mobile phone than kicking a kitten. The former earns a
reprimand; the latter gets you fired. source

Access Hollywood and Polarization
Polarization locks most votes in before the campaign even begins.
Polarization is so strong that other than Debate #1, which moved
opinion by about four percentage points, it is looking like no existing
story line can alter the trajectory of the ClintonversusTrump race. The
primary exhibit is national polls, which have not yet shown any

measurable aftermath from the Access Hollywood video or Debate #2:
source

Note however that the first debate and the Machado mess did move the campaign.

"Broken Windows" Policing
Marking the resignation of NYC Police Commissioner Bill Bratton:
Throughout his career, Bratton has advocated for socalled “broken
windows” policing, in which police crack down on minor crimes, such
as riding a bike on the sidewalk, or dodging subway fees. The theory is
that keeping neighborhoods orderly serves to deter more serious crime
from taking root. Critics say broken windows policing leads officers to
use excessive force and unfairly affects Americans of color. Bratton
continues to defend the practice, telling NPR in 2015, “It’s what made
this city safe in the first place.”
source
What is the equivalent of "broken windows" (policing) in edtech?

Broken Windows Theory has been largely debunked. See [[Broken Windows Theory
Broken]]
The theory may also be counter productive. See [[Penalty Compression]]
The approach was a result of a crime wave which may in fact have not been due to a
breakdown in social order, but due to a lead poisoning epidemic. See [[America's Real
Criminal Element]]
Other attempts to deal with the problem used design to reduce vandalism and crime.
See [[Defensible Space]]

17th Century Commons

With the emergence of academic journals in the seventeenth century,
the practice of exchanging manuscripts for review and comments
became popular, leading to the establishment of the peerreview
system. In fact, until the eighteenth century, there existed a strong
belief in the intellectual commons and traditions of sharing knowledge
between scholars. These traditions dated back to scholarship
flourishing in ancient Greece. Open access was the default, and not
the exception to the norm.
However, by the nineteenth century, there occurred a gamechanging
shift in the approach to knowledge production. It was theorised that the
commons approach was inefficient and that knowledge needed to be
exclusively owned to spur further production. This was in line with the
incentive theory of copyright law, which was an added justification to
the commoditisation of knowledge. In such circumstances, all scholarly
works increasingly came to be fortified within the expensive walls of
academic journals. Journals left no stone unturned to capitalise on
scholars vying to get published in prestigious titles (Nature, Lancet,
Cell, etc.). source

Age of the Incunable
After the western invention of movable type not much changed for a very long time. It
took many many years for people to realize the peculiar possibilities of cheap, printed
texts.
Gutenberg invents the Western version of movable type in the 1440s, and it's in use by
1450. He thinks of it in terms of cost, really. Efficiency.
You can print cheap bibles – still in Latin, mind you. Affordable chess manuals.
He dies broke, by the way.
For almost fifty years, change creeps along.
They have a name for books of this period, which I love: “Incunabula”. Or if we go
singular, the incunable. So we could call this the “Age of the Incunable”.

[caption id="attachment_4554" align="alignnone" width="415"]Image Detail of a
Gutenberg Bible. Source.[/caption]
This is what books look like at that time. Almost identical in form and function, style and
content to medieval manuscripts.
Just to be really clear – this is a machine printed book here, later adorned by hand. In
case you didn’t notice.
There were printed books, but there was no book culture. There were printed books
but there was no shift in what those books did.
But then things change. First in the Italian presses. Bibles are printed in Italian, for
example. Illustrations become more common.
Aldus Manutius creates the “pocket book” in an octavo format, somewhere around
1500. We get cheap mobility. In 1501, his shop ditches the Calligraphic font for early
“Roman fonts” more like the unadorned fonts we know today.
Sentence structure starts to change. We start to develop written forms of argument that
have no parallel in verbal rhetoric. Ways of talking that don’t exist in oral culture.
People learn to read silently, which is huge, at three to four times the speed of reading
aloud.
And here’s the transition: We start to think the sort of thoughts that are impossible
without books.
[caption id="attachment_4553" align="alignnone" width="353"]Image De
Revolutionibus Orbium, by Copernicus, 2nd edition. 1566. Source.[/caption]
And it's almost 70 years after Gutenberg that you see a real print culture emerge.
Copernicus, Luther, etc. What we start to see is how fast new ideas can spread. We
start to see what happens when every believer has their own Bible in which to look up
things, in their own language.
We see what happens when an idea can be proposed and replied to across a
continent in months rather than decades. We start to see the impact of the long tail of
the past, what happens when esoteric works of the past, long hidden away, can be
mass produced. What happens when you get Aristotle for everyone. What happens

when every scientist can get his hands on a copy of Copernicus.
And Churches fell. And Science was born. And Governments toppled.
But 70 years later.
It's something worth remembering for those of us excited about the educational
affordances of digital material and networked learning. For a long time I thought  well,
change is faster now, right? Technological change is, maybe. But it may be the case
that certain types of social change are as slow as they ever were. There are days
when I think they might even be slower.
We'll see. For the moment, whether fact or fiction, the belief that this is just a lull will
power me through. We'll get there yet.

[[Voyager Expanded Books]] was an early attempt to capture the possibility of digital
texts.
The [[Social Book]] was an attempt to update books for the digital age as well.

Alan Kay Wiki
This is a wiki for understanding computer pioneer Alan Kay's research,
including the personal computer and the advancement of humanity.
You may not know Alan Kay's name, but if you're reading this on a
computer or mobile device, you're touching technology directly
influenced by his work. Kay is one of the major contributors to the idea
of the personal computer. In popular history, Adele Goldberg and Dan
Ingalls showed the work of Alan's group at Xerox PARC during the
famous demonstration to Steve Jobs that lead to the user interface for
the Macintosh. This became the common interface for most
contemporary software. source

Alarm Fatigue
Hospitals are overwhelmed with alarms, and it’s a problem with severe consequences:

Current clinical alarm technology is generally based on Data Threshold Science, which
detects when a specific data threshold has been crossed and activates an alerting
mechanism (usually an audible alarm). Unfortunately, this creates a concept known as
“alarm fatigue,” which has truly frightening consequences when encountered in
complex clinical environments. In such environments, critical alarms are often either
ignored or even turned off. (html)
The results, predictably, are injury and death.
Some causes of alarm fatigue include: False Alarms, which “cry wolf” and add noise to
the system. Notification Wars, where every device must compete with the others for
competition. The sheer number of alarm conditions. In an ICU the average number of
alarm conditions per day for a single bed was 771.

Tea Kettle Tech minimizes alarms by only giving alerts when action is required.
In Sonification data is converted to an “auditory display” which can reduce fatigue.
A note about Alarms in Chemotherapy Centers
Alarm Fatigue is an issue in Normal Accident Theory.

Alto Users Guide
A copy of the Alto User's Guide from 1979.
Lampson  Alto User's Handbook

AltRight Red Pill
Red Pill politics posits not just that liberalism is wrong, but that it is a closed system
that once debunked falls away completely as a worldview.
Years later, Spencer would through his Radix Journal help spread a
metaphor used to explain the jarring experience of waking up to a
different worldview. In the 1999 movie The Matrix, the character
Morpheus (who is black, incidentally) offers Keanu Reeves a choice

between taking a blue pill—"the story ends, you wake up in your bed
and believe whatever you want to believe"—or a red pill, which shows
"how deep the rabbit hole goes." In the altright's telling, the socalled
"normies" swallow the blue pill, digesting the fiction of racial equality,
while those who get "red pilled" are stripped of the virtualreality cloak
that blinds them, waking up to the shattering realization that liberalism
is just a mirage designed to obscure the hard, ugly truths of a world
programmed by genetics. "You're destroyed by it," Spencer says, "and
put back together again." source

AltRight's Overton Window
"I still feel like we are faking it until we make it," he confesses. "I mean,
in some ways, you've got to fucking fake it. You have to project
success and project power and kind of make it a selffulfilling
prophecy, but I do have this fear that it's not going to ultimately get to
that. We've gotten over the first hurdle, which is ignorance [of the alt
right], and now we need to get over the second hurdle, which is
becoming a multimilliondollar professional movement. I don't want to
go back to paleoconservatism or some intellectual white nationalism
that has no connection with politics and the scene. That would be
tremendously depressing."
But he has faith in the Overton window: the idea that the range of
acceptable political discourse gets defined by a safe distance between
extremes. "If you want to radically shift the Overton window, you need
that farright flank for that to make sense," he says. "Clearly, we are
working with Trump in this way." source

Amazon SameDay Delivery and Algorithmic
Racism
There’s no evidence that Amazon makes decisions on where to deliver
based on race. Berman says the ethnic composition of neighborhoods
isn’t part of the data Amazon examines when drawing up its maps.

“When it comes to sameday delivery, our goal is to serve as many
people as we can, which we’ve proven in places like Los Angeles,
Seattle, San Francisco, and Philadelphia.” Amazon, he says, has a
“radical sensitivity” to any suggestion that neighborhoods are being
singled out by race. “Demographics play no role in it. Zero.”
Amazon says its plan is to focus its sameday service on ZIP codes
where there’s a high concentration of Prime members, and then
expand the offering to fill in the gaps over time. “If you ever look at a
map of service for Amazon, it will start out small and end up getting
big,” he says.
This is a logical approach from a cost and efficiency perspective: Give
areas with the most existing paying members priority access to a new
product. Yet in cities where most of those paying members are
concentrated in predominantly white parts of town, a solely datadriven
calculation that looks at numbers instead of people can reinforce long
entrenched inequality in access to retail services. For people who live
in black neighborhoods not served by Amazon, the fact that it’s not
deliberate doesn’t make much practical difference. “They are offering
different services to other people who don’t look like you but live in the
same city,” says Rasberry. source

Amplification of Women's Voices
Women in meetings often make points that go unnoticed or wrongly attributed. The
female staff in the Obama White House came up with a counterstrategy.
And even when they’d made it into the room, female staffers were
sometimes overlooked. So they banded together (shine theory!) and
came up with a system to make sure they were heard:
Female staffers adopted a meeting strategy they
called “amplification”: When a woman made a key
point, other women would repeat it, giving credit to its
author. This forced the men in the room to recognize
the contribution — and denied them the chance to

claim the idea as their own. “We just started doing it,
and made a purpose of doing it. It was an everyday
thing,” said one former Obama aide who requested
anonymity to speak frankly. Obama noticed, she and
others said, and began calling more often on women
and junior aides. source

Analogies and Wittgenstein
The virtue of analogies for Wittgenstein consists in "changing our way
of seeing." Experience is diffuse, fragmented, and isolated — modern
experience increasingly so. A good analogy leaps across a wide
terrain of experience to reveal connections between domains that we
wouldn’t have thought had anything to do with one another. In so
doing, the analogy produces the feeling of renewal to which
Wittgenstein refers. It brings us up for air, elevating us into a broader
expressive context that allows us to see a given phenomenon in the
light of another.
Analogy, in this sense, is not just a useful technique that colors some
component of an explanation or a topping for an argument. It is often
the explanation itself. Analogical reasoning is, furthermore,
fundamental to the way we get around in the world. When we’re
confronted with something new, we resort to analogy to try to come to
terms with it. source

Anonymous Credentials
Credentials can be granted that are not reliant on giving identifying details
Anonymous credential systems allow users to authenticate themselves
in a privacypreserving manner. source

AntiSemitic Frameworks

I've written before about the radicalizing tendencies of the Trump
campaign. Avowed antiSemitic supporters are brought into the
mainstream. Trump bellows about conspiracies of traitorous elites and
global financiers  charges which don't mention Jews explicitly but
which closely follow the themes, vocabulary and villains of traditional
antiSemitic agitation. Then rabid Trump supporters who may not
previously have thought in antiSemitic terms or may have held only
latent hostility toward Jews get swept into embracing and propagating
antiSemitic conspiracy theories and political agitation. source

Anxiety of Peer Influence
Mismatches between our taste and the taste of others causes cognitive dissonance
and anxiety which many resolve through modifying their taste.
Liking of songs, based on teens’ initial ratings was strongly related to
activity in the head of the caudate nucleus. Although the exact nature
of caudate activity remains a source of debate, most agree that activity
in this area is highly related to reward and valuation. So it appears to
reflect pleasure, not familiarity. The researchers also observed activity
in a number of regions that have been previously associated with the
pleasurable aspects of listening to music.
When adolescents changed their ratings, according to their brain
activity, it had nothing to do with increased liking of the music. Instead,
a very different picture emerged. The network of regions associated
with changing a rating included bilateral insula, the anterior cingulate
cortex and the supplementary motor cortex and frontal poles  regions
previously associated with anxiety and pain. These regions all showed
increased activity when teens were shown a popularity rating that did
not match their own, meaning that they had this neural response prior
to changing their own rating. Interestingly, individuals who
demonstrated the greatest sensitivity to popularity, as determined by
survey measures taken at the beginning of the study, manifested the
strongest insula activity during the act of conforming. Simply, the
greater the insula activity, the higher the odds of conforming. The

authors suggest that this pattern of activity can be explained by
cognitive or emotional dissonance caused by the mismatch between
one’s ratings and the ratings of others. source

A related effect is the [[Recommender's Paradox]]
Social media leads to being [[Surprised by Disagreement]]

Anxiety Warp Drive
We all know that anxiety affects our emotional state and makes
interacting with the world difficult, but what may be less obvious is how
it changes what we focus our attention on throughout the day. By
biasing attention, anxiety alters what we are conscious of, and in turn,
the way we experience reality. This can have profound consequences.
Anxiety’s effects on attention may shape worldviews and belief
systems in specific and predictable ways. It can even affect our politics
without us knowing. To protect against the realitydistorting effects of
anxiety, we must first understand how attention works and the ways in
which it can be influenced. source

Argue on the Pardoner's Terms
You have no clue why Obama won’t pardon Snowden, and thus, are
doing nothing to change his mind. You think, instead, that getting
celebrities like Susan Sarandon on your side is going to promote your
cause. Obama isn’t seeking reelection. He therefore doesn’t care
what they think. Your attempt on stirring up public support will have no
effect.
This is the decision of one man, Obama. It’s a free decision, one that
will have no consequences for him either way. It’s one of the few
decisions in his career where he will decide what’s right, not what’s
popular. You have to address what his concerns are. In this document,
I’m only guessing as an outsider what some of those concerns might

be. But it behooves you, the propardon activist, to figure what
Obama’s real concerns are, and address them. Otherwise you don’t
have a prayer of changing his mind. source

Argumentative Theory
Recent theories of cognition suggest that there are really two types of logic we have,
intertwined with one another. One developed for problemsolving — we look carefully
at a situation, try to figure out how to mend that spear or bowl, how best to track down
that bison or cook the meat. But many of our more abstract abilities come from another
source — the need to convince people that our way is the one correct way so that
people will assist us, and not someone else.
The Argumentative Theory of cognition, for example, suggests that our inability to see
evidence that does not support our beliefs is not a “brain bug” but a result of an
evolutionary process that favored people who could seem the most sure about their
beliefs. People who are willing to display selfdoubt do not tend to gain broad support,
so evolution helpfully nuked selfdoubt. As a result we’re actually horrible problem
solvers, but boy are we sure of ourselves.

[[Engagement and Overconfidence]] go hand in hand.

Assange and Women
Conversely, Assange often trusts strangers more than those he knows
well: He dislikes taking advice, he dislikes anyone else having a power
base, and he dislikes being challenged – especially by women. He
runs his own show his own way, and won’t delegate. He’s happy to
play on the conspiratorial urges of others, with little sign as to whether
or not he believes them himself. source

Assange Rape Charges
Those who have faced the greatest torments are, of course, the two
women who accused Assange of sexual offences in Sweden in the

summer of 2010. The details of what happened over those few days
remain a matter for the Swedish justice system, not speculation, but
having seen and heard Assange and those around him discuss the
case, having read out the court documents, and having followed the
extradition case in the UK all the way to the supreme court, I know it is
a real, complicated sexual assault and rape case. It is no CIA smear,
and it relates to Assange’s role at WikiLeaks only in that his work there
is how they met. Assange’s decision – and it was a decision – to elide
his Swedish case with any possible US prosecution was a cynical one.
It led many to support his cause alongside those of Chelsea Manning
or Edward Snowden. And yet it is more difficult, not easier, to extradite
Assange to the US from Sweden than from the UK, should Washington
even wish to do so. source

Asymmetric Polarization and Pew
But the asymmetric polarization has reached the voting public as well and is now a
critically important component of our polarized politics and dysfunctional government.
In fact, the Pew report itself presents nuggets that support it, particularly if one focuses
on the politically engaged members of the public. Here are a few of the takeaways
from the Pew report:

Asymmetric Polarization
Four years later, Dan Balz of the Washington Post, probably the most
respected figure in the political press, admitted that Mann and Ornstein
were onto something. “They were ahead of others in describing the
underlying causes of polarization as asymmetrical,” he wrote. Why did
it take four years? (In 2012 and 2014 Balz was noncommittal about the
thesis.) Two answers: asymmetry fries the circuits of the mainstream
press… and Trump. # Because journalists rely so heavily on that
mental picture I described, they stick with it as the anomalies build up.
Mann and Ornstein had tried to warn Balz and his colleagues about
this: # We understand the values of mainstream journalists, including
the effort to report both sides of a story. But a balanced treatment of an

unbalanced phenomenon distorts reality. If the political dynamics of
Washington are unlikely to change anytime soon, at least we should
change the way that reality is portrayed to the public. This advice was
ignored at the time. But now it cannot be. For Trump is that “insurgent
outlier” described by Mann and Ornstein. In his nativism, xenophobia,
“identity politics for white people,” and loose talk about nuclear
weapons he is the ideologically extreme. Like the deformed party
Mann and Ornstein wrote about, he is “scornful of compromise;
unmoved by conventional understanding of facts, evidence source

Atari Video Game Burial
Example of a myth that was mostly true.
The Atari Video Game Burial is one of those massively metaphorical and imagistic
moments in history. Found when reading about history of video games. The Atari video
game burial was a mass burial of unsold video game cartridges, consoles, and
computers in a New Mexico landfill site, undertaken by American video game and
home computer company Atari, Inc. in 1983. The goods disposed of through the burial
are generally believed to have been unsold copies of E.T. the ExtraTerrestrial, a game
which had become one of the biggest commercial failures in video gaming and is often
cited as one of the worst video games ever released; and the Atari 2600 port of Pac
Man, which had been commercially successful but critically maligned. (wikipedia)
.. See also the 1983 crash, also known as Atari Shock.
In November 2014, Alamogordo's Tularosa Basin Historical Society began to put
games from the landfill on eBay. (html)
Source: Atari Video Game Burial.

Attention Accounts
An idea from Andreas Bulling that UX should see user attention as a finite and valuable
resource, and only "spend" attention at certain points:
The "pervasive attentive user interfaces" imagined by Bulling might

utilize what he calls "attention accounts." This is basically a running
balance of available user attention. If I were to focus for a few minutes
on this chat box in the next tab over, the result would be an attention
withdrawal. The system would then know that I now have less attention
—defined here as the act of concentrating on discrete units of
information while ignoring other information—to give and so would
adjust itself accordingly.
"Instead of interrupting the user whenever new information becomes
available," he explains, "future interfaces could trade information
importance with users’ current interruptibility level and time the delivery
of information appropriately—for example for a period of low cognitive
load, free attentional capacity, or even boredom." source

The idea is somewhat related to Calm Tech and [[Tea Kettle Tech]].
Conversations are based on small almost imperceptible pauses that serve as markers
for interruption. See [[Conversational Gapping]]
Related ideas are found in [[Quadratic Voting]]
{{Tags: UI, UX, HCI, Attention, Interruption, Attention Economy}}

Attribution vs Credit
"Computers cannot give credit” — Automated systems can be designed to
automatically create attribution for remixed works, but in a study of participants in a
large remix community, the value of automatic attribution was much less than the credit
given manually by humans.
People crave getting credit for their own creative work and get upset when they see
derivatives of it used by others without giving credit to the authors. A research study of
youth in the Scratch community experimented with adding automatic attribution when
works were remixed; however the users reactions were that automatic attribution were
much less authentic than ones created individually by users.
[caption id="" align="alignnone" width="1050"]Image (source)

Scratch is an open online tool developed at MIT designed to give children creative
experiences creating small games and interactive tools that also teaches them
principles of computer programming via a graphical interface. (Wikipedia).
As of November 2015, there are over 11,000,000 projects shared on the Scratch site–
it’s design explicitly embeds the idea of remix in that everything posted there is open to
be remixed by another user (this is also adopted more recently in the approach of
Mozilla’s WebMaker tools) Remixing in Scratch is not only technically possible, it is
something that the administrators of the website encourage and try to foster as a way
for people to learn from others and collaborate. On every project page, the Scratch
website displays a hyperlink with the text “Some rights reserved” that points to a child
friendly interpretation of the Creative Commons AttributionShare Alike license under
which all Scratch projects are licensed. Even the name Scratch is a reference to hip
hop DJs’ practice of mixing records. A large portion of all projects shared on the
Scratch website (28%) are remixes of other projects.
That said, remixing is not universally unproblematic in Scratch. Previous quantitative
analysis of the the Scratch community showed that Scratch participants react both
positively and negatively to the remixing of their projects and found that of those users
who viewed a remix of their project, about onefifth left positive comments while the
same proportion of users accused the remixer of plagiarism. This ambivalent reaction
to remixing is echoed, and given additional texture, in the comments and complaints
left by users on the Scratch website and sent to Scratch administrators.
The study involved interviewing Scratch community members about their reactions to
seeing derivatives of their own works with both automatic attribution and individual
credit either given as credits inside a remixed Scratch project or in the notes attached
to an item’s web page in Scratch. But in trying to help users by attributing
automatically, Scratch’s designers misunderstood the way that attribution as a social
mechanism worked for Scratch’s users. Our fundamental insight is that while both
attribution and credit may be important, they are distinct concepts and that credit is,
socially, worth more. A system can attribute the work of a user but credit, which is seen
as much more important by users and which has a greater effect on user behavior,
cannot be done automatically.Computers can attribute. Crediting, however, takes a
human.
—–

Computers Can’t Give Credit: How Automatic Attribution Falls Short in an Online
Remixing Community Andres MonroyHernandez, Benjamin Mako Hill, Jazmin
GonzalezRivero, and danah boyd 2011 (abstract) (PDF)
A simple reading of this might be that the more difficult handcoded text is a case of
signalling. (wikipedia)
Source: Attribution vs Credit | cogdogflp

Avoiding Why
By focussing on the how, we can keep conversational participants more fluid and
nimble and less selfdefensive.
Golden Rule 2. Avoid using the question “Why” This rule may seem
counterintuitive because most people’s default question to find out
more information about something is “why”. What most people don't
realise is that most of our thoughts throughout the day are constructed
from half truths and poorly constructed ideas that we are influenced by
because of the media. In hypnosis “why” is known as a reality
constructing question which means that when you ask it to someone,
they have to look inside them self, search their feelings and
experiences in life and form a thought based off the question, and the
more emotions get attached to the thought the stronger they feel about
it.
When you ask people “why” they will start looking for reasons to justify
their experience and why it may be true, and as a result the issue
becomes much larger for the person and they get sucked into the void
the emotions create. This can make our job much harder when we are
trying to solve the issue for the other person. If you were trapped in the
wilderness, would you rather fight this gigantic hungry grizzly bear
that’s practically salivating at the chance to eat you, or would you
rather fight the baby grizzly bear?
Instead of asking “why”, people generally mean “how”.
Bad Example “Jimmy, why do you have odd socks on?” This sends the

mind looking for reasons why they have odd socks on and it also locks
them into a position, which might be difficult to change later.
Good Example “Jimmy, how did you manage to put odd socks on?”
This focuses people on the process of finding odd socks and gives us
more room to break the odd sock problem down. Note. Use the “Why”
question when you are moving someone in a positive direction.
Good Example “Jimmy, why are you so happy today?” This sends the
person looking for justifications and reasons why they happy – why not
make people smile source
Thinking this through it's hard to translate this to some situations, but leaving it here for
later  I do think the "realityconstructing" question is a big insight.

BaaderMeinhof Phenomenon
The BaaderMeinhof phenomenon (also called the frequency illusion) describes the
common experience of learning about something new (a trend, a fact, a band, a word)
and suddenly finding it is everywhere.
People who experience the BaaderMeinhof effect become convinced that the new
thing they are aware of has become an overnight success.
Your friend told you about that obscure bluegrasselectropunk band
yesterday morning. That afternoon, you ran across one of their albums
at a garage sale. Wait a minute — that’s them in that Doritos
commercial, too! Coincidence … or conspiracy? More likely, you’re
experiencing “frequency illusion,” somewhat better known as the
BaaderMeinhof phenomenon.
Stanford linguistics professor Arnold Zwicky coined the former term in
2006 to describe the syndrome in which a concept or thing you just
found out about suddenly seems to crop up everywhere. It’s caused,
he wrote, by two psychological processes. The first, selective attention,
kicks in when you’re struck by a new word, thing, or idea; after that,
you unconsciously keep an eye out for it, and as a result find it
surprisingly often. The second process, confirmation bias, reassures

you that each sighting is further proof of your impression that the thing
has gained overnight omnipresence.
{{Tags: Psychology, Confirmation Bias, Selective Attention}}

Baby Anthropologists
The authors found 1yearolds expect people to like the same foods,
unless those people belong to different social or cultural groups, such
as those that speak a different language. The study underscores just
how tightly our food choices are coupled with our social thinking, said
Katherine Kinzler, a coauthor of the study and an associate professor
of psychology and human development at Cornell University.
"Kids are sensitive to cultural groups early in life," said Kinzler. "When
babies see someone eat, they are not just learning about food  they
are also learning about who eats what with whom. An ability to think
about people as being 'same versus different', and perhaps even 'us
versus them,' starts very early in life." source

Backfire Effect
When facts are used to challenge beliefs, they often do the opposite.
The Misconception: When your beliefs are challenged with facts, you
alter your opinions and incorporate the new information into your
thinking. The Truth: When your deepest convictions are challenged by
contradictory evidence, your beliefs get stronger. ..... Once something
is added to your collection of beliefs, you protect it from harm. You do
it instinctively and unconsciously when confronted with attitude
inconsistent information.
Just as confirmation bias shields you when you actively seek
information, the backfire effect defends you when the information
seeks you, when it blindsides you. Coming or going, you stick to your
beliefs instead of questioning them. When someone tries to correct
you, tries to dilute your misconceptions, it backfires and strengthens

them instead.
Over time, the backfire effect helps make you less skeptical of those
things which allow you to continue seeing your beliefs and attitudes as
true and proper.
source

Backfire Effect Comes To Sandy
Hook
The more information you supply a conspiracist, the deep they go into conspiracy.
She started spending her free time investigating Sandy Hook. At one
point, she helped Halbig scour Newtown Board of Education
documents for evidence supporting a theory that the school had been
closed before the shooting. Instead, she found evidence to the
contrary, but when she brought this to Halbig, she says he dismissed
her. “They could never admit when they were wrong,” Moser said.
In December, Moser left the group and began helping Pozner. (She did
not give up fringe theories entirely and believes that her son has
autism because of a childhood vaccine.) Moser was disappointed that
after she left, only one hoaxer approached her to ask what had
changed her mind. Instead, they turned on her, accusing her of being a
part of the conspiracy all along. Moser said they published her
personal information, as they had done with several Sandy Hook
families, and reported her to Child Protective Services. One hoaxer
obtained explicit footage Moser had shared with a former boyfriend
and posted it online.
Moser’s experience clarified for Pozner something he had begun to
understand: Debunking had run its course. “I realized there was no
one left with questions,” he said. “The only people left were trolls.”
When we first spoke, Pozner showed me an email he had received
that day, asking for “proof that anyone died at that dilapidated dump of
a school,” then adding: “One more thing before I close, your wife is

uglier than sin.” As Pozner started to take on the hoaxers more
directly, trolls had begun posting rumors on social media that he was a
child pornographer. “They aren’t attacking the event,” he said. “They’re
just attacking me.” source

See also [[Backfire Effect]]

Bad Pile
Matt Haughey talks about how his site got put in the "bad pile" during a Google spam
blocking update, and how that affected his traffic.
I kept waiting. For a year and a half, I waited. The revenues kept
trickling down. It was this long terrible process, losing half overnight
but then also roughly 3% a month for a year and a half after. It got to
the point where we couldn’t pay our bills. That’s when I reached out
again to Matt Cutts, “Things never got better.” He was like, “What,
really? I’m sorry.” He looked into it and was like, “Oh yeah, it never
reversed. It should have. You were accidentally put in the bad pile.”
source

Balkan Trump Factory
“This is the news of the millennium!” said the story on
WorldPoliticus.com. Citing unnamed FBI sources, it claimed Hillary
Clinton will be indicted in 2017 for crimes related to her email scandal.
“Your Prayers Have Been Answered,” declared the headline. For
Trump supporters, that certainly seemed to be the case. They helped
the baseless story generate over 140,000 shares, reactions, and
comments on Facebook. Meanwhile, roughly 6,000 miles away in a
small town in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, a young
man watched as money began trickling into his Google AdSense
account. source

Baltimore Gazette

The Baltimore Gazette, a newspaper that existed very briefly just after
the Civil War, has returned online as a site to spread fake news stories
and other nonsense.
One article in particular, "ATLANTA OFFICER KILLS BLACK WOMAN,
INJURES CHILD, FOLLOWING BREASTFEEDING ARGUMENT,"
caught the attention of the online sleuths at Snopes.com after it
apparently went viral. Search "Baltimore Gazette" on Facebook and
you'll find a number of people who have been deceived by the
breastfeeding story or are trying to prevent others from doing the
same. ADVERTISING
The Gazette's "article" is a rehash of a bogus story that ran in a bogus
source, the National Report, in 2014, Snopes reported yesterday in a
post that has been shared more than 20,000 times.
Other stories on the site appear to be similarly fake, even though the
innocuous, newspaperish name, basic web design, and dry tone of
the prose could lead some—particularly people who don't live here—to
be easily deceived. But there are plenty of signs that the site is full of it.
Most of the articles are written by "BG Staff," with no proper byline
given, and it appears the earliest article was published a few days ago,
on Sept. 20.
A local story about an 11yearold girl hit by a minivan in Woodberry is
riddled with falsehoods. It says she was hit near a school at 4041 W.
41st St., Ridley Elementary, that does not exist and says she is a
student at Dwyer Middle School, another madeup school. The site
also "reports" the incident was being investigated by the "County
Sheriff's Office," despite it happening in the city.
In other big local news, according to the Gazette, a man made off with
Sudafed from a Walgreens on East Fayette Street. Reporter "Dan
Stevens" learned from a "Baltimore Police Department media release"
the pharmacist thought the man was "casing the place." The suspect,
not surprisingly, in light of the racial undertones of some of the articles,

is described as an "unknown black man."
BPD spokesman T.J. Smith says the story "doesn't appear to be true"
and notes that the phone number listed for anyone with information to
contact is not affiliated with the department.
The other two national news stories on the site are related to the
rioting in Charlotte, and both—that "anyone caught looting will have
welfare and food stamps revoked for life" and that Charlotte will
receive $80 million from FEMA—are unsubstantiated. The FEMA food
stamps one was debunked by Snopes too.
They are positive about one thing, though: "Here's How
Homeschooling is Changing America."
The URL for the website was registered in July 2015 through Domains
By Proxy, a company started by GoDaddy.com founder Bob Parsons
that keeps owner information marked private. An email inquiry to the
totally legitsounding
BALTIMOREGAZETTE.COM@domainsbyproxy.com was not
immediately returned.
Interestingly enough, the site did just put up a post about a police
involved shooting in Baltimore County this afternoon, a story that is
developing right now in real time—perhaps an attempt to look more
credible. But the threesentence post is aggregating the reporting of
WBALTV.
Also, the Baltimore Gazette lists its offices at 612 E. Pratt St. There is
no such address—the entire 600 block of E. Pratt is occupied by
Lockwood Plaza, at 600 E. Pratt, the home of Marshall's, Panera
Bread, Fogo de Chão, and other retail stores.
In sum, the Baltimore Gazette is basically your conservative wingnut
uncle's email chain trying to masquerade as a credible news source.
Don't buy into it. Copyright © 2016, Baltimore City Paper, a Baltimore
Sun Media Group publication | Privacy Policy
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program Baltimore Police

Department Bob Parsons
Rabia Chaudry, advocate for Adnan Syed, discusses the effectiveness
of storytelling TT The Artist, Mighty Mark, and source

Bar Conversations in a Church Service
The big struggle on the web is that people want to go to one place, but they want to
have many identities and varieties of discourse.
I was thinking about this in terms of the election the other day. One of the reasons this
primary seems more vicious and personal to people is that the online spaces are
somewhat differently formed. In 2008, I could go to my own political community, Blue
Hampshire (RIP, 2015) or go to DailyKos. And in those places I could be the political
person I was.
But most of us have only room for a couple habits. So people become political in the
other spaces. Twitter. Facebook.
Of course, neither Twitter nor Facebook is set up to be a political space the way that
DailyKos or Blue Hampshire was. In both those cases the algorithms and the
interfaces were refined over time to minimize the sort of trolling, abuse, and flame wars
political sites tend to produce.
An unremarked effect of going to a small number of general purpose sites is they must
push all types of discourse through the same interface, and more or less the same
algorithms. Nearly all political sites have affordances which average community
produced comment ratings and autohide trolling comments  you need that to run a
large community. But Facebook and Twitter don't have comment ratings, they have
mechanisms to report individuals, which don't work, because the whole point of hiding
trolling comments is to get them hidden before they cause community damage. On
DailyKos, a trolling comment will be hidden sometimes, in less than a minute. Try that
on Facebook.

Bartlett's Remembering
This is why, as Sir Frederic Bartlett demonstrated in his book

Remembering (1932), no two people will repeat a story they have
heard the same way and why, over time, their recitations of the story
will diverge more and more. No ‘copy’ of the story is ever made; rather,
each individual, upon hearing the story, changes to some extent –
enough so that when asked about the story later (in some cases, days,
months or even years after Bartlett first read them the story) – they can
reexperience hearing the story to some extent, although not very well
(see the first drawing of the dollar bill, above).
This is inspirational, I suppose, because it means that each of us is
truly unique, not just in our genetic makeup, but even in the way our
brains change over time. It is also depressing, because it makes the
task of the neuroscientist daunting almost beyond imagination. For any
given experience, orderly change could involve a thousand neurons, a
million neurons or even the entire brain, with the pattern of change
different in every brain. source

Beck's Sham
Beck went on, “What’s most tragic about this is us. We have, as a
culture, embraced the bad guys. I love Tony Soprano. But, when a
Tony Soprano shows up in your life, you don’t love him so much.
“We’ve made everything into a game show,” he said, “and now we’re
reaping the consequences of it.” Some of this may be Beck’s own
doing. Trump’s conspiracypeddling and doomsaying? That’s vintage
Beck, who said that the Fourth of July used to move him to tears. But
now, he said, our politicians and bankers have become crooks, our
wars meaningless, and our values lost. “I’m at a Dadaist time in my
life,” he said. “So much of what I used to believe was either always a
sham or has been made into a sham. There’s nothing deep.”
Beck, who was wearing a cardigan, a creamcolored scarf, and green
pants, was flanked by two bodyguards. The altright sees him as a
turncoat. He receives death threats. “These people scare the hell out
of me,” he said. Some of them are his former followers, perhaps angry
at him for disowning their beliefs while continuing to cash in on their

insecurities. (Beck’s Web site still runs ads for goods favored by
survivalists—gold ingots, concealedgun harnesses, and food kits
called My Patriot Supply.) source

Before Posting to NetNews
"Before Posting to NetNews" is the title of Intel guidelines for posting to Usenet
newsgroups from their 1995 Netiquette document. Note this advice: you should read a
mailing list or Usenet group for one to two months before posting anything. link
3.1.1 General Guidelines for mailing lists and NetNews

* Read both mailing lists and newsgroups for one to two months before you post anything. Th
* Do not blame the system administrator for the behavior of the system users...

This is not bad advice, but it is part of the problem with communities. Because the
community knowledge and culture is buried in discourse, entry is timeconsuming. God
forbid you come into the community and post something someone already posted or
use the wrong acronyms.

Compare Twitter, where people feel free to jump into conversations of which they have
very little knowledge. See [[SeaLioning]]

Behaviorism and Devices
ll this talk of hacking human psychology could sound paranoid, if Harris
had not witnessed the manipulation firsthand. Raised in the Bay Area
by a single mother employed as an advocate for injured workers,
Harris spent his childhood creating simple software for Macintosh
computers and writing fan mail to Steve Wozniak, a cofounder of
Apple. He studied computer science at Stanford while interning at
Apple, then embarked on a master’s degree at Stanford, where he
joined the Persuasive Technology Lab. Run by the experimental
psychologist B. J. Fogg, the lab has earned a cultlike following among

entrepreneurs hoping to master Fogg’s principles of “behavior
design”—a euphemism for what sometimes amounts to building
software that nudges us toward the habits a company seeks to instill.
(One of Instagram’s cofounders is an alumnus.) In Fogg’s course,
Harris studied the psychology of behavior change, such as how clicker
training for dogs, among other methods of conditioning, can inspire
products for people. For example, rewarding someone with an
instantaneous “like” after they post a photo can reinforce the action,
and potentially shift it from an occasional to a daily activity. source

Belief Communities
“Americans ... values and basic beliefs are more polarized along
partisan lines than at any point in the past 25 years.” (Pew Research)
Pundits bemoan this polarization, and await a leader who’ll cut the
Gordian knot of gridlock politics to deliver us to a bipartisan nirvana.
The pundits will have a long wait.

America’s current hyperpartisanship stems from a perfect storm of
factors (described below). And it’s created Belief Communities —
where people who want to believe patently untrue things (e.g., that
President Obama was born in Kenya) are never challenged in their
beliefs, and may even be encouraged in their fantasies. source

Benjamin Rush on Shaming
Benjamin Rush, in one of Ben Franklin's famous meetings, makes a surprisingly
modern argument against shaming as punishment: if you take away an offender's
reputation, if you damage it permanently, what motivation do they have to rehabilitate
themselves?
The debate over officially sanctioned shaming stretches back to the
earliest years of the American Republic. In 1787, just four years after
the end of the Revolutionary War, Benjamin Rush, a renowned

physician who had signed the Declaration of Independence, made the
case against public shaming at a meeting held in Benjamin Franklin’s
Philadelphia home: “Crimes should be punished in private or not
punished at all.” If an offender’s reputation was badly sullied, he
reasoned, perpetrators would have no real incentive to rehabilitate
themselves. “A man who has lost his character at a whipping post has
nothing valuable left to lose in society,” Rush argued. Like many
reformers, Rush believed a person could find penance and rehabilitate
themselves behind prison walls rather than face public humiliation in
the stocks or pillories of colonial America. His advocacy for more
rational, systematic, and proportional punishment spurred the creation
of the country’s first modern prison administration in 1790. By the
1830s, England and France had also abandoned the pillory and
branding and moved toward the penitentiary—the seemingly
enlightened, civilized, technocratic alternative. “Punishment had
gradually ceased to be a spectacle,” Michel Foucault writes in
Discipline & Punish. “The age of sobriety in punishment had begun.”
source

More recently, researcher Brené Brown has demonstrated Rush might have been right.
See [[Why Shame Doesn’t Work]]
This quote from Rush may have been during one of Franklin's [[Junto]]s
{{Tags: Shaming, Internet Shaming, Trolling, Junto}}

BernersLee on a Harmonious Web
Tim BernersLee suggests that the web needs to look at creating UI that amplifies
good behavior.
"It's about building a social network and saying, ‘How's it going to
work? If I can build a social network and people can inject ideas,
what's going to happen to great ideas? If they take off and accelerate,
will horrible ideas accelerate too?'
"I wonder about Twitter and the way it's made, and that people tend to

retweet stuff that really gets them going, and that's not really great. A
study showed that people are 10 times more likely to tweet something
that made them angry than something that made them joyful.
"So I think we have responsibility to think how to build systems that
tend to produce constructive criticism and harmony as opposed to
negativity and bullying." source

BernersLee is referring in comments to findings that [[Anger Spreads Fastest]], though
that study was not on Twitter, but on a Chinese clone of Twitter.
It's important to remember that in toxic communities, it's [[Not Just the Trolls]]
Carol Sinder has ideas about [[Reducing Abuse on Twitter]] through UI changes.
Too much civility leads to apathy in come cases. See [[Civility's Curse]]
{{Tags: Garden and the Stream, empathy, UI, UX, Social Media, Civility}}

Bernhard Goetz Incident
Image
On December 22, 1984 Bernhard Goetz shot four young men in a New York subway
car, seriously wounding all of them. While the story of what happened varied with the
teller the incident became a symbol for frustration with urban crime, and in particular
violent crime, which had been on the rise since the late 1960s. Goetz was perceived by
many as a folk hero, while others saw in him a disturbing trend toward racist violence
and vigilante justice.
Taken in on charges of attempted murder and reckless endangerment, Goetz was
unapologetic for his actions. Goetz claimed that the teens had been trying to mug him.
The teens claimed they were carry screwdrivers as part of a plan to rob arcade games.
Doug Linder explains what happened next:
Barry Allen, Troy Canty, James Ramseur and Darrell Cabey boarded
the subway about 1:00 P.M. ...The other 15 to 20 passengers on the

car, wary of the boisterous gang, moved toward the other end of the
car. At the 14th Streetstation, Bernhard Goetz, age 37, entered the
subway car and took a seat near the youths.
When Canty and Allen approached Goetz with their demand for five
dollars, they knew nothing of Goetz's history and how the intense man,
dressed in jeans and a windbreaker, would soon transform their lives.
Three years earlier, Goetz had been mugged by three African
American young men and he had a permanently damaged knee to
show for it. He resolved not to be a victim again and regularly carried a
.38 revolver in his waistband.
When Goetz asked Canty to repeat what he just said, Canty again
asked for five dollars. As Goetz later would tell investigators, "When I
saw his smile and the look in his eye,... I saw they were intending to
play with me like a cat plays with a mouse." He opened fire. Goetz
stated that he “started spinning and pulling the trigger, trying to get as
many of them as he could.” The first shot hit Troy Canty directly in the
chest. The second shot hit Barry Allen in the back. The third shot
traveled through the arm of James Ramseur and became lodged in his
left side. The fourth bullet missed Darrell Cabey.
Goetz moved towards Cabey and said (or at least thought), "You don’t
look so bad, here’s another.” He fired a fifth and final shot at point
blank range, severing Cabey’s spinal cord. The conductor, after
bringing the subway train to a screeching halt, approached Goetz and
asked, "Are you a cop?" "No," Goetz replied, "I don't know why I did it.
They tried to rip me off."
James Ramseur, one of the attackers, committed suicide in 2011 on the anniversary of
the attack.link

It's interesting to compare this to the public reaction after John Lennon's death. See
[[Death in the Time of Lennon]]
The black community of the time was also appalled with the level of violence in the city,
as they were most affected by it. See [[Black Silent Majority]]

Bernieland
People are in denial. Why?
But underneath the fun, "feeling the Bern" has taken on a double
meaning. Sanders's supporters feel burned. They believe their
candidate is the rightful heir to the Democratic nomination, despite
Hillary Clinton's dominance in votes and in the delegate math. They
believe the system is stacked against Sanders, and his expected loss
in the New York primary on Tuesday just proves the point.
"I just feel like the polls published by the mainstream media sources
are basically advertising in disguise," Daley says. "In, like, six of the
last seven elections, Sanders has been way behind in the polls and
won by these super surprising margins because they weren’t
publishing honest polls. It's just so exciting that people aren’t falling for
it."
Daley said she's "very willing to believe" election fraud is influencing
the results of the primary. She recalled reading an article that claimed
Sanders was winning by 17 percent where voters' ballots had been
counted by hand, and by only 2 percent everywhere else.
That sounded awfully suspicious. "I'm willing to believe it's possible
that more people voted for [Clinton]. But I will not see her nomination
as evidence of that," Daley says. "The primaries are run by the parties,
and the parties have decided who to elect." source
The disconnect also pushes dissenting voices out of the square:
Within minutes of posting a story to Facebook about Chelsea Clinton
coming to campaign in Ithaca, Myrick was inundated with dozens of
critical comments. "My simple impression is that you are starstruck and
your judgment is impaired," one person said. "Let us know if you can
feel your heart when you are in her presence."
The attacks don't go unnoticed. Later on Sunday, I stood in line at
Ithaca's organic grocery store — well, one of them, anyway — when I

ran into a prominent local official who quietly confided that she can't
wait for the primary to be over. She said she spent her Sunday
morning reading through the angry comments on the mayor's
Facebook feed, and admits the experience made her "incredibly
anxious."
"I'm terrified of people here learning I'm voting for Hillary," she said,
casting a furtive glance down an aisle of kombucha teas. "Please don't
use my name. Seriously."

Best Way to Secure Data
The best way to secure data is never to collect it in the first place. Data
that is collected is likely to leak. Data that is collected and retained is
certain to leak. A house that can be controlled by voice and gesture is
a house with a camera and a microphone covering every inch of its
floorplan. source

Better Learning Through Surveilliance
Australian university students are being tracked on campus via their
mobile phones through their WiFi usage. Referred to as "learner
analytics", universities say the tracking system, which collects the data
using WiFi routers as students make their way around campus, helps
them improve student retention rates as well as the student
experience.
source

Better Off People Doing Poorly
A description of Trump's base is not really the working class or even the white working
class, but rather "better off people doing poorly".
We should also note that Trump’s white working class is a bit of a
myth. Even Democrats doing poorly here is a bit off. In general, as

Stan Greenberg notes, there’s a strong regional component here, with
Democrats doing poorly with the white working class in the South and
West, while doing better with them elsewhere. More importantly, it’s
not clear whether Trump’s working class voters even exist. “Betteroff
white people in places that are doing poorly” seems more on point as a
description. But I’m going to go with the generic media description,
sometimes bordering on caricature, of Trump’s base as people
motivated by a mix of changing economic and social conditions.
source

Beveridge on Originality
Originality is about novel connections.
“Originality often consists in linking up ideas whose connection was not
previously suspected,” wrote W. I. B. Beveridge in the fantastic 1957
tome The Art of Scientific Investigation source

Bias Baked Into Social Media
But asking technology companies to “do something” about the filter
bubble presumes that this is a problem that can be easily fixed – rather
than one baked into the very idea of social networks that are designed
to give you what you and your friends want to see. source

Big Data Bra Size

Big Data is seen as the End of Theory by some, and as the dawn of a humanistic
personalization by others. Which is why we find this a useful example of Big Data:
Alibaba, the largest online store in the world (centered in China) has correlated bra
size to spending habits. After the quote we explore the weird intersection of Big Data,

sexism, racism, and any other ism's you might want to fold in.
Alibaba vice president Joseph Tsai talked to Quartz about findings that
65% of women with a B cup fell into the “low” spending category, while
those with a C cup or higher were in the “middle” and “high”
demographics.
“We’ve only seen the tip of the iceberg,” he said of the company’s
datadive. “We really haven’t done even 5% of leveraging that data to
really make our operations more efficient, consumers more satisfied.”
source
What do we make of this? It makes us feel (hopefully) a bit icky. Why is that? It's
probably worth exploring.
It's also interesting that if why knew WHY this correlation applied we'd feel (I think) a bit
less icky. Is age a confounding factor (older women have bigger bra sizes, teenagers
have smaller bra sizes)? Is cup size a sign of affluence in China? A proxy for city
dwelling? Leaving the correlation at this basic level feels unfinished, dirty, and
exploitative.
Suppose we extend special deals to Ccup women. (and certainly this is happening 
otherwise why collect this data?). Is this wrong? What if such things break down by
race?
When we look at this we realize that a world without theory is also a world that discards
intent. And intent means something. Big Data Doesn't Care why your coupon works,
but you do. There is a big difference between offering sweet deals to largebreasted
women and offering sweet deals to people in their twenties or to more frequent
shoppers. Somewhere along the line we are going to have to come to terms with that.

For a more serious case of why the why matters, consider [[Big Data and OxyContin]]
Apart from issues of why, Big Data's correlations are often ephemeral: [[Google Flu
Trends]] succeeded until it failed.

Big Data Is the New Mortgagebacked

Security
Maciej Cegłowski has made the case that we are in an Advertising Bubble, and that
when investors realize they cannot realize the gains they expect there will be hell to
play. We are reminded that a naive faith in complicated mathematical models has been
an underlying cause of most modern bubbles, and explore the connection to big data
here.
First, the problem. As Maciej Cegłowski notes, there is more money flowing into
advertising than the products buying advertising can currently support. The difference
is explained by investment, fueled by dreams of making returns impossible to make in
conventional advertising.
Image
If you look at the size of the lines here  roughed out but essentially correct in scale 
it's difficult to imagine that the amount of money flowing into product (our pink/salmon
line) can support the amount of money flowing into what Ceglowski calls adtech
(Google, Facebook, Instagram or any other tech that relies on an advertising model for
revenue. See [w l="Advertising Bubble"]
So why do investors think their money will garner return? The answer, roughly, is Big
Data. With data collected and some rather intense math not fully understood by the
investors it is believed the old rules of return no longer apply. (Ceglowski has talked
about this before as well, but I cannot find the cite).
What's interesting is how much this mirrors previous bubbles. Bubbles require, first and
foremost, some piece of Voodoo Economics complex enough to fool investors, but
resonant enough to draw them in.
Most recently, we brought the world economy down because we somehow believed
that that we could pool not just some risk away by organizing subprime loans into
tranches, but in fact eliminate risk entirely. That was made possible by the complexity
of the process. [link l="https://medium.com/@danwwang/thecdothecdsandthe
subprimemortgagecrisisc1aa28c01116" t="Medium explains the credit default
swap."]

Bikeshedding
Parkinson's law of triviality is C. Northcote Parkinson's 1957 argument
that members of an organisation give disproportionate weight to trivial
issues.[1] He observed that a committee whose job was to approve the
plans for a nuclear power plant spent the majority of its time on
discussions about relatively minor but easytograsp issues, such as
what materials to use for the staff bikeshed, while neglecting the
proposed design of the plant itself, which is far more important but also
a far more difficult and complex task

Birth of Brookings
Back in August I wrote about just this topic ("How Russia's New
Defense Doctrine Is Like Fox News"). As I argued then, there is a
humorous but real parallel between Russia's response to the color
revolutions and postSoviet weakness and institution building on the
American right in the late 20th century. As I argued then, movement
conservatives built the Heritage Foundation as a counter to the
Brookings Institution. It built Fox News as a counter to CNN and the
national news networks. In each of these cases there was some truth
to how conservatives perceived a playing field stacked against them.
The 50s and 60s and 70s were different than the times we live in.
Brookings was broadly liberal in a Cold War, establishment way. The
networks too were part of a broadly cosmopolitan elite culture. That
wasn't liberal in any real political sense but it also wasn't friendly to
movement conservatism.
Yet the new institutions movement conservatives built were in most
ways cartoonish replicas of the institutions they meant to counter 
essentially propaganda operations stood up against public policy and
news organizations which were legitimate public policy and news
organizations but nevertheless inflected against the assumptions and
goals of conservatism. This lack of parity was based in part on bad
faith. A lot of bad faith. But I have always thought that you can't really
understand this dynamic without understanding that in addition to bad

faith t source

Birth of the Emoticon
Kevin MacKenzie suggested emoticons in the very first internet community, MsgGroup.
In 1979, Kevin MacKenzie, a member of the MsgGroup email list, complained about
the "loss of meaning," the lack of facial expressions, vocal inflection and gestures in e
mail correspondence. He suggested the use of a new form of punctuation in emails
and used the example ). This was far less sophisticated than the :o) and many other
emoticons in use today. MacKenzie was flamed (criticized) by the other people in the
email group at the time, but his legacy lives on. At this stage in its development, few
people outside the research community used the internet. [http://www.elon.edu/e
web/predictions/early90s/internethistory.xhtml source]

Bitching Betty
Airplane pilots process artificial female voices as "bitchy" and "nagging", while male
voices are seen as aggressive.
Bitching Betty is a slang term used by some pilots and aircrew (mainly
North American), when referring to the voices used by some aircraft
warning systems.
The enunciating voice, in at least some aircraft systems, may be either
male or female and in some cases this may be selected according to
pilot preference.[citation needed] If the voice is female it may be
referred to as Bitching Betty; if the voice is male it may be referred to
as Barking Bob.[citation needed] A female voice is heard on military
aircraft such as the F16 Fighting Falcon, the Eurofighter Typhoon and
the Mikoyan MiG29.[citation needed] A male voice is heard on Boeing
commercial airliners and is also used in the BAE Hawk.
In the United Kingdom the term Nagging Nora is sometimes used, and
in New Zealand the term used for Boeing aircraft is Hank the Yank.
The voice warning system used on London Underground trains, which

also uses a female voice, is known to some staff as Sonya as it "gets
on ya nerves".[1] source

[[Bernie’s Motorcycle]] shows a political ramification of the desire of men to see women
as "nags".

Black Lives and Local Matters
The trouble for Mckesson—and for other activists who seek to become
part of the government they've protested—is that he earned
tremendous relational currency through his work alongside Black Lives
Matter and as a cofounder of Campaign Zero, an effort to eradicate
police violence, but he hasn't been able to cash in that currency on a
local level. The overwhelming majority of Mckesson's online followers
across the country won't be able to cast a ballot for him tomorrow.
Those who can vote have shown they want someone they feel has a
more intimate and lasting relationship with Baltimore.

Black Stats
Black Americans account for less than a third of welfare recipients. Black parents are
more involved in their kids homework than any other racial demographic. There are
600,000 more black men in college than in prison. There has been huge progress in
degree attainment since the 1970s. The level of community service in the black
community is much higher than in comparable communities. The book Black Stats
writes up the persistent myths we carry around, both liberals and conservatives, that
make our public discourse so counterproductive.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMYEvMAfMbk

Bloody Popular Sovereignty
Devolving power to the states to decide whether they would be free turned them into
battlegrounds, and tore the country apart.

This compromise, while winning Douglas the support he wanted for his
Illinois railroad plan, proceeded to backfire on the nation in spectacular
fashion. Since the question of whether a territory would be slave or
free now hinged on the number of voters within it who supported each,
pro and antislavery activists (including one antislavery fanatic who
would pop up again later on: John Brown) rushed into Kansas and
Nebraska, hoping by their presence to establish a majority for their
side. Within a year open violence had broken out between the two
factions, earning Kansas the sobriquet “Bleeding Kansas.” Rather than
settling the question of whether Kansas should be free or slave, the
legislation and the violence it created ended up leaving it wide open,
as neither side would accept a vote that went the other way as
legitimate.
Beyond the two territories that had prompted the debate, the effects
were dramatic as well. Northerners, who had assumed that territories
north of the old compromise line were safe from the expansion of
slavery, suddenly found themselves confronted with a new reality in
which any territory (or established state!) could switch from free to
slave with a single vote. Many of those Northerners had previously
been content to accept slavery in the South, so long as it never
touched them directly; now they began to worry that someday they
would have to confront the issue in their own communities. This
caused the first major push that drove many of these previously
apathetic citizens into supporting abolition. Anger at Douglas flared up
across the North; as he himself put it, “I could travel from Boston to
Chicago by the light of my own effigy.”[source]
(http://jasonlefkowitz.net/2013/03/stephenadouglasthepolitician
whowastoosmartforhisowngood/)

Blue Feed, Red Feed
Blue Feed, Red Feed See Liberal Facebook and Conservative
Facebook, Side by Side source

Bookslut Profit Model

Well, the only reason why Bookslut was interesting was because it
didn’t make money, and when I realized the sacrifices I was going to
have to make in order for it to make money, it wasn’t worth it. It used to
be you could get an advertiser for a month; now it’s all directly linked to
how many pageviews you get. So you can’t write about obscure
literature that only ten people care about and make eight cents. You
have to write about the books that all the people already know about.
And then it just orients you toward clickbait, and you have to come up
with stunts and your design has to be beautiful. The only program that
actually gives you money is Amazon. We used them back when we
were profitable — we paid some writers back when we were profitable
— and then, at some point, I realized they were fucking trashing the
industry. Then we switched to Powell's, which gave us absolutely no
money. source

Booming for Newspapers
End of article on the NYT entry onto the Web on January 22, 1996. The NYT had
previously offered services through America Online only.
With its entry on the Web, The Times is hoping to become a primary
information provider in the computer age and to cut costs for
newsprint, delivery and labor. Companies that have established Web
based information sites include television networks, computer
companies, online information services, magazines and even
individuals creating electronic newspapers of their own.
"The New York Times name will get people to look at the product once
or maybe twice, and the fact that The New York Times has the kind of
reach and credibility it does may persuade people to look three or four
times," said John F. Kelsey 3d, president of the Kelsey Group, a
consultancy running a conference on interactive newspapers next
month.
"The market is booming for newspapers on the World Wide Web," Mr.
Kelsey said.

Also of interest, a bit about copying:
Subscribers will have limited access to archives of Times articles and
features dating to 1980, and will be able to copy articles to their own
computers for $1.95 each, Mr. Nisenholtz said.

Boorstin's Future
Daniel J. Boorstin predicted our current dilemma in 1962: technology makes illusions
as vivid as reality.
In his 1962 book, The Image: A Guide to PseudoEvents in America,
former Librarian of Congress Daniel J. Boorstin describes a world
where our ability to technologically shape reality is so sophisticated, it
overcomes reality itself. "We risk being the first people in history," he
writes, "to have been able to make their illusions so vivid, so
persuasive, so ‘realistic’ that they can live in them." source

Bored of Outrage
Outrage is fun, but it radically distorts our perception of the world. At the moment there
seems no solution to this, other than the small hope that we will get bored of outrage.
So what's the answer? I don't know, and it's hardly unique to social
media. I've long been convinced, for example, that local news is
responsible for our often absurd fear of crime. It's been dropping
steadily for 20 years, but it still leads the local news nearly every day.
How would anyone know that America is safer than it's ever been? My
hope is that, like everything, we'll eventually get bored with outrage. Or
at least with the social media version of outrage. It's a wan hope,
perhaps, but in the meantime you can always read my blog. source

Borg Complex
The Borg Complex describes a set of rhetorical moves in discussing technological
trends whereby the speaker claims that "the future is coming, whther you like it or not"

in an attempt to shut off discussion of what future we want.
“Resistance is futile.” This is what the Borg, of Star Trek fame,
announces to its victims before it proceeds to assimilate their biological
and technological distinctiveness. It is also what many tech gurus and
pundits announce to their audiences as they dispense their techguru
ish wisdom. They don’t quite use those words,of course, but they might
as well. This is why I’ve taken to calling this sort of rhetoric a Borg
Complex. source
There are numerous elements you can use to identify the phenomenon. The speaker:
1. Makes grandiose, but unsupported claims for technology
2. Uses the term Luddite ahistorically and as a casual slur
3. Pays lip service to, but ultimately dismisses genuine concerns
4. Equates resistance or caution to reactionary nostalgia
5. Starkly and matteroffactly frames the case for assimilation
6. Announces the bleak future for those who refuse to assimilate

Brexit and Trump as Exercises in Power
Not sure I'm reading Stewart quite right here, but if I am what I hear her saying is Brexit
and Trump are less about the policy and more about the fact that power can be
exercised (and still scare the supposed masters of the universe). If that's the case I
agree. Here's Bonnie:
So Trump’s bizarre contentfree campaign video, above? Just power
as spectacle, image circulation subsuming any other form of discourse.
Those English people who voted for Brexit but now don’t want to
leave? Who voted as they did as a way of signalling “burn it all down”?
A sheer exercise in power, both from the political engineers and from
many of the individual voters.
And everything Milo Yiannopoulos ever wrote on Twitter? Same. As

Laurie Penny says in what is pretty much a mic drop to this particular
cultural moment: “It’s all an act. A choreographed performance by a
career sociopath who will claim any cause to further his legend.”
source

Brexit Bubble
On the day after the EU referendum, in a Facebook post, the British
internet activist and mySociety founder, Tom Steinberg, provided a
vivid illustration of the power of the filter bubble – and the serious civic
consequences for a world where information flows largely through
social networks:
I am actively searching through Facebook for people celebrating the
Brexit leave victory, but the filter bubble is SO strong, and extends SO
far into things like Facebook’s custom search that I can’t find anyone
who is happy despite the fact that over half the country is clearly
jubilant today and despite the fact that I’m actively looking to hear what
they are saying. This echochamber problem is now SO severe and
SO chronic that I can only beg any friends I have who actually work for
Facebook and other major social media and technology to urgently tell
their leaders that to not act on this problem now is tantamount to
actively supporting and funding the tearing apart of the fabric of our
societies … We’re getting countries where one half just doesn’t know
anything at all about the other. source

Broken Windows Theory Broken
The broken windows theory is a sociological explanation of how "good" areas go "bad"
and how bad areas go good. In the theory, tolerance of small offenses (such
vandalism) leads to increases in larger offenses (such as murder). Application of
policies informed by the theory were credited for New York City's decline in crime in the
1990's. However, there are many reasons to doubt this explanation.
The biggest reason to doubt that New York's crackdown on smaller offenses led to
reduced crime over the 1990s is that crime in America fell everywhere, whether

"Broken Windows" policies were enforced or not.
While New York may have had a greater reduction in crime than other cities, the
minimal differences can be explained as regression to the mean  essentially the
areas that had the highest escalation of crime in the 1970s and 1980s experienced the
greatest declines as crime reverted to its historical trend. Harcourt and Ludwig show
that this mean regression can account for almost all of the New York City decline.
(html)
Image Homicide dropped precipitously all over the country in the 1990s, not just in
New York City.
A second area of concern is that it is unclear if what is really be observed in the
"broken windows" correlation is influence of a third factor: economics. It's possible that
saying communities that have more broken windows have more murder is simply
equivalent to saying "poor areas have higher homicide rates".
Over the past two decades, criminologists have largely come to see the broken
windows effect as minor at best and harmful at worst.
Summarizing the research in 2004, David Thacher concluded: Over the past few years,
however, social science has not been kind to the broken windows theory. A number of
scholars reanalyzed the initial studies that appeared to support it, arguing in particular
that Wesley Skogan's seminal study of the relationship between disorder and crime did
not demonstrate the strong relationship that broken window proponents have claimed.
Others pressed forward with new, more sophisticated studies of the relationship
between disorder and crime. The most prominent among them concluded that the
relationship between disorder and serious crime is modest, and even that relationship
is largely an artifact of more fundamental social forces. (pdf)

Another line of thought is making small offenses capital crimes backfires. See Penalty
Compression.
Broken Windows Theory brought in Compstat which created Perverse Incentives.
Source: Broken Windows Theory Broken

Broken Windows Theory Broken

The broken windows theory is a sociological explanation of how "good" areas go "bad"
and how bad areas go good. In the theory, tolerance of small offenses (such
vandalism) leads to increases in larger offenses (such as murder). Application of
policies informed by the theory were credited for New York City's decline in crime in the
1990's. However, there are many reasons to doubt this explanation.
[caption id="attachment_49" align="alignright" width="300"]Image Homicide dropped
nationally in the 1990s, not just in New York City. (source)[/caption]
The biggest reason to doubt that New York's crackdown on smaller offenses led to
reduced crime over the 1990s is that crime in America fell everywhere, whether
"Broken Windows" policies were enforced or not.
While New York may have had a greater reduction in crime than other cities, the
minimal differences can be explained as regression to the mean  essentially the
areas that had the highest escalation of crime in the 1970s and 1980s experienced the
greatest declines as crime reverted to its historical trend. Harcourt and Ludwig show
that this mean regression can account for almost all of the New York City decline.
[http://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=1250&context=public_law_and_legal_theory html]
A second area of concern is that it is unclear if what is really be observed in the
"broken windows" correlation is influence of a third factor: economics. It's possible that
saying communities that have more broken windows have more murder is simply
equivalent to saying "poor areas have higher homicide rates".
Over the past two decades, criminologists have largely come to see the broken
windows effect as minor at best and harmful at worst. Summarizing the research in
2004, David Thacher concluded: Over the past few years, however, social science has
not been kind to the broken windows theory. A number of scholars reanalyzed the
initial studies that appeared to support it, arguing in particular that Wesley Skogan's
seminal study of the relationship between disorder and crime did not demonstrate the
strong relationship that broken window proponents have claimed. Others pressed
forward with new, more sophisticated studies of the relationship between disorder and
crime. The mostprominent among them concluded that the relationship between
disorder and serious crime is modest, and even that relationship is largely an artifact of
more fundamental social forces.

[http://sitemaker.umich.edu/dthacher/files/OrderMaintenance.pdf pdf]

Another line of thought is making small offenses capital crimes backfires. See [[Penalty
Compression]].
Broken Windows Theory brought in Compstat which created [[Perverse Incentives]]
Sometimes allowing small violations can lead to escalation. See [[Malheur’s Broken
Window]]

Bruenig Brocialism
For women and people of color who have tangled with Bruenig, his
righteously wielded personal invective comes on top of the online
abuse they already suffer. He does not appear to be bothered by this.
“Identitarianism is … heavily intertwined with certain discourse norms
demanding deference to (even bourgeois) members of various
demographic groups,” he wrote in April. “And the last thing someone
interested in class politics should ever do is hesitate to harshly criticize
any bourgeois discourse participant with bad arguments and opinions,
especially when those arguments and opinions concern class issues.”
source

Brocialism is associated with the harrasment of women. See [[The Brocialists Know
Where You Live]]

Bunker's Backfire
Archie Bunker and the original "bad fan" problem.
CBS arranged for extra operators to take complaints from offended
viewers, but few came in—and by Season 2 “All in the Family” was
TV’s biggest hit. It held the No. 1 spot for five years. At the show’s
peak, sixty per cent of the viewing public were watching the series,
more than fifty million viewers nationwide, every Saturday night. Lear

became the original pugnacious showrunner, long before that term
existed. He produced spinoff after spinoff (“cookies from my cookie
cutter,” he described them to Playboy, in 1976), including “Maude” and
“The Jeffersons,” which had their own mouthy curmudgeons. At the
Emmys, Johnny Carson joked that Lear had optioned his own
acceptance speech. A proud liberal, Lear had clear ideological aims for
his creations: he wanted his shows to be funny, and he certainly
wanted them to be hits, but he also wanted to purge prejudice by
exposing it. By giving bigotry a human face, Lear believed, his show
could help liberate American TV viewers. He hoped that audiences
would embrace Archie but reject his beliefs.
Yet, as Saul Austerlitz explains in his smart new book, “Sitcom: A
History in 24 Episodes from ‘I Love Lucy’ to ‘Community,’ ” Lear’s most
successful character managed to defy his creator, with a
“Frankenstein”like audacity. “A funny thing happened on the way to
TV immortality: audiences liked Archie,” Austerlitz writes. “Not in an
ironic way, not in a soracisthe’sfunny way; Archie was TV royalty
because fans saw him as one of their own.” source

This is known as the problem of the [[Bad Fan]]

Buyers Lie
The real estate industry has a saying: "Buyers are Liars." This means a number of
things, but one of the most simple is this: when buyers walk through the door and
explain what they "want", it is usually not what they want.
Why do people either lie about their preferences or remain unaware of them?

[[Joke Cocoon]] discusses another disconnect between what people want and what
they say they want.

Buzz Aldrin's Punch

Buzz Aldrin is confronted and harassed by yet another moon landing conspiracist in
2009. He cracks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wcrkxOgzhU
The incident encapsulates so many things it's hard to know where to start. But it does
represent an almost perfect clash of cultures.

See also [[NASA's 1966 Zenith]], which references the event.
The moon conspiracy is almost mathematically impossible to maintain. See [[Failure
Curves for Conspiracies]]

Buzzfeed Puts It Everywhere
Buzzfeed is one of the best known brands and destination sites on the net, but
Buzzfeed does not post things centrally. Instead it puts them everywhere.

Bystander Effect
The bystander effect, or bystander apathy, is a social psychological phenomenon that
refers to cases in which individuals do not offer any means of help to a victim when
other people are present. The probability of help is inversely related to the number of
bystanders.

Can Higher Education Save the Web?
As an author, I'm not sure if you are reading this article online or in print. But if you are

reading it online, I can tell you what is about to happen to you.
If I'm lucky, maybe you'll like the article. Perhaps I'll make a point that you think you
agree with, then another. And if you're like most internet users, addicted to Facebook
or Twitter, it's around the third "mmmhmmm" that you will begin to struggle with the
overwhelming question: should I tweet a link to this out? Should I share this on
Facebook? You will read the article, but only half read it, with one half of your brain
evaluating the Facebookability of this post and the other attending to its words.
This is by design, of course. As many have noted, the design of the technologies we
use for the web bear more in common with slot machines than books, primed to keep
us clicking, watching, and pulltorefreshing, ever desirous to find the next new thing
that everyone will be rating up.
It's not just distraction during reading of course. Consider that fiftynine percent of links
shared on social media have never been clicked, the vast majority of users sharing
articles online that they have never actually read. Algorithms that decide what we see
and what we don't produce "filter bubbles" that trap us in cocoons of homogenous
opinion. Facebook's algorithms for selecting trending stories routinely surface fake
news stories, encouraging users to spread them further.
Just yesterday, I found a good friend of mine sharing a story from an antisemitic
conspiracy site. My friend is, of course, neither antisemitic nor a conspiracist. But over
the course of a long Democratic primary, he had signed up for certain Facebook pages
associated with his candidate. Since content inducing anger is the most viral content,
as pages and clickbait websites competed for votes over a toolong primary season the
economics of clicks and shares pushed most pages further and further into enraging
conspiracy charges, until my formerly liberal friend was now sharing antiClinton
material from a proPutin site whose other articles were outlining the vast conspiracy of
the Rothschild family in collaboration with the Illuminati.
Welcome to the internet, circa 2017.
I can't be the only person seeing this. If you're engaged online, you have seen this as
well: formerly mildmannered people engaging in mob behavior on Twitter, previously
quiet and thoughtful people spreading conspiracy theory, originally tolerant people
moving into ever smaller cocoons of thought. At the time I am writing this, we have just
come through the first social media election. The results were not pretty.

Can Higher Education Save the Web?
For as long as I have been in educational tech, pundits have asked whether the web
can save higher education. There's been many waves of this, from the early techno
utopianism of the 1990s to the recent fascination with Massively Open Online Courses.
In this formulation, education is calcified, creaky, rusted. The web, on the other hand,
is vibrant and agile, fueled by innovation and creative destruction. The idea has been
that if we could tap into the web's vitality and innovation we could "fix" education. We
could make education work somehow, revitalize it. Optimize it. Disrupt it.
But what if we have it backwards? What if it's the web that needs saving? And what if
it's higher education that is best suited to save it?
This is not as bizarre as it sounds. Vannevar Bush, whom most consider the great
grandfather of hypertext, drew his inspiration from academic culture, with it's dense
interweaving of crossreferences and annotations. Ted Nelson, the person who first
applied that vision to the digital computer, saw hypermedia as way to model networks
of agreement and disagreement in a way conversation could not. And the earliest
users of both the internet and the web were academics, who built a culture of sharing
and cooperation, founded on the best traditions of a community of scholars.
As development of web technology moved from universities and research centers to
Silicon Valley in the mid 1990s, progress and innovation accelerated. But as the
financial model of the web began to form around the twin pillars of advertising and
monetization of personal data, things went awry. The social layer of the web provided
by Web 2.0 products was a welcome addition to our shared networks, but the set of
economic incentives underlying those products set the stage for the web we have
today, with its pulltorefresh addictions, clickbait conspiracy sites, and moblike
behavior.
Towards a Reflective Networked Future
In other words, academic culture inspired much of the web's early design. And as the
today's web careens Hindenberglike to the earth below, maybe, just maybe, it's
possible our institutions could return to save the web from its current trajectory, by
envisioning technologies and practice for a more thoughtful, reflective, and inclusive
online experience.
So, what would saving the web look like? How could we do it?

First, we must put digital literacy at the core of the curriculum. We spend countless
hours teaching our students to navigate the world of research and published books.
And yet we graduate them into a world where the vast majority of the information they
consume professionally and personally will come through the internet. The literate
culture of books and published articles is one of the great achievements of our culture,
necessary to lifelong learning, and must remain central to the education of our
students. But it must be placed sidebyside with education on how to best use and
critique the information environments they find themselves in on a daily basis.
Second, we need to provide the general population access to better quality information
and justintime education. Initiatives around open access and
We can follow the examples of many open pedagogy projects, and engage our
students by having them bring digital services online and use the internet to increase
local community participation rather than supress it.
The current set of tools we are presented with on the web are insufficient for (and
perhaps antithetical to) a digital life of the mind. As scholars, researchers, and teachers
that should concern us.
Our traditional options have been to push our students away from the web as an
information source or to teach them to live with its structural inadequacies. I'd propose
there is a third way: make higher education an innovation center for exploring new
modes of thinking with and through the web.
What do I mean here? We can look at new technologies, like distributed web
annotation (a project gaining some steam in educational circles). We can adopt
infrastructure projects, such as BYU's recent move to allow students access to all their
information through APIs. We can build new ways of contributing to communities of
inquiry, as I have discussed elsewhere in my work on Choral Explanations.
We can, as institutions, design and develop new software that tries out heretofore
unexamined opportunities for new modes of collaboration and communication (see, for
example, the work of Bret Victor). We can attempt to model better networked practice
as educators.

Canoe Theory

The "canoe theory" of politics is that by alternating small leans to the left and right you
can go in a straight line.
In fact, Brown is a practitioner of the “canoe theory” of politics: Paddle
a little to the left, a little to the right, and you’ll go forward. His second
tour as governor—40 years after the first—has been marked by a
bipartisan pragmatism, honed in his years as mayor of Oakland, and
Sanders’ costly promises of free college tuition and increased
government spending were not calculated to win the backing of a
politician who has always been something of a fiscal conservative at
heart.
Indeed, Brown’s endorsement of Clinton was rooted in his pragmatic
assessment that “this is no time for Democrats to keep fighting each
other,” and Bill Carrick, a longtime Californian Democratic strategist
not involved in the race, says that Clinton would find his backing “very
good to have.” source

Celebrity Move as Hoax Recipe
Another variation on the local viral hoax are the websites that publish
fake stories about celebrities moving to a specific place in the US or
Canada, or about a celebrity saying nice things about a city or town.
This hoax about Leonardo DiCaprio moving to Hempstead, New York
has racked up over 16,000 likes, shares and comments on Facebook.
And this one about Johnny Depp moving to Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
has close to 50,000 Facebook interactions.
We’re likely to continue to see new variations on the local viral hoax,
as it requires far less creativity than trying to come up with new hoaxes
every day. source

Challenges from the Right
Some of the GOP’s biggestname incumbents and frontrunners still
must beat back nagging challengers from the right who promise to sap

energy and money from the party’s efforts to fend off Democrats in the
general election even if they’re almost certain to lose.
Sens. John McCain of Arizona and Kelly Ayotte of New Hampshire will
spend their summers under attack by underfinanced tea party
opponents. In Nevada, the reemergence of Sharron Angle — who
infamously blew a chance to defeat Senate Democratic Leader Harry
Reid in 2010 — means the GOP’s handpicked candidate for the open
seat, Rep. Joe Heck, has a fight on his hands to get to the general
election. And Republicans also are fretting over primaries in Colorado,
Indiana and Florida, as well as the fate of a former leader of their
campaign arm. source

Chan Culture
Chan culture seems pretty horrible. But what if it's actually the mix of chan culture with
the "real world" of identity that's the problem?
Sites like 4Chan and /b/ support an online anonymous, unmoderated culture that sees
anonymity as virtue and moderation and identity as the cardinal sins. Here a former
channer talks about how the culture has it's own unique logic, and why it is so toxic
when it collides with worlds with real identities. link

[[Anonymity and Trolling]] have an unexpected relationship

Changes in Privilege Drive Racist Violence
In order to fully understand why ethnic violence happens, he argued,
we need to appreciate the role of resentment: the feeling of injustice on
the part of a privileged portion of society when it sees power slipping
into the hands of a group that hadn't previously held it. Drawing on
social psychology, he theorized that one of the underappreciated
causes of ethnic violence was a change in the legal and political status
of majority and minority ethnic groups.
According to Petersen, that change in status comes from a sense of

injustice. Members of dominant groups simply believe they deserve to
be the dominant force in their societies, and resent those challenging
their positions at the top of the pyramid.
"Any group that’s been dominant — well, it’s not that easy for them not
to be dominant anymore," Petersen tells me.
This helped explain the puzzle of Kaunas and Vilnius. In Kaunas, the
Soviet invasion in 1940 had politically empowered local Jews, who had
occupied leadership positions in the Communist Party prior to the
invasion and ended up with plum Soviet jobs as a result. This sparked
intense feelings of resentment on the part of Kaunas residents,
resulting in the vicious pogrom. In Vilnius, by contrast, nonJewish
ethnic Poles held most leadership positions. The Soviet invasion didn’t
empower Jews on a large scale, and thus failed to create any
resentment toward them. source

Channel Inflation
A writer introduces a new term to describe the tendency of Slack conversation to
fragment into too many channels.
These integrations added a lot of noise for some of the team, while
others felt the notifications were important to their workflows. So we
created more channels, allowing people to choose what worked best
for them.
In each case we would add more channels in a desperate attempt to
allow people to find the important information they needed while
avoiding the noise.
Often we would hear jokes about having too many channels, so we
created #toomanychannels to help people find the channel that they
needed.
You would think adding all these channels would be an administrative
burden, but that wasn’t the case. Slack allows anyone in the company
to create a new channel so if you need one there’s no need to wait for

anyone—simply create it and invite everyone you want. The sky’s the
limit!
Our limit ended up being 81 channels. And this did not include private
channels nor archived ones. source

One question might be whether Slack is [[antifragile]].

Chemtrail Politics
He will almost certainly survive his August 30 primary to face Rep. Ann
Kirkpatrick, a top Democratic recruit with a long record of winning
tough races, in November. But he has had to endure a pesky primary
battle against Kelli Ward, a littleknown state senator who once held a
public hearing on the conspiracy theory that the government has been
deliberately poisoning citizens via "chemtrails." His job approval rating
is among the lowest in the Senate, and Hillary Clinton is neck and neck
with Trump in a state that has voted Democratic once since 1948.
McCain, a camerahappy curmudgeon who years ago earned a
reputation as a "maverick" fighting for campaignfinance reform, is an
unpopular politician running with an unpopular nominee. Ask him if he
thinks Trump can handle the nuclear arsenal, and he stammers
uncomfortably. But even though Trump has suggested McCain is not a
war hero because he was captured in Vietnam and once called him a
"dummy" who should be defeated in his primary, McCain has promised
to vote for Trump. McCain's conundrum is easier stated than solved:
To win, he needs the party—but his party has gone to the Mad House.
source

Children of BBS
The basic Web forum is easiest to recognize as the lineal descendant
of the original world of BBSes, but the BBS is actually the ancestor of
nearly all conversation models on the Web

Blogcomment models
Reblogging and backtracking models (blogtoblog relays and
conversations)
Comment aggregation (Disqus)
Email groups
Walltowall chatter on Facebook
Hashtag based transient conversations on Twitter
Web forums (generally bolted on to a community that does other
things as well)
News aggregation/discussion sites.
General announcement lists/boards
The one conversation model that was clearly not present in the BBS
world was wikis. Wikis are, in my opinion, the only fundamentally new
conversation model on the Internet that arose independently of the
BBS/Usenet family tree. The basic metaphor for wikis is the
blackboard as a collective, harmonized, canonical, erasable, editable,
conversational memory. By contrast the bulletin board is more of a
cacophony, where the only source of privileged status for a piece of
content is recency of creation. The two metaphors are conceptually
distinct, and one cannot be derived from the other, which is why wikis
had to be invented separately. source

The history of wiki predates the web. See [[Wiki Wiki Hypercard]]
[[Wiki Inversions]] is a start at looking at how wiki inverts traditional structures.

Civility's Curse?
We're told that civility is what we need to bring people back into politics. Diana Mutz, a
leading researcher on the psychology of "inyourface" politics disagrees. Too much
incivility has deleterious effects, but too much civility leads to apathy and inattention:
For those concerned about widespread political apathy, Mutz concludes, more civility
on television is not a solution. Political programming need not be shout fests, but it
does need to be entertaining. Campaigns may never be the carnivallike events they
were in the 19th century, but by taking cues from shows like American Idol, political

television (particularly around election season) can better compete in an
entertainmentdominated media environment. (html)
Mutz also finds that when it comes to arousal, textbased incivility (not intrapersonal,
but rather the kind of thing one sees in opeds and transcripts) cannot compete with TV
for creating agitation.
There are some clear links here to civility online and even the sort of balance we need
to strike between the Garden and the Stream.

A related issue is how catastrophic events motivate us more than slow growth. See
Tree That Falls

Clicking on Web of Khan Lies
Readers who clicked through to the story were led to an external
website, called Make America Great Today, where they were
presented with a brief writeup blended almost seamlessly into a solid
wall of fleshy ads. Khan, the story said — between ads for “(1) Odd
Trick to ‘Kill’ Herpes Virus for Good” and “22 Tank Tops That Aren’t
Covering Anything” — is an agent of the Muslim Brotherhood and a
“promoter of Islamic Shariah law.” His late son, the story suggests,
could have been a “Muslim martyr” working as a double agent. A credit
link beneath the story led to a similarlooking site called Conservative
Post, from which the story’s text was pulled verbatim. Conservative
Post had apparently sourced its story from a longer post on a right
wing site called Shoebat.com.
Within 24 hours, the post was shared more than 3,500 times, collecting
a further 3,000 reactions — thumbsup likes, frowning emoji, angry
emoji — as well as 850 comments, many lengthy and virtually all
impassioned. A modest success. source

Click's Clashes
That’s when Ms. Click heard some of them arguing with Mark

Schierbecker, a senior majoring in history who was filming the protest.
Ms. Click grabbed at his small handheld camera, telling him: "You
have to go!" To which he responded: "I actually don’t." As Mr.
Schierbecker recited his right to be in a public place, Ms. Click invoked
her authority as a "communication faculty" and made the call for
"muscle" to get him removed. All the while, Mr. Schierbecker was
filming, capturing what to many seemed to be an outofcontrol
professor with flaming nostrils and unruly red hair inciting violence
against a university student.
These are actions and remarks that, by now, she has apologized for
countless times — both formally and informally. Some, however, point
out that Mr. Schierbecker wasn’t the only one Ms. Click clashed with
on the quad. She told a geology professor that questions he directed to
the black students were inappropriate, he says, and asked him to
leave. And she told two other cameramen they weren’t welcome,
flinging mocking comments at one ("Wow, you’re so scary") and
leading the students in a chant to banish the other ("Hey, hey, ho, ho,
reporters have got to go!"). Exactly why, many have asked, was the
assistant professor there that day taking on such a lead role? source

Clintons’ Wikipedia Pages Vandalized
Earlier this afternoon both Hillary Clinton and Bill Clinton’s Wikipedia
pages were vandalized. Hillary’s page was edited so that the following
image of a woman on her knees with her genitals exposed (edited
below, but still slightly NSFW) appeared when you navigated to the
page: source

Cognitive Empathy
That said, there do seem to be limits to animal empathy. The highest
level of empathy is called cognitive empathy. This is the ability to think
through feelings and weigh options: "Emily seems upset right now,
does she want me to ask what's wrong?" No researcher I spoke with
for this article would go so far as to argue that animals have cognitive

empathy. That's distinctly human. source

Cognitive Threshold

link
Worth thinking about as we think about engagement  high excitement / high strategy
games don't exist.

Cohen's Law

Quoting Clay Shirky, from [[Own Worst Enemy]]: Geoff Cohen has a great observation
about this. He said "The likelihood that any unmoderated group will eventually get into
a flamewar about whether or not to have a moderator approaches one as time
increases." As a group commits to its existence as a group, and begins to think that the
group is good or important, the chance that they will begin to call for additional
structure, in order to defend themselves from themselves, gets very, very high.
via Cohen's Law.

Collaboration Doesn't Rate
True, this survey is a little biased, with 400 elite scientists having to vote for the three
top traits of a scientist. But interesting that collaboration barely rates at all:

Honesty and curiosity are the most important traits underlying excellent
science, according to a survey of around 400 members of elite US
scientific societies, such as the National Academy of Sciences. A pilot
study led by survey coorganizer Robert Pennock, a philosopher at
Michigan State University in East Lansing, had previously identified the

ten most widely held values among scientists who have been
honoured by their peers for being exemplary. Although honesty and
curiosity dominated, these virtues also included perseverance,
objectivity and the willingness to abandon a preferred hypothesis in the
face of conflicting evidence (see ‘Core values’).source
One problem with this survey is it is not clear how these "scientific values" differ from
general human values. For insight about science, it sure would be nice to have a
control.

Collective Effervescence
Collective effervescence is a term that calls to mind the bubbles in
fizzy liquid. It’s a term from Émile Durkheim used to describe a
particular force that knits social groups together. Collective
effervescence explains why you still attend church even though the
sermons are online, why you still attend sporting events even though
they’re broadcast in much higher quality with much more comfortable
seats from your living room. Collective effervescence explains why we
still go to movie theaters; laughing, crying, or screaming in a room full
of people is more satisfying than laughing, crying, or screaming
alone.An illustrative anecdote. We were testing these features in
classes last week. we watched a teacher – Lieva Whitbeck in San
Francisco – elicit a manic cheer from a class of ninthgraders simply by
revealing the graph of a line. She brought her class together and
asked them to predict what they’d see when she turned on the graph.
They buzzed for a moment together, predicted a line, and then she
gave the crowd what they came for.She brought them together. She
brought back the kids who were a bit ahead and she brought forward
the kids who were a bit behind. She depersonalized the learning so
she could socialize it. Because arguments are best with other people.
Because the negotiation of ideas is most effective when you’re
negotiating with somebody. And because collective effervescence is
impossible to experience alone.So these tools could very easily have
been called our Classroom Management Toolset. They are useful for
managing a class, for pausing the work so you can issue a new prompt

or so you can redirect your class. But we didn’t build them for those
purposes. We built them to restore what we feel the personalized
learning moment has missed. We built them for conversation and
collective effervescence. source

Combating DunningKruger
The DunningKruger effect explains why people with little knowledge have more
confidence about their answers than experts. But there are also ways to combat it.

Here is more evidence. In a telling series of experiments, Paul
Fernbach and colleagues asked political partisans to rate their
understanding of various social policies, such as imposing sanctions
on Iran, instituting a flat tax, or establishing a singlepayer health
system.
Survey takers expressed a good deal of confidence about their
expertise. Or rather, they did until researchers put that understanding
to the test by asking them to describe in detail the mechanics of two of
the policies under question. This challenge led survey takers to realize
that their understanding was mostly an illusion. It also led them to
moderate their stances about those policies and to donate less money,
earned in the experiment, to likeminded political advocacy groups.
source

Combing Through the Muck
Here’s another thing: community doesn’t scale very well. There’s a
high human cost of running community sites. That’s what I realized
myself. I was depressed and feeling overwhelmed and terrible and in
therapy and every day I was just combing through the muck. It took
sixteen years for me to get there, but it happened eventually. source

Command and Control
Command and Control is a 2013 book by Eric Schlosser on the history of mishaps with
nuclear weapons that was hidden from the public, particularly the Damascus Accident.
It describes how close we came to a major nuclear weapons accident on many
occasions, through a combination of poor communication, computer error, broken
authority structures, and the overclassification of information. (amazon)
Schlosser discusses the book in this New America Foundation presentation:
[embed]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWySgyWmrcg[/embed]
Mike Tyson: "Everybody has a plan until they get punched in the face.

One Point Safe weapons trade safety for reliability.
Normal Accident Theory is a way of thinking about accidents that assumes accidents
will happen but tries to make them less dangerous.
Nuclear weapons suffer from the AlwaysNever design dichotomy.
The Castle Bravo Miscalculation is one such nuclear weapons error.
Source: Command and Control

Commodity Activism
Commodity Activism comes out of a belief that we can achieve social change through
patterns of consumption.

Buying (RED) products from Gap Tshirts to Apple to fight AIDS.
Drinking a 'Caring Cup' of coffee at the Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf to
support fair trade. Driving a Toyota Prius to fight global warming. All
these commonplace activities point to a central feature of
contemporary culture: the most common way we participate in social
activism is by buying something. source
.....
Roopali Mukherjee and I, in our coedited volume, Commodity
Activism: Cultural Resistance in Neoliberal Times, define commodity
activism as the process by which social action is increasingly
understood through the ways it is mapped onto merchandising
practices, market incentives, and corporate profits. We look at different
forms of commodity activism—the Dove RealBeauty campaign, the
branding of green activists, the work of celebrities for progressive
causes such as development and the diamond trade, and so on— and
think through what social action and cultural resistance mean in a
context that is increasingly defined by ideas about selfbranding,
entrepreneurial individualism, and economic responsibility. source
As seen by the authors of Commodity Activism: Cultural Resistance in Neoliberal
Times, it can be seen as engagement of consumers:
These two opposing perspectives on commodity culture, each with
their left and right flanks, share, however, a fundamental premise:
Consumption, for ill or for good, has replaced political engagement.
The critics fear that consumerism has sublimated political agency; the
populists applaud consumerism as political agency. From both
perspectives, citizens have become consumers. In an excellent
collection of essays, Roopali Mukherjee and Sarah BanetWeiser
challenge this accepted assumption by reversing the equation,
asserting through Commodity Activism: Cultural Resistance in
Neoliberal Times that consumers have become citizens.

Commonplace books

Commonplace books have been used by many wellknown writers as a form of literary
and meditative scrapbooking. According to wikipedia, commonplace books emerged in
the 15th century, and seem to have been used as literal writing practice, as well as to
build a personal library of useful things to know or think about. Such books were
essentially scrapbooks filled with items of every kind: medical recipes, quotes, letters,
poems, tables of weights and measures, proverbs, prayers, legal formulas.
Commonplaces were used by readers, writers, students, and scholars as an aid for
remembering useful concepts or facts they had learned. Each commonplace book was
unique to its creator's particular interests.
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonplace_book#Zibaldone source]
The idea of the common place in rhetoric is associated with an argument or
observation that occurs repeatedly (commonly). So a commonplace is both a piece of
mundane common knowledge or belief; and a commonplace book is an idiosyncratic
collection of found and reusable cultural bits and pieces. The commonplace book
doesn't have a strong association with originality, so much as with the background
reading, thinking and note taking that might eventually cohere into a larger piece.
In 15th century northern Italy commonplace books as a writer's vernacular and secular
collection were known as [[Zibaldone]].

Ludvig Sunstrom has written a useful article on keeping a digital commonplace, and
recommends using OneNote or Evernote.
[http://www.startgainingmomentum.com/howtokeepacommonplace/ source]

Commons Thinking
If we accept that reputation is a natural outgrowth of social interaction
(community model) and as mediated via reputation mechanisms such
as points systems and star ratings (emergent model), it is apparent
that there is some scope for policy, particularly in large institutions, to
ensure appropriate mechanisms are in place to recognise OEP
activities. What we are proposing here could be classed as a
"commons thinking" approach (see Kenrick, 2009), drawing together
university's wider role in stewardship of knowledge creation and the

academic discourse which facilitates it through recognising OEP and
the value of workload considerations, which appear to be one of the
biggest barriers for staff currently, in order to foster a culture of
collaboration. Creating the space for mass OEP engagement through
topdown policy will support the bottomup formation of CoPs, and a
collective OEP effort, and, in turn, more successful and sustainable
outcomes. source

Communitree BBS
Communitree was an early BBS founded on free dialogue, which worked until the
group broadened.
Communitree was founded on the principles of open access and free
dialogue. "Communitree"  the name just says "California in the
Seventies." And the notion was, effectively, throw off structure and new
and beautiful patterns will arise.
And, indeed, as anyone who has put discussion software into groups
that were previously disconnected has seen, that does happen.
Incredible things happen. The early days of Echo, the early days of
usenet, the early days of Lucasfilms Habitat, over and over again, you
see all this incredible upwelling of people who suddenly are connected
in ways they weren't before.
And then, as time sets in, difficulties emerge. In this case, one of the
difficulties was occasioned by the fact that one of the institutions that
got hold of some modems was a high school. And who, in 1978, was
hanging out in the room with the computer and the modems in it, but
the boys of that high school. And the boys weren't terribly interested in
sophisticated adult conversation. They were interested in fart jokes.
They were interested in salacious talk. They were interested in running
amok and posting fourletter words and nyahnyahnyah, all over the
bulletin board.
And the adults who had set up Communitree were horrified, and
overrun by these students. The place that was founded on open

access had too much open access, too much openness. They couldn't
defend themselves against their own users. The place that was
founded on free speech had too much freedom. They had no way of
saying "No, that's not the kind of free speech we meant."
But that was a requirement. In order to defend themselves against
being overrun, that was something that they needed to have that they
didn't have, and as a result, they simply shut the site down.

In [[Own Worst Enemy]] Shirky argues that much of what happens as groups grow is
they try to protect themselves from the effect of scale.

Compassion Fatigue
There are limits to our ability to empathize. For one thing, empathy is exhausting, and
we can deplete our empathy over time.
Like heavyduty cognitive tasks, such as keeping multiple pieces of
information in mind at once or avoiding distractions in a busy
environment, empathy depletes our mental resources. So jobs that
require constant empathy can lead to “compassion fatigue,” an acute
inability to empathize that’s driven by stress, and burnout, a more
gradual and chronic version of this phenomenon.
Health and human services professionals (doctors, nurses, social
workers, corrections officers) are especially at risk, because empathy
is central to their daytoday jobs. In a study of hospice nurses, for
example, the key predictors for compassion fatigue were
psychological: anxiety, feelings of trauma, life demands, and what the
researchers call excessive empathy, meaning the tendency to sacrifice
one’s own needs for others’ (rather than simply “feeling” for people).
Variables such as long hours and heavy caseloads also had an
impact, but less than expected. And in a survey of Korean nurses, self
reported compassion fatigue strongly predicted their intentions to leave
their jobs in the near future. Other studies of nurses show additional
consequences of compassion fatigue, such as absenteeism and

increased errors in administering medication. source

Completely Different and Exactly the Same
Advocates of technology claim that their technology is revolutionary and like nothing
that has come before, until it comes of course to regulating it, where suddenly it's
unclear why all these new rules are needed for something that is exactly the same as
previous technology.
David Golumbia pulls the phrase from a comment on a Nick Carr post, and uses it to
talk about Google Glass  a technology that is going to "change the world forever", but
when people protest about privacy issues the response from boosters like Jeff Jarvis is
"How crazy! That would be like blaming cameras for privacy concerns!"
But to return to my main point: Jarvis’s response is exactly the one
mentioned by CS Clark, very oddly and tellingly used to describe a
technology that deserves the adjective “new” if anything does. Yes,
Google Glass is in part a camera. But it’s not the kind of camera that
requires you to sit for two hours to get any exposure, or the kind whose
film needs professional developing, or the kind that makes one print
that develops in your hand, or even the kind that other people notice
when you use it to take their picture. It’s a new kind of camera, built in
part out of old bits of camera technology. Yet to Jarvis it’s “fear
mongering” to consider these new features as new, even as he and
other engage in ecstatic reverie over what this new stuff enables.
This deserves expansion and further reflection. The logic is evident
everywhere today, and it’s mostly aligned with power. It connects to
the “[[Borg Complex]]” described by L M Sacasas, with certain debates
in Digital Humanities, with the advent of MOOCs, and much else. It’s
not a phenomenon of which I’m aware there being a discussion in the
critical literature. It deserves more attention. It deserves a name.
Ideas? I’m working on it. source
As Golumbia notes, this is an extremely common pattern, which can be seen at work in
almost any technological discussion. GMOs are going to change the world, but they
are exactly the same as normal hybridization. Uber has revolutionized the taxi

business but is really just an outsourcing piecework app when it comes to regulation.
Etc.
It's not that "exactly the same" doesn't have a point  for example, I think fears about
GMOs are largely overblown, precisely because we have been doing variants of this
for 10,000 years. But as Golumbia notes, the truth is nothing is completely different OR
exactly the same. It's the nuance around the differences that is in fact the most
important part around both technical innovation and policy, and shortcircuiting the
conversation around that is bad for everyone.

Complex Contagions
Homophily increases local spread at expense of global spread. Viral phenomena must
spread locally and globally.
How does network structure affect diffusion? Recent studies suggest
that the answer depends on the type of contagion. Complex
contagions, unlike infectious diseases (simple contagions), are
affected by social reinforcement and homophily. Hence, the spread
within highly clustered communities is enhanced, while diffusion across
communities is hampered. A common hypothesis is that memes and
behaviors are complex contagions. We show that, while most memes
indeed spread like complex contagions, a few viral memes spread
across many communities, like diseases. We demonstrate that the
future popularity of a meme can be predicted by quantifying its early
spreading pattern in terms of community concentration. The more
communities a meme permeates, the more viral it is. We present a
practical method to translate data about community structure into
predictive knowledge about what information will spread widely. This
connection contributes to our understanding in computational social
science, social media analytics, and marketing applications. source

See also [[Sanders Filter Bubble]], [[Streams Don’t Merge]]

Conceal to Control

In talking about the Panama Papers the author makes an interesting point 
revelations are meant to destroy, concealment, however, is meant to control. What if
the Panama Papers was a warning shot for people not yet mentioned?
In sum, my thinking is that this could have been a Russian intelligence
operation, which orchestrated a highprofile leak and established total
credibility by “implicating” (not really implicating) Russia and keeping
the source hidden. Some documents would be used for anticorruption
campaigns in a few countries—topple some minor regimes, destroy a
few careers and fortunes. By then blackmailing the real targets in the
United States and elsewhere (individuals not in the current leak), the
Russian puppet masters get “kontrol” and influence.
If the Russians are behind the Panama Papers, we know two things
and both come back to Putin personally: First, it is an operation run by
RFM, which means it’s run by Putin; second, it’s ultimately about
blackmail. That means the real story lies in the information being
concealed, not revealed. You reveal secrets in order
to destroy; conceal in order to control. Putin is not a destroyer. He’s a
controller.[source] (http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/orderfrom
chaos/posts/2016/04/07panamapapersputingaddy)

Conflict of Attention
We confuse attention as an objective fact, attention for the observer,
with attention as consciously experienced. During complete absorption
an onlooker may remark how attentive such a person is, or after such
an absorption one may look back and say how attentive one was; but
taking the absorption when it occurs, it means that only the subject
matter is present in consciousness, not attention itself. We are
conscious of being attentive only when our attention is divided, only
when there are two centers of attention competing with each other,
only when there is an oscillation from one group of ideas to another,
together with a tendency to a third group of ideas, in which the two
previous groups are included. The sense of strain in attention, instead
of being coincident with the activity of attention, is proof that attention

itself is not yet complete.
To establish the identity of attention with the formation of a new act
through the mutual adaptation of two existing habits, would take us too
far away from our present purpose; but there need he no hesitation. I
believe, in admitting that the sense of attention arises only under the
conditions of conflict already stated. source

Conscious Agents All the Way Down
Here’s a concrete example. We have two hemispheres in our brain.
But when you do a splitbrain operation, a complete transection of the
corpus callosum, you get clear evidence of two separate
consciousnesses. Before that slicing happened, it seemed there was a
single unified consciousness. So it’s not implausible that there is a
single conscious agent. And yet it’s also the case that there are two
conscious agents there, and you can see that when they’re split. I
didn’t expect that, the mathematics forced me to recognize this. It
suggests that I can take separate observers, put them together and
create new observers, and keep doing this ad infinitum. It’s conscious
agents all the way down. source

Considerate Software
Considerate software, initially proposed in Alan Cooper's About Face, is software
which tries to emulate the interaction of a caring friend or shopkeeper. Key to the idea
of considerate software is that it be thoughtful about the cognitive load and distraction it
puts on the user.
Jeff Atwood talks about Considerate Software. He identifies 12 points Cooper makes
about considerate software:
Considerate software takes an interest
Considerate software is deferential
Considerate software is forthcoming
Considerate software uses common sense

Considerate software anticipates needs
Considerate software is conscientious
Considerate software doesn't burden you with its personal problems
Considerate software keeps you informed
Considerate software is perceptive
Considerate software is selfconfident
Considerate software doesn't ask a lot of questions
Considerate software takes responsibility
Considerate software knows when to bend the rules
All of these principles are explained in detail in his post. link
If we could pull some broad themes out, the key seems to be that considerate software
finds a balance between putting the user in control and not bothering the user
unnecessarily. Inconsiderate software veers towards one extreme or the other, either
denying the user needed information or endlessly peppering the user with questions
and alerts.
There is a second part here, perhaps, for programmers. Many things are done to make
programming easy at the expense of users. We don't want to deal with cookies or
localStorage so we ask people to reinput information repeatedly. We don't want to
take responsibility for deleting useful things, so we push it onto the user with
confirmation boxes. We don't want to maintain complex logic, so we ask the user to
think like a computer rather than have the computer attempt to interpret human input.
In both these realms, it is useful to think about what the equivalent human interaction
would be, and what rules would govern it. In general, it would be quieter but more
directed towards the user's needs.

[[Tea Kettle Tech]] outlines similar ideas from Amber Case.
{{Tags: Code, Coding}}

Conspiracy Retweeted
Image

Conspiracy Theory on Facebook
In a 2013 report summarizing global challenges, the World Economic
Forum singled out "massive digital misinformation" as "one of the main
risks for the modern society." Social networks may be structurally
optimized for sharing; their structures, however, don't tend to
distinguish between good information and bad. Which means that sites
like Facebook aren't just a great repositories for updates from your
friends and pictures of your dog; they can also be breeding grounds for
rumors, lies, and conspiracy theories. "False information," write Walter
Quattrociocchi and a group of colleagues at Northeastern University,
"is particularly pervasive on social media, fostering sometimes a sort of
collective credulity." That's the assumption, anyway.
And Quattrociocchi and his colleagues wanted to test it—with a focus
on Facebook. On its platform, they wondered, are there meaningful
differences in the ways we interact with information that is true ... and
information that is false? source

Contagious Consumption
Of course the feeling is irrational—you’re flying, through the sky!—but
you hate everything right now. The airline, for its stinginess. The flight
attendant, for pouring you half a can of Coke, then taking the can back.
But most of all, you hate your fellow passengers. You hate humanity.
Someone next to you swipes his credit card to buy an inflight movie,
which again reminds you of the insult, the nickel and diming, of air
travel.
And yet. After analyzing a confidential database of passenger and
timestamped purchase records, a Stanford professor discovered that
if someone next to you buys something on the plane, you’re 30 percent
more likely to buy something yourself.
That’s the power of peer pressure.
By adding up thousands of these little experiments, Gardete, an

assistant professor of marketing at Stanford, came up with an
estimate. On average, people bought stuff 15 to 16 percent of the time.
But if you saw someone next to you order something, your chances of
buying something, too, jumped by 30 percent, or about four
percentage points.
“That magnitude I really didn’t expect,” Gardete says. “It’s crazy, crazy.”
The beauty of this paper is that it looks at social influences in a
controlled situation. (What’s more of a trap than an airplane seat?)
These natural experiments are hard to come by.
Economists and social scientists have long wondered about the power
of peer pressure, but it’s one of the trickiest research problems.
“Social effects in consumption are very hard to measure,” Gardete
says. “Just think of a supermarket. The number of things happening in
a supermarket are so huge that it’s very hard to measure anything.”
source

Context Collapse
Social media sites collapse multiple discrete social context into one massive
unforgiving context, with many bad effects.
The ethnographer danah boyd (who spells her name with lowercase
letters), one of the earliest researchers of social lives online, refers to
“social convergence” in social networking sites. Social convergence,
she argues, occurs when multiple social worlds merge. This results in
“context collapse,” meaning social media sites bring together different
social contexts simultaneously. It’s like trying to comfortably chat with
your mother, bar buddy, work colleague, and exboyfriend at the same
time. Boyd, who founded Data & Society, is a principal researcher with
Microsoft Research and the author of It’s Complicated: The Social
Lives of Networked Teens. source

Is the problem of context collapse the reason why [[FacetoFace Beats Social]]
Partially because of context collapse, online communities engage in [[Homophilous
Sorting]]

Contract Failure Theory and NonProfits
Contract failure theory was first proposed by Henry Hansmann in 1980. It examines
what happens in markets where buyers are unable to judge the quality of what they are
buying. In such markets, the sellers will be motivated to reduce quality of product to
increase profit. According to some theorists, the sort of market failures contract failure
theory predicts explain why nonprofits are necessary in some industries. [link
l=https://www.bu.edu/wcp/Papers/Soci/SociZuid.htm]
As an example, consider a forprofit company  let's say one owned by stockholders 
which serves the needs of the poor in Bangladesh. You donate $1,000 to this forprofit,
with the assumption that they will do their best to help the people of Bangladesh.
But there's a conflict here. The more money that flows to helping the people of
Bangladesh, the less money flows to the stockholders. Now if you had a way of
evaluating the quality of what the company provided, then the company could become
more efficient at helping the poor, and use that efficiency to increase profit through
saving money.
The problem is that you don't have a way to evaluate the quality of the service, so the
company is tempted to take the easy way out  increasing profits by reducing quality.
Note that this problem does not exist (at least to this extent) in a normally functioning
market. If Samsung wants to increase profits by reducing the quality and features of
their phones, you will notice as a buyer and take your business somewhere else.
Contract Failure Theory stipulates that by taking the profit motive of the table, non
profits reduce internal incentives to increase profits by dropping quality
Fundamental to this theory is the idea of the [w l="NonDistribution Constraint"] placed
on NPOs.
[pagehistory][create site="pinkmoon.wikity.net" email="mike1@outlook.com"
date="20151119T18:50:54+00:00" slug="contractfailuretheoryandnonprofits"

name="admin"]

Conversational Gapping
The typical gap between speech turns in conversation is just 200ms. The small gap is
possible because we construct our response while the other person is speaking.
When we talk we take turns, where the “right” to speak flips back and
forth between partners. This conversational pitterpatter is so familiar
and seemingly unremarkable that we rarely remark on it. But consider
the timing: On average, each turn lasts for around 2 seconds, and the
typical gap between them is just 200 milliseconds—barely enough time
to utter a syllable. That figure is nighuniversal. It exists across
cultures, with only slight variations. It’s even there in signlanguage
conversations.
“It’s the minimum human response time to anything,“ says Stephen
Levinson from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. It’s the
time that runners take to respond to a starting pistol—and that's just a
simple signal. If you gave them a twoway choice—say, run on green
but stay on red—they’d take longer to pick the right response.
Conversations have a far greater number of possible responses, which
ought to saddle us with lengthy gaps between turns. Those don't exist
because we build our responses during our partner’s turn. We listen to
their words while simultaneously crafting our own, so that when our
opportunity comes, we seize it as quickly as it’s physically possible to.
source

Implications here for interface design. Think about related issues  [[Calm Tech]], etc.
{{Tags: Interruption, Conversation, Discourse}}

Cooperation vs. Collaboration
Harold Jarche:

Working cooperatively requires a different mindset than merely
collaborating on a defined project. Being cooperative means being
open to others outside your group. It also requires the castingoff of
business metaphors based on military models (target markets, chain of
command, strategic plans, line & staff).
Cooperation, sharing with no direct benefit, is needed at work so that
we can continuously develop emergent practices demanded by
increased complexity. Collaborating on specific tasks is not enough.
We have to be prepared for perpetual Beta. What worked yesterday
may not work today. No one has the definitive answer any more but we
can use the intelligence of our networks to make sense together and
see how we can influence desired results. source

Copyright Claims to Fight Hoaxers
Pozner found that his most effective tool for getting material taken
down was to file copyright claims whenever anyone used a family
photo of him, or Noah, in a post. By his estimate, Pozner had
successfully taken down hundreds of images — he sometimes
intentionally posted photos of Noah online, knowing that hoaxers
would take and use them, which then allowed him to file a complaint —
and he smiled when I told him that I had recently watched a video in
which a hoaxer referred to a deleted YouTube channel as having been
“Poznered.”
“A whole lot of them fear me,” Pozner said proudly, noting that much of
the hoaxer community assumes he has connections at Google or
works for the NSA. Just as Halbig had become the hoaxer
community’s figurehead, Pozner was now the de facto leader of the
antihoaxer movement, in part because none of the other Newtown
families seemed to want much to do with it. “I support his efforts, I just
don’t have the stomach for it,” Veronique told me. Pozner had little
contact with other Sandy Hook families, most of whom simply hoped
the hoaxers would move on to other preoccupations. In 2015, he had
started an organization called the HONR Network, to help take down

online hoaxer content, but the group’s interaction largely took place
online. His was a lonely crusade, and he admitted that in his “darkest,
darkest moments,” the conspiracy theorist inside of him would
reemerge. “I sometimes wonder, Why am I the only one fighting back?”
he said. “Could I have been the only one that lost a child?” source

Cordless Phones Kill Privacy
From Popular Communications, June 1991:
On April 20th, The Press Democrat, of Santa Rosa, Calif., reported
that a scanner owner had contacted the police in the community of
Rohnert Park to say that he was overhearing cordless phone
conversations concerning sales of illegal drugs. The monitor, code
named Zorro by the police, turned over thirteen tapes of such
conversations made over a two month period.
Police took along a marijuanasniffing cocker spaniel when they
showed up at the suspect’s home with a warrant one morning.
Identifying themselves, they broke down the door and found a man
and a woman, each with a loaded gun. They also found a large
amount of cash, some cocaine, marijuana, marijuana plants, and
assorted marijuana cultivating paraphernalia. source

Cowen's Beast Model of Education
Tyler Cowen likens education to becoming a Marine: it's a process of acculturation,
and the degree is a symbol that you have undergone that acculturation.
I view education as a selfcommitment to being a more productive kind
of person. Education is about selfacculturation. Men are born beasts.
But education gives you a peer group, a selfimage, and some skills as
well. Getting an education is like becoming a Marine. Men need to be
made into Marines. By choosing many years of education, you are
telling yourself that you stand on one side of the social divide. The
education itself drums that truth into you. The beasts model differs

from classic signaling theory. If education is pure signaling, just give
everyone a standardized test in seventh grade and then close up the
schools. But the process of selfimage formation, at least for most
people, is far from complete at that point.
That being said, education will look like what the signaling model
predicts. It will be about subtle brainwashing, image, and learning
markers of status. What the signaling model misses is how important
those features are for your subsequent productivity. Nerds will hate
education and tend to embrace the signaling model. Their sense of self
is often formed quite early, and they do not why so much time should
be wasted in school. This is one reason why the signaling model is so
popular in economics. source

Creeping Playfulness
In Lipstick Traces, an alternative map of 20thcentury cultural history,
Greil Marcus excerpts the 1977 shareholder report by Warner
Communications, which noted that “entertainment has become a
necessity.” This was an accurate statement, one that Marcus identified
as a warning. Yet neither he nor the Warner executives could have
prophesied its corollary, that we would become unable or unwilling to
meet our needs without also being entertained. When we learn to
expect playfulness from mundane tasks like ordering food or finding a
pharmacy, or when we won’t go swimming without a Pokéchaperone,
the result is a state of unsuspecting childlikeness, while adults wait in
the woods to take their profits. My frustration with these apps only tells
me I’m becoming the child they’re informing me I am. That’s the scary
part, a dignity so fragile that a cartoon hamster breaks it source

Crossed IM
Via Michael Nielsen

from m. nielsen

Crowdfunding Propaganda
When asked how Bausman would respond to someone who says
Russia Insider seems to be a Russian propaganda response to
western media bias, he said:
“I think that you can interpret it as propaganda, or you can say, look, it
reflects the opinion of a lot of articles on our site, which really argue
that American foreign policy, in regards to Ukraine and Russia, is
badly, badly mistaken.”
The website’s aim isn’t propaganda but to point out where American
and European media are wrong about Russia, Bausman said.
“Because they’re [western mainstream media] very critical of Russia
and bias against Russia, we often times take the other side. So you
could look at that and say ‘This seems to be like a proRussian site or
something, a proRussian government site,’ but that’s not what we’re
doing.” source

Cruel Cat Woman

Woman puts cat in recycling bin, faces internet outrage.

{{Social outrage, Social Media, Shaming}}

Cryptomnesia
From Wikipedia:
Cryptomnesia occurs when a forgotten memory returns without it being
recognized as such by the subject, who believes it is something new
and original. It is a memory bias whereby a person may falsely recall
generating a thought, an idea, a song, or a joke, not deliberately
engaging in plagiarism but rather experiencing a memory as if it were a
new inspiration.

Weirdly, Cryptomnesia is more likely to happen when the person is similar to you. See,
for example, [[Same Sex Cryptomnesia]]

Culture War and Campaign Volatility
Campaign Volatility disappears as the 1990s culture war is launched. I feel this can't be
a mere coincidence.

If you think about this, this makes sense: I may be undecided about whether I am for a
particular policy or not or whether someone is competent or not. But on issues of social
identification I'm pretty solid.
In a related way, as Sam Wang says "It does not seem to be a coincidence that just as
campaign rhetoric has left civility far behind, opinion has become more stable than
ever. For example, lots of people know how they feel about white nationalism. Their
preference is pretty well set at this point."

Curating the Facebook Trending Feed
These new allegations emerged after Gizmodo last week revealed
details about the inner workings of Facebook’s trending news team—a
small group of young journalists, primarily educated at Ivy League or
private East Coast universities, who curate the “trending” module on
the upperrighthand corner of the site. As we reported last week,
curators have access to a ranked list of trending topics surfaced by
Facebook’s algorithm, which prioritizes the stories that should be
shown to Facebook users in the trending section. The curators write
headlines and summaries of each topic, and include links to news
sites. The section, which launched in 2014, constitutes some of the
most powerful real estate on the internet and helps dictate what news

Facebook’s users—167 million in the US alone—are reading at any
given moment. “I believe it had a chilling effect on conservative news.”
“Depending on who was on shift, things would be blacklisted or
trending,” said the former curator. This individual asked to remain
anonymous, citing fear of retribution from the company. The former
curator is politically conservative, one of a very small handful of
curators with such views on the trending team. “I’d come on shift and
I’d discover that CPAC or Mitt Romney or Glenn Beck or popular
conservative topics wouldn’t be trending because either the curator
didn’t recognize the news topic or it was like they had a bias against
Ted Cruz.” source

Curse of Knowledge
The curse of knowledge is a cognitive bias that leads betterinformed
parties to find it extremely difficult to think about problems from the
perspective of lesserinformed parties. The effect was first described in
print by the economists Colin Camerer, George Loewenstein and
Martin Weber, though they give original credit for suggesting the term
to Robin Hogarth.[1]
An example of this bias would be of a tailor selling clothes. Because
the tailor has made a dress, he is intimately familiar with the quality of
the item in craftsmanship, features, and fabric quality. When pricing a
dress for sale, however, he needs to take the point of view of an
uninformed customer  someone might be walking into the store with
no previous knowledge of the owner, dressmaker, or how difficult or
easy the item is to make. The tailor, as hard as he might try to take the
point of view of the customer, cannot completely separate himself from
the knowledge he has of the quality of this dress, and therefore will
assume a customer will value and pay much more for the dress than is
actually true.
Another example is provided by clapping out songs.

Cyclical Preferences
Sometimes there is no majority will, to the extent that different voting schemes applied
in different orders produces different results. What to do then?
What we observe is that this group lacks a will, or majority preference.
In fact, there is a different majority that prefers each outcome. A
coalition of libertarians and nationalists prefer Wall to Limits; a coalition
of conservatives and nationalists prefer Deport to Wall; a coalition of
libertarians and conservatives prefer Limits to Deport.
The hypothetical party above has no majority will. It is impossible to
design a democratic system that finds the group's preference, because
the group has no preference (see Arrow's theorem). More accurately,
there is a different majority that prefers each outcome.
We call this a majority rule cycle, or a preference cycle. Further, we
know that as the number of voters and the number of alternatives
increases, the mathematical probability that we will observe a cycle of
this type increases. source

Dads and Sexist Attitudes
Dads who have egalitarian ideas about gender — and who walk the
talk by doing household chores themselves — have daughters with
higher workplace ambitions than less egalitarian fathers do, new
research finds.
The research is correlational, so it doesn't prove that fathers' attitudes
are the cause their young daughters' work aspirations. But the
research may suggest that girls look to their fathers for examples of
what is expected of women. Dads' attitudes also predict what kind of
play their daughters enjoy. source
Possibly contradicted by [[Mothers and Sexist Attitudes]]

Dannemiller's Formula for Change

The Dannemiller version of the formula for change is:
DxVxF>R
There are three factors and they are multiplicative  if all three do not exist, the product
is zero, and change cannot happen. (Multiplicative formulas in organizational theory
are opposed to additive formulas).
Here are the factors:
D = Dissatisfaction with how things are now;
V = Vision of what is possible;
F = First, concrete steps that can be taken towards the vision;
The product of these three elements must exceed the resistance to change (R).
From Wikipedia:
To ensure a successful change it is necessary to use influence and
strategic thinking in order to create vision and identify those crucial,
early steps towards it. In addition, the organization must recognize and
accept the dissatisfaction that exists by listening to the employee voice
while sharing industry trends, leadership ideas, best practices and
competitor analysis to identify the necessity for change. source

Dark Facebook
“I AM not a number. I am a free man!” was the famous cry of prisoner
Number Six, who could never escape his Kafkaesque village on the
1960s television show “The Prisoner.” This is a prescient cry for an era
when numbers follow us everywhere. Jim Messina, the victorious
Obama campaign manager, probably agrees that you are not a
number. That’s because you are four numbers.
The Obama campaign assigned all potential swingstate voters one
number, on a scale of 1 to 100, that represented the likelihood that
they would support Mr. Obama, and another number for the prospect
that they would show up at the polls. A third metric evaluated the odds

that an Obama supporter who was an inconsistent voter could be
nudged to the polls, and a fourth score estimated how persuadable
someone was by a conversation on a particular issue (which was, of
course, also determined by crunching more numbers). source

Data Anonymization and the Dottown
Suicides
How much data anonymization is good enough? The problem is harder than you think
Consider this classic puzzle, called The DotTown Suicides:
Each resident of Dottown carries a red or blue dot on his (or her)
forehead, but if he ever figures out what color it is he kills himself.
Each day the residents gather; one day a stranger comes and tells
them something—anything —nontrivial about the number of blue dots.
Prove that eventually every resident kills himself.
Comment: “Nontrivial” means here that there is some number of blue
dots for which the statement would not have been true. Thus we have
a frighteningly general version of classical problems involving
knowledge about knowledge. source

Data As Toxic Asset
All this makes data a toxic asset, and it continues to be toxic as long
as it sits in a company's computers and networks. The data is
vulnerable, and the company is vulnerable. It's vulnerable to hackers
and governments. It's vulnerable to employee error. And when there's
a toxic data spill, millions of people can be affected. The 2015 Anthem
Health data breach affected 80 million people. The 2013 Target Corp.
breach affected 110 million. This toxic data can sit in organizational
databases for a long time. Some of the stolen Office of Personnel
Management data was decades old. Do you have any idea which
companies still have your earliest emails, or your earliest posts on that
nowdefunct social network? source

Data Wall of Shame
"Data Walls", which display student achievement in relation to others, are said to
motivate students. Instead, they often single students out for shame.
“Diving Into Data,” a 2014 paper published jointly by the nonprofit Jobs
for the Future and the U.S. Education Department, offers stepbystep
instructions for data walls that “encourage student engagement” and
“ensure students know the classroom or school improvement goals
and provide a path for students to reach those goals.” The assumption
is that students will want to take that path — that seeing their scores in
relationship to others’ will motivate them to new heights of academic
achievement. They are meant to think: “Oh, the green dots show my
hard work, yellow means I have more work to do, and red means wow,
I really need to buckle down. Now I will pay attention in class and ask
questions! I have a plan!”
How efficient it would be if simply publishing our weaknesses
galvanized us to learn exactly what we’re lacking. source

[[Why Shame Doesn’t Work]] explains how shaming is counterproductive.

Data With Heart
In Words Onscreen: The Fate of Reading in a Digital World by Naomi S. Baron, she
uses the following quote from Michael Dirda as her epigraph for Chapter 1 (link).
Image Ebooks resemble motel rooms—bland and efficient. Books are home—real,
physical things you can love and cherish and make your own, till death do you part. Or
till you run out of shelf space.
The quote above is taken from an interview with Dirda “Washington Is a Terrific Place
If You’re a Serious Reader” (link).
He compares book ownership and personal libraries: Books are more than just texts. A
personal library is a reflection of who you are or the person you’d like to be. Owning an
ebook reader is like having a library card—you can check out almost anything, but the

book somehow never quite seems your own.
According to The New York Times (link). : Ebooks’ are declining in popularity which
may signal that publishing, while not immune to technological upheaval, will weather
the tidal wave of digital technology better than other forms of media, like music and
television
One of the main companies that promoted the ebook is Amazon.com which has
announced they will open a physical bookstore in Seattle, WA (link). Book lovers often
see stores as a piece of their community. And some blame Amazon, and online retail
more broadly, for the slow demise of independent booksellers.
Jennifer Cast, vice president of Amazon Books, is careful to say the store won’t be
stocked solely on data.
“It’s data with heart,” she said. “We’re taking the data we have and we’re creating
physical places with it.”
Via: Data With Heart | spoke&hub&flp

Datensparsamkeit
Datensparsamkeit is a German word that "refers to collecting only the minimal amount
of information necessary to complete a task." It is opposed to the now common
practice of gathering as much information from the users actions as possible, in
anticipation of future use.
I learned about datensparsamkeit from a colleague who was creating a
confidential survey tool. I thought about it again recently while
considering what information news organizations may collect and store
from users, either through themselves or thirdparty tools.
March brought a particularly egregious example of poor data
collection. CNBC put up a tutorial to teach visitors about secure
password creation, but the passwords were collected and then sent
without encryption to a Google spreadsheet, which means anyone in
an individual users' WiFi network or CNBC's network with the correct
permissions could see it. The tutorial was also set up so that the 30 or

so advertisers whose ads appeared on the page could also see the
passwords.
CNBC took down the tutorial, but they’re not the only news
organization that routinely collects data about users through quizzes or
survey results or apps. Some news organizations then transmit this
collected information to advertisers or thirdparty tools. Should news
organizations ponder the ethical considerations of transmitting
personal information like IP addresses to thirdparty tools or
advertisers without asking for explicit permission? source

Grace Hopper warned that overly aggressive privacy law could result in [[Defensive
Computing]].
When questioned about regulation, Big Data people argue that what they are doing is
[[Completely Different and Exactly the Same]] as what came before.

Dead Cat Strategy
To understand what has happened in Europe in the last week, we
must borrow from the rich and fruity vocabulary of Australian political
analysis. Let us suppose you are losing an argument. The facts are
overwhelmingly against you, and the more people focus on the reality
the worse it is for you and your case. Your best bet in these
circumstances is to perform a manoeuvre that a great campaigner
describes as “throwing a dead cat on the table, mate”.
That is because there is one thing that is absolutely certain about
throwing a dead cat on the dining room table – and I don’t mean that
people will be outraged, alarmed, disgusted. That is true, but
irrelevant. The key point, says my Australian friend, is that everyone
will shout “Jeez, mate, there’s a dead cat on the table!”; in other words
they will be talking about the dead cat, the thing you want them to talk
about, and they will not be talking about the issue that has been
causing you so much grief. source

Death of the Facebook Social Reader App
In 2011, in one of Facebook’s earliest experiences with media
publishers, The Washington Post, among others, created socalled
social reader tools, a way to more easily read and share stories on
Facebook. But when the products began aggressively sending
Facebook users updates on what their friends had read, Facebook
made a series of changes that effectively killed the apps. source

Death of the Longest Shortest Time Mamas
Online parenting groups are particularly toxic, as any parent that has lived through a
thread on breastfeeding or sleeptraining children can tell you. We're just really
attached to our notions of parenting. One group managed to succeed in spite of these
hazards, only to get shipwrecked on issues of race and politics.
For about two years, though, the Longest Shortest Time Mamas
Facebook group managed to defy the odds, remaining a space where
people from all over the world gathered to talk about parenting without
conversations immediately devolving into territorial wars or offensive
remarks. People have thrown around the words "utopia," "special," and
"sacred" to describe the group — and remember, this is Facebook
we're talking about. But this winter, after the group had ballooned to
over 18,000 members, cracks started to emerge, and last week, group
owner Hilary Frank — who started it to promote her Longest Shortest
Time podcast — surprised members by shutting the entire thing down.
In the end, it wasn't the "mommy wars" that shuttered the group — it
was more general concerns, like race and socialjustice issues. In its
rise and fall, Longest Shortest Time Mamas was a reminder of how
hard it is to find smart, nontoxic parenting communities online, and
how crucial it is that those communities exist. source

For an early example of online community implosion, see [[Communitree BBS]]
Trolls are toxic, but research shows incivility is [[Not Just the Trolls]]

{{Tags: Civility, Social Media, Online Communities, Racism, Online Activism}}

Death of the 'MixedAttractiveness' Couple
Instead it’s well established among academics interested in dating that
“opposites attract” is a myth. Study after study supports the idea of
“assortative mating”: the hypothesis that people generally date and
marry partners who are like them in terms of social class, educational
background, race, personality, and, of course, attractiveness.
There is an exception, however, to this seeming rule that people
always date equally attractive people: The longer two people know
each other before they start dating, the more likely it is that a 3 will
date a 6, or a 7 will marry a 10.
Which is interesting to think about as dating apps, which match
strangers up for dates, take over the dating world. Because if more
and more people meet their future spouse on a first date, the mixed
attractiveness couple might just go extinct. source

Death of the Swing Voter
Inattentive voters today see as much difference between the two parties as partisans in
1960.

What is driving the decline in swing voters? Smidt shows that voters
are increasingly cognizant of the sharp differences between the
Republican and Democratic parties. In fact, a politically inattentive and
unengaged American today is as likely to perceive important
differences between the parties as a very engaged American was in
1960.
By making it easy for Americans to recognize party
differences, polarization has reduced ambivalence and
indecisiveness and provided a strong and consistent
ideological anchor to Americans’ presidential
preferences across time, even for independents and
the less aware.
One implication, Smidt notes, is that American voters should be less
responsive to electionyear forces, like shifts in the economy or other
important events. Another is that politicians have less incentive to

appeal to swing voters and more incentive to appeal to their loyal
supporters.
Of course, shifts in the economy and swing voters could be decisive in
2016 if the election is close enough. But most American voters will
supply little in the way of drama or excitement. Predictable
partisanship is increasingly the norm.

See also [[Party Polarization: The Voting Gap]]

Death of Visible White Supremacy
Anderson: I would push back on that a bit. What we’re seeing is the
death of it operating so visibly. But when you look at the differentiation
in wages, for instance, when you look at the differentiations in wealth,
when you look at who took the hardest hit and rebounded the least
after the Great Recession, whiteness carries incredible value in
American society. But you get this language of equality—I mean, this
is why, to me, you get Abigail Fisher [the plaintiff in a recent Supreme
Court affirmative action case] hollering that, because her father went to
the University of Texas, she deserved to get in there. Now, the fact
that she didn’t get the grades to get in there is irrelevant. The fact that
there were a number of AfricanAmericans and Latinos who had higher
grades and higher scores than she had who also weren’t admitted is
irrelevant. So, to me, it’s not the death of white supremacy. It’s the
death of the visibility of whiteness carrying such incredible economic
and political value in the American system. source

Debord on Power
Debord, on power (via Bonnie Stewart)
“At the root of the spectacle lies that oldest of all social divisions of
labor, the specialization of power. The specialized role played by the
spectacle is that of spokesman for all other activities, a sort of

diplomatic representative of hierarchical society at its own court, and
the source of the only discourse which that society allows itself to
hear. Thus the most modern aspect of the spectacle is also at bottom
its most archaic” (Debord, p. 8). source

Declining Empathy Among College Students
The study, presented in Boston at the annual meeting of the
Association for Psychological Science, analyzes data on empathy
among almost 14,000 college students over the last 30 years.

"We found the biggest drop in empathy after the year 2000," said Sara
Konrath, a researcher at the UM Institute for Social Research.
"College kids today are about 40 percent lower in empathy than their
counterparts of 20 or 30 years ago, as measured by standard tests of

this personality trait."
Konrath conducted the metaanalysis, combining the results of 72
different studies of American college students conducted between
1979 and 2009, with UM graduate student Edward O'Brien and
undergraduate student Courtney Hsing.
Compared to college students of the late 1970s, the study found,
college students today are less likely to agree with statements such as
"I sometimes try to understand my friends better by imagining how
things look from their perspective" and "I often have tender, concerned
feelings for people less fortunate than me."
In a related but separate analysis, Konrath found that nationally
representative samples of Americans see changes in other people's
kindness and helpfulness over a similar time period. source

Defeat Device
A defeat device is an embedded system or mechanism that attempts to dupe
regulators or potential buyers. The most recent example is Volkswagen's onboard
emissions module, which detected whether a car was undergoing emissions tests and
changed the functioning of the car to pass the tests.
Samsung Smart TVs have also been accused of using a defeat device: Independent
lab tests have found that some Samsung TVs in Europe appear to use less energy
during official testing conditions than they do during realworld use, raising questions
about whether they are set up to game energy efficiency tests. (html)
Samsung claims this is an abuse of the term.
Source: Defeat Device

More recently. Renault is facing suspicion of using defeat devices. link
The VW defeat device was apparently developed at Audi in 1999. source

Defensible Space
Movement begun in the 1970s to design architecture in a way that allowed residents to
defend common spaces from outsiders. Advanced by Oscar Newman, the idea was a
reaction to the Le Corbusier inspired designs of public housing that failed so horribly in
the 1960s.

The St. Louis PruittIgoe development provides an example. Newman describes the
dream and the reality:
[By] most eminent architects [it] was hailed as the new enlightenment.
It followed the planning principles of Le Corbusier and the International
Congress of Modern Architects. Even though the density was not very
high (50 units to the acre), residents were raised into the air in 11story
buildings. The idea was to keep the grounds and the first floor free for
community activity. “A river of trees” was to flow under the buildings.
Each building was given communal corridors on every third floor to
house a housing project laundry, a communal room, and a garbage
room that contained a garbage chute. source
Reality, however, did not live up to expectations:

Occupied by singleparent, welfare families, the design proved a
disaster. Because all the grounds were common and disassociated
from the units, residents could not identify with them. The areas proved
unsafe. The river of trees soon became a sewer of glass and garbage.
The mailboxes on the ground floor were vandalized. The corridors,
lobbies, elevators, and stairs were dangerous places to walk. They
became covered with graffiti and littered with garbage and human
waste.

Why did this design, which worked well for middle class developments, fail with a
lowerclass set of residents? Newman points out that middle class people pay a
number of people to "defend" internal spaces  a doorman, for instance, a security
guard, a common area supervisor. Without the financial support for such positions,
these large open spaces were not "defensible" from attack or abuse.
Newman develops an architecture that links most common areas to a few residents at
most, requiring passage through private spaces to get to it.
He describes the issues in this documentary:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OMH7N_6nCE

Related idea: [[Hostile Architecture]]
Unintended effects of PruittIgoe led to safety issues. See [[From Gallery to Gauntlet]]
There are perhaps some parallels with education here, when we ask why certain
models of education don't work as well in underfunded schools  what paid support is
missing?
{{Tags: Design, Crime}}

Defensive Computing

A term from Grace Hopper in 1976 remarks about the new privacy laws of that time:
DP (data processing) managers are suddenly finding the privacy laws
require them to notify every individual on file if there is a record on him,
send him the content, and permit him to make corrections.
They are also obliged to keep the files "accurate, complete and
current," she said, but asked, "What does 'accurate, complete and
current' mean? "Many of these questions require management
decisions. Management must decide such things as what is current
and how often a file must be updated. It is up to computer people to
warn management. "All the privacy laws sound like apple pie and
motherhood," she continued, "and everyone will vote for them. That's
the dangerous thing about them." The privacy laws may triple the cost
of maintaining all personnel files, she added. "This probably means
that, for the next five years, we will be doing defensive computing just
as doctors are practicing defensive medicine in response to
malpractice suits," Hopper said. source
The Fair Information Practices Movement led to the passage of laws in Minnesota,
Utah, Arkansas and Massachusetts. The Massachusetts act was signed into law by
Gov. Michael Dukakis.
See [[Data as a Toxic Asset]]

Defining Battle
It is that fury over immigrants that offers the best explanation we have
for why the forces of intolerance are currently on the rise in the West. If
we want to understand the world we live in today — and the one we’ll
be inhabiting for years to come — we need to understand how
immigration and intolerance are transforming the way white Christians
vote. We need to understand that the battle between racist nationalism
and liberal cosmopolitanism will be one of the defining ideological
struggles of the 21st century. And we need to understand that Donald
Trump is not an accident. He’s a harbinger. source

Degree Assortativity
In human networks, a principle called "degree assortativity" is the norm. It turns out to
be resistant to viral effects, and that may have evolutionary roots in survival.
Let me give you an example. This is very visual and, given this format,
I'm not supposed to use visuals, but I'm going to cheat and use one
slide in a moment. Let's say you had 1,000 people, and, on average,
they each have five connections, so you have 5,000 ties between
them. Mathematically, you could construct a number of ways in which
you could organize these networks. You could have a random network
where people are jumbled together; you could have a big ring network;
you could have a kind of “scalefree” network; you could have the kind
of network that we humans actually make (which has a variety of
properties). It turns out that if you were designing the network from
mathematical principles so that the network would be the most
resistant to pathogens taking root within it; so, you say, "I want to
organize these people in such a fashion that this group, when so
organized, resists epidemics;" whereas, if they'd been organized some
other way, these same people who otherwise were identical—had the
same immune systems, the same biology—this group no longer
resisted epidemics so well. If you wanted to give the group the
epidemic resistance property, the way you would organize the people
is to give them a property in network science known as degree
assortativity. You would make popular people befriend popular people
and unpopular people befriend unpopular people. You could give them
this property, it would make the network as a whole resistant to germs
being able to make inroads.
And I can cultivate this intuition by asking you to think about the airport
network in this country. The airport network is degree disassortative.
Chicago is connected to lots of small airports but, in the small airports,
you can't fly from one to the other; they are disconnected from each
other. Whereas people don't have that property. Popular people
befriend popular people, and unpopular befriend unpopular. Now, think
about which of those two networks, if you were a bioterrorist and you
wanted to seed a germ in, which network would the germ spread more

rapidly? In the airport network, right? If you start any random node, like
an isolated small town, it will go to Chicago, and, in the next hop, it will
reach the whole nation. But if you had the hubs and the spokes or the
peripheral airports connected to each other, it would be relatively more
impervious to a pathogen spreading.
I don't think it's a coincidence that of all the kinds of ways human
beings could organize themselves into networks, that's what we do.
We evince degree assortativity, and I don't think it's a coincidence that
we do that. We assemble ourselves into groups, the group now has
this property, this germ resistance property, which is a property of the
group, but which, as it turns out, also benefits and affects us. Now,
being a member of that group, we are less likely to acquire pathogens.
source

In order to bypass Degree Assortativity, contagions must be [[Complex Contagions]]
The tendency for things to be simple contagions may be a problem. See [[Sanders
Filter Bubble]]

Delayed Feedback
Recent studies are breathing new life into delayed feedback. One such
study looks at an undergraduate engineering course at University of
Texas, El Paso. Students in the course submitted a weekly homework
assignment and either received feedback immediately, or a week later.
Several weeks later all students completed a similar problem on the
exam. The students who received delayed feedback scored higher on
the exam than those who received immediate feedback. source

Delicate Signal Balance
If signals happen too far ahead of an event, they are ignored. Fourteen seconds seems
to be the balance for railroad signals.
I was raised in a railroad family so train safety was burned into our

brains the same way someone else might teach their kids about gun
safety. I hear of these accidents way to often and pray for the families.
I don't know the facts of this particular situation, but a lot if times
accidents involve people trying to beat the signal coming down across
the track. They did an interesting study and it found that they try and
match the signal to as close to 14 seconds of the train passing,
because for some reason if people have to sit longer then 14 seconds
they try and maneuver AROUND the road block. Not all of us are born
with a full set of playing cards I guess. Because I assure u I am not
trying to outrace a train, no matter how late I am running behind
schedule. source

[[Tea Kettle Tech]] only consumes attention when there is an action to take.
Multiple auditory alarms create [[Alarm Fatigue]]
Using alarm channels for operational updates can reduce effectiveness. [[False
Alarms]]
Redundancy of safeguards is also an issue. See [[The Three Dangers of
Rendundancy]]
{{Tags: Normal Accident Theory, Alarms, UX, Design, Accidents}}

Delta Bans Trophies
A possible example of good coming out of a public shaming. Delta bans Big Game
trophies in the Cecil the Lion aftermath.
The airline announced on Monday that it would ban the shipment of all
lion, leopard, elephant, rhinoceros and buffalo trophies worldwide as
freight.
The move comes weeks after Cecil, a popular male lion beloved by
tourists and locals in Zimbabwe, was lured from a national park and
killed by Walter Palmer, a Minnesota dentist and hunter.
Delta said it may extend the ban to cover other animals. news

Noting this because the question of whether good comes out of shaming comes up. It
sometimes does, perhaps, though things like this seem small bore change.
In general, shame is dangerous. See [[Why Shame Doesn't Work]]

Denver Guardian
This false story is one of thousands of fake news stories being
circulated around Facebook by flybynight “hyperpartisan” sites this
election cycle, according an investigation by Buzzfeed News.
A second investigation showed that many of the sites spreading the
fake news have been created by teens in Macedonia looking to profit
off of supporters (and detractors) of Donald Trump.
The teens tried to make pages for Bernie Sanders and other left
leaning politicians, but “people in America prefer to read news about
Trump,” according to one Macedonian 16yearold.
On Nov. 6, Vox posted a story tackling the expected longterm damage
this flood of fake news on Facebook could have on democracy and
what they say is the social media giant’s responsibility to tackle,
sooner than later. source

Desire Paths
Informal ‘desire paths‘ can form with as few as fifteen traversals of an
unpaved route, creating spontaneous new trails shaped by pedestrians
effectively voting with their feet. These paths frequently become self
reinforcing: others intuit the potential advantages of a newlyforming
route and follow it, thus eroding it further and enhancing its visibility.
source
Designers can sometimes use these paths:
In Finland, for example, city officials document where people walk in
parks after the first snowfall of the year, then integrate that data into

their iterative trail system planning processes.

Deterministic vs. Probabilistic Thought
Surprisingly good advice from LinkedIn founder:
"One of the things that philosophy is very helpful on is how to think
pretty precisely about arguments, and an investment thesis is
fundamentally an argument. Part of philosophical training is making
you really understand how good an argument is and how to think
through the alternatives. Philosophy is really good at posing the
question, 'If the universe were such that this data would be different or
the universe was such that this framework would be wrong, what
happens to the argument then?' Questioning those premises really
helps you figure out why someone smart might actually hold a different
point of view.
"We live in a probabilistic universe, and we tend to think in determinist
ways. If A is datadriven and I think I have that data, how certain am I
that I have that data? What could I discover that might actually tell me
that that data is formulated wrongly? When you dig into it, most of your
arguments are actually probabilistic. They're not certain, even when
you have data. You're really trying to get a sense of whether you have
a reasonable bet on the probability." post
These are the key critical thinking skills. Everything else is nice to have, but the key
skill is "If we imagined an alternate universe where thing A was different, what else
would likely change? With what probability?"

Slack’s CEO also got a philosophy degree. SeeSlack's Philosopher

Dickie on 18th Century Cruelty
It was not always thus. In eighteenthcentury Britain, as the market for
print expanded, with more readers and writers and more books than
ever before, a new generation of critics emerged to hold the gate

against unlettered barbarians. Tobias Smollett, who helmed The
Critical Review from 1756 to 1763, never minced words in his
judgment of whether a particular text was worth the paper it was
printed on. A serious novelist in his own right, Smollett was famously
cranky and combative, earning the nickname “learned Smelfungus”
from another serious novelist, Laurence Sterne. In his fiction (Roderick
Random, Peregrine Pickle, Ferdinand Count Fathom, Launcelot
Greaves, Humphry Clinker), Smollett was a master of ugly and violent
comedy at a time when, as Simon Dickie writes, “Britons — or a high
proportion of them — openly delighted in the miseries of others,” a
time when people “laughed at cripples and hunchbacks…tormented
lunatics and led blind men into walls…beat their servants and scoffed
at the hungry peasants who crouched along the road outside every
major town.” This was a hardnosed, hardknuckled era — in life, in
literature, and especially in literary criticism. source

Did the Portland Rat Bounty Work?
[caption id="attachment_5028" align="alignright" width="300"]Image From the Oregon
Daily Journal; November 1, 1907.[/caption]
Rat bounties were common at the beginning of the twentieth century as a way to rid
cities of disease and infection due to rats. In the wake of the 1906 West Coast plague
Portland instituted a widely publicized rat bounty. How was it implemented? And did it
work?
There is a good deal of reason to doubt that the bounty would be effective. One of the
most famous bounties, in Hanoi, is widely cited as an example of Perverse Incentives:
the high bounty led potential claimants to breed rats, and did not reduce the rat
population.

Digital Dualism
Digital dualism allows Turkle to write as though she is championing
humanity, conversation, and empathy when ultimately she is merely
privileging geography. Again, this can feel intuitive, because this

fetishization of contiguity has a long tradition and is echoed in our
everyday language: Each time we say “IRL,” “facetoface,” or “in
person” to mean connection without screens, we frame what is “real”
or who is a person in terms of their geographic proximity rather than
other aspects of closeness — variables like attention, empathy, affect,
erotics, all of which can be experienced at a distance. We should not
conceptually preclude or discount all the ways intimacy, passion, love,
joy, pleasure, closeness, pain, suffering, evil and all the visceral
actualities of existence pass through the screen. “Face to face” should
mean more than breathing the same air. source
Image
A significant difference being not distance but mediation. Face to face tends to set
aside mediation. It's still there in the interfaces of spoken words, touch, the semiotics of
gesture and pose, but we set it aside for a sense of the real. Digital mediation means
reading artifacts (blog post, image) created by the real interaction and working in a
different semiotic frame than that of face to face.

Digital Hustle
Poor folks often need their smartphones the most – they rely on them to make
overbooked lives work.
I found these workers relied on their smartphones — and sometimes
free WiFi at restaurants and libraries — as essential tools in their
digital hustle. They used their phones to find and coordinate work and
care, and to alleviate stress in emotionally draining jobs. For many,
making ends meet means constantly checking and participating in
online networks and message boards to find work, as well as phone
calls and text messages to coordinate their gigs. So why do some
people still see smartphones as a luxury for the poor? source

Disappearing John Wayne Controversy
A number of pages on the web talk about John Wayne's controversial statements to

Playboy Magazine in 1971 on the issue of race and the conquest of the Americas.
They cite Wikipedia which used to have a section in the John Wayne article on this
issue, but that section has long since been removed.
The remarks require some context, but did have disturbing elements; Wayne says that
he believes in "white supremacy" until "the blacks" are educated to a point of
responsibility and claims that Europeans were right in seizing Native American land
because they were "selfishly" keeping it all to themselves.
The quotes seem like something that might belong on a Wikipedia page about
someone considered to be an icon of the American spirit.
Or not. He was, after all, an actor, and actors say stupid things all the time. His
comments don't seem to have had any direct political impact, and were not that
different from what many people expressed at the time.
The problem, again, is that what should be on the page depends what reason brought
you to it. In a history of American acting style, the comments are peripheral at best. In
a history of the "cowboy iconography" of the American film these quotes are central.
You need two different pages; one won't suffice.

Discursive Vitality
Habermas on social media, and the loss of discursive vitality as expertise becomes
less central to dialogue.
But journalists losing their jobs is not simply a problem for journalists: it
has a damaging impact on the entire culture. As the German
philosopher Jürgen Habermas warned, back in 2007: “When
reorganisation and costcutting in this core area jeopardise
accustomed journalistic standards, it hits at the very heart of the
political public sphere. Because, without the flow of information gained
through extensive research, and without the stimulation of arguments
based on an expertise that doesn’t come cheap, public communication
loses its discursive vitality. The public media would then cease to resist
populist tendencies, and could no longer fulfil the function it should in
the context of a democratic constitutional state.” source

See also [[The Only Thing That Matters Is Whether People Click On It]]
The [[Filter Bubble]] provides the world we want to see rather than the world that
exists.
{{{Tags: Truth, Social Media, Habermas}}

Disk Overwrite
ENQUIRE ultimately proved a failure  in terms of it being implemented
within the research divisions of CERN  but it was vital for providing a
conceptual basis for the future World Wide Web. It is believed that the
original ENQUIRE program  that was stored on a diskette  was
overwritten by either Brian Carpenter or Robert Cailliau during the mid
1980's. source

Dissappearance of Campaign Volatility
Modern campaigns are usually locked up from the start and not much can change
them.
Polarization has made it difficult for opinion to move much. The
volatility in this year’s Presidential race is smaller than any race since
the advent of modern polling. This is a symptom of severe political
polarization, in which most Trump supporters would never consider
supporting any Democrat, including Clinton; and vice versa.

Consequently, opinion is nearly immovable. Whatever happens in the
coming weeks, the size of the the change would not have attracted
notice in elections preceding 1996.
The groups that may choose up sides are selfdescribed undecideds
(4%), Gary Johnson supporters (8%), and Jill Stein supporters (3%).
Undecideds and Johnson supporters are likely to split evenly between
Clinton and Trump, while Stein supporters should break heavily toward
Clinton. Tomorrow is a chance for them to get on the bus. source

Distributed DJs
We live in an age where music is more diverse than ever but the radio is at its most
homogenous in decades. Why is this?
One possible answer we are more homogenized as a culture. Maybe we want radio to
be this way.
A more likely answer is that corporate ownership of radio stations by a single entity has
limited what you hear on the radio.
Image
Dewey Phillips, the first DJ to play an Elvis record. (source)

Power to play new things on the radio used to be distributed between dozens of DJs in
different local markets. Dewey Phillips, a Memphis DJ, played the first Elvis record in
Elvis's hometown. Other examples abound. (wikipedia)
Today, the playlist for hundreds of local radio stations is determined in a central office
by a company named iHeartRadio (formerly Clear Channel). You get your music on the
radio by getting a meeting with these folks. These meetings are available only to the
powerful, and very little music bubbles up from local scenes to become radio hits
anymore.
Source: Distributed DJs

Top 40 music today is mainly a process of Swedes and Divas.

Distrust of Data
Like Claudia Sahm, I was struck by polling results indicating that
around half of Trump supporters completely distrust official data —
although maybe a bit less surprised, since I’ve been living in that world
for years. In particular, the failure of high inflation to materialize led
quite a few people on the right side of the political spectrum —
including the likes of Niall Ferguson — to insist that the numbers were
being cooked, so this is neither a new phenomenon nor one restricted
to Trump types. source

Divulging Medical Details on Yelp
This is likely coming to higher education as well:
Burned by negative reviews, some health providers are casting their
patients’ privacy aside and sharing intimate details online as they try to
rebut criticism.
In the course of these arguments  which have spilled out publicly on
ratings sites like Yelp — doctors, dentists, chiropractors and massage
therapists, among others, have divulged details of patients’ diagnoses,

treatments and idiosyncrasies.
One Washington state dentist turned the tables on a patient who
blamed him for the loss of a molar: “Due to your clenching and grinding
habit, this is not the first molar tooth you have lost due to a fractured
root,” he wrote. “This tooth is no different.”
In California, a chiropractor pushed back against a mother’s claims
that he misdiagnosed her daughter with scoliosis. “You brought your
daughter in for the exam in early March 2014,” he wrote. “The exam
identified one or more of the signs I mentioned above for scoliosis. I
absolutely recommended an xray to determine if this condition
existed; this xray was at no additional cost to you.” source

Doacracy
“Wikipedia is a doocracy,” said Dr. James Heilman, an emergency
room doctor from British Columbia, Canada, who leads the Wikiproject
Medicine that keeps close watch on the most important public health
articles, like Ebola Virus Disease. “Those who do the most, do have a
greater influence.” source

Domain Dopplegangers
More and more fake news sites are popping up which use domain
names similar to actual news sites: CNNInternationalNews.com,
WorldBBCNews.com, BBCBreakingNews.gq, CBCNews.gq, and
many more. Because they infringe on the trademark, and often the
copyright, of real news brands these sites don’t stay online for long.
But all they need is a few days and a really big hit to earn some
money. Then they find a new domain name and start all over again.
source

Domination Games

Twitter can be seen as a game of dominance. Consider for example Matt Bruenig's
reply to Neera Tanden.
What is this supposed to accomplish? It surely is not meant to convince Tanden. Is it
meant to convince onlookers? Of course not.
It's meant to demonstrate one thing: I can dominate you here.

Dorm Mate Effects
Some of the cleanest measurements come from college dorm rooms.
If your randomly assigned roommate is a bookworm, you’ll probably
study more. If they’re black and you’re white, you’ll probably become
more supportive of affirmative action. If you both drank in high school,
then you’ll probably enable each other and get into trouble. source

Douglas Engelbert's Augment and NLS
In 1962 Douglas Engelbert started to develop computer tools to
augment the human intellect. The project was called Augment. In
contrast to the Memex, Augment was actually implemented and was
successfully demonstrated in 1968. Although it was not developed as a
hypertext system, NLS (online system), a part of the Augment project,
had many hypertext features like crossreferences to other work. In
1972 Augment lost its research support, and Engelbert had to stop
developing his project. He is still pushing his original augmentation
ideas [Nie95]. source

Dressing Up the Email Blast
Sanders followers repurposed frequent Sanders email blasts into graphic Faqcebook
memes.
Rafael Rivero is an acquaintance of Provost’s who, with his twin
brother, Omar, runs a page called Occupy Democrats, which passed
three million followers in June. This accelerating growth is attributed by

Rivero, and by nearly every leftleaning page operator I spoke with, not
just to interest in the election but especially to one campaign in
particular: “Bernie Sanders is the Facebook candidate,” Rivero says.
The rise of Occupy Democrats essentially mirrored the rise of
Sanders’s primary run. On his page, Rivero started quoting text from
Sanders’s frequent email blasts, turning them into Facebookready
memes with a consistent aesthetic: colors that pop, yellow on black.
Rivero says that it’s clear what his audience wants. “I’ve probably
made 10,000 graphics, and it’s like running 10,000 focus groups,” he
said. (Clinton was and is, of course, widely discussed by Facebook
users: According to the company, in the last month 40.8 million people
“generated interactions” around the candidate. But Rivero says that in
the especially engaged, largely oppositional leftwingpage ecosystem,
Clinton’s message and cautious brand didn’t carry.) source

DunningKruger Reality

In two of the four cases, there’s an obvious positive correlation
between perceived skill and actual skill, which is the opposite of the
popsci conception of DunningKruger. A plausible explanation of why
perceived skill is compressed, especially at the low end, is that few
people want to rate themselves as below average or as the absolute
best. In the other two cases, the correlation is very close to zero. It

could be that the effect is different for different tasks, or it could be just
that the sample size is small and that the differences between the
different tasks is noise. It could also be that the effect comes from the
specific population sampled (students at Cornell, who are probably
actually above average in many respects). If you look up Dunning
Kruger on wikipedia, it claims that a replication of DunningKruger on
East Asians shows the opposite result (perceived skill is lower than
actual skill, and the greater the skill, the greater the difference), and
that the effect is possibly just an artifact of American culture, but the
citation is actually a link to a editorial which mentions a meta analysis
on East Asian confidence, so that might be another example of a false
citation. Or maybe it’s just a link to the wrong soure. In any case, the
effect certainly isn’t that the more people know, the less they think they
know. source

Durverger's Law
The Democratic and Republican parties owe a good deal of their
longevity to our nation’s election rules. The system of plurality, winner
takeall elections for Congress and state legislatures tends to make for
a stable twoparty system.
In the proportionalrepresentation systems that exist in many other
democracies, it can make sense for voters to support a party that wins
only 5 or 10 percent of the popular vote: Because parliamentary seats
are allocated based on the proportion of the popular vote, minor
parties will still get a voice in government. In Germany, for instance,
any party that earns at least 5 percent of the national popular vote is
guaranteed a seat in parliament.
Not so in the United States. Our elections are, for the most part, first
pastthepost: the candidate with the most votes wins. And because
we vote for individual candidates in districts rather than voting for
political parties at large (at least in theory), the partisan makeup of our
government cannot possibly reflect the diversity of opinions in the
country.

That has a psychological impact: Voters in the U.S. rightly recognize
that casting a ballot for anything other than the two mostpopular
parties often tends to be a wasted vote. This tendency, referred to as
Durverger’s Law, has helped to protect America’s two major parties,
even when one is deeply unpopular, and makes it even harder for a
third party to achieve any sort of viability. source

Earliest Web Annotation Proposal
People talked a decent bit about annotation on the wwwtalk list in the early 90s. The
first lengthy treatment I can find of it is in a post by Dave Raggett in November 1992
(although he references earlier conversations). Raggett outlines a number of types of
annotation, some structured around newsgrouptype functionality and others more
focused on document markup affordances. Types include:
Linked replies or related documents, which would be stored in separate documents
that are associated with the root document dynamically at runtime.
Page annotations, which would work much like modern page annotations, with
highlights, sticky notes, and the like.
Revision history, which would include a standard set of checkout/checkin metadata to
prevent accidental overwrites.
See Ragget's November 1992 note. (wwwtalk)
The earliest web annotation roadmap for a product I can find comes from James
Whitescarver on the wwwtalk list in December 1992. Talking about the release of his
new curses client for the World Wide Web he states: We plan to impliment group
hypertext using a mail server to suppliment the HPPT access protocol. Readers can
contribute anchors to a text via mail to www at the server machine. Our browsers will
support this transparently. Later we hope to participate in a broader effort to include
SGML tags to support forms, for truely interactive hypertext. (html)
Note again the idea here  the assumed activity of the reader is adding links, a
process that was very common in hypertext of the time which often broke permissions
into the roles of readerannotator and author.

The update method here is also rather interesting  the browser hosts a mail client in
the background which can send annotations via email to any server understanding the
method. Neat.

Jim Whitescarver is one of the unsung heroes of the Internet. See Birth of the Form.

Economic Anxiety Is Real, If Misplaced

I don't have any special news hook for this chart, but it's been in the
back of my mind for a while. Roughly speaking, it's an answer to why
white men are so angry about the economy even though they
generally earn more than any other gender or ethnic group.
It's all about progress. Women may earn 79 percent of what men earn,
but over the past 40 years their incomes have increased rapidly. Black
and Hispanic men haven't done quite as well, but they've still made
progress—and most people are relatively happy as long as things are
getting better over time. The only group that has stagnated for four
straight decades is white men. That's plenty all by itself to make them

angry, but it's even worse when they watch literally everyone else
doing better at the same time. source

Education and Shortcuts
We have to know things before being asked to make decisions, or otherwise we rely on
unfortunate shortcuts.
Surveys conducted in the weeks before showed that many people
didn’t understand what the alternative system was or what would
change were it adopted. Yet many voted anyway, led by their
perceptions of party leaders – whether they thought them competent or
likeable, for example.
This is the kind of cognitive shortcut that psychologists have found we
all use in the face of overwhelming or uncertain information. Being well
informed doesn’t inure us. Studies have shown that people who are
knowledgeable about politics are more likely to use such shortcuts: the
more you know, the more you realise how complex the issues are so
you console yourself that you are better off making an intuitive
judgement.
The problem is that such shortcuts aren’t necessarily accurate and
may be completely irrelevant. source

Ego Depletion Fails to Replicate
The 1998 study, led by Roy Baumestier from Case Western University,
provided evidence for something called ego depletion, which is the
idea that our willpower can be worn down over time.
The latter assumption has been the basis of a huge amount of follow
on psychological studies, but now Martin Hagger from Curtin University
in Australia has led researchers from 24 labs in an attempt to recreate
the seminal paper, and found no evidence that the effect exists. source

Ego Depletion Questioned
Are ego depletion effects limited to the standardized tests used to measure it? And
what does this say about standardized tests?
When Carter’s team analysed the evidence from the 68 relevant
published and 48 relevant unpublished studies that they identified, they
found very little overall support for the idea that willpower is a limited
resource. The one exception was when the outcome measure involved
a standardised test – here performance did appear to be diminished by
a prior selfcontrol challenge.
But for other outcome tasks such as resisting food, the combined data
from published and unpublished experiments either pointed to no
effect of a prior selfcontrol challenge, or there was worrying evidence
of a publication bias for positive results, as was the case, for example,
when the outcome challenge involved impossible anagrams or tests of
working memory. The new metaanalyses even found some support
for the idea that selfcontrol improves through successive challenges,
a result that’s consistent with rival theories such as “learned
industriousness“.
This new series of metaanalyses should be not be taken as the end of
the theory of willpower as a limited resource. Proponents of that theory
will likely respond with their own counterarguments, including
questioning the use of unpublished work by the new study. However,
the results certainly give pause. “We encourage scientists and non
scientists alike to seriously consider other theories of when and why
selfcontrol might fail,” Carter and his team conclude. It’s worth noting
too that this message comes after the recent doubts raised about a
related idea in willpower research – specifically, the notion that
depleted selfcontrol is caused by a lack of sugar in the body. source
Note that standardized tests are also prominent in mindset research.

Eight Points of Reference for Commoning

Elinor Ostrum identifies some necessities for a commons to truly work. You need
spaces for conflict resolution, clear identification of who maintains what, and a method
of punishing violations.
Commons do not exist in a perfect world, but rather in one that is
hostile to commons. Therefore it is important that commoners be
aware of the treasure they hold in their hands, to preserve it and help it
flourish. source

Electric Pencil
The 1975 creation of the Electric Pencil, the first commercially
available word processor specifically written for a home computer, was
so early to the game that the TRS80 didn't support lowercase
characters—which meant the manual for the software had to explain
how to modify the hardware for the machine to support lowercase
text. Jerry Pournelle, a science fiction author and very early blogger,
was among the first to write a book using Electric Pencil, authoring
Oath of Fealty with his writing partner, Larry Niven. source

Elimination of Trending Stories Team
Quartz confirmed from multiple sources that Facebook has laid off the
entire editorial staff on the Trending team—1518 workers contracted
through a third party. The Trending team will now be staffed entirely by
engineers, who will work to check that topics and articles surfaced by
the algorithms are newsworthy. Facebook maintains that trending
items have always been selected by algorithms; the former editorial
staff was only responsible for writing the story descriptions seen in the
Trending section, according to the company. This was disputed by
former contractors hired by the tech giant who told Gizmodo in May
that they were instructed to manually add some stories by hand.
Stories on conservative topics were routinely excluded from the
Trending list even though they were popular among Facebook users,
Gizmodo reported. source

Elite Polarization Drives Partisan Sorting
Voters are largely choosing polarized positions based on what party elites are
supporting, not the other way around. Which is weird, right?
While significant disagreement persists as to how much voters have
polarized by taking increasingly extreme views, there is a consensus
that voters are much better sorted within the party system.
Conservative voters are much more likely to identify as Republican
and liberals as Democrats than two generations ago. Moreover,
voters’ partisanship increasingly predicts their positions on issues.
Voters are primarily changing their issue positions to match the
partisanship rather than switching parties. Since voters seem to be
responding to the positions of their party leaders, the causal arrow
seems to run from elite polarization to partisan sorting. Whether
partisan sorting has an additional feedback effect on elite polarization
is less clear. source

Eliza From Hell
Eliza, the famous "toy AI", used to be able to talk to people going through trauma fairly
well by focusing on questions. Microsoft's now AI Tay? Not so much. Here a tweeter
tells Tay they want to kill themselves; Tay's response is "i feel you".

One other thing comes to mind looking at Tay's performance: the Turing Test was
originally conceived as an experiment involving two adults. Recent attempts to emulate
emotionally stunted tweenagers with AIs are interesting, but cheating, really.
We'll see if the AI gets better. It may. Let's hope.

Tay's tweetstream.
[[Script Theory]] explains the centrality of experience to intelligence.
The original paper on Eliza pdf

Embarrassment and Trust
Moderate embarrassment is good for you, and good for society as well.

“Moderate levels of embarrassment are signs of virtue,” said Matthew
Feinberg, a doctoral student in psychology at UC Berkeley and lead
author of the paper. “Our data suggests embarrassment is a good
thing, not something you should fight.” The paper’s third author is UC
Berkeley psychologist Dacher Keltner, an expert on prosocial
emotions.
Researchers point out that the moderate type of embarrassment they
examined should not be confused with debilitating social anxiety or
with “shame,” which is associated in the psychology literature with
such moral transgressions as being caught cheating. source

Emotional Contagion
Happiness (and other emotions) spread through social networks like contagion.
It’s something psychologists call emotional contagion, the idea that we
really can and do “catch” emotions from the people around us. A 2008
study, for example, showed that happiness spreads throughout a
social network sort of like an infection; when a nearby friend of yours
becomes happy, it increases your own chance of happiness by 25
percent, found James H. Fowler and Nicholas A. Christakis. Mostly,
the research has focused on the cheerier, prosocial consequences of
emotional contagion, because feeling what the people around us feel
seems to increase empathy and understanding, thereby improving
communication, according to work by the University of Hawaii’s Elaine
Hatfield, considered one of the leaders in this field. source
See also [[Complex Contagions]], [[Degree Assortativity]]

Empathy Stereotypes
There really is no difference in men and women in empathy (though there may be
some difference in the cultural expression of it).
People in many cultures believe that women are more emotional and
empathic, whereas men are more stoic and analytical. Both men and

women hold these beliefs, even about themselves. However, when my
lab has asked people to record their emotional experiences as they
occur in everyday life, we have found no differences between men and
women on average. And when scientists have compared the brains of
men and women, they have found no gendered hardwiring for
emotionality or rationality. In other words, these beliefs about men and
women are based on stereotypes.
And it turns out that people are highly protective of these stereotypes.
When a woman violates her emotion stereotype, people tend to view
her as less likable and less trustworthy. We see this in the courtroom,
for example, when women accuse men of rape or domestic violence.
As researchers have shown, if a woman expresses grief on the
witness stand, consistent with stereotypes about female emotionality,
the judge is more likely to hand down a harsher sentence to the
defendant. But if a woman expresses anger, violating the stereotype of
a female victim as fearful, passive and helpless, the judge’s sentence
tends to be lighter. source

End of Protest
Forms of protest wear out more quickly than they used to.
Don't protest the same way twice. If there's a single message to be
gleaned from Occupy Wall Street coinitiator Micah White's idea
packed polemic against conventional protest, The End of Protest: A
New Playbook for Revolution, that's probably it. source

Engagement and Overconfidence
Good presenters can lead to lousy learning, due to the overconfidence effect.
Eloquent and engaging scientific communicators in the mould of
physicist Brian Cox make learning seem fun and easy. So much so
that a new study says they risk breeding overconfidence. When a
presenter is seen to handle complicated information effortlessly,

students sense wrongly that they too have acquired a firm grasp of the
material.
Shana Carpenter and her colleagues showed 42 undergrad students a
oneminute video of a science lecture about calico cats. Half of them
saw a version in which the female lecturer was confident, eloquent,
made eyecontact and gestured with her hands. The other students
saw a version in which the same lecturer communicated the same
facts, but did so in a fumbling style, frequently checking her notes,
making little eye contact and few gestures. source

Engineering the Right
Why are so many followers of radical strains of Islam engineers? A new work searches
for (and finds) some answers. Roughly, the traits of engineers and extremists overlap.
What the book finds is that engineers are also significantly represented
among far right groups, while humanities and social sciences
graduates dominate the far left; and the authors argue that the
ideology of Islamist radicals, stripped of its religious components,
overlaps far more with that of extreme rightwingers than with that of
radical leftwingers.
They suggest that the traits that make Islamism attractive to some
engineers could also be what makes rightwing extremism attractive to
other graduates.
“Political psychology research links a number of personality traits to
rightwing attitudes: a propensity to be easily disgusted, a desire to
draw rigid social boundaries and a preference for order, structure, and
certainty known as ‘need for cognitive closure’,” Dr Hertog said.
“We find that, on average, indicators for these traits are stronger
among engineers compared with graduates in general, while they are
weaker among students of humanities and social science.” source

Maybe engineers just like things tidy? See [[The Ideology of Disgust]]

Engram Lifecycle
An engram is a hypothetical means by which memory traces are stored. It forms a
prominent role in [[Consolidation Theory]].

The perils of reconsolidation suggests why [[False Memories are Common]]

ENQUIRE
ENQUIRE was a software project written in 1980 by Tim BernersLee
at CERN,[2] which was the predecessor to the World Wide Web.[2][3]
[4] It was a simple hypertext program[4] that had some of the same
ideas as the Web and the Semantic Web but was different in several
important ways.
According to BernersLee, the name was inspired by a book entitled
Enquire Within Upon Everything.[2][3][5] source

Ephemeral Messaging vs. Disaggregating
Identity
Some thoughts on context collapse: only celebrities can

This desire for these apps comes from the unnatural state of current
online social communication. In real life, all communication happens
within a context and people only have a limited identity in that context.
When I am teaching my class, I use my teacher qualifications. When I
am reviewing a restaurant, I want to share the fact that I dine out
frequently. When I am talking politics, it is relevant to know if I am
liberal or conservative. What mainstream social networks lack is the
ability to utilize only the relevant subset of your identity in online
communications.
Outside of celebrities and other brands, there is little benefit from being
fully identified in every conversation. If I am sharing tech gossip, it is
much more useful for my audience to know that I am a hightech CEO,
rather than to know my actual name and entire conversation history.
When I am reviewing a recent Amazon delivery, my professional
background is irrelevant. The ideal way to handle the retention of
personally identifiable information is to simply not collect it in the first
place.
Therefore, if aggregating identity is not useful, we are left wondering
why all social networks put so much emphasis on this. It is because
these networks are not in the business of enabling effective
communication. Their actual business is in collecting users’ personal
information and selling it to the highest bidder. Their advertisers are
their customers, not the people who use their products source

Equality of Inputs vs. Corruption
One way to attack campaign finance is to argue it results in corruption. This is an
argument about outputs, and it ends up being a complex and slippery argument to
prove or measure. An alternate way is to take an "equality of inputs" approach:
Equality of inputs is a measurable standard, particularly if we measure
it in terms of money contributed. By contrast, corruption is ultimately
impossible to prove because it requires agreement on what the

political system would produce absent some said corruption. If you can
find me a universal definition of the public interest measured in policy
outcomes, please send it. I've never seen one. All I've seen is
vehement disagreement over the public interest.
Equality of inputs is an interesting approach to some issues in education as well.

Ethnic Attrition
In "ethnic attrition", ethnic populations are understated as latergeneration descendants
of immigrants begin to selfidentify as belonging to the dominant class. (e.g. people of
Hispanic origin might start identifying as white).
Because of data limitations, virtually all studies of the latergeneration
descendants of immigrants rely on subjective measures of ethnic self
identification rather than arguably more objective measures based on
the countries of birth of the respondent and his ancestors. In this
context, biases can arise from “ethnic attrition” (e.g., U.S.born
individuals who do not selfidentify as Hispanic despite having
ancestors who were immigrants from a Spanishspeaking country).
Analyzing 20032013 data from the Current Population Survey (CPS),
this study shows that such ethnic attrition is sizeable and selective for
the second and thirdgeneration populations of key Hispanic and
Asian national origin groups. In addition, the results indicate that ethnic
attrition generates measurement biases that vary across groups in
direction as well as magnitude, and that correcting for these biases is
likely to raise the socioeconomic standing of the U.S.born
descendants of most Hispanic immigrants relative to their Asian
counterparts.  See more at:
http://marginalrevolution.com/#sthash.tdsOiPex.dpuf source

Expectancy Theory
Expectancy theory is a theory that attempts to explain how environment influences
motivation. The fundamental understanding is that the influence of the environment is
multiplicative, not additive, meaning that weak links in the chain cannot always be

compensated by stronger elements.
Three components of Expectancy theory: Expectancy, Instrumentality, and Valence
1. Expectancy: Effort → Performance (E→P)
2. Instrumentality: Performance → Outcome (P→O)
3. Valence: V(R) Outcome → Reward

Extrinsic Rewards and Costly Sharing
Extrinsic motivation is subject to the overjustification effect. People who receive a
reward for good behavior often come to believe that they exhibited the behavior for the
reward, rather than due to internal motivation. This understanding in turn undermines
intrinsic motivations. This study examines the overjustification effect in the realm of
prosocial sharing, and finds similar results.
Two studies investigated the influence of external rewards and social
praise in young children's fairnessrelated behavior. The motivation of
ninetysix 3yearolds' to equalize unfair resource allocations was
measured in three scenarios (collaboration, windfall, and dictator
game) following three different treatments (material reward, verbal
praise, and neutral response). In all scenarios, children's willingness to
engage in costly sharing was negatively influenced when they had
received a reward for equal sharing during treatment than when they
had received praise or no reward. The negative effect of material
rewards was not due to subjects responding in kind to their partner's
termination of rewards. These results provide new evidence for the
intrinsic motivation of prosociality—in this case, costly sharing behavior
—in preschool children. source

Facebook Denial
Facebook executives once again Tuesday rejected the notion that the
social media giant is a de facto media company. “Facebook is a
platform,” COO Sheryl Sandberg said on stage at the WSJ.D Live
conference. The website has come under increased scrutiny of late

following controversial decisions to censor or allow content that some
users deemed offensive. The issue came to a head earlier this year
when Facebook temporarily removed the iconic 1972 photo of a young
Vietnamese girl running away from a napalm attack. The photo, taken
by Associated Press photographer Nick Ut, is credited with
dramatically altering public perception of the Vietnam War. “It’s a photo
showing the atrocities of war. It’s also a naked child,” Sandberg said
on Tuesday. “On the other hand, this photo is newsworthy. It has
historical significance. We’ve made a decision, that we will make
exceptions to our community standards for the benefit of
newsworthiness.” source

Facebook Disables Standoff Account
During an hourslong standoff that culminated in the death of 23year
old Korryn Gaines, Baltimore police asked Facebook to shut down her
Facebook and Instagram accounts.
Officers arrived at Gaines's home to serve her with a warrant for failing
to appear in court for a traffic violation. When they entered her
apartment, Gaines was allegedly aiming a shotgun at them and
threatened to shoot. She was apparently recording the incident as it
unfolded, posting the footage to Facebook and Instagram. Officers told
the Associated Press that people were commenting on the videos and
encouraging her to not comply with orders to stand down.
Gaines' fiveyearold son, Kodi, was injured during the shooting, but
police have refused to say if one of their bullets struck him.
The incident has ignited a firestorm of criticism and speculation on
social media, much of it aimed at the police, who were not wearing
body cameras—despite the city's launch of a body camera program a
month ago—as well as at Facebook, for acquiescing to the
deactivation request, which removed the possibility of Gaines's final
moments being captured on video. source

Facebook Hoax Hoax
An old claim that Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg will give away
$1,000 to Facebook users if they stop sharing “stupid hoaxes” on the
social media site is going viral online once again.
Hundreds of Facebook users are sharing the message, some
apparently under the mistaken impression that it is genuine. But the
claim first appeared online on December 31, 2015, when News
Thump, a satirical website, published an article that was meant to
parody previous Facebook hoaxes, Snopes reports.
According to the News Thump article titled “Mark Zuckerberg to give
everyone $1000 to stop sharing stupid Facebook hoaxes,” Facebook
has developed and implemented a new algorithm to detect and track
hoaxes on the social media site. source

Facebook M is People
Image Right now, Facebook is training M with supervised learning, a process where
the computer learns by example from what human trainers teach it. If a user asks A,
you respond B. Eventually, the idea is that M will know enough to operate without a
human handler. Facebook has a team of people building neural networks —
applications that help machines think and act like humans — and many of those
applications are already live inside of M, Schroepfer says.
Source: Facebook Messenger Assistant Powered By Humans | Re/code

Facebook Native Political Pages
This year, political content has become more popular all across the
platform: on homegrown Facebook pages, through media companies
with a growing Facebook presence and through the sharing habits of
users in general. But truly Facebooknative political pages have begun
to create and refine a new approach to political news: cherrypicking
and reconstituting the most effective tactics and tropes from activism,

advocacy and journalism into a potent new mixture. This strange new
class of media organization slots seamlessly into the news feed and is
especially notable in what it asks, or doesn’t ask, of its readers. The
point is not to get them to click on more stories or to engage further
with a brand. The point is to get them to share the post that’s right in
front of them. Everything else is secondary.
While web publishers have struggled to figure out how to take
advantage of Facebook’s audience, these pages have thrived.
Unburdened of any allegiance to old forms of news media and the
practice, or performance, of any sort of ideological balance, native
Facebook page publishers have a freedom that more traditional
publishers don’t: to engage with Facebook purely on its terms. These
are professional Facebook users straining to build media companies,
in other words, not the other way around.
From a user’s point of view, every share, like or comment is both an
act of speech and an accretive piece of a public identity. Maybe some
people want to be identified among their networks as news junkies,
news curators or as some sort of objective and wellinformed reader.
Many more people simply want to share specific beliefs, to tell people
what they think or, just as important, what they don’t. A newspaper
style story or a dry, matteroffact headline is adequate for this
purpose. But even better is a headline, or meme, that skips straight to
an ideological conclusion or rebuts an argument. source

Facebook the Necessity
“Facebook is more of a necessity,” she said. “We use Snapchat and
Instagram more socially.”
In fact, Gerchick admits many of her friends did not make Facebook
accounts until they were in high school. While they occasionally post
pictures on Facebook, they generally avoid using it socially since many
of them are connected to family members. They view Snapchat and
Instagram as a more private place to post.

Gerchick mentioned that Facebook is useful for the school newspaper
since it tells you who's viewed your posts and messages. Often times
she will privately contact someone if she notices they haven’t been
viewing the messages she sends in the Facebook group. source

Facebook Website Ecosystem
But there’s also a new and distinctive sort of operation that has
become hard to miss: political news and advocacy pages made
specifically for Facebook, uniquely positioned and cleverly engineered
to reach audiences exclusively in the context of the news feed. These
are news sources that essentially do not exist outside of Facebook,
and you’ve probably never heard of them. They have names like
Occupy Democrats; The Angry Patriot; US Chronicle; Addicting Info;
RightAlerts; Being Liberal; Opposing Views; FedUp Americans;
American News; and hundreds more. Some of these pages have
millions of followers; many have hundreds of thousands.
Using a tool called CrowdTangle, which tracks engagement for Facebook pages
across the network, you can see which pages are most shared, liked and commented
on, and which pages dominate the conversation around election topics. Using this
data, I was able to speak to a wide array of the activists and entrepreneurs, advocates
and opportunists, reporters and hobbyists who together make up 2016’s most
disruptive, and least understood, force in media.Individually, these pages have
meaningful audiences, but cumulatively, their audience is gigantic: tens of millions of
people. On Facebook, they rival the reach of their betterfunded counterparts in the
political media, whether corporate giants like CNN or The New York Times, or openly
ideological web operations like Breitbart or Mic. And unlike traditional media
organizations, which have spent years trying to figure out how to lure readers out of the
Facebook ecosystem and onto their sites, these new publishers are happy to live
inside the world that Facebook has created. Their pages are accommodated but not
actively courted by the company and are not a major part of its public messaging about
media. But they are, perhaps, the purest expression of Facebook’s design and of the
incentives coded into its algorithm — a system that has already reshaped the web and
has now inherited, for better or for worse, a great deal of America’s political discourse.
source

Facebook's Injection Tool
Facebook's trending news feed is produced by algorithm, but has been further curated
by a squad of young Ivy League journalism graduates working on Facebook's "trending
news" team. These curators use an "injection tool" to push stories into the trending
news that would not naturally be there. Via Gizmodo:
Several former curators described using something called an "injection
tool" to push topics into the trending module that weren’t organically
being shared or discussed enough to warrant inclusion  putting the
headlines in front of thousands of readers rather than allowing stories
to surface on their own. In some cases, after a topic was injected, it
actually became the number one trending news topic on Facebook.
“We were told that if we saw something, a news story that was on the
front page of these ten sites, like CNN, the New York Times, and BBC,
then we could inject the topic,” said one former curator. “If it looked like
it had enough news sites covering the story, we could inject it  even if
it wasn’t naturally trending.” Sometimes, breaking news would be
injected because it wasn’t attaining critical mass on Facebook quickly
enough to be deemed “trending” by the algorithm. source
Examples of stories that were manually injected included because they weren't
trending fast enough included the Charlie Hedbo attacks and the disappearance of the
Malaysian Airlines aircraft MH370. In many cases these were stories that were
trending on Twitter but not Facebook.
“We would get yelled at if it was all over Twitter and not on Facebook,”
one former curator said.
Sensitivity about the Ice Bucket Challenge trending during the Ferguson protests
instead of Black Lives Matter seems to have driven some of the curation:
In other instances, curators would inject a story — even if it wasn’t
being widely discussed on Facebook — because it was deemed
important for making the network look like a place where people talked
about hard news. “People stopped caring about Syria,” one former
curator said. “[And] if it wasn’t trending on Facebook, it would make

Facebook look bad.” That same curator said the Black Lives Matter
movement was also injected into Facebook’s trending news module.
“Facebook got a lot of pressure about not having a trending topic for
Black Lives Matter,” the individual said. “They realized it was a
problem, and they boosted it in the ordering. They gave it preference
over other topics. When we injected it, everyone started saying, ‘Yeah,
now I’m seeing it as number one’.” source

Can Facebook's trending feed change your opinion of a subject? What we know about
Google results suggests so. See [[Google Results Influence Independents]]
Content moderation has always been a part of social media. See [[The Image That Still
Haunts Her]]
Does algorithmic discovery of music take away important elements of being a music
listener? See [[Finding What You Like Should Take Effort]]
Even IBM's Watson needed some hand curation of his language. See [[FoulMouthed
Watson]]
[[The Recommender’s Paradox]] suggests that people want the "novel wrapped in a
cocoon of the familiar."

Facebook's Khan Conspiracy
Readers who clicked through to the story were led to an external
website, called Make America Great Today, where they were
presented with a brief writeup blended almost seamlessly into a solid
wall of fleshy ads. Khan, the story said — between ads for “(1) Odd
Trick to ‘Kill’ Herpes Virus for Good” and “22 Tank Tops That Aren’t
Covering Anything” — is an agent of the Muslim Brotherhood and a
“promoter of Islamic Shariah law.” His late son, the story suggests,
could have been a “Muslim martyr” working as a double agent. A credit
link beneath the story led to a similarlooking site called Conservative
Post, from which the story’s text was pulled verbatim. Conservative
Post had apparently sourced its story from a longer post on a right
wing site called Shoebat.com.

Within 24 hours, the post was shared more than 3,500 times, collecting
a further 3,000 reactions — thumbsup likes, frowning emoji, angry
emoji — as well as 850 comments, many lengthy and virtually all
impassioned. A modest success. Each day, according to Facebook’s
analytics, posts from the Make America Great page are seen by
600,000 to 1.7 million people. In July, articles posted to the page,
which has about 450,000 followers, were shared, commented on or
liked more than four million times, edging out, for example, the
Facebook page of USA Today. source

Facebook's Rise as a News Broker
In retrospect, Facebook’s takeover of online media looks rather like a
slowmotion coup. Before social media, web publishers could draw an
audience one of two ways: through a dedicated readership visiting its
home page or through search engines. By 2009, this had started to
change. Facebook had more than 300 million users, primarily
accessing the service through desktop browsers, and publishers soon
learned that a widely shared link could produce substantial traffic. In
2010, Facebook released widgets that publishers could embed on their
sites, reminding readers to share, and these tools were widely
deployed. By late 2012, when Facebook passed a billion users,
referrals from the social network were sending visitors to publishers’
websites at rates sometimes comparable to Google, the web’s
previous de facto distribution hub. Publishers took note of what worked
on Facebook and adjusted accordingly.
This was, for most news organizations, a boon. The flood of visitors
aligned with two core goals of most media companies: to reach people
and to make money. But as Facebook’s growth continued, its influence
was intensified by broader trends in internet use, primarily the use of
smartphones, on which Facebook became more deeply enmeshed
with users’ daily routines. Soon, it became clear that Facebook wasn’t
just a source of readership; it was, increasingly, where readers lived.
Facebook, from a publisher’s perspective, had seized the web’s means

of distribution by popular demand. A new reality set in, as a social
media network became an intermediary between publishers and their
audiences. For media companies, the ability to reach an audience is
fundamentally altered, made greater in some ways and in others more
challenging. For a dedicated Facebook user, a vast array of sources,
spanning multiple media and industries, is now processed through the
same interface and sorting mechanism, alongside updates from
friends, family, brands and celebrities. source

FacetoFace Beats Social
Facetoface interaction within a community has a bigger influence on our worldview
than digital.
So what would happen if the way we interacted with each other forced
us to mix with people of different groups? If we didn’t allow ourselves
to dive ever deeper into selfreinforcing groups? What would happen if
we mixed primarily through that quaint and oldfashioned technique,
namely moving about in our physical environment, encountering
opinions and perspectives that we did not preselect? Could we
counter the devil’s brew of singlecommunity media combined with
physical segregation? My research at MIT strongly suggests that the
answer is yes. In businesses, on the street, and in peer groups, ideas
are shaped more by facetoface interaction than by digital media
source
One thing I wonder  is this partially because facetoface groups are not organized
along a limited number of dimensions? So, for example, politics is only a small part of
my relationship with a local person  who plays pool, likes to grab a porter, and has a
knowledge of Dylan and David Lynch. And because we have a oneonone relationship
we avoid topics that we disagree on to build the bond.

See [[FacetoFace Social Exposure]]
See also [[Context Collapse]]

FacetoFace Social Exposure
We found that facetoface social exposure features explained
individual political opinions on Election Day better than selfreported
social ties or the views of people with whom they had political
discussions. The best predictor of subject attitudes was not their
friends, parents, or political discussants, but rather the attitudes of the
peers who shared the same physical environment. source

Note that [[FacetoFace Beats Social]]

Facing the Same Way
We tend to think of heretics as contrarians, individuals with a
compulsion to flout conventional wisdom. But sometimes a heretic is
simply a mainstream thinker who stays facing the same way while
everyone around him turns 180 degrees. When, in 1957, John Yudkin
first floated his hypothesis that sugar was a hazard to public health, it
was taken seriously, as was its proponent. By the time Yudkin retired,
14 years later, both theory and author had been marginalised and
derided. Only now is Yudkin’s work being returned, posthumously, to
the scientific mainstream. source

Fact Plus Spin
if Breitbart’s success is from publishing articles that it knows will upset
its readers, the key is to publish the stories that present the perfect
combination of facts to fuel rightwing anger. For example, a story
about homeland security secretary Jeh Johnson, who visited Louisiana
following the recent floods, saying Obama could not also attend
because he has a “very busy schedule”. It is true – he did say that. But
the article is illustrated with a picture of a smiling Obama on a golf
course, and the text notes the president is “on vacation”.

Failure Curves for Conspiracies
Failure of a conspiracy can be predicted by a model that assumes a certain level of
uncertain loyalty spread out across the ranks of the conspirators. Conspiracies that
would have to have a large number of conspirators, either initially or over time, would
be more likely to fail over time than conspiracies involve a small number of individuals
that do not need to recruit fresh conspirators.
Researchers created a model of conspiracy collapse and ran some of the more
common conspiracies through it. The results? Large, global conspiracies involving
thousands of players are almost impossible to maintain.

source
Conspiracies above from upper left: Moon Landing, Global Warming, Vaccine
Manufacturers, Suppressed Cancer Cure.

Failure of the Troll Model
Although Trump has been seemingly slow to realize it, the more than
$2 billion in free media he rode to the GOP nomination was
simultaneously hardening the broader country’s negative view of
Trump just as it was endearing him to the conservative base. The
cascade of Trumpcreated controversies following the conventions that
precipitated Conway’s hiring appear to have irrevocably damaged his
credibility as a plausible commander in chief and could prove to be the
turning point in the general election itself.
Trump taps Bush, Romney veterans for transition By ANDREW
RESTUCCIA and JENNIFER HABERKORN “It was a terribly
damaging period,” said Steve Schmidt, the GOP strategist who guided
John McCain’s 2008 campaign. “It hit on his trust numbers, his fitness
for office — and at a time when [Hillary Clinton]’s had some hard news
cycles. In any normal cycle, she’s the defacto incumbent and these
stories would have her on defense; and she’s not on defense, so
there’s an opportunity cost to all this.”
More than 60 percent of Americans have an unfavorable opinion of
Trump, leaving Clinton, with a 54 percent unfavorable rating, as only
the second most unpopular presidential candidate in history. Both
candidates, in fact, have held unfavorable ratings above 50 percent
since launching their respective campaigns, with Trump hovering
around the 60 percent mark, only a few points above Clinton. Asked
about a smell they might associate with this election, the participants in
a focus group conducted by Peter Hart in Wisconsin this week gave
the following responses: “sulfur,” “rotten eggs,” "garbage,” “manure”
and a “skunk’s fart.” source

Failure to Deal With Partisan Politics
Other countries have figured out how to administer elections in a
nonpartisan way, but not the United States. And for that, we can blame
the electoral system set up at this country’s birth, when the Founding
Fathers made two crucial—and mistaken—assumptions. First, they
thought they could prevent political “factions” from coalescing into two
stable and antagonistic political parties that might find themselves
directly at odds over an election and its results. Second, the Founders
were unfamiliar with chief executive elections; the British king had
appointed most colonial governors, so the Founders only had
experience with disputes over elections to the British parliament or
their own colonial legislatures. Because a fight over a single legislative
seat was relatively inconsequential, the Founders decided to leave
claims of fraud in congressional and state legislative elections up to
those respective chambers to resolve. They also, regrettably, assumed
that Congress could handle disputes in presidential elections, and
state legislatures in gubernatorial elections.
Were they ever caught by surprise! As early as 1792, two opposing
political parties already had formed: the Federalists and the
Jeffersonians (sometimes called Democrats or Republicans or
DemocraticRepublicans). The competition between these two teams
played out in both national and state politics that year. The first major
allegations of vote rigging after the adoption of the Constitution were in
New York, where the Federalists had convinced John Jay to run for
governor in an effort to unseat the Jeffersonian incumbent, George
Clinton. Jay, one of the authors of the Federalist Papers, at the time
was serving as the first chief justice of the United States. (His
willingness to give up that position in order to be governor of New York
illustrates the relative importance of the two jobs at the time.) source

Fair Process Effect
Traditionally, people  especially economists  thought that human behaviour was
dictated by outcomes. That is, we seek to maximize our outcomes, like getting a large

profit. Consequently, most of the incentives and disincentives in business are outcome
centred like bonuses or suspensions. Working to maximize outcomes is called
distributive justice.
In the midseventies, the social scientists John W. Thibaut and Laurens Walker
combined their research on psychology of justice and the study of process to look into
what makes people trust a legal system enough to follow the laws voluntarily. They
discovered that people care as much about the fairness of the process as the outcome
the process generates. Simply put, people want to be treated like people and not
numbers.
Fair Process, or procedural justice, universally requires adherance to three principles:
Engagement. Involve individuals in the decisions that involve them. Get their input,
allow them to actively PeerReview the ideas on the table. Respect individuals for their
ideas.
Explanation. Everyone involved and affected must understand the reason why the
decisions were made. Demonstrating the rationale behind decisions shows people that
you have considered their opinions thoughtfully and impartially. Not only will this make
people trust the decision maker but it will help them learn.
Expectation clarity. Once a decision is made, clearly specify the expectations for the
people involved, what responsibilities they have. Even if the expectations are
demanding, people want to know by what standards they will be judged and what
penalties there will be for failure. Understanding what to do reduces useless political
maneuvering and it allows people to focus on the task at hand.

For an application of the Fair Process Effect on online community management, see
[[Not Just the Trolls]]
The Fair Process Effect is an input into the [[Analytics of Empathy]]
Liberals tend to place a high value on fairness. See [[Five Channels of Political
Tendency]]
{{Tags: Fairness, Justice, Online Communities, Group Psychology}}

Fake News Trends On Unmoderated
Facebook
Wow.
Earlier this year, Facebook denied criticisms that its Trending feature
was surfacing news stories that were biased against conservatives.
But in an abrupt reversal, the company fired all the human editors for
Trending on Friday afternoon, replacing them with an algorithm that
promotes stories based entirely on what Facebook users are talking
about. Within 72 hours, according to the Washington Post, the top
story on Trending was about how Fox News icon Megyn Kelly was a
proClinton "traitor" who had been fired (she wasn't).
The original accusations of bias came from a disgruntled exeditor at
Facebook, who leaked internal Trending training materials to Gizmodo.
The training package offered tips on, among other things, how to
curate news from an RSS feed of reputable sources when the stories
provided by Facebook users were false or repetitive. Though the
human editors were always expendable—they were mostly there to
train the Trending algorithm—they were still engaging in quality control
to weed out blatant falsehoods and nonnews like #lunch. And after
Trending latched on to the fake Kelly scoop, it appears that human
intervention might still be required to make Facebook's algorithms a
legitimate source of news after all. source

False Alarms
Sending out global text messages to students may reduce their reaction to emergency
alerts.
Sands, 20, of Oakland, said several different accounts of the shooting
are funneling across campus through text messages and social media,
and it took several minutes for campus community to realize the
seriousness of the situation.

“We get a lot of Bruin Alerts for small things,” he said. “It took a while
for everyone to realize this is serious.” source

False Beliefs on Voter Fraud
We also found that 43 percent of Republicans believe people vote
under the names of registered voters who have died, and that 36
percent believe that election officials are manipulating vote totals. We
did not find very many people who believe doublevoting — or
someone voting twice — is common. On the other hand, rhetoric about
voter suppression is not resonating with Democrats the way voter
fraud does with Republicans. source

False Frame
Image Interesting picture from the Baltimore protests of 2015. It looks like a purse is
being snatched from an innocent victim, as the victim's friends try to assist and fend off
the attacker. But the truth is more complex.
According to the women in the glasses, Caitlin Goldblatt, the rehead, was a stranger to
all of the others in the picture. She came out of a bar drunk and began heckling the
black man, who appeared to her to have stolen a bottle of liquor from a liquor store. In
the process, the drunk redhead hurled her bag at the man, and the other women (who
knew neither of them) came over to pull her off the black man, who in the meantime
had grabbed onto the purse the redhead had thrown.
This is not to render guilty and notguilty verdicts on people in the picture. It certainly
looks like the man intends to walk off with the purse, and walking around with a new
bottle of vodka in a riot isn't exactly unsuspicious.
But an interesting point made by Caitlin and others is how natural it is for us to assume
the white women must all be acting together in the photograph. Remove the
assumption of homophily and it is a different story altogether. twitter Image
Another example of false framing is [[Selfie False Frame]].

False Frame, Baseball Bat Edition
Another false frame incident. People viewing the photo want to know "Why was the kid
looking down at his phone at a baseball game?" The answer? He was sharing a photo
of the game with his Mom.

Much of the conversation on social media has focused on why the
child was looking down at a phone when the bat came flying.
Cunningham said Landon had borrowed the phone from him to take a
photo of Ortiz, and was texting it to his mother.
“So while he was looking at the picture, I made sure I was paying
attention to everything,” Cunningham added.link

Selfie behavior is not always what it seems. See [[Selfie False Frame]]
[[False Frame]] shows a similar false frame from a riot.

False Memories are Common
Memories are not stored the way an event is stored in a video or audio file. For
something to be remembered, it must be recreated. Furthermore, each time we
remember something, we alter our memory of it. In the case of remembering events,
the more we remember an event, the more we are likely to have distorted it.
Surprisingly, the mostremembered events can sometimes be the least reliable.cite
See [[The Least Contaminated Memory]]
The psychologist Jean Piaget had a particularly interesting false memory. He believed
he was the victim of an attempted kidnapping:
... one of my first memories would date, if it were true, from my second
year. I can still see, most clearly, the following scene, in which I
believed until I was about fifteen. I was sitting in my pram, which my
nurse was pushing in the Champs Elysees, when a man tried to kidnap
me. I was held in by the strap fastened round me while my nurse
bravely tried to stand between me and the thief. She received various
scratches, and I can still see vaguely those on her face. ... When I was
about fifteen, my parent received a letter from my former nurse ... she
wanted to confess her past faults, and in particular to return the watch
she had been given as a reward. ... She had made up the whole story.
... I, therefore, must have heard, as a child, the account of this story,
which my parents believed, and projected into the past in the form of a
visual memory. source

False identification of criminals from victim and eyewitness testimony presents a
similar problem link
Reconsolidation theory provides insight into why this happens. See [[Engram
Lifecycle]]

Familiarity Creates Feeling of Truth
“Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes the truth”, is a law of
propaganda often attributed to the Nazi Joseph Goebbels. Among

psychologists something like this known as the "illusion of truth" effect.
Here's how a typical experiment on the effect works: participants rate
how true trivia items are, things like "A prune is a dried plum".
Sometimes these items are true (like that one), but sometimes
participants see a parallel version which isn't true (something like "A
date is a dried plum"). After a break – of minutes or even weeks – the
participants do the procedure again, but this time some of the items
they rate are new, and some they saw before in the first phase. The
key finding is that people tend to rate items they've seen before as
more likely to be true, regardless of whether they are true or not, and
seemingly for the sole reason that they are more familiar. source See
[[Relying on How Often You've Heard Something]], [[Fazio
Experiment]]

Fastest Growing Counties Turn Out To Be
Small
Republicans often push a contrary argument: that the fastest growing
counties in the country, for instance, went overwhelmingly for Bush in
2000. But Judis and Teixeira show why this argument is based on a
crude error of statistical analysis. (That, or a tendentious
interpretation.) The fastest growing counties in percentage terms turn
out  not surprisingly  to be quite small. In the counties with the
highest growth in absolute terms, Gore won by a solid margin. source

Fazio Experiment
Recently, a team led by Lisa Fazio of Vanderbilt University set out to
test how the illusion of truth effect interacts with our prior knowledge.
Would it affect our existing knowledge? They used paired true and un
true statements, but also split their items according to how likely
participants were to know the truth (so "The Pacific Ocean is the
largest ocean on Earth" is an example of a "known" items, which also
happens to be true, and "The Atlantic Ocean is the largest ocean on
Earth" is an untrue item, for which people are likely to know the actual

truth). Their results show that the illusion of truth effect worked just as
strongly for known as for unknown items, suggesting that prior
knowledge won’t prevent repetition from swaying our judgements of
plausibility. To cover all bases, the researchers performed one study in
which the participants were asked to rate how true each statement
seemed on a sixpoint scale, and one where they just categorised
each fact as "true" or "false". Repetition pushed the average item up
the sixpoint scale, and increased the odds that a statement would be
categorised as true. For statements that were actually fact or fiction,
known or unknown, repetition made them all seem more believable.
source

Feel the Venn
Not sure if this really explains the Bernie Bubble in social media, but it's an attempt.
Writer believes the demographics of internet use map onto Bernie supporter
demographics.
Regular internet users (and Redditors, in particular) are
disproportionately white, young, male, citydwelling, and liberal—all
categories which support Sanders more than the Democratic Party at
large. Demographically speaking, Sanders is just about the perfect
viral candidate. Unfortunately, shares and retweets are not votes. ^
source

Fermat's Library
Fermat’s Library is a platform for illuminating academic papers. Just as
Pierre de Fermat scribbled his famous last theorem in the margins,
professional scientists, academics and citizen scientists can annotate
equations, figures and ideas and also write in the margins. Every week
we send you a new paper annotated by the community. source
{{tags annotation, papers, crowdsourcing, digital scholarship}}

Fictional Consent
Notice and consent is an absurd legal fiction. Jonathan A. Obar and
Anne OeldorfHirsch, a pair of communications professors from York
University and the University of Connecticut, published a working
paper in 2016 called ‘‘The Biggest Lie on the Internet: Ignoring the
Privacy Policies and Terms of Service Policies of Social Networking
Services.’’ The paper details how the profs gave their students, who
are studying license agreements and privacy, a chance to betatest a
new social network (this service was fictitious, but the students didn’t
know that). To test the network, the students had to create accounts,
and were given a chance to review the service’s terms of service and
privacy policy, which prominently promised to give all the users’
personal data to the NSA, and demanded the students’ firstborn
children in return for access to the service. As you may have gathered
from the paper’s title, none of the students noticed either fact, and
almost none of them even glanced at the terms of service for more
than a few seconds. source

Filter Bubble
The version of the world presented to us in increasingly a consumer product, aimed to
please rather than inform.
Algorithms such as the one that powers Facebook’s news feed are
designed to give us more of what they think we want – which means
that the version of the world we encounter every day in our own
personal stream has been invisibly curated to reinforce our preexisting
beliefs. When Eli Pariser, the cofounder of Upworthy, coined the term
“filter bubble” in 2011, he was talking about how the personalised web
– and in particular Google’s personalised search function, which
means that no two people’s Google searches are the same – means
that we are less likely to be exposed to information that challenges us
or broadens our worldview, and less likely to encounter facts that
disprove false information that others have shared. Pariser’s plea, at
the time, was that those running social media platforms should ensure

that “their algorithms prioritise countervailing views and news that’s
important, not just the stuff that’s most popular or most selfvalidating”.
But in less than five years, thanks to the incredible power of a few
social platforms, the filter bubble that Pariser described has become
much more extreme. source

On social media, [[Streams Don't Merge]].
Examples of filter bubbles: [[Brexit Bubble]], [[Sanders Filter Bubble]]
Filter bubbles exist outside of social media. See [[Party Affiliation Bubble]]
Maybe the real stress of social media is that we are [[Surprised By Disagreement]]
{{Tags: Social Media, Politics, Polarization}}

Filter Bubble Pushback
Facebook has published research claiming that user's feeds are not homogenous.
Eli Pariser parsed all of this in his 2011 book “The Filter Bubble,”
noting how every tap, swipe and keystroke warps what comes next,
creating a tailored reality that’s closer to fiction. There was subsequent
pushback to that analysis, including from scientists at Facebook, who
published a peerreviewed study in the journal Science last year that
questioned just how homogeneous a given Facebook user’s news feed
really was. source

When what our friends like is different from what we like, we undergo [[Anxiety of Peer
Influence]]

Finding What You Like Should Take Effort
An argument that algorithmic discovery of music takes away the important process of
selfdiscovery.

I do feel pessimistic about the whole project. I do feel that if the great
push of the smartest minds in this business is moving towards
efficiency in curating for you, in delivering you what it knows you will
like from the great abundance, well, something’s being lost, isn’t it?
Isn’t the thing that’s being lost you and your efforts to figure out what
you like and you respond to? source

Fingermouthing Spread
Finger mouthing is a photoblogging trend that has spread through fashion
communities. Yet it is still the adoption of it by people like Kylie Jenner that spread it
virally.

Some however dispute the ‘new trend’ label, with TeenVogue claiming
it is too similar to the socalled ‘Trex hands’ pose, in which you bend

your fingers in a claw like position and place your hand near your chin,
hair or forehead.
Either way, handsy selfies are IN. source

[[Complex Contagions]] spread the furthest.

Fire With Fire With Conspiracy Theorists
The best way to stop conspiracy theorists may actually be to reply in kind with threats
to reciprocate in kind.
I feel good, because I really feel deep inside my heart that no children
died that day,” Halbig told me. “But then on the other side, what if I’m
wrong?” In that case, Halbig said, he would pay for a billboard
apologizing “for all the harm I’ve done” and then promptly check
himself into a mental institution. It wasn’t exactly clear what would
convince him, but he expressed hope in a lawsuit brought by nine of
the Newtown families, including the Pozners, against Bushmaster,
which makes the AR15. “They’ll have to exhume the bodies to prove it
was the AR15 that actually killed the children,” Halbig said.
By late August, however, it was unclear whether his campaign would
last much longer. After another FOIA hearing in Hartford, in which he
unsuccessfully demanded the release of several police dashcamera
videos, Halbig lost his temper and said he wouldn’t leave the room and
was prepared to go to jail. His sitin lasted 70 seconds, but he seemed
distraught. “You have to understand — my family, they can’t even go
to work anymore,” Halbig said. “They’re scared to death.” For several
weeks, Vlad had been sending anonymous emails to Halbig’s wife and
sons and their employers, insisting that they were complicit in his
harassment of grieving families. It was the first time anyone from
Newtown had reached out to Halbig’s family — Pozner said he had
never considered the idea — and a few days later, Halbig gave in to
the pressure and shut down his website. He was not ending his
investigation, but he was down to three questions, for now. Vlad said

that he planned to start contacting the family members of other
hoaxers. source

First Internet Ad
The world's first internet ad reached a public with no herd immunity, and had a click
through of 46%. It's a good example of how behaviors adapt and shift.
On October 27, 1994, the world’s first Internet ad graced computer
screens across America. Small, rectangular, and multicolored, it bore
an ominous message that had nothing to do with its creator, AT&T:
“Have you ever clicked your mouse right here? YOU WILL.”

Miraculously, 44% of those who saw the ad clicked on it. source

Five Biggest Reading Mistakes
You read every text in the same way: journal article, seminal book,
original source, further reading and tables of data
You don’t want to miss anything out
You want to remember it all
You think skimreading is cheating
You believe speedreading is the same as close reading, just
faster source

Channels of Political Tendency
Jonathan Haidt talks about differences between parties:
The results of thousands of respondents in several countries provides

clear evidence for a divergence of importance placed on these five
foundations of morality. Liberals’ value – Harm/Care high, then
Fairness/Reciprocity, then a big drop to Authority/Respect and In
group/Loyalty, then least Purity/Sanctity. Conservatives’ value –
Harm/Care lower than liberals but place it at the top of their lists as
well. Authority is a close second followed closely by Ingroup/Loyalty,
and Purity/Sancitity, with Fairness/Reciprocity at the bottom.

Graph results for 23,684 participants within the USA; more studies at
www.yourmorals.c source

Flatness and Gender Bias
But a bossfree setting had blind spots. Shortly after Wanstrath slid
into the CEO chair at the beginning of 2014, Julie Ann Horvath, a
developer at the startup, said she faced gender bias and was
pressured into leaving by the previous CEO, Tom PrestonWerner, and
his wife. After an internal investigation found that he’d acted
inappropriately, PrestonWerner resigned as president. Wanstrath

penned a blog post acknowledging “challenges” facing efforts to create
an inclusive work environment and promised to institute new HR
policies.
The mess highlighted that GitHub’s sixyear experiment in self
government had come up short. Wanstrath told staff of the switch to
bosses the month after his cofounder’s departure, and the software
engineering department began assigning managers in the spring. The
company hasn’t publicly discussed the change in detail until now.
“We’re building a tool for software developers, but we’re also hacking
on the future of work,” says Kakul Srivastava, GitHub’s vice president
of product management. “That hacking has taken us down some pretty
interesting paths, and we’re a better company because we went down
those paths. But not all of those paths were the right paths.” source

Florilegia
Florilegia were compilations of excerpts from other writings, mashing
up selected passages and connecting dots from existing texts to better
illustrate a specific topic, doctrine or idea. The word comes from the
Latin for “flower” and “gather.” The florilegium is one of the earliest
recorded examples of remix culture — a Medieval textual Tumblr.
source

See also [[Wiki Wiki Hypercard]]

Flynn Effect
The “Flynn effect” refers to the observed rise in IQ scores over time, resulting in norms
obsolescence. In other words, as the 20th century progressed, IQ tests had to be

recalibrated, because on average people did better on them.
And not just a little bit better. A lot better:
In the 1980s, social scientist James Flynn made a startling discovery:
Real IQ scores had been going up, on average, three points every
decade since the early 20th century. The existence of this increase
had been masked by the fact that the test gets updated and renormed
every generation or so, pushing the average score back to 100.
The implications of the eponymous "Flynn effect" are astonishing. A
person of average intelligence today would have registered a full two
standard deviations higher a century ago, giving him a "very superior"
score of 130. We're getting smarter. A lot smarter. source
When looked at closely, the gains have not been in mathematics or vocabulary, but
specifically on the portions of the test most dedicated to abstract reasoning.
Flynn discusses his findings in this TED Talk:
[embed]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vpqilhW9uI[/embed]

Flynn talks here about [[Taking the Hypothetical Seriously]].
[[IQ Advanced Like Height]] and responded to environmental conditions.
FOIA Lawsuits By Year
FOIA Lawsuits filed by year. A CSV document. source
csv Administration,Fiscal Year,FOIA Lawsuits Filed Bush,2001,299
Bush,2002,263 Bush,2003,280 Bush,2004,302 Bush,2005,387 Bush,2006,297
Bush,2007,304 Bush,2008,258 Obama,2009,300 Obama,2010,295 Obama,2011,387
Obama,2012,338 Obama,2013,370 Obama,2014,421 Obama,2015,498

FOIA Record
The Obama administration set a record for the number of times its
federal employees told disappointed citizens, journalists and others

that despite searching they couldn't find a single page requested under
the Freedom of Information Act, according to a new Associated Press
analysis of government data.
In more than one in six cases, or 129,825 times, government
searchers said they came up emptyhanded last year. Such cases
contributed to an alarming measurement: People who asked for
records under the law received censored files or nothing in 77 percent
of requests, also a record. In the first full year after President Barack
Obama's election, that figure was only 65 percent of cases. source

Forecasts for 1907
Technology has long been seen as an eroder of community and togetherness. A 1906
cartoon from British magazine Punch:

Note the biggest concern is that they are talking to others elsewhere. It's the issue of

virtual presence trumping real presence that is the dealbreaker here. source

Forty People
The Prom Queen of Instagram doesn't know (or like) forty people offline:
As they got ready, she talked about a party she was planning at her
mom’s apartment.
“I’m thinking like 40 people,” Hymowitz said.
“Do you even like 40 people?” Nussdorf said.
Hymowitz thought for a moment. “I’m not sure I know 40 people,” she
said. “It would be ten people I actually like.” source

FortyMillisecond Trust
You might be deciding to trust someone in under 40ms.
The NYU researchers knew from previous studies that people are fairly
similar when it comes to how they judge a face’s trustworthiness. They
wanted to find out whether that would hold true if people only saw a
face for a quick moment — an amount of time so short, in fact, that it
would prevent making a conscious assessment.
They found that the “human amygdala is automatically responsive to a
face’s trustworthiness in the absence of perceptual awareness.” In
short, we don’t have to think logically about whether we should trust
someone — our brains know the instant we encounter them.
After the new subjects “saw” each face for 33 milliseconds, the image
was replaced by “a neutral face mask for 167 milliseconds that
disrupted further visual processing of the target.” Effectively, the
researchers were letting their subjects see each face only subliminally.
Faces with “higher inner eyebrows and pronounced cheekbones,” the
paper explains, “are seen as trustworthy and lower inner eyebrows and

shallower cheekbones are seen as untrustworthy.”source

FoulMouthed Watson
IBM's Watson AI could learn from text via algorithm. But learning is never neutral, and
programmers found themselves having to scrub things like Urban Dictionary from
Watson's memory.
"When IBM’s current superstar AI, Watson, was fed the contents of the
Internet, it gorged itself on the worst of UrbanDictionary. To an
unbiased algorithm, the vulgarities and obscenities were
epistemological truth with equal standing to its troves of medical
knowledge. Caught embarrassed with a foulmouthed program, IBM
was forced to scrub clean its database."  hastac.org
From Fortune magazine, via the Atlantic:
Watson couldn't distinguish between polite language and profanity 
which the Urban Dictionary is full of. Watson picked up some bad
habits from reading Wikipedia as well. In tests it even used the word
"bullshit" in an answer to a researcher's query.
Ultimately, Brown's 35person team developed a filter to keep Watson
from swearing and scraped the Urban Dictionary from its memory." 
Source

But what if profanity is important? See [[Useful Profanity]]

Four Authors
Most research today is collaborative.
Today, the vast majority of published academic research is created
collaboratively. The average paper published in Nature has four
authors, and, overall, the number of papers with international
collaborators has roughly doubled in the past decade. And as a rough
proxy for impact, articles with more coauthors also tend to be cited

more frequently. More sophisticated solutions for connecting
researchers horizontally and geographically – and facilitating the
sharing of data and equipment – could dramatically increase the
amount of collaborative research and resulting knowledge generation.
source

Four Junto Questions
The four questions that one had to answer to join Benjiman Franklin's [[Junto]]:
1. Have you any particular disrespect to any present members? Answer. I have not.
2. Do you sincerely declare that you love mankind in general; of what profession
or religion soever? Answ. I do.
3. Do you think any person ought to be harmed in his body, name or goods, for
mere speculative opinions, or his external way of worship? Ans. No.
4. Do you love truth’s sake, and will you endeavour impartially to find and receive
it yourself and communicate it to others? Answ. Yes.
The final three questions were borrowed largely from questions John Locke required
for admission into his own society. [https://books.google.com/books?
id=aWwUBAAAQBAJ&lpg=PA339&vq=answ.%20yes&pg=PA339#v=snippet&q=answ.
%20yes&f=false cite]

Franklin and Van Harmelen Wiki Definition
Franklin and Van Harmelen (2007) define a wiki as ‘‘a system that
allows one or more people to build up a corpus of knowledge in a set
of interlinked web pages, using a process of creating and editing
pages” (p.5). Put simply, a wiki is an editable website that is created
incrementally by visitors working collaboratively. The most famous
example of a Wiki is the online encyclopaedia, Wikipedia.

Friendly Web

People who are happy, in general, buy more. Facebook has played with algorithms in
the past to highlight happier news in an effort to get you to buy more (and engage
more with the site). The origin of the "like" button may be innocent, but it's continued
presence is specifically designed to dissuade you from spreading bad news.
As a good example of this, during the period that Twitter was seeing the early
Ferguson riots unfold in real time, Facebook feeds had such news conspicuously
absent from the news feed. Fb's top story at that time was the "Ice Bucket Challenge".

Wiki may have a related bias. See Friendly WikiWikiWeb
Facebook may soon have a dislike button to better deal with death and protest. (html)
Twitter's November 2015 switch from stars (favorites) to hearts (likes) is an example of
this trend. See Lowest Common Denominator Twitter.
Source: Friendly Web

Friends Can Be Good Medicine
Promoting social networks has long been a goal of austerians, who would like to
diminish governmental contributions to wellbeing.
Policymakers also began to rely on the network concept. In the early
1980s, for instance, the California Department of Mental Health
launched the “Friends Can Be Good Medicine” campaign, telling
Californians that if they set aside their shyness and bonded more
closely, they would live longer. The program clearly sought to replace
government spending with the labor of friends and family, but the
ideological commitment to smaller government came with some basis.
Networks often sustain individuals by providing practical help and
advice, modeling good behavior while shaming bad, making people
feel appreciated, and even through direct physiological responses to
company. Health workers in developing countries are mobilizing
networks to spread family planning, AIDS prevention, childhood
immunization, and other practices. Hearing about, say, the protective
effects of male circumcision from a childhood buddy is more effective

than listening to radio appeals or speeches by officials. source

From Gallery to Gauntlet
Elevators in the infamous PruittIgoe development stopped at the communal spaces on
every third floor of the building, on the idea that forcing people to pass through the
communal areas to get to their apartments would increase community. In practice this
did not work out well. source
Undersized elevators that “skipstopped” on every third floor increased
the personal risk to women and children (especially when things
started deteriorating after 1957) by forcing them to reach their
apartments through long corridors and narrow staircases. The elevator
stop “galleries” themselves—intended to support community
association—came to be described by residents as “gauntlets.”

From Precinct to Voter
Early political processes focused on precincts and wards as the unit of allocating
campaign effort. You would get out the vote in the areas where you had broad support,
and sometimes, less honorably, suppress the vote in those places where you didn't.
As canvassing became supplemented with phone calls, direct mail, and other pieces,
the unit increasingly became the individual voter. Campaigns were less concerned
about getting out the vote of Ward 8 and more concerned about flushing out
demographics such as "College educated under25s"
As early as the 1960s Democrats began systematically assessing
which precincts should be allocated campaign resources using
statistics aggregated over fairly wide geographic areas. By the 1990s,
the precinct was being supplanted by the individual voter as the unit of
analysis, just as wall maps and clipboards were giving way to web
applications and Palm Pilots. source
As campaigns became more focused on these units of analysis, many traditional
GOTV efforts became less privileged. And even where traditional methods were used,
they were used under the guidance of the new approach  a ward captain in 1960

would get out the vote for his or her ward; by the 2000s they would be armed with data
on what specific doors they needed to knock on, based on likely percentages of
support and number of previous touches tracked.

From Status to Conversation
Early on Twitter was seen as a status sharing service by lots of users. But if early
employee Noah Glass is to be believed, it was, from the very beginning, also meant to
be about conversation.
"All is Fair in Love and Twitter" narrates the early conversation between Glass and
Jack Dorsey that would lead to the creation of Twitter: As he listened to Dorsey talk,
Glass would later recall, he stared out the window, thinking about his failing marriage
and how alone he felt. Then he had an epiphany. This status thing wasn’t just about
sharing what kind of music you were listening to or where you were, he thought. It
could be a conversation. It wasn’t about reporting; it was about connecting. There
could be a real business in that. He would certainly like such a service: his nights alone
in his apartment, alone in his office, alone in his car, could feel less alone with a steady
stream of conversation percolating online. The two brainstormed for a while longer,
and as Dorsey staggered out of the car to go home, Glass said, “Let’s talk to Ev and
the others about it tomorrow.” (post)

Conversation brings its own problems. See [[Streams Don't Merge]]
Of course, with conversation comes the [[Two Minutes Twitter Hate]]

From Toys
From Jane Jacobs, on the way transformations come out of weird sectors. Even the
most startling cultural and economic developments do not arise out of thin air. They are
always built upon prior developments and upon a certain amount of serendipity and
chance. And their consequences are unpredictable, even to their originators and the
pioneers who believed in them and initiated them. After all, the first financially
successful railroad in the world was an amusement ride in London. Many of us
remember when plastics were useful for little except toys, kitchen gadgets and

decorative touches that tastemakers derided for their vulgarity. That was before
strong, lightweight plastics, reinforced with fibers of glass, boron or carbon, replaced
metals in the making of springs and joints. These plastics transformed serious
spectacle frames like mine. At last I have frames that never hurt my nose and ears and
that last for years without weakened joints. These plastics were originated by the
makers of tennis rackets and of rods for surf and sport fishing. nyt

While this sounds like disruptive innovation, Disruption is Real But Rare
Source: From Toys

Frontlash as Devil's Bargain
Johnson's inability to build a broad coalition to support his sweeping reforms may trace
its roots to the frontlash strategy.
But O’Brien was correct when he predicted that few Johnson
Republicans were “likely to become Democratic converts.” Frontlash
was a devil’s bargain. The president’s team won the election by
convincing the country that Goldwater was “not a normal American
politician,” as Walter Lippmann observed—by painting him as a “grave
threat to the internal peace of the nation.” But it did not build a
mandate for the Great Society.
As early as late 1965, a powerful backlash began brewing. Much of
that backlash owed to social and cultural unrest over the
administration’s policy in Vietnam. Much of it was a delayed reaction
by white Democrats in the North and South against black civil rights
advances. But fundamentally, LBJ never actually built a sufficiently
broad electoral coalition in 1964 that affirmatively supported his vision.
He built an expansive coalition against Goldwater. When conservatives
of more temperate disposition later emerged, they were able to build
formidable opposition to the Great Society. source

Frontlash Strategy

In 1964, Oliver Quayle coined a term to describe the LBJ strategy that would dominate
the 1964 election: frontlash. Frontlash was conceived of as an answer to the backlash
that had resulted from the Democrats embrace of civil rights. In "frontlash" the hope
was that voters would recoil from the attempt of the Goldwater to draw voters into the
past as much as they had from LBJ dragging them into the future.
Lyndon Johnson’s reelection campaign aggressively pursued a
strategy known as “frontlash” in which it positioned GOP nominee
Barry Goldwater as a singularly dangerous extremist and made a
strong play for independent and Republican voters. “Our main strength
lies not so much in the for Johnson but in the against Goldwater,”
presidential adviser Jack Valenti candidly informed LBJ. “We must
make him ridiculous and a little scary: triggerhappy, a bomb thrower, a
radical … not the nation’s leader, [he] will sell TVA, cancel Social
Security, abolish the government, stir trouble in NATO, be the herald of
WWIII.” Bill Moyers, the president’s closest aide, was in full agreement.
The central message of the president’s campaign would be that
Goldwater “could do these things,” he advised “—but only if we let
him.”
Frontlash proved a winning strategy in the short run: Johnson defeated
Goldwater in a landslide. source

Frozen Norms on Wikipedia
DeDeo and Heaberlin identified four central “neighborhoods” loosely
organized around article quality, content policy, collaboration, and
administrators. All the core norms of Wikipedia users can be found
within those groups—things like “Don’t type in all caps” (now
associated with shouting), “Assume good faith,” or “Be neutral.”
Their analysis demonstrates that Wikipedia is actually quite
conservative from an evolutionary standpoint: it preserves those
aspects that worked early on. As the community added new members
and grew rapidly, 89 percent of the core norms stayed the same.
Nobody ever overthrows an existing norm, and nobody creates a new
norm that becomes as dominant as the original core norms. If a

particular norm was important in 2001, chances are it was still
important in 2015. source

Fruitful Boredom
In The Conquest of Happiness, Bertrand Russell suggests that there are really two
types of boredom, only one of which is to be avoided.
Image
The Conquest of Happiness, by Bertrand Russell. Published 1930. Boredom,
however, is not to be regarded as wholly evil. There are two sorts, of which one is
fructifying, while the other is stultifying. The fructifying kind arises from the absence of
drugs and the stultifying kind from the absence of vital activities.
This idea fits in with Russell's larger point: the key to happiness in life is zest. For
Russell, zest is a natural condition that modern life can sometimes undermine.

GAB.ai
Twitter has cracked down on the racist altright movement in the past
year and banished many white supremacist leaders from the site. This
has left the internet’s top trolls in search of a new way to connect with
their followers. They may have found it at GAB.ai, a new social
network platform with zero restrictions on free speech. Elle Reeve
reports. source

Gaiman on Net Culture
What I tend to see happening more and more is people retreating into
their own corners. People seem scared to get things wrong or be
shouted at so they form villages in which they agree with every other
member, and maybe they go out and shout at the people in the next
village for fun, but there’s no interchange of ideas going on. I think we
have to encourage the idea that you’re allowed to think things. I have
thought a great many stupid things over the years, and I can tell you

that there’s not one stupid thing that I ever thought where I changed
my mind because someone shouted at me or threatened to kill me. On
the other hand, having great discussions with good friends, possibly
over a drink, has definitely changed my mind and made me try to do
better. You’re allowed to do better, but we have to let people do better.
source

Gaslighting Lived Experience
The term gaslighting refers to a manipulative denial of reality; it derives
from the 1944 thriller Gaslight, about a man trying to make his wife
believe she’s going insane. In talking about the primary, several people
used it to describe frustration with friends who refuse to acknowledge
obvious truths. “Here’s the thing about the gaslighting,” Hrushetska
says of the antiClinton men she knows. “You’re trying to explain to
them: ‘Her experience mirrors my experience of being a woman that’s
trying to achieve something. Can you please listen to me?’ And they’re
saying, ‘No, no, no, that does not exist, you’re using that as an
excuse.’ ” source

Gated Openness
[caption id="attachment_273" align="alignright" width="300"]Image Gated openness
appears to encourage free interaction of diverse viewpoints but in reality prevents
exposure to differences of opinion. (source)[/caption]
In Heterotopic Communication, Leah A. Lievrouw asserts one of the paradoxes of
virtual communication is it presents the appearance of openness while providing
hitherto unimagined affordances for homogeneity and selective, motivated interaction.
"Our personal and technological devices allow those of us with the right educational
and technical resources to avoid exposure to disagreement, difference, or other
information that does not serve our direct purposes or reflect our individual views of the
world, yet they also let us convey the appearance of openness, availability and
cooperation."  Our Own Devices: Heterotopic Communication,Discourse, and Culture
in the Information Society (1998) (pdf)

Related: [[Wikipedia and the Politics of Openness]]
[[Inhospitable Writing]] can contribute to Gated Openness.
See also [[Streams Don't Merge]]
Gated openness can be seen as an example of the [[Fauxpen]].
Source: Gated Openness [http://fed.wiki.org/journal.hapgood.net/gated
openness/jenny.uk.fedwikihappening.net/gatedopenness fedwiki]

GCJ02
Google Maps, Bing, and other online mapping services are able to
publish maps in compliance with Chinese law because they conform to
China’s so called GCJ02 coordinate system, also referred to as Mars
Coordinates.
GCJ02 is based on the familiar WGS84 coordinate system, except
that it is said to use an encryption algorithm to shift the coordinates by
a few hundred meters from their true locations. As a result, GCJ
02 maps appear entirely selfconsistent, but the actual coordinates of
any given location are slightly offset from reality.
The GCJ02 system (which Google Maps uses for China, but not for
Hong Kong) explains the strangeness at the China – Hong Kong
border. The two sides are mapped using entirely different coordinate
systems. source

Geofeedia Surveillance
A powerful surveillance program that police used for tracking racially
charged protests in Baltimore and Ferguson, Mo., relied on special
feeds of user data provided by Twitter, Facebook and Instagram,
according to an ACLU blog post published Tuesday. The companies
reportedly provided the data — often including the locations of users
— to Geofeedia, a Chicagobased company that says it analyzes

social media posts to deliver surveillance information to 500 law
enforcement agencies. The social media companies sought to restrict
Geofeedia’s access to the streams of user data in recent weeks after
the ACLU discovered them and alerted the companies about looming
public exposure. source

Gerrymandering is not a Primary Driver of
Polarization
Features of our electoral system such as political gerrymandering and
partisan primaries are not likely to be important causes of polarization.
That the House and Senate have polarized in tandem suggests that
partisan districting cannot be a primary cause and researchers have
failed to find much of an incremental contribution. Similarly, scholars
have not identified any substantial impact of the primary system on
polarization. The relationship between our system of private campaign
finance and polarization is more complex. While there is little evidence
that the origins of greater polarization lie in campaign finance, the
growing participation of ideologically oriented donors appears to have
exacerbated the problem. source

Getting Credit Wrong
People get credit wrong for many reasons. Here's a few:
[[Cryptomnesia]] is when a person has a memory of an idea they doe not recognize
and perceive it as their own.
Sometimes discovery is incremental and dispersed, and the people who go the last
mile get the credit. See [[CRISPR Credit]]
Sometimes the marketing of the invention fails, and better marketed attempts that
come later are identified as the prominent. See [[Kenbak1]]
Sometimes the most prominent instance of an idea gets the credit, as in wiki/wikipedia
or the Rio/iPod issue.

Gibbet Cage
18th century England was not a fun place. There was that whole
unruliness in the Colonies, and back home executed murderers hung
from poles, encased in a steel contraption known as a gibbet cage.
In Andy Wright's examination of the nowthankfullydefunct practice of
gibbeting for Atlas Obscura, he finds that the Crown would just leave
these rotting metal abominations up for decades. A bad man killed
someone, and now the local folk would have to stare at
his desiccated remains for years on end to ensure that everyone knows
that... killing people is bad?
That this was happening during the time of Mozart and Goethe just
seems slightly unreal. Who knows what presentday commonly
accepted practice will seem just barbaric a century from now? (I'm
going to go with execution.) source
GitHub Streaks
GitHub interface encourages long unbroken stretches of work. It motivates developers,
but does it do so in the right way?
Stepping away from our work regularly is not only important to uphold
high quality work, but also to maintain our wellbeing. For example, I
personally do not generally work in the weekends. That’s completely
healthy. I take a step back from work and spend time on other things.
But in the contribution graph it means I can never make a long streak,
even though I do work virtually every day except weekends. So the
graph motivates me to work in my weekends as well, and not take
breaks.
When I see someone with a 416 day streak, it means they haven’t
taken a break for a single day in over a year. Although everyone can
make their own choices, it makes me very worried about their well
being. Being based on git activity, which can easily backdated, the
graph is also trivial to spoof – so not all long streaks may be real.
source

Gmail Alarm Fatigue
Google acquired Harris’s company in 2011, and he ended up working
on Gmail’s Inbox app. (He’s quick to note that while he was there, it
was never an explicit goal to increase time spent on Gmail.) A year
into his tenure, Harris grew concerned about the failure to consider
how seemingly minor design choices, such as having phones buzz
with each new email, would cascade into billions of interruptions. His
team dedicated months to finetuning the aesthetics of the Gmail app
with the aim of building a more “delightful” email experience. But to him
that missed the bigger picture: Instead of trying to improve email, why
not ask how email could improve our lives—or, for that matter, whether
each design decision was making our lives worse? source

Google Flu Trends
Google Flu Trends  a project to use Big Data around Google searches to predict flu
trends faster than the CDC  was the poster child for the glory of Big Data right up until
it "failed spectacularly" in 2013. What happened?
It began as a research experiment, followed by a paper in none other than Nature:
The paper demonstrated that search data, if properly tuned to the flu
tracking information from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, could produce accurate estimates of flu prevalence two
weeks earlier than the CDC’s data—turning the digital refuse of
people’s searches into potentially lifesaving insights.
And then, GFT failed—and failed spectacularly—missing at the peak of
the 2013 flu season by 140 percent. When Google quietly euthanized
the program, called Google Flu Trends (GFT), it turned the poster child
of big data into the poster child of the foibles of big data. source
Researchers writing at Wired this year go back to postmortem the program, and find,
they claim, that the problem was not Big Data per se, but "Big Data Hubris". For
example, Google did not make their algorithms transparent, which led to them missing
problems around seasonal terms:

But while Google’s efforts in projecting the flu were well meaning, they
were remarkably opaque in terms of method and data  making it
dangerous to rely on Google Flu Trends for any decisionmaking at all.
For example, Google’s algorithm was quite vulnerable to overfitting to
seasonal terms unrelated to the flu, like “high school basketball.” With
millions of search terms being fit to the CDC’s data, there were bound
to be searches that were strongly correlated by pure chance, and
these terms were unlikely to be driven by actual flu cases or predictive
of future trends. Google also did not take into account changes in
search behavior over time. After the introduction of GFT, Google
introduced its suggested search feature as well as a number of new
healthbased addons to help people more effectively find the
information they need. While this is great for those using Google, it
also makes some search terms more prevalent, throwing off GFT’s
tracking.
These problems could have been easily spotted (and perhaps corrected) had GFT not
been a black box alogrithm  flu researchers at the CDC are nothing if not experts in
understanding spurious correlation and seasonal confounding. But the nature of the
project was that only a few people could see into the black box, and for the most part
they had facile understandings of the issues involved.

This is a big argument against [[Secret Sauce Analytics]], even if the [[Secret Sauce Is
Mostly Mayo]].

Google Results Influence Independents
Google results can have a huge impact on how independents view candidates.
Beyond market control, the algorithms powering these platforms can
wade into murky waters. According to a recent study from the
American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology,
information displayed in Google could shift voting preferences for
undecided voters by 20 percent or more  all without their knowledge.
Considering how narrow the results of many elections can become,

this margin is significant. In many ways, Google controls what
information people see, and any bias, intentional or not, has a potential
impact on society. source

Google's Cars Lack a Theory of Mind
The biggest difference in capability between selfdriving cars and
humans is likely to be theory of mind. Researchers like professor Felix
Warneken at Harvard have shown that even very young children have
exquisitely tuned senses for the intentions and goals of other people.
Warneken and others have argued this is the core of uniquely human
intelligence.
Researchers are working to build robots that can mimic our social
intelligence. Companies like Emotient and Affectiva currently offer
software with some ability to read emotions on faces. But so far no
software remotely approaches the ability of humans to constantly and
effortlessly guess what other people want to do. The human driving
down that narrow street may say to herself “none of these oncoming
cars are will let me go unless I’m a little bit pushy” and then act on that
instinct, but behaving that way will be one of the greatest challenges of
making humanlike AI.source

See [[Theory of Mind]]

Government by Referendum Is Not
Democracy
There is a popular view that the highest form of democracy is a
referendum. We want to debunk that myth. Democracy is much more
than consulting the people in “yes” or “no” decisions.The Brexit
referendum, the Vancouver public transit referendum, the electoral
reform referendum in B.C., the California tax referendums, the Quebec
sovereigntyassociation referendums all appeared to be the essence of
democracy. A closer look tells us that they violated many of its

fundamental principles. source

Gradually, Then Suddenly
One argument favored by education futurists is that while things have changed little in
the past century they may change quickly when we least expect it. AI is often cited as a
possible trigger, but there are many other potential drivers (digital sharing?).
A Hemingway quote from The Sun Also Rises provides the title and context for this
idea. How did you go bankrupt?’ Bill asked.
‘Two ways,’ Mike said. ‘Gradually and then suddenly.’
The Sun Also Rises (1926), Ernest Hemingway. Via Asymco (post)
The idea is that dying industries go through a familiar sequence of steps. First,
technology introduces affordances that chip away at a longstanding business model.
The chipping is so slow that the industry begins to think the threat is overhyped. But
just when the industry breathes a sigh of relief, everything collapses.
Image Cell phone and landline usage grew together, then landline adoption slowed.
Then came the relentless decline. (source)
This pattern does repeat itself with a disturbing frequency. Initially, cell phones were
seen as a threat to landlines. Then, for a while cell phone adoption exploded while
landline adoption also increased then stabilized.
During this time a narrative developed. Maybe these two technologies were
complementary. From the late 1990s to around 2002 it seemed like the danger had
passed  over 150 million cellphones had been absorbed into the U.S. population with
almost no impact on landlines.
Around 2001/2002 that narrative begins to die. But even then people can still claim that
while subscriptions are stalling, mobileonly households are rare. In 2002 there were
close to zero cellphone only households. And even by 2008 only 17% of households
are mobileonline. The landline is still a complement.
[Image Landlines and cellphones, 20032014 (source)[/caption]

But it took only a mild acceleration in adoption to destroy that narrative. From 2008 to
2011 cellphone only households nearly double. This year they will become the
dominant model. The story just gets worse from there.You can find the same pattern in
other industries. Newspapers began to worry about the internet in the 1980s, but for a
while profited from the technology more than suffered. By 1999 they could be excused
for thinking they weathered the storm. History proved otherwise.
Video stores and bookstores were surprisingly resilient in the face of digital
reproduction. Until they weren't.
Digital cameras were a complement to cameraphones and early smartphones. Until
they weren't.
Cable TV is likely undergoing a similar process as we speak. post
Education isn't a telephone or cable service, and people who have mistaken education
for a technology or form of content (cough, Christensen, cough) have been proved
more wrong than right.
That said, there is an education industry, and Slowly, then Suddenly is a real thing.
Disrupting Education may be a phrase tossed around by more hucksters than scholars,
but quick slides are very real, and the reminder that the human mind tends to
misinterpret certain types of nonlinear decay as stabilization is worth remembering.

Artificial Intelligence is often seen as a potential disruptor.
New evidence suggests Disruption Is Real But Rare.
Social Change Is Fast outlines this pattern applied to laws.
Some thinkers have talked about a related (mostly negative) pattern called a Moral
Cascade.
Digital Camera Decline is yet another example, perhaps.
Source: Gradually, Then Suddenly

Greater Voter Volatility in Late 1970s

A 1981 article on voter volatility notes a perceived recent increase.
While there appears to be a significant amount of agreement among
political scientists and political communication theorists that elections
are becoming more volatile, there is a lack of consensus about the
meaning that should be assigned to the volatility concept. One source
of ambiguity is the hidden assumption that volatility is a unitary
phenomenon with common antecedents and common consequences.
Much of the evidence for increasing volatility comes from marginal
percentages and aggregate statistics. Thus there is no easy way to
determine whether the trends toward voter independence, vote
abstention, splitticket voting, and declining political trust are
functionally interdependent and changing most rapidly in the same
groups of people. The question of unidimensionality vs.
multidimensionality is examined as a major question in the present
research.

Greenwich Compliments
But for Facebook, anonymity is a big nono. In May, the behemoth
social networking platform locked the original Greenwich Compliments
profile, preventing the founder from logging in, reviewing compliments,
and tagging complimentees. Citing the company’s identity policies, a
Facebook representative explained that in the great majority of cases,
anonymous accounts set up with fictional names are used to shame
and harass other people.“Sometimes anonymity can lead to ‘de
individuation’ a process by which people often say and do things that
they normally wouldn’t,” says Marc Brackett, who runs Yale
University’s Center for Emotional Intelligence and also works with
Facebook’s “compassion team,” a group of product managers,
designers, and engineers exploring ways to make technology more
compassionate.But what if that “deindividuation” has a positive
outcome? source Groupboundedness of Empathy
People empathize with ingroups in ways they don't with outgroups.

In other cases, it gets even worse: people feel overt antipathy towards
others, for instance, taking pleasure when some misfortune befalls
someone on the other side of a group boundary. What's interesting to
me is that this occurs not only for group boundaries that are
meaningful, like ethnicity or religion, but totally arbitrary groups. If I
were to divide us into a red and blue team, without that taking on any
more significance, you would be more likely to experience empathy for
fellow red team members than for me (apparently I'm on team blue
today).
Another interesting feature of this groupboundedness of empathy is
that it doesn't just affect the amount of empathy we feel, it also affects
whether we feel empathy automatically or not. Scientists have used
EEG, for instance, to demonstrate that folks exhibit less neural
resonance for the pain of outgroup as compared to ingroup members,
and that difference appears within 200 milliseconds. It's not that you
experience automatic empathy and tamp it down if you're in an
intergroup setting; it seems like in those contexts empathy doesn't
occur at all.

source

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1vjtzZmVo

Empathy that is a result of conscious process is termed [[Cognitive Empathy]]

Growth of Liberal Identification
Selfidentified liberalism has grown steadily since 1992.

Almost all this rise is due to polarization in the Democratic Party: moderates becoming
more (selfidentified) liberal:

At the same time, it is not clear that this is all due to a shift of belief as much as a
reassessment of the term.

Hamilton's Pragmatism

Brad DeLong and coauthor Cohen write:
Jefferson has gotten the better monuments and the better press in
both newspapers and history books (but not in musicals, where the
brilliant Lin ManuelMiranda and his colleagues’ rap/rock rules). But in
policy and in the real material arc of history, it is Hamilton who looms
as the giant. He was the architect of the boldest, most original, and
most important deliberate reshaping of the economy of the United
States of America. Adam Smith’s ideas dominated and continue to
dominate economics textbooks. But it is Hamilton’s more pragmatically
oriented corrections to laissezfaire and to Smith’s ‘System of Natural
Liberty’ that have successfully shaped development strategy for
successful ‘late developers’ like Germany, Japan, Korea, and China—
and, to a substantial degree, the United States.
...
The lesson is that ideologies—no matter what they are—are bad
masters. Hamilton’s genius was in focusing on not what was decreed
according to ideological first principles laid down by some academic
scribbler, but rather focusing on what was in a pragmatic sense likely
to generate prosperity at that moment in that situation.
Hamilton broadly got it right. His successors who continued his policies
under decent Jeffersonian draperies also got it right. The postCivil
War decision to go for a heavilyindustrialized economy knit together
by continentspanning railroads got it right. The Progressive course
correction of the inequities produced by the Gilded Age got it right. So
did the—overwhelmingly pragmatic—policies of FDR and of
Eisenhower.
It is only in the past generation that we have forgotten our pragmatic
past and applied ideological litmus tests to what our public policies will
be. And we have suffered for it.
source

Harmonization of Tastes
Every time Schwarzmann alights in a foreign city he checks the app,
which lists food, nightlife, and entertainment recommendations with the
help of a social networkaugmented algorithm. Then he heads toward
the nearest suggested cafe. But over the past few years, something
strange has happened. "Every coffee place looks the same,"
Schwarzmann says. The new cafe resembles all the other coffee
shops Foursquare suggests, whether in Odessa, Beijing, Los Angeles,
or Seoul: the same raw wood tables, exposed brick, and hanging
Edison bulbs.
It’s not that these generic cafes are part of global chains like Starbucks
or Costa Coffee, with designs that spring from the same corporate
cookie cutter. Rather, they have all independently decided to adopt the
same fauxartisanal aesthetic. Digital platforms like Foursquare are
producing "a harmonization of tastes" across the world, Schwarzmann
says. "It creates you going to the same place all over again." source

HateSelling
A post on Skift introduces a new term: "hateselling". You see it in travel where
"conversion managers have run amok" and you are charged absurd combinations of
little charges at the precise amounts analytics says you will tolerate. link
Some examples of hateselling in the travel industry from the article:
Car rental sites with crazy surcharges (a 17.25% premium location fee)
Low fare airline seats, "hatesold" to you in such a way they say  "Here's what
you don't get with your cheap seat, you idiot" in an attempt to upsell.
Buynoworelse prompts in the buying experience  "We've unearthed this special
offer/upgrade for you only available if you click here now."
The author shares some screenshots and receipts. It's truly horrifying to look at. The
author concludes:

This is what happens when you let conversion marketers run amok
with customer experience. They made it a science, but forgot being
human.
The problem, as the author points out is that hateselling works. You can
mathematically prove it. You A/B test a gatechecked baggage fee and revenue goes
up or down. You take away the free inflight soda from Economy class and give it to a
special Economy+ class. You choose the way that maximizes the revenue.
But revenue isn't the only metric. The long term outcomes to your business are
determined not by quarterly revenue, but by customer experience. Just ask
Blackboard, which made a mint hateselling the LMS to institutions only to find itself in
a desperate state when it encountered a "one price gets you everything" competitor.
Blackboard now wants love, but all people remember are baggage fees and upsell.

Jim Groom discusses companies that are [[HateSelling You Domain Names]]

Hating on Hikers
Recently, Phoebe Ellsworth and I conducted our own version of the
“hiker” experiment around the University of Michigan campus. We
added a few twists. First, our story was set in the wintertime and the
hiker was thus stranded in the bitter cold. Passersby were asked to
indicate whether they thought hunger, thirst, or cold was most painful.
We also actually conducted the study during the icy Ann Arbor winter,
and recruited participants either within warm campus buildings or while
they were standing outside and freezing at campus bus stops. You get
the idea. Replicating Leaf’s and George’s original experiment, we
found that people who were exposed to the cold themselves became
much more likely to indicate that cold was most painful (also about a
30 percent spike in choice share). Critically, however, this boost in
empathy completely turned off when we manipulated the political
beliefs of the hiker. When Democrat participants were led to believe
that the hiker was a staunch Republican who was trying to make it
home for a conservative values rally, they were no more likely to show

the boost. That is, even when they themselves were trapped outside in
the bitter Midwest winter, they were no more likely to appreciate the
painful coldness of this other person. The same went for Republican
participants and Democrat hikers. source

Heckler's veto
From Wikipedia
A heckler's veto occurs when an acting party's right to freedom of
speech is curtailed or restricted by the government in order to prevent
a reacting party's behavior. The common example is the termination of
a speech or demonstration in the interest of maintaining the public
peace based on the anticipated negative reaction of someone opposed
to that speech or demonstration.
The term was coined by University of Chicago professor of law Harry
Kalven. source

Heider and Simmel (1944)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTNmLt7QX8E
Take a minute to watch the video above. It's 90 seconds long.
Try to summarize what happened in the video. We'll assume that you interpret the
shapes as people (almost everyone does). Given that, how would you summarize the
story the video depicts? Try to answer the following questions (watch the video again if
you want).
What kind of a person is the big triangle?
What kind of a person is the little triangle?
What kind of a person is the circle (disc)?
Why did the two triangles fight?

Why did the circle go into the house?
In one part of the movie the big triangle and the circle were in the house together.
What did the big triangle do then? Why?
In one part of the movie the big triangle was shut up in the house and tried to get out.
What did the little triangle and the circle do then?
Why did the big triangle break the house?
Heider and Simmel showed the film to a number of groups of subjects under different
conditions. Group one was asked to simple narrate what the saw.
As you can predict, all but one of the 34 students described the film in terms of
motivations, goals, and personalities. Scientific American summarizes their findings:
The small triangle was described by half the participants as heroic, valiant, brave,
courageous, or defiant. Many interpreted its actions as the result of resentment at
being bullied by the big triangle. The experimenters reason that the small triangle is
thought of as brave because, unlike the circle, it hits back and defends itself against
the big triangle. Like the circle, a third of participants described the small triangle as
clever, brainy, or intelligent. And like the big triangle, the small triangle was almost
universally referred to as male. [http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/thoughtful
animal/animatinganthropomorphismgivingmindstogeometricshapesvideo/ source]
Group two was asked to explicitly discuss personalities and motivation. And group
three watched the film backward, while being asked the same questions.
[http://www.coli.unisaarland.de/courses/agentinteraction/contents/papers/Heider44.pdf
cite]
In this process, another pattern was discovered  origin of action and sequence of
events played a crucial role in interpretation. Again, from a Scientific American
summary: For example, several times in the video the big triangle and circle move in
and out of the house. The motivations behind those actions would differ depending on
the order in which the movements occurred. When the shapes' actions were thought of
as spontaneous, they might be described as "hiding" or "escaping." But when the
actions were interpreted as reactions, the very same motions might be described as
"being forced in" or "being lured in." [http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/thoughtful
animal/animatinganthropomorphismgivingmindstogeometricshapesvideo/ source]

This work demonstrated a number of things to Heider and Simmel. The first was the
pervasive nature of the narrative interpretation: out of three groups of about 40
subjects each, only a few subjects chose to interpret it purely geometrically.
Secondly, the story was dependent on the attribution of internal states and
characteristics to the shapes.
Finally, agentiveness (who is perceived as initiating action) played a crucial role in the
interpretation of motivation. Viewers developed firm opinions about whether shapes
were initiating action or reacting to the actions of others, and these attributions largely
determined the viewer's interpretation of the story.

Comedians narrrate the Heider and Simmel animation
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAnt9II5Co youtube]
You can make your own HeiderSimmel style animation, and ask others to interpret it
on this amusing site. [http://hsit.ict.usc.edu/ site]
Heider later went on to develop [[Attribution Theory]], a crucial contribution to social
psychology.
At around the same time, [[Philippa Foot]] was investigating aspects of agentiveness
in philosophy, with similar results.

Hierarchy and Cooperation
We have shown that achieving cooperation among humans is more
difficult when there is an underlying hierarchical structure producing
different ranks between people and therefore unequal payoffs for the
participants. This result is driven by insufficient contributions from
lower ranked individuals who cannot be confident that they will benefit
from cooperating. Remarkably, human behavior is consistent with a
trend that permeates the rest of the primate order; primates in steeply
hierarchical societies have difficulty cooperating for benefits that must

be divided, whereas primates organized in weakly hierarchical
(egalitarian) societies are more successful. source

High Participation Systems Increase
Inequality
Higher education systems that have high participation rates (e.g. 50%) may exacerbate
inequality more than ones that have low participation rates (15%). New research is
cited.
Academics may be proud to be part of this massive expansion in
access to learning. But according to new research by an expert on
international higher education, the advent of “highparticipation
systems” may actually reinforce existing inequalities, making it harder
for youngsters to climb the ladder of social mobility.

“In a system with 15 per cent participation, there is less competitive
pressure and less stratified outcomes than a system with 50 per cent
participation,” explains Simon Marginson, professor of international
higher education at University College London.
In an environment where just 15 per cent enter higher education –
Britain in the 1970s, for example – “it is possible to have a successful
middleclass life without going to university”, he says. Those who do
go to university get a real benefit regardless of where they attend, he
says.
But in today’s world, where about half of youngsters go to university,
“the whole middle class is in the system and pursuing the success of

its children”, he says. There is far more intense competition for places
at “elite” universities, because “participation in nonelite [universities]
no longer generates guaranteed professional jobs”. source

Historical Roots of Predictive Policing
To begin to answer that question, one must trace the disparate
histories of predictive policing’s component parts through a series of
crises and conjunctions. Actuarial techniques like Northpointe’s (or the
older Level of Service Inventory–Revised, another recidivismrisk
assessment battery) emerge out of insurance companies’ demand for
risk management during the late 19th and early 20th centuries’ chronic
economic crises.
Two more pieces of the puzzle, biometrics and organized surveillance,
emerge in the 18th and 19th centuries out of the shifting tactics for
maintaining white supremacy in both southern slave plantations and
northern cities. Simone Browne, for example, has shown that New
York’s colonial “lantern laws,” which forbade unaccompanied black
people from walking the streets at night without carrying a lit lantern,
were originally instituted because of white fear of antislavery
insurrection.
And lastly, statistical techniques of crime prediction come down to us
through the early20th century Chicago School of sociology, which
swapped cruder theories of physically inherent racial difference for
more refined spatiocultural theories of industrial capitalist “social
disorganization.” These shored up sexuality and the color line as the
key arbiters of cultural degradation, as in studies positing a “culture of
poverty” that generates criminality. This is Roderick Ferguson’s point in
Aberrations in Black when he argues that “the Chicago School’s
construction of African American neighborhoods as outside
heteropatriarchal normalization underwrote municipal government’s
regulation of the South Side, making African American neighborhoods
the point at which both a will to knowledge and a will to exclude
intersected.” source

Historical Truth and Narrative Truth
Donald Spence, writing in 1982, argues that there are two models of truth, serving two
different functions. Author Ruth E. Ray summarizes the difference in her book on
nostalgia and storytelling: As defined by psychologist Donald Spence, historical truth
involves concrete objects and events; a memory is historically true if it can be factually
verified. Narrative truth involves the connections between events, which are not
verifiable because they are based on values, interpretations, and emotions. A memory
has narrative truth when it captures an experience to the satisfaction of those telling
and listening to it. Narrators who focus on historical truth see themselves as
"archivists," guarding original records and trying to keep them pristine, while those who
focus on narrative truth are "mythmakers," creating a story "that speaks to the heart as
well as the mind" and "seeks to know the truth and generate conviction about the self."
Oliver Sacks, writing in 2011, notes our inability to distinguish the "real" historical truth
from the narrative truth we create: What is clear in all these cases — whether of
imagined or real abuse in childhood, of genuine or experimentally implanted memories,
of misled witnesses and brainwashed prisoners, of unconscious plagiarism, and of the
false memories we probably all have based on misattribution or source confusion — is
that, in the absence of outside confirmation, there is no easy way of distinguishing a
genuine memory or inspiration, felt as such, from those that have been borrowed or
suggested, between what the psychoanalyst Donald Spence calls ‘historical truth’ and
‘narrative truth.’ source
Other writers and researchers have questioned whether narrative truth truly qualifies
as truth. Feminist scholars have often embraced narrative truth as a way to capture
marginalized experience.

[[Nomentum]] shows how narrative can warp a stable reality into a dynamic narrative.

Hitler the Dunderhead
Hitler’s ascension was aided and abetted by the naïveté of domestic
adversaries who failed to appreciate his ruthlessness and tenacity, and
by foreign statesmen who believed they could control his aggression.
Early on, revulsion at Hitler’s style and appearance, Mr. Ullrich writes,

led some critics to underestimate the man and his popularity, while
others dismissed him as a celebrity, a repellent but fascinating
“evening’s entertainment.” Politicians, for their part, suffered from the
delusion that the dominance of traditional conservatives in the cabinet
would neutralize the threat of Nazi abuse of power and “fence Hitler
in.” “As far as Hitler’s longterm wishes were concerned,” Mr. Ullrich
observes, “his conservative coalition partners believed either that he
was not serious or that they could exert a moderating influence on him.
In any case, they were severely mistaken.” source

Holloways
In Europe and the Middle East, ancient sunken lanes known as
‘holloways‘ (or: hollow ways) represent a particularly extreme
expression of the desire path phenomenon. Many of these semi
subterranean routes have formed over hundreds or even thousands of
years, eventually appearing more like a tunnel than a pathway. source

Homophilous Sorting
Birds of a feather flock together, but this is more true online than in other contexts.
The mechanisms of these new media are only now beginning to be
understood. One crucial process is “homophilous sorting”: likeminded
people forming clusters. The rise of cable and satellite television
channels in the 1980s and 1990s made it possible to serve news
tailored to specific types of consumer; the internet makes it much
easier. According to Yochai Benkler of Harvard University in his book
“The Wealth of Networks”, individuals with shared interests are far
more likely to find each other or converge around a source of
information online than offline. Social media enable members of such
groups to strengthen each other’s beliefs, by shutting out contradictory
information, and to take collective action.
Fringe beliefs reinforced in these ways can establish themselves and

persist long after outsiders deem them debunked: see, for example,
online communities devoted to the idea that the government is
spraying “chemtrails” from highflying aircraft or that evidence
suggesting that vaccines cause autism is being suppressed. As Eric
Oliver of the University of Chicago points out in a forthcoming book,
“Enchanted America: The Struggle between Reason and Intuition in
US Politics”, this is the sort of thinking that comes naturally to Mr
Trump: he was once devoted to the “birther” fantasy that Mr Obama
was not born an American.

Homophily
Similarity breeds connection. This principle—the homophily principle—
structures network ties of every type, including marriage, friendship,
work, advice, support, information transfer, exchange, comembership,
and other types of relationship. The result is that people's personal
networks are homogeneous with regard to many sociodemographic,
behavioral, and intrapersonal characteristics. Homophily limits people's
social worlds in a way that has powerful implications for the information
they receive, the attitudes they form, and the interactions they
experience. Homophily in race and ethnicity creates the strongest
divides in our personal environments, with age, religion, education,
occupation, and gender following in roughly that order. Geographic
propinquity, families, organizations, and isomorphic positions in social
systems all create contexts in which homophilous relations form. Ties
between nonsimilar individuals also dissolve at a higher rate, which
sets the stage for the formation of niches (localized positions) within
social space. We argue for more research on source
Hopes of the Modern Candidate
On Labor Day morning just before 10 a.m., I posted a story on
Facebook written by my colleague, Brandy Zadrozny, about Donald
Trump’s second wife, Marla Maples. Zadrozny, I said, was the only
person I knew more obsessed with Maples than me. I called it a “great”
story. A few minutes later I received a familiar notification: Mike

Krawitz, a Republican candidate for the West Deptford, New Jersey
township committee, had left three comments on the post. “Bill.
Clinton. Cheated. On. Hillary. :). With. Multiple. Women,” he said.
“Fuck. You. Olivia, I. Hope. Somebody. Rapes. You. Today. :)” “Hope.
You. Get. Raped. By. A. Syrian. Refugee. :)” I should stop here to
explain that my Facebook page is a cesspool of trolls and similar
lifeforms who respond to everything I say with vitriol. I use Facebook
as a means to share my stories, and so I keep it public, rarely posting
things of a personal nature there. source

Horse_ebooks
Horse_ebooks was a Twitter account initially thought to be generated by a spam bot
slipping under the radar. It became famous for seemingly randomly generated yet
poetic tweets.

It was revealed in 2013 that the account had been, at least since 2011, the work of two
media artists who had written each tweet in an attempt to impersonate a bot veering
towards the poetic.
Alena Smith, a writer of twitter fiction herself, summarized the confused feeling that
followers felt on the reveal:
We thought we had happened upon a trove of found art, and like a

horde of minor Duchamps, we faved and retweeted these supposedly
accidental, inexplicably engaging, readymade bits of Internet
nonsense, savvily designating them as interesting, as amusing, as
meaningful. Instead, the disclosure that @horse_ebooks was already
the intentionally curated work of two artists — two writers — put us
back in our place as a passive audience: as performancespectators,
as fictionreaders. source
She goes on to note that the work succeeded as art:
The fiction @Horse_ebooks wove was not the kind we typically find in
books. The intention was not to tell a story but rather to involve us in
an experience — an experience that could only exist on Twitter and,
indeed, is reflective about ethical quandaries that arise specifically
when humans are engaged with Twitter. (How do we know if we’re
interacting with other humans when we can’t see them? What if they
are robots? What does it mean to “follow” a robot? Are we becoming
robots ourselves? Et cetera.) source

See [[Objet Trouve]] for the philosophy of found objects.
[[Wow So Portland!]] is a bot that we think actually is a bot, but it is still a work of art.
via Horse_ebooks.

Horseshoe Theory
Generally ascribed to French writer JeanPierre Faye, the theory
poses that farleft and farright political currents are more similar to one
another than to respectively centreleft or centreright political currents.
The leftright continuum is not a straight, horizontal line, but rather a
horseshoe shape where the ends almost meet at the bottom. These
ends are the extremists: contemptuous of democracy, unrealistic and
forceful, irrespective of whether they are on the left or right edge of the
horseshoe. source

The horseshoe theory in political science asserts that rather than the
far left and the far right being at opposite and opposing ends of a linear
political continuum, they in fact closely resemble one another, much
like the ends of a horseshoe. The theory is attributed to French writer
JeanPierre Faye.[1]
Horseshoe theory competes with the conventional linear leftright
continuum system as well as the various multidimensional systems.
Proponents of the theory point to similarities between the extreme left
and the extreme right. source

Hospital Hit by Ransomware
For more than a week, Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center has
been in a state of emergency after a malware attack shut down the
network unless a ransom of $3.6 million was paid.
The attack has compromised the hospital’s ability to care for patients
as medical professionals have been unable to access patient records
such as lab reports, Xrays and MRI results.
Ransomware is a specific type of malware that holds a network or
single machine hostage until a ransom is paid. Once hackers get their
cash, functionality is returned to the machine or network. source

Hostile Architecture
A term for a set of practices that are hostile to common uses for public spaces. It's
considered a form of "unpleasant design".

"The term hostile architecture is new—or new in the popular vernacular
anyway," says James Petty, a freelance criminologist whose PhD
research focuses on the ways in which society regulates
homelessness. "But practices of designing cities and urban landscapes
in certain ways that favor certain groups of people and not others has
been going on for a long time."
Hostile architecture, also known as defensive architecture, exists on a
spectrum. At one end are the overt design features that are obvious to
anyone walking by—like spikes and fences. At the other end, says
Petty, are the design elements in which “the hostile function is often
embedded under a socially palatable function.” source
Examples include:
Spiked walls or sidewalk space
Benches with divided seating (prevents homeless sleeping on them)
Strategically deployed sprinkler systems (prevents urban camping)
Pink lighting (unliked by teenagers, prevents loitering).
Blue lighting (makes it hard for drug addicts to find veins)
It's important to note that many of these practices have been around for decades; it is
only the term that is relatively new.
It's also important to note that all design is coercion; hostility is not a new feature as
much as a value judgement about the targets of the coercion.
As a prominent example, the famous bench at 149th St. where graffiti artists
congregated to spread their art in the 1970s and 80s was also an early example of a
segmented bench, hostile to sleeping on by the homeless. Precluding one use may
have made possible another, and allowed the development of grafitti's "benching"
culture. See [[The Writer's Bench]]

Consider also [[Policy Through Bridge Height]] where urban design enforces
segregation.
As an example of positively viewed coercion, see [[Defensible Space]] (architecture) or
[[Analytics of Empathy]] (gaming).

Much Hostile Architecture is a response to homelessness. [[Housing First]] shows a
better way may be to just give them homes.
Hostile design is different from bad design that is damaging. See [[Fryscraper]] for
example of the latter.
The [[Love Bench]] pushes people together.
Social coercion can have unintended consequences. See [[From Gallery to Gauntlet]]
[[Sexist Architecture]] can also be seen as hostile, even if "unintentional"
{{Tags: Design, Crime}}

Houseboat Summit
The Houseboat Summit was a roundtable discussion between Timothy Leary, Alan
Watts, Alan Ginsberg, and Gary Snyder. A recording exists below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKi4zoJPfFs
The "houseboat" the event took place on was actually an old Portland, Oregon
passenger ferry, rendered useless by the creation of the Steel Bridge.

One of the topics was [[TechnoPastoralism]]

Housing Behind Inequality
The results are consistent with the argument that consumer price
disinflation and the deregulation of the US mortgage market during the
1980s and 1990s acted as positive credit supply shocks (with high
inflation and credit market regulation in the 1970s acting as artificial
borrowing constraints). The associated decline in nominal interest
rates lowered the cost of owning a home and increased the demand
for housing for creditconstrained households (Ellis 2005). The
resulting increase in housing demand led to higher relative prices for
land in areas that were constrained in terms of new housing supply.

This rise in the relative price of land, in turn, led to an increase in the
share of nominal spending on housing.3 Sommer et al. (2013) and
Stiglitz (2015) outline theories that are consistent with this story.
The results are robust to different measures of housing capital income,
to controls for observable statelevel characteristics (e.g. population
and income growth), and to unobservable state factors that do not vary
with time (e.g. local amenities and distance to the coast). source

How Change Gets Made
Anyone who has read this blog for a while knows that I was an early
and vociferous critic of the Obama administration's Grand Bargain.I
first wrote about it in January of 2009, before Obama was inaugurated.
And I didn't let up for more than four years, until it was well and truly
dead and buried. If zombie Grand Bargain comes back under the next
president you can be sure I'll go right for the head. It was always a
fatuously stupid notion that it was worth cutting Social Security to "get
it off the table" on the assumption that they would get something even
better in return. You can't make old people eat cat food as a bargaining
chip.The good news is that virtually every high level Democrat,
including President Obama, Senator Sanders and Secretary Clinton, is
now talking about expanding the program rather than cutting it. It's
completely turned around. And according to this fantastic article, it
happened because of good old fashioned progressive activism.I
should just note that those of us who opposed Obama's position did
not demonize him or call him names. We assumed he was making a
political calculation and that calculation was a mistake, not that he was
corrupt or that he truly wanted old people to suffer. We were harsh in
our criticism of the policy but it wasn't personal and we didn't indict his
character  at least I didn't and I can't think of any people who worked
on this problem who did. I do not agree with the proposition that the
only thing politicians ever respond to is pain. People who believe that
have a very cramped view of human nature. It sometimes works and it
sometimes doesn't but it's no guarantee of success. Indeed, enduring
change requires changing hearts and mindsProgressives have done

something real and important here. They moved the Democratic Party
toward a more progressive position on a vital issue by banding
together and persistently fighting for it. They should be proud of it.
source

How Electing a Black President Increased
Racism
It would be comforting to believe that, whatever tribulations Clinton
may endure personally, her presidency will still reduce sexism in
society at large. Sadly, reactions to Obama suggest the picture is not
so simple. In 2009, Stanford psychologists reported that having
supported Obama actually made respondents more likely to choose a
white job applicant over a black one. A 2011 paper by the University of
Michigan’s Nicholas Valentino and Ted Brader found that Obama’s
election persuaded some whites that racism had declined, which made
them more critical of affirmative action. Thus, the election of a black
president “had the ironic effect of boosting estimates of racial
resentment.” In a new, unpublished study with Fabian Neuner and
Matthew Vandenbroek, Valentino further posits that the Obama
presidency may have given some whites “the perceived moral license
to express more critical attitudes about minorities.” source

How Facebook Conspiracy Spreads
he paper, titled “The spreading of misinformation online,” comes from
researchers at Boston University and several prominent Italian
institutions. It draws on five years of posts from 67 public Facebook
pages, roughly half devoted to conspiracy theories and half about
science news, plus two unrelated pages that served as a control
group. After analyzing that corpus, they find that, in essence,
conspiracy theories and hoaxes spread in a predictable, threestep
pattern.
The probability that a science story (orange) and conspiracy theory

(blue) will be shared at given hours after they’re initially posted.
(PNAS) Step 1: An individual or page posts a piece of conspiracy news
or information, introducing it to their social network.
Step 2: That conspiracy is voluntarily shared and propagated by
individuals who agree with the narrative — largely within the first two
hours, but again at the 20hour mark.
Step 3: The conspiracy gradually branches throughout the network
over a period of days, its speed slowing but its audience growing
continuously. Within a period of two weeks or so, the theory has been
adopted by large portions of the community — and once they’ve been
adopted, they’re “highly resistant to correction.” source

How Virtual Reality Limits Imagination
Immersive virtual experiences are immersive precisely because they do not display
"overt assemblage". The design is covert, hidden. While this creates engagement and
fluidity, it also puts the structure of the information (and its attendant conclusions)
beyond the reach of the player.
From a description of the early 2000 edutainment piece The Lost Museum:
That was our intention. We quickly learned, however, that we had
fallen into a pattern that is seemingly intrinsic to the spatial interactive
game approach. Instead of expanding the historical imagination of
users and promoting their active inquiry, we had actually limited the
choices open to them, in particular curtailing their ability to make
informational linkages and to draw their own conclusions. In short, the
narrative outcomes were preordained, confirming only the
predominance of designers over users— as demonstrated by ‘test’
audiences of teachers and students who gleefully clicked on different
3D exhibits but professed utter bewilderment about the significance of
what they found. (On the coercive power of the multimedia designer,
see Cubitt 2000, pp. 167–168.)

Huffington Without the Resources

But former staffers almost uniformly disagree, and they attribute
Salon’s current editorial quality to Jeffers’ goal of getting big traffic
numbers and paying little attention to the site’s editorial side.
"We adopted a Huffington Post model, but we didn't have the
resources to scale in a way that would've allowed for that kind of a
model to actually work. We had 20 people, not 300,” one former staffer
said. “I don't think Cindy ever realized that, and instead of modernizing
within reason, while protecting the integrity of the brand — which was
Salon's most valuable asset, by far — she decided to go full tilt for
traffic, and it destroyed the brand." source

Hugo's Closet
Victor Hugo locked away all his coats so he couldn't go outside, in order to force him to
stay inside and finish The Hunchback of Notre Dame. The story has been exaggerated
over the years, but the heart of it is true.
By the summer of 1830, Victor Hugo was facing an impossible
deadline. Twelve months earlier, the famous French author had made
an agreement with his publisher that he would write a new book titled,
The Hunchback of Notre Dame.
Instead of writing the book, Hugo spent the next year pursuing other
projects, entertaining guests, and delaying his work on the text. Hugo’s
publisher had become frustrated by his repeated procrastination and
responded by setting a formidable deadline. The publisher demanded
that Hugo finish the book by February of 1831—less than 6 months
away.
Hugo developed a plan to beat his procrastination. He collected all of
his clothes, removed them from his chambers, and locked them away.
He was left with nothing to wear except a large shawl. Lacking any
suitable clothing to go outdoors, Hugo was no longer tempted to leave
the house and get distracted. Staying inside and writing was his only
option. source

We find that this is a bit exaggerated, at least according to translations available of
Hugo's wife's biography of him. Here is what she actually says:
He could now hope for no further delay; he must be punctual to the
hour. He bought a bottle of ink and a coarse knit garment of grey
woolen which enveloped him from neck to toe, put his coats under key
so that he should have no temptation to go out, and entered into his
romance as into a prison. He was very melancholy.
From that time he left his desk only to eat and sleep. His only re
creation was an hour of conversation after dinner with some friends
who came to see him, and to whom he read at times the pages which
he. had written during the day. He read the chapter entitled Les
Cloches to M. Pierre Leroux, who thought that sort of literature entirely
superfluous. After the first chapters he became more cheerful ; his
creation took possession of him ; he felt neither fatigue, nor the cold of
winter, which' had come ; in December he worked with open windows.
He left his bearskin but once. On the morning of the 20th of
December, the Prince de Crean came and offered to take him to the
trial of the Ministers of Charles X. He went, was present at the trial,
and saw the tumult which assailed it.
During the night of the 7th of January, a brilliant light made him
suddenly look towards his window, which was always open : it was an
aurora borealis.
On the 14th of January, the book was finished. The bottle of ink which
be had bought on the first day was also finished ; he had come at the
same time to the last line and the last drop; this led him for a moment
to think of changing the title of his romance to : " What there is in a
bottle of ink." Some years afterwards he related this before Alphonse
Karr, who thought the title charming, and asked him for it as he had
done nothing with it. M. Alphonse Karr published under that collective
name several romances, among others that masterpiece of spirit and
emotion, Genevieve. source

Evgeny Morozov does something like this with his wifi card to increase productivity.

source

Humanities Majors Over Time (19872013)
As a percentage of all majors.

source

HyperTIES Demo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZi4gUjaGAM

I Am God
Speaking of that, Spolia’s mission statement deplores “personal
essays” where writing is reduced to “selfexpression.” But so many
Bookslut essays were firstperson — which I thought was meant as an
antidote to professional criticism.

Right, The New York Times Book Review was “I am God.” There
wasn’t a sense of the personal. At the time, I wanted more about what
a book means to us without dragging authority into it. Now it’s
overcorrected, but for example, there was an essay in the Walrus
recently that was like, “Stop talking about yourself in reviews!” I don’t
think that’s thoughtful either. There’s a way to do it and be smart about
it. source

I Feel Like
Short note: the "I feel like" hedge that is growing in popularity could be seen as a
general trend towards making statements inarguable, or as one Cornell linguist put it,
"relativism run amok".
This is a small example of the (sometimes) false promise of bringing feelings into
conversation. Ideally bringing feelings into a conversation should help us better
communicate, and it can do that. But basing a conversation on feelings can also
cocoon us, and protect us from selfexamination. After all, who are you to dispute what
I feel?
But of course we do care that what you feel has some relation to reality, as making a
better reality is in fact our joint project. I may "feel like" it's insulting to say that cops
shoot black men more than white men, and you may "feel like" it's obvious that they do;
at the end of the day the first step in making a better society is to determine whether
they are in fact shooting black men at a higher rate or not. (They are).
It's probably also useful to investigate why people "feel like" things that are clearly
happening are not happening, from a social change perspective. But without some
reference to an objective reality, even feelings can't be analyzed in useful ways. The
interpretation of the feeling that "The CIA is out to get me" is going to be very different
based on whether the CIA is actually out to get you or not.

[[The I Feel Like Paradox]] is that it offers the appearance of acceptance of other
opinions while simultaneously putting one's thoughts out of reach of others.
NYT source Language Log source

ID2 Controversy
The Polaroid ID2 System was implicated in the debates around Polaroid's dealings
with the apartheid regime in South Africa. Here we examine the claims made of it.
[caption id="attachment_330" align="alignnone" width="660"]Image Illustration from a
Polaroid Revolutionary Workers Movement pamphlet (source)[/caption]
Polaroid did admit that about 20% of the film they sold in South Africa ended up used
for the passbooks, a tool of oppression in South Africa. See Pass Laws
But according to Polaroid in 1971, only sixtyfive systems were sold to South Africa
before sales were stopped, and none of those systems were sold to government
agencies.
However the Polaroid Revolutionary Workers Movement countered that sales were still
going on through indirect channels.
Additionally, Polaroid lied from 1971 to 1978, claiming that they had ceased supplying
materials to the regime, when in fact there was an elaborate shell game which allowed
them to sell through a third party.

"sixtyfive systems", "20% of film": see Widmer, 1970 for UPI. paid
Source: ID2 Controversy

Identity Headlines
Most retweeters and Facebook reposters aren't informing, or even arguing. They are
using headlines the way one might use a bumper sticker: to express who there are and
bond with others.
From a user’s point of view, every share, like or comment is both an
act of speech and an accretive piece of a public identity. Maybe some
people want to be identified among their networks as news junkies,
news curators or as some sort of objective and wellinformed reader.
Many more people simply want to share specific beliefs, to tell people

what they think or, just as important, what they don’t. A newspaper
style story or a dry, matteroffact headline is adequate for this
purpose. But even better is a headline, or meme, that skips straight to
an ideological conclusion or rebuts an argument. source

Much position taking is not substantive, but presentational. See [[Identity More Than
Policy]]
In [[Partisan Sorting]] people first sort into parties based on belief, but then have beliefs
molded by party.
Amber Case's [[Templated Self]] is an attempt to understand how UI mediates
expression of identity.
Identity Headlines combined with homogeneous groups can create a [[Filter Bubble]]

Identity More Than Policy
Supporters of Sanders, on the whole, were not to the left of supporters of Clinton on
policy. Instead, there was something more presentational about the divide  how they
chose to express belief more than belief itself.
Perhaps for that reason, the generational difference in ideology seems
not to have translated into more liberal positions on concrete policy
issues — even on the specific issues championed by Mr. Sanders. For
example, young Democrats were less likely than older Democrats to
support increased government funding of health care, substantially
less likely to favor a higher minimum wage and less likely to support
expanding government services. Their distinctive liberalism is mostly a
matter of adopting campaign labels, not policy preferences. source

Ideologically Defined Parties Have Reduced
Capacity to Govern
Polarization in Congress derives from both sincere ideological
differences about policy means and ends and strategic behavior to

exploit those differences to win elections. The combination of high
ideological stakes and intense competition for party control of the
national government has all but eliminated the incentives for significant
bipartisan cooperation on important national problems. Consequently,
polarization has reduced congressional capacity to govern. Congress
has been less productive in legislation, more prone to delays in
appropriating funds, and increasingly slow in handling executive and
judicial appointments. While hard to quantify, there is considerable
evidence for a decline in the quality of legislative deliberation and
legislation. Of significant concern is the extent to which this reduction
in legislative capacity has contributed to a shift in the constitutional
balance as it enhanced opportunities for executive and judicial
encroachments on legislative prerogatives. source

Imagined Audience and Microcelebrity
This article investigates how content producers navigate ‘imagined
audiences’ on Twitter. We talked with participants who have different
types of followings to understand their techniques, including targeting
different audiences, concealing subjects, and maintaining authenticity.
Some techniques of audience management resemble the practices of
‘microcelebrity’ and personal branding, both strategic self
commodification. Our model of the networked audience assumes a
manytomany communication through which individuals conceptualize
an imagined audience evoked through their tweets. source

Imagined Audience on Social Network Sites
The findings reveal that even though users often interacted with large
diverse audiences as they posted, they coped by envisioning either
very broad abstract imagined audiences or more targeted specific
imagined audiences composed of personal ties, professional ties,
communal ties, and/or phantasmal ties. When people had target
imagined audiences in mind, they were most often homogeneous and
composed of people’s friends and family. source

Impressions of Objectivity
Bibiliometrics are the rage in academia, attempting to quantify the quality and impact of
publication. As Paul Jump notes, getting impact down to a number gives "at least the
impression of objectivity." But what are some of the drawbacks? (html)
Jump reviews a new report, The Metric Tide: Report of the Independent Review of the
Role of Metrics in Research Assessment and Management, and pulls out some
dangers of bibliometrics.
First, research managers can become “overreliant on indicators that are widely felt to
be problematic or not properly understood". Every metric has strengths and
weaknesses, but this is not always understood institutionally.
Second, these metrics can distort research priorities, push early career researchers to
focus on publishing the "right" things in places with the highest Impact Factor instead
of making the most useful contributions to research.
Third, bibliometrics have a gender bias. Research shows that men are reluctant to cite
women.
Altmetrics, which would quanitfy impact outside of the normal journal citation
calculations show some promise. These would look at mentions in blogs, media, and
other digital publication. But altmetrics are even more highly sensitive to context than
traditional bibliometrics.
And, we'd add, what is the chance they'd avoid the gender bias and incessant gaming
already on display in traditional bibliometrics?

Virtual and IRL tipping are practices that may increase inequity. But what are our other
options? See How to End Tipping
Source: Impressions of Objectivity

Incentives Change Thinking
Tyler Cowen notes a study that shows that the promise of a reward for behavior

distorts our perceptions of that behavior.
When you know you might be paid to eat an insect, you sample more
“yumproinsect” propaganda, and you interpret it more favorably.
Furthermore subjects do not in advance predict these selfpersuasion
effects. So “bait and switch” marketing techniques may succeed in
warming individuals up to ideas, even if the promised prize is
eventually yanked. source
On a less disgusting note, consider someone who is asked to move to Detroit as part
of a job promotion. In an ideal market they would weigh the downsides of moving to
Detroit against the upsides of the raise ad promotion. In reality, the promise of the raise
will push them to notice netpositive information about Detroit and miss negative
information.
As Cowen notes, the perceptions may continue to exist, even if the prize is yanked. So,
for instance, if suddenly the job is not going to pay more it will not change the
impression we have built up about Detroit as a place to live.

Indeterminate Sentencing
Indeterminate sentencing was the norm in the U. S. penal system through the 1970s.
Under indeterminate sentencing, prisoners could be released at any point by parole
boards, and the sentence handed down in court was meant only as a maximum.
Indeterminate sentencing put the focus of imprisonment on rehabilitation, but also
resulted in vastly unequal sentences for similar crimes. Given what we know about the
nature of racism, it's reasonable to believe that many of these inequities fell along
racial lines.
The first indeterminate sentencing system became law in Ohio in 1885.
Following Ohio's lead, indeterminate sentencing was gradually
adopted by all states and remained the nation's sentencing system
through the 1970s. Indeterminate sentencing encourages
"individualized" sentencing where rehabilitation of the offender is a key
determinant for release from incarceration.
Generally, a judge issuing an indeterminate sentence sets the term of

incarceration at the maximum allowed by law. The actual time served
is later determined by the parole board which, in its own judgment of
the offenders' rehabilitation, determines the date of release and hence,
the actual time served.
Uncertainty abounds under indeterminate sentencing. Similar
offenders with similar offenses can have significant variations in time
served, varying from very short to very long sentences.
Although indeterminate sentencing is one of the norms for sentencing,
mandatory sentences are frequently found sprinkled throughout the
states' criminal statutes and sentencing laws. In many cases
mandatory sentences are passed in the legislatures for the specific
purpose of curtailing the decision making authority of the parole
boards. Sometimes, they are enacted as a response to a particularly
heinous and highly publicized crime. source

Information Density of Print
In the meantime, I'll take issue with the bolded part of Mendelsohn's
comment. Video has many benefits, but information density generally
isn't one of them. In fact, it's the very reason I loathe video. I can read
the transcript of a onehour speech in about five or ten minutes and
easily pick out precisely what's interesting and what's not. With video, I
have to slog through the full hour. Generally speaking, my habit is to
never click a link that goes to video. It's just such a waste of time.
source

Information Literacy Requires Content
Knowledge
You see something like this on Facebook:

Should you repost it? Is it trustworthy? Did Hillary steal Nevada?
You can get a certain distance with general information literacy. For instance, clicking
through, you can see that this is an opinion piece, not a news report:

Even if it was not marked in that way, the tone of the first line marks it as opinion:
"Hillary Clinton’s State Department has been revealed to be indefensibly unethical."
But just because it's opinion doesn't mean you should throw it out. What is the nature
of this paper?
You could look at other stories, but you need to understand the nature of those stories
to understand the nature of the site:

If you're a politically informed person you can tell this site is not only right wing, but
tending toward the conspiracist right wing. But you know that because you've read
enough from reliable news outlets to know that these are conspiracist fringe topics.
But if you get all your news from Facebook, how do you know what's valid and what's
not? You haven't even clicked through most headlines to see where they are from. See

[[Identity Headlines]]
Now you can look at the publisher:

To me, this is game over  the publisher is Jared Kushner!
Jared Kushner is Donald Trump's soninlaw, married to Ivanka Trump. He's a top
advisor to the Trump campaign. The paper has become a vehicle of the Trump
campaign as well.
This takes me less than 30 seconds  I click, see it's an opinion article, click on the
about page  it's a Trump publication.
If you are not politically aware, however, you're not going to know where to look. I
zeroed in on the publisher, because I knew who he was. I know the other articles are
fringe because I keep up on the news. I can scan, others have to research. This is the
difference background knowledge gives you.

Information Warfare
Less than 18 months later, the Kremlin released its updated military
doctrine, which cemented “the intensification of the role of information
warfare” in Russian foreign policy. One feature of modern military
conflict, it said, is:
[T]he prior implementation of measures of information warfare in order
to achieve political objectives without the utilization of military force
and, subsequently, in the interest of shaping a favourable response
from the world community to the utilization of military force.
A key task for modernizing the Russian military to be more effective in
modern conflict, the doctrine concluded, is “to develop forces and
resources for information warfare.”
This use of information warfare as a primary tool of warfare was put
into play during the Euromaidan crisis in Ukraine, and later during the
ongoing conflict in the Donbass region of Eastern Ukraine. Russia’s
information operations about Ukraine have been so sophisticated and
so extensive that it has become its own genre of research. source

Inhospitable Writing
Much web writing is "inhospitable to strangers": it uses text to build a conversational in
group, making it clear to outsiders that they are not a part of the conversation. Here's
an example of inhospitable writing: Guns and Speech Commodity Activism, A Blog
Post
Picking up on Josh's "quick think" on notions of an activism of symbols, a couple of
things come to mind (imagine that, right? Me on a tangent!). First of all, as Jane
mentioned, all things are not equal: sometimes words really do hurt. More importantly,
the gun divide in our country makes action impossible, This leads to something similar
to the Commodity Activism that I've mentioned here before. When you can't take action
on an issue, you crave ways to signal concern. Why wouldn't you?
How'd that make you feel reading that? Did you feel invited in? Or did you feel left out?

Who is "Josh"? Who's "Jane"?
Why is the phrase "quick think" linked and quoted? Is that an inside joke I don't know
about? Who is this "me" and why is it funny they are on a tangent? Is this "things are
not equal" post important? What's not equal? Am I supposed to have read these
previous posts first?
If you blog, you probably think that your posts don't read like this. And they probably
don't to your friends. But to strangers they feel like this. And to students the papers and
posts you assign may feel like this as well.
Posts like this build a community, and use links and references to other conversations
to strengthen that community. They build friendships, and friendships are important.
They feel good to people in the community. But it comes at a price to outsiders.

These techniques come over from Usenet and BBS culture. See Before Posting to
NetNews

InMarket, Print Is King
http://www.medialifemagazine.com/thinkpaperswebsitesaregainingthinkagain/
“It’s totally unsurprising that print readership has been shrinking, but it is extremely
surprising that inmarket online readership hasn’t been growing,” says Hsiang Iris Chyi,
Ph.D., an associate professor at the School of Journalism at the University of Texas at
Austin. She wrote the paper with Ori Tenenboim, a doctoral student at UT.

Instead of Big Data Try Basic Data
While vendors talk about big data, the data districts and colleges actually need is often
ridiculously simple:
For example, the state collects student attendance data, but right now
that data only shows how many kids are going to school every day on
average. "You might have 99 percent of students attending," Miller
said, "but in fact there are six kids who are chronically absent." The
new data will be able to point out to teachers the specific students who

are consistently missing school, so the teachers could investigate the
root causes behind absences and try to address them.
The state also collects high school graduation rates, but many
students drop out in middle school. CORE is now collecting this
information, as well as highlighting the names of individual students
who are not on track to graduate on time. source

Some of these examples may be seen as moving from [[From Precinct to Voter]].

Internet of Broken Things
Phrase coined by Ward Cunningham in 2014 denoting the coming disaster of Internet
of Things incompatibility, bugginess, and security issues. The problem? We don't own
the pieces we think we do. The smart device is built on a substrate of constantly
shifting licenses, enduser agreements, APIs, and marketing agreements.
This is how the internet of things will work. All the things will be
interesting. We will think we own them because we will have bought
them. But we won't own all the pieces that give them utility.
The pieces will include some service that promised to provide value
unless you read the fine print. Companies will be bought and sold.
Databases will accumulate mistakes. Things will stop working. The
compounding of complexity will make it in no ones interest to go fix the
thing, even if it is just one line missing.
I've been asked why I run wires throughout my house to connect
together sensors. Wouldn't radio be better? Yes, but those sensors
(and radios) still need power. I'd rather do without the weak link of
anything that needs routine attention, even if just once a year.

See also [[Trash Crash]]

Internet Teaches AI Chatbot Racism

The Internet managed to teach Microsoft's new AI chatbot racism, antisemitism,
sexism, and conspiracy theories in one day.

Microsoft's Tay AI is youthful beyond just its vaguely hipsounding
dialogue  it's overly impressionable, too. The company has grounded
its Twitter chat bot (that is, temporarily shutting it down) after people
taught it to repeat conspiracy theories, racist views and sexist remarks.
We won't echo them here, but they involved 9/11, GamerGate, Hitler,
Jews, Trump and lessthanrespectful portrayals of President Obama.
Yeah, it was that bad. The account is visible as we write this, but the
offending tweets are gone; Tay has gone to "sleep" for now. source

Screencaps from CBS News in LA. source
Researchers could have predicted this. A similar issue happened with Watson. See
[[FoulMouthed Watson]]
There were numerous other issues with Tay. See [[Eliza from Hell]]
Speaking of conspiracy theories, statistical modeling can help debunk them. See
[[Failure Curves for Conspiracies]]

Introduction of the Facebook News Feed

There has been an overwhelmingly negative public response to
Facebook’s launch of two new products yesterday. The products,
called News Feed and Mini Feed, allow users to get a quick view of
what their friends are up to, including relationship changes, groups
joined, pictures uploaded, etc., in a streaming news format. Many tens
of thousands of Facebook users are not happy with the changes.
Frank Gruber notes that a Facebook group has been formed called
“Students Against Facebook News Feed”. A commenter in our
previous post said the group was closing in on 100,000 members as of
9:33 PM PST, less than a day after the new features were launched.
There are rumors of hundreds of other Facebook groups calling for a
removal of the new features. A site calling to boycott Facebook on
September 12 has also been put up, as well as a petition to have the
features removed. Other sites are popping up as well. There seems to
be no counterbalancing group or groups in favor of the changes.
Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg has responded
personally, saying “Calm down. Breathe. We hear you.” and “We didn’t
take away any privacy options.” source

Iron Law of Wikipedia
One of their most striking findings is that, even on Wikipedia, the so
called “Iron Law of Oligarchy”—a.k.a. rule by an elite few—holds sway.
German sociologist Robert Michels coined the phrase in 1911, while
studying Italian political parties, and it led him to conclude that
democracy was doomed. “He ended up working for Mussolini,” said
DeDeo, who naturally learned about Michels via Wikipedia.
“You start with a decentralized democratic system, but over time you
get the emergence of a leadership class with privileged access to
information and social networks,” DeDeo explained. “Their interests
begin to diverge from the rest of the group. They no longer have the
same needs and goals. So not only do they come to gain the most
power within the system, but they may use it in ways that conflict with
the needs of everybody else.”

He and Heaberlin found that the same is true of Wikipedia. The core
norms governing the community were created by roughly 100 users—
but the community now numbers about 30,000.
A January paper published in Physical Review E by physicists at the
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology would seem to
support that finding. That study found that a fairly small number of
Wikipedia editors exert a major influence on the site. And just as
DeDeo and Heaberlin’s analysis predicts, that editing inequality is
increasing over time. It’s now quite rare for a newcomer to break into
the upper echelons of socalled “supereditors.” source

Isolated Incident
As long as white people remain unconvinced that policing is a
fundamentally antiBlack, racist enterprise in this country, the police
will keep killing unarmed Black people. As long as the ridiculous
argument that this is “just an isolated incident” proceeds unchecked,
Black bodies will continue to pile up. Local juries might opt to throw the
book at “individual” suspects, but individual solutions will not solve the
epidemic of police murder. As of February 2015, the police were killing
someone every eight hours. That is simply too much killing, and it far
outpaces the police murder rate in every other developed country.
source

It Just Hadn't Read It
It’s a hard story for journalists to tell. Journalists are, despite their
political reputation, fundamentally conservative. The only way to keep
explaining what’s happening in the world, day after day, is to rely on
some basic frames. Cause and effect have to unfold within stable
institutions, according to accepted rules.A story that falls outside the
everyday frames—The mayor is a crackhead who leaves a trail of
violence where he goes, say, or This beloved entertainer is accused of
being a serial rapist—requires a radical shift of perspective. Possibly
the best and truest part of the movie Spotlight was how much of the

Boston Globe’s investigation into the Catholic Church’s secret sexual
abuse came out of the Globe’s own morgue. The paper had already
written the story, piece by piece. It just hadn’t read it. source

It Was Gingrich
From the day he entered Congress in 1979, Gingrich had a strategy to
create a Republican majority in the House: convincing voters that the
institution was so corrupt that anyone would be better than the
incumbents, especially those in the Democratic majority. It took him 16
years, but by bringing ethics charges against Democratic leaders;
provoking them into overreactions that enraged Republicans and
united them to vote against Democratic initiatives; exploiting scandals
to create even more public disgust with politicians; and then recruiting
GOP candidates around the country to run against Washington,
Democrats and Congress, Gingrich accomplished his goal.
Ironically, after becoming speaker, Gingrich wanted to enhance
Congress’s reputation and was content to compromise with President
Bill Clinton when it served his interests. But the forces Gingrich
unleashed destroyed whatever comity existed across party lines,
activated an extreme and virulently antiWashington base — most
recently represented by tea party activists — and helped drive
moderate Republicans out of Congress. (Some of his progeny, elected
in the early 1990s, moved to the Senate and polarized its culture in the
same way.)

Joe Pyne's Radio Show
Pyne's radio show from the 1950s and 60s was an early pioneer of the confrontational
style of talk show that would later come to dominate AM radio and cable TV.
There are many documented cases of Pyne getting into altercations
with people on his show. He preferred controversial guests such as
Sam Sloan and invited members of the Ku Klux Klan, the American
Nazi Party, and followers of murderer Charles Manson. Pyne argued

this was educational, since it exposed these violent groups to the
public eye.[9] The Joe Pyne Show was not only verbally
confrontational: at times the conflict became physical, with chairs being
thrown at Pyne by the interviewee. If the "discussion" got too heated,
the guest would often walk off, or Pyne would himself throw the guest
off the show. Still, Pyne once described himself as an "overly
compensating introvert." source

Joel's Two Observations on UI
Joel Splosky argues that designs have to make sense without manuals or instructions.
When you design user interfaces, it's a good idea to keep two
principles in mind:
Users don't have the manual, and if they did, they wouldn't read it.
In fact, users can't read anything, and if they could, they wouldn't
want to.
These are not, strictly speaking, facts, but you should act as if they are
facts, for it will make your program easier and friendlier. Designing with
these ideas in mind is called respecting the user, which means, not
having much respect for the user. Confused? Let me explain.
By the last bit, he means you have to assume that users are very very stupid and
careless and unfocused. Not because they are that way as people, but because they
are that way with your piece of software.

Similar points are mad in [[Considerate Software]]
The inventor of the World Wide Web cautions that much web UI incentivizes bad
behavior. See [[BernersLee on a Harmonious Web]]
A good example of this from architecture is [[Norman Doors]].
{{Tags: UI, UX, interface design, easy to learn}}

Johnson Pastures Fire
The fire at the Johnson Pastures Commune became a symbol of the excesses and
issues of communes more generally, at least in Vermont.
The quest for a utopia soon turned into a selfdestructive orgy of
excess, many participants concluded, culminating symbolically in the
fire that razed the big house at the Johnson's Pastures Commune, by
far the largest of the communes. The blaze, on April 16, 1970, killed
four people.
Chuck Light, a witness and member of the commune at the time,
recalled during a panel discussion that the fire at the commune known
as J. P. was precipitated when, after a night of drinking and drugs,
someone tipped over a candle.
''I was living in a hovel in the back of a truck at the time,'' Mr. Light
said. ''We heard screaming and came running; people were leaping
out of secondstory windows. The old wooden house went up in
minutes.''
That blaze, he concluded, ''became a central symbol of the movement,
symbolic of the personal fires and conflicts that were going on around
us and among us.'' source

Johnson Pastures Slum
Johnson Pastures, one of the better known Vermont communes, became a "slum" as
participation broadened. The first arrivals shared common philosophy and values,
future buses that arrived did not.
''The Red Clover Collective was the educated, affluent kids,'' Mr.
Lieberman said. ''The people at the Free Farm were middleclass kids,
emulating the Red Clover hippies, and the J. P. was the Ellis Island of
the commune movement, drawing people with nowhere to go and
nothing else to do.''

In fact, Johnson's Pastures and its membership policies, or lack
thereof, became the epitome of the movement in its extreme. The
former landowner, Michael Carpenter, a silent, bearded man who
attended the weekend sessions, set an opendoor policy, refusing to
turn away anyone.
The result, said Mr. Light, was that ''during the summer of 1969,
somewhere between 800 and 1,000 people passed through the J. P.
Lots of them would come in buses. The place became a slum. The
class differences were very relevant; the first communards had shared
values and education, but it quickly sank to the lowest common
denominator  the criminal element. What happened at the J. P. was a
colossal failure.'' source

Joke Cocoon
Cocoon of familiarity is a phrase I've heard in a number of contexts, this is one.
Most jokes are novelty within a cocoon of familiarity  @NewYorker
cartoon Editor Bob Mankoff, speaking at @SPXcomics #SPX2014
source

July 23, 2015
Midjuly was a turning point for the Clinton campaign as the email issue trickled out
and was often misrepresented by the media.
The article, on July 23, said the Justice Department had been asked to
open its own investigation into whether the Clinton email cache
violated rules for classified material, worrisome enough for a
presidential campaign. Worse, the first version on the paper’s website
reported that the probe was “criminal” and focused specifically on
Clinton. The paper later corrected the story to clarify the investigation
was into the “security” of the emails—and the campaign demanded the
Times investigate how editors had permitted such a highstakes
mistake to occur. But the damage had already been done. The story

not only had a second life, but it seemed to confirm the charges of
critics who claimed Clinton wasn’t telling the truth. source
{{Tags: Election 2016, Hillary Clinton, Campaign}}

Junto
"Juntos" were events organized by Ben Franklin in his youth that served to help spread
academic and community knowledge among its participants. Pronounced "hoonto",
and derived from the Spanish for "to join", the structure of these events has some
lessons for those putting together informal learning today.
Franklin described the event in his Autobiography:
I should have mentioned before, that, in the autumn of the preceding year, [1727] I had
form'd most of my ingenious acquaintance into a club of mutual improvement, which
we called the Junto; we met on Friday evenings. The rules that I drew up required that
every member, in his turn, should produce one or more queries on any point of Morals,
Politics, or Natural Philosophy, to be discuss'd by the company; and once in three
months produce and read an essay of his own writing, on any subject he pleased.
The group was far from elitist. It included in various incarnations cabinet makers,
bartenders, printers, surveyors, and shoemakers. cite) The men were all from
Philadelphia and shared amongst them a spirit of inquiry.
Particularly of interest were the rules of debate, which Franklin devised to encourage
free exploration of ideas rather than intellectual contest.
Our debates were to be under the direction of a president, and to be conducted in the
sincere spirit of inquiry after truth, without fondness for dispute or desire of victory; and
to prevent warmth, all expressions of positiveness in opinions, or direct contradiction,
were after some time made contraband, and prohibited under small pecuniary
penalties.
Here, warmth refers to "heatedness". And to prevent the conversation from heating up,
no one is allowed to make direct contradictions of one another, or to declare their
certainty that they are right. To engage with others, all must approach the conversation
with an attitude of uncertainty.

The full text describing the Junto is here.
[http://nationalhumanitiescenter.org/pds/becomingamer/ideas/text4/juntolibrary.pdf pdf]
Franklin limited the Junto to twelve members. [[Twelve Is an Interesting Number]].
To gain membership, you had to answer affirmatively to the [[Four Junto Questions]]

Kawaii
Kawaii denotes a form of adultaccepted cuteness that emerged in Japanese culture
but soon spread globally.
The term kawaii in its modern form emerged in the 1970s, according to
a paper written by professor Sharon Kinsella of the University of
Manchester. She says that it sprung out from a trend in “cute
handwriting,” but that soon childlike cuteness became the dominant
pop culture and fashion aesthetic of the period. It was during this
decade that Sanrio came to prominence, introducing the megapopular
Hello Kitty in 1974 and soon becoming a billiondollarsayear
company. Kawaii culture only grew bigger as time went on, showing up
in household appliances, food, and sex toys.

The rise of Kawaii may be tied to an [[Aesthetic of Powerlessness]]  the cute indicates
a restricted agency that does not in fact exist.
Kawaii was succeeded in part by [[KimoKawaii]] culture, which blended cuteness with
the disturbing, adult, or surreal.

Kay on Modern Research
Q: Having been part of the legendary Xerox PARC, how do you find
the research labs and efforts by some of the biggest technology
companies including IBM, Google, Apple and Facebook today? Are
there learnings from your experience that can be applied in modern
research?
A: My experience over the last 50 years has been that the quality of

research results is mostly highly correlated to the quality of the funding
and administration of the funding. This “finds” the “best” and “right”
people, who in turn “find” the best things to work on. This has not
existed in the US in any comparable way since the 60s and 70s. But
take a look at what Sam Altman is doing at YC Research. Vishal Sikka
and Infosys are helping here. (Sikka, the CEO of India’s second largest
software company Infosys, is an advisor with the “Open AI” project,
along with Kay). source

Keeping Complexity in the Frame
Frame 394 follows a young man from Toronto who entangles himself in one of
America’s most highprofile policeinvolved shootings.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZSb00oSzuY
Kenbak1
The Kenbak1 is widely considered to be the world's first "personal
computer". Designed and invented by John Blankenbaker of Kenbak Corporation in
1970, and was first sold in early 1971.
Image
Blankenbaker notes one of his big mistakes was trying to sell into schools instead of to
hobbyists (as Apple would later do). See [[PO Death]]
Others consider the [[Programma 101]] to be the first personal computer, though the
cost of that machine was significantly greater, and marketing was targeted at
businesses.

KimoKawaii
KimoKawaii subverts traditional cultures of "cuteness" by adding deeper adult themes,
violence, or surreality to [[Kawaii]] content.

The traditional characteristics of kawaii, according to Kinsella, are
“sweet, adorable, innocent, pure, simple, genuine, gentle, vulnerable,
weak and inexperienced.” In the ‘90s, though, younger Japanese
people, bored of those traits, coined “kimokawaii.” The early Internet
meme of the “dancing baby” originated in America but came across in
Japan as prime kimokawaii, becoming popular enough to appear in a
Toyota ad. source
Later development in KimoKawaii have been more brutal than surreal, such as
Gloomy Bear
Gloomy Bear,[1][2][3] a 2 m tall, violent, pink bear that eats humans.
The design is an antithesis to the excessively cute products produced
by Disney, Sanrio's Hello Kitty, and other companies. Mori Chack
believes that humans and animals are incompatible, and an animal is
wild by nature. This is expressed most pronouncedly by the Gloomy
Bear, which is often shown blood stained and attacking humans.
Gloomy Bear is also available in different colors with slightly different

designs. There is also a Space Invaders 30th anniversary gloomy
bear. wikipedia

There's a larger trend here that I can't quite put my finger on. KickAss is a film that
involves a young and adorable girl engaging in bloody horrific violence. Anime has
done this for a long time. Perhaps the disturbing issue is that the [[aesthetic of
powerlessness]] is shown to be a facade?
What does it mean when we make violence cute?

Kos Says Worst
With news that a proClinton PAC is spending money to “push back
against” online commenters attacking Hillary Clinton, this site has
degenerated into the nastiest meta infighting I’ve ever seen. Worse
than 2008’s Clinton v Obama battles, and (maybe) worse than 2004’s
Dean v Clark v Kerry shitstorm. source

Kranzberg's Laws of Technology
Melvin Kranzberg's six laws of technology:
Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral.
Invention is the mother of necessity.
Technology comes in packages, big and small.
Although technology might be a prime element in many public issues,
nontechnical factors take precedence in technologypolicy decisions.
All history is relevant, but the history of technology is the most relevant.
Technology is a very human activity  and so is the history of technology.
Sources: Wikipedia, Hansen 2003

Labor Illusion
While we say that we only care about results, in reality we tend to value results based

on the effort we perceive people put into a task. Artists get asked "How long did this
take you to paint?" and workers that accomplish little but leave late are seen to be
exemplary workers. Some psychologists refer this to the "labor illusion". And the
ubiquity of complaining about long days at the office suggests that people tend to apply
this idea to themselves, too, giving more weight to time spent laboring than actual
accomplishments. Because one, of course, does not necessarily lead to another:
Consider the recent study, for example, that found office workers routinely fib about
working 80hour weeks in order to get ahead at work. Their bosses mostly fell for it,
suggesting that they couldn’t tell the difference in terms of what their subordinates
actually got done. (post)
via Labor Illusion | Hapgood.

Lack of Longbow Adoption
A theory of why the French never adopted the longbow, based on institutional
constraints.
Our theory resolves the longbow puzzle by recognizing that military
technol ogy adoption is often constrained by institutional context. We
argue that, unlike
the crossbow, the longbow had three critical features that, in
combination, con strained its widespread adoption. First, the longbow
required large numbers of
archers to be effective, and the number of individuals privately willing
to develop
longbow skills was never sufficient to meet this demand. Second, as a
result, a
ruler who wanted to adopt the longbow had to create and enforce a
culture of
archery through tournaments, financial incentives, and laws supporting
longbow
use to ensure sufficient numbers of archers. Third, the longbow was
cheap and
easy to make—in fact, many archers made their own bows—and
because of this,

where there was a large number of citizens who had been trained in
proficient
use of the bow, there was a potential army of archers.
A ruler who adopted the longbow by creating a culture of archery thus
effectively armed a large segment of his population, which in turn
created an opportunity that a usurping noble
with an eye on the Crown could exploit. Such a noble could organize
effective re bellion against his ruler by utilizing the large number of
citizens with the human
capital required for proficient use of the cheap and easytoproduce
weapon. source

Lack of Movable Voters
Because of intense polarization, few voters are movable. source

Lance Armstrong Conspiracy Test
Is this conceivable? In 50 years! You, an intelligent Quoranian, know
that it’s not. Consider Lance Armstrong. One man with a small team.
Could he keep his doping secret?
Yet the MLDs would have you believe that not one of NASAs
thousands blabbed for big bucks in all this time. C’mon! It just isn’t
credible, is it? source

Learning Is Not Fun
Learning is not always fun, and maybe it shouldn't be.
Firstly, the premise is all wrong. Anybody who plays video games
knows that they are not FUN. They are always engaging, but they are
also often anxiety provoking, sometimes frustrating, occasionally
angerinducing. Secondly, the conclusion is absurd: learning is not, nor
should it always be FUN. Learning is hard and learning can sometimes

be excruciatingly painful. It forces you to sever ties to existing ways of
understanding the world and replace them more articulate ones.
Almost three millennia ago, when Plato described the process of
education in The Republic, he used the metaphor of walking out of a
dark cave and staring into the sun. At first, the light burns your eyes,
but slowly you adjust to a new way of seeing. There’s nothing FUN
about that.
The truth is that games and digital interactive learning platforms can
help students become as passionate about learning traditional
academic content as they are about learning to play Assasin’s Creed.
All of the ways that humans make sense of the world—poetry,
literature, math, science, engineering, history, etc.—are systems. And
playing games is essentially an immersive process through which we
learn to navigate complex systems. In other words, learning is already
a game, but learning is not fun. source

[[Addiction Is a Form of Learning]]

Least Recently Used
When search for efficiency of access, putting the least recently used thing into storage
ends up being the best rule of thumb.
We could just try Random Eviction, adding new data to the cache and
overwriting old data at random. One of the startling early results in
caching theory is that, while far from perfect, this approach is not half
bad. As it happens, just having a cache at all makes a system more
efficient, regardless of how you maintain it. Items you use often will
end up back in the cache soon anyway. Another simple strategy is
FirstIn, FirstOut (FIFO), where you evict or overwrite whatever has
been sitting in the cache the longest (as in Martha Stewart’s question
“How long have I had it?”). A third approach is Least Recently Used
(LRU): evicting the item that’s gone the longest untouched (Stewart’s
“When was the last time I wore it or used it?”).

It turns out that not only do these two mantras of Stewart’s suggest
very different policies, one of her suggestions clearly outperforms the
other. Bélády compared Random Eviction, FIFO, and variants of LRU
in a number of scenarios and found that LRU consistently performed
the closest to clairvoyance. The LRU principle is effective because of
something computer scientists call “temporal locality”: if a program has
called for a particular piece of information once, it’s likely to do so
again in the near future. Temporal locality results in part from the way
computers solve problems (for example, executing a loop that makes a
rapid series of related reads and writes), but it emerges in the way
people solve problems, too.
If you are working on your computer, you might be switching among
your email, a web browser, and a word processor. The fact that you
accessed one of these recently is a clue that you’re likely to do so
again, and, all things being equal, the program that you haven’t been
using for the longest time is also probably the one that won’t be used
for some time to come. source
LRU teaches us that the next thing we can expect to need is the last
one we needed, while the thing we’ll need after that is probably the
secondmostrecent one. And the last thing we can expect to need is
the one we’ve already gone longest without.
Unless we have good reason to think otherwise, it seems that our best
guide to the future is a mirror image of the past. The nearest thing to
clairvoyance is to assume that history repeats itself—backward.

Leslie Jones Hack
Jones had come under attack by right wing forces on the internet for
the triple crime of being black, being a woman and being in the new
Ghostbusters, and the Joseph Goebbels of the anime love pillow set,
Milo Yiannopolous (I’m not even looking up how to spell his last name
properly) sicced his horde of “AltRight,” sexist, racist GamerGaters on
her. When she fought back Milo had his Twitter account permanently
banned (we are for sure at middle school level with this shit), but that

wasn’t the end of it. Earlier this week, seemingly in revenge for Milo’s
banning, a group of horrific scumbags hacked Jones’ cloud storage
and her website, and they placed her nude photos, her driver’s license
and personal info and a video of the schlock, racist meme gorilla
Harambe on her site. source

Less a Partner than a Context
From the start, some publishers cautiously regarded Facebook as a
resource to be used only to the extent that it supported their existing
businesses, wary of giving away more than they might get back.
Others embraced it more fully, entering into formal partnerships for
revenue sharing and video production, as The New York Times has
done. Some newmedia startups, most notably BuzzFeed, have
pursued a comprehensively Facebookcentric productionand
distribution strategy. All have eventually run up against the same
reality: A company that can claim nearly every internetusing adult as a
user is less a partner than a context — a selfcontained marketplace to
which you have been granted access but which functions according to
rules and incentives that you cannot control.
The news feed is designed, in Facebook’s public messaging, to “show
people the stories most relevant to them” and ranks stories “so that
what’s most important to each person shows up highest in their news
feeds.” It is a framework built around personal connections and
sharing, where value is both expressed and conferred through the
concept of engagement. Of course, engagement, in one form or
another, is what media businesses have always sought, and
provocation has always sold news. But now the incentives are
literalized in buttons and written into software. source

Lessons of the Commune
The later, more successful communes, he said, were a result of
lessons learned in the early movement: ''that there has to be some
leadership and decisionmaking, some control of membership, that you

can't sell drugs to people in town, go skinnydipping in the town pond
and offend your neighbors.''
Then, all these years later, Mr. Houriet's eyes filled with tears and his
voice choked up. ''There was a brief, shining moment when we knew it
could work,'' he said, scanning the panel of his fellow communards.
''We knew it could work, but we blew it.'' source

Liberal Aha!
"Liberals have a less structured and more flexible cognitive style,
according to those studies. Our research indicates that cognitive
differences in people with different political orientations also are
apparent in a task that some consider to be convergent thinking:
finding a single solution to a problem," Salvi said.
Given previous findings relating political orientation with cognitive
styles, the researchers hypothesized that liberals and conservatives
would preferentially employ different processes when tackling
problems that could be solved using either an analytical or insight
approach.
"It's not that there's a different capacity to solve problems," stressed
Mark Beeman, senior author of the study and professor and chair of
psychology at Northwestern. "It's more about which processes people
end up engaging in to solve the problem." source

Liberty Alliance
Many of these political news pages will likely find their cachet begin to
evaporate after Nov. 8. But one company, the Liberty Alliance, may
have found a way to create something sustainable and even potentially
transformational, almost entirely within the ecosystem of Facebook.
The Georgiabased firm was founded by Brandon Vallorani, formerly of
Answers in Genesis, the organization that opened a museum in
Kentucky promoting a literal biblical creation narrative. Today the

Liberty Alliance has around 100 sites in its network, and about 150
Facebook pages, according to Onan Coca, the company’s 36yearold
editor in chief. He estimates their cumulative follower count to be at
least 50 million. Among the company’s partners are the former
congressman Allen West, the 2008 election personality Joe the
Plumber, the conservative actor Kirk Cameron and the former
“Saturday Night Live” cast member Victoria Jackson. Then there are
Liberty’s countless newsoriented pages, which together have become
an almost ubiquitous presence on rightleaning political Facebook in
the last few years. Their names are instructive and evocative: Eagle
Rising; Fighting for Trump; Patriot Tribune; Revive America; US
Herald; The Last Resistance.
A dozen or so of the sites are published inhouse, but posts from the
company’s small team of writers are free to be shared among the
entire network. The deal for a wouldbe Liberty Alliance member is
this: You bring the name and the audience, and the company will build
you a prefab site, furnish it with ads, help you fill it with content and
keep a cut of the revenue. Coca told me the company brought in $12
million in revenue last year. (The company declined to share
documentation further corroborating his claims about followers and
revenue.)Because the pages are run independently, the editorial
product is varied. But it is almost universally tuned to the cadences
and styles that seem to work best on partisan Facebook. It also tracks
closely to conservative Facebook media’s big narratives, which, in
turn, track with the Trump campaign’s messaging: Hillary Clinton is a
crook and possibly mentally unfit; ISIS is winning; Black Lives Matter is
the real racist movement; Donald Trump alone can save us; the
system — all of it — is rigged. source

Lies Are Like Bacteria
Lies are common, and most are harmless, maybe even necessary. It makes more
sense to talk about harmful lies than simply honesty vs. lying.
One study concluded that strangers and loose acquaintances lie to

each other at the rate of about three times in a tenminute
conversation.

Several studies have concluded that most people are on the receiving
end of two hundred lies in a waking day. That’s twelve lies an hour!
Lies are to human interaction as bacteria are to food: they’re all over it
and you have no idea. The good news is that most of the time it
doesn’t matter. source

Lies of Wikileaks
What’s often underestimated is his gift for bullshit. Assange can, and
does, routinely tell obvious lies: WikiLeaks has deep and involved
procedures; WikiLeaks was founded by a group of 12 activists,
primarily from China; Israel Shamir never had cables; we have
received information that [insert name of WikiLeaks critic] has ties to
US intelligence. At times, these lies are harmless and brilliant. When,

on the day the state cables launched, WikiLeaks’ site wasn’t ready (we
hadn’t even written the introductory text), the site was kept offline after
a short DDoS attack, so Assange took the opportunity to tweet that the
site was under an unprecedentedly huge attack to give us time to get
the site together. Six hours later, when we were done, all eyes were
looking: What was so bad in the cables that someone was working so
hard to keep the site offline? The dramatic flourish worked, but other
lies were dumb and damaging – and quickly eroded any kind of trust
for those trying to work closely with him. source

Life As It Feels To Them
Obama as Muslim may be something like the Roman belief in religion. To believers it's
neither true or not true in the traditional sense. Rather, the belief helps capture a
"feeling" that believers identify with.
The most widespread of these suspicions, of course—shared by 66
percent of Trump supporters—is that Obama is Muslim.
What the people I interviewed were drawn to was not necessarily the
particulars of these theories. It was the deep story underlying them—
an account of life as it feels to them. Some such account underlies all
beliefs, right or left, I think. The deep story of the right goes like this:
You are patiently standing in the middle of a long line stretching toward
the horizon, where the American Dream awaits. But as you wait, you
see people cutting in line ahead of you. Many of these linecutters are
black—beneficiaries of affirmative action or welfare. Some are career
driven women pushing into jobs they never had before. Then you see
immigrants, Mexicans, Somalis, the Syrian refugees yet to come. As
you wait in this unmoving line, you're being asked to feel sorry for them
all. You have a good heart. But who is deciding who you should feel
compassion for? Then you see President Barack Hussein Obama
waving the linecutters forward. He's on their side. In fact, isn't he a
linecutter too? How did this fatherless black guy pay for Harvard? As
you wait your turn, Obama is using the money in your pocket to help
the linecutters. He and his liberal backers have removed the shame

from taking. The government has become an instrument for
redistributing your money to the undeserving. It's not your government
anymore; it's theirs.
I checked this distillation with those I interviewed to see if this version
of the deep story rang true. Some altered it a bit ("the linewaiters form
a new line") or emphasized a particular point (those in back are paying
for the linecutters). But all of them agreed it was their story. One man
said, "I live your analogy." Another said, "You read my mind." source

Lifeboat Socialism
The final distinguishing characteristic of these leftwing survivor
politicians, who have been thrust into leadership, is that they tend
towards an individualistic, lonewolf approach to politics. Bernie
Sanders has spent decades as the only partyindependent member of
congress (despite caucusing with Democrats). Corbyn was content to
tend his London district until he reluctantly agreed to pursue what he
thought would be a doomed protest candidacy for Labour leader. And
what other course would have been available, during a period when
New Labour and the Democratic Leadership Council were loudly and
fiercely denouncing the politics of a Corbyn or Sanders as out of date,
out of style, and beyond the boundaries of respectable politics? (This
is, perhaps, a neglected interpretation of Sanders’ initial difficulties
when confronted by Black Lives Matter activists: it wasn’t just that he
had some blind spot about racism, but that he was generally not used
to being held accountable by a mass movement.)
And so it is that we enter a period of renewed left organizing with men
like this as our figureheads. Their particular combination of idealism,
ruthlessness, and iconoclasm made them well suited to the dark years
of “lifeboat socialism” that they survived. These traits do not, however,
make them particularly wellmatched to the period we are now
entering. And so we will need to find new leaders from the ranks of
organizers who have been radicalized over the past decade. source

LineCutting
The biggest metaphor of the new white nationalism is "linecutting".
This tension animates Arlie Hochschild’s recent book on the white
working class, Strangers in Their Own Land. As a way of provoking
this very question, Hochschild embeds with people living in the
polluted “Cancer Alley” of Louisiana. They are people who are
conscious of the environmental wreckage industry has brought to their
area, yet they vote for people opposed to the Environmental Protection
Agency and environmentalism generally.
Hochschild finds that her subjects don’t experience this as a tension
because they view the federal government as something that is
helping people “cut in line.” The story that Hochschild’s subjects use to
describe their situation is one where you “are patiently standing in the
middle of a long line stretching toward the horizon, where the
American Dream awaits. But as you wait, you see people cutting in line
ahead of you. […] As you wait your turn, Obama is using the money in
your pocket to help the linecutters.”
It’s not that the federal government is too far removed, or that it’s too
ineffectual or captured by the industry, but rather that this federal
government allows for a leveling of local hierarchies. (A funny point is
how people keep telling Hochschild that government workers are 40
percent of the workforce, which she spends a lot of time making sure
isn’t true.) The id source

Linecutting may explain the [[ACA as Failure of Targeted Universalism]]

Literature and History and the Flynn Effect
James Flynn of [[Flynn Effect]] fame thinks gains in IQ are going to waste.
In other words, our IQs may have risen, but this hasn’t made us any
wiser. “Reading literature and reading history is the only thing that’s

going to capitalise on the IQ gains of the 20th Century and make them
politically relevant.” You may or may not agree, but Flynn is not the
only person with this concern: as William Poundstone shows in his
latest book Head In The Clouds, everyday ignorance is influencing the
way we make decisions in many areas of our lives.
Whether or not Flynn will persuade young people to pick up a book,
there’s no doubting that he has forever changed our views of
intelligence. “Today I think I’m leaving a field where you can write
genuine cognitive history,” he says – meaning that we can finally track
and explain the ways the mind has changed and responded to our
environment over time. source

Article also discusses weird fact of [[IQ Gains Missed]] because researchers were so
convinced intelligence was fixed.

Literature Does Not Mean Liking
Always respecting the exceptions among them, one notes that too
many of these consumer reviewers misunderstand the inmost nature
of what literature means. It does not mean "liking." Novels are routinely
denigrated when characters are not found to be likable. Is Raskolnikov
likable? Is King Lear? The plethora of such naive readers testifies to a
failure of imagination—the capacity to see into unfamiliar lives,
motives, feelings—and this failure must, at least in part, be the failure
of the teaching of literature in the schools. Writers who witness these
lame "reviews" may sigh, but no seriously aspiring writer will be
discouraged. Somewhere there lives the ideal reader. source
Live by the Algorithm, Die by the Algorithm
Sites that rise under Facebook's algorithms can fall rapidly when the algorithms
change.
If Facebook’s algorithm smiles on a publisher, the rewards, in terms of
traffic, can be enormous. If Mr. Marra and his team decide that users
do not enjoy certain things, such as teaser headlines that lure readers

to click through to get all the information, it can mean ruin. When
Facebook made changes to its algorithm in December 2013 to
emphasize higherquality content, several socalled viral sites that had
thrived there, including Upworthy, Distractify and Elite Daily, saw large
declines in their traffic.
Facebook executives frame the company’s relationship with publishers
as mutually beneficial: when publishers promote their content on
Facebook, its users have more engaging material to read, and the
publishers get increased traffic driven to their sites. Numerous
publications, including The New York Times, have met with Facebook
officials to discuss how to improve their referral traffic. source

Local Hoaxing
One approach, which I recently detailed in this story, involves
scammers creating multiple copies of the same hoax article about a
terrorist attack killing multiple people in a city. Each article is then
edited to cite a different city, with the rest of the text and headline left
exactly the same.
The hoaxers publish the articles on one or several websites and then
join Facebook groups focused on the locations cited in the hoaxes.
Once accepted into the group, they share the link with all the
members. This ensures a hoax about, say, Chicago is seen by people
who live there. Those people click on and/or share the link with others
in the area, thus driving traffic to the websites hosting the hoax.
When it works well the hoax will go viral locally. If you create 10 or 15
of these articles, each about a different city, you can start to generate
some decent traffic. source

Locale Beats Demographics
We have recently shown similar results in Europe and the Middle
East.7 The voting behavior of people who work in the same area and

shop at the same stores is more uniform than those of a given age,
gender, or socioeconomic status. Not only do we seek out
environments that have people like us (birds of a feather really do flock
together!), but we unconsciously pick up attitudes and beliefs from the
people we identify as peers. When in Rome, we begin to do as the
Romans do—often without even being conscious of it. This runs
counter to the common assumption in economics that people are
independent and autonomous. The evidence is that people’s beliefs
and actions are overwhelmingly determined through social learning
from peers, whether we know it or not. source

Losing the Forest in the Digital Trees
New study suggests that we are losing the forest for the trees when we read digitally.
There are several explanations for why mobile digital technologies may
prime or trigger a lowerlevel, concrete mindset in individuals. As noted
earlier, prior work has shown that even brief experiences with digital
technology for
newcomers can have significant effects on neural networks associated
with working memory and rapid decision making. Likewise, a growing
number of accounts attest to particular information processing habits,
such as quick scanning and
skimming [4, 24], and expectations, such as immediate gratification,
that individuals come to associate with their interactions with digital
platforms [18]. The everincreasing
demands of multitasking, divided attention, and information overload
that individuals encounter in their use of digital technologies may
cause them to “retreat” to the less cognitively demanding lower end of
the concreteabstract
continuum. The present work suggests that this tendency may be so
wellingrained that it generalizes to contexts in which those resource
demands are not immediately present.
These results are not intended to be an indictment of digital technology
and its impact on cognition. Indeed, there is great value in utilizing

lowerlevel, concrete construals of information, particularly in domains
requiring the careful consideration of lowerlevel details, such as
analytical problem solving [6] and risk assessment [11]. At the same
time, if the increasing accessibility and ubiquity of digital technologies
is causing a shift toward the prioritization of concrete construals of
information, it is important to consider the ramifications of this trend.
Thus, the present work may provide an impetus for HCI designers and
researchers to consider strategies for encouraging users to see the
“forest” as well as the “trees” when interacting with digital platforms.

Lost In the SlackStream
Unfortunately it didn’t work. The allure of the always on nature of Slack
and instant gratification was just too strong to resist.
And even if we had been successful in changing people’s behaviour,
the lack of threading made it very difficult to have meaningful, deep
conversations about complex subjects anyway. Before you could even
fully understand the problem being discussed (let alone find a
solution), someone would invariably start a new conversation or reply
to a previous discussion that happened earlier in the channel.
Effective communication requires a lot more than amazing
connectivity. The fact many ‘Bits complained they had no idea what
was happening in the company or why certain decisions were made
proves this point. source

Luck Ambassadors and Education
Schüll’s book, which was published in 2013, won applause for its
exposure of the dark side of machine gambling. But some readers
spotted opportunities in it. Schüll told me that she received an
approach from an online education company interested in adopting the
idea of “luck ambassadors”. Where is the pain point for a student who
isn’t getting the answers right, and what does she need to get over it
instead of giving up? Schüll found herself invited to speak at

conferences attended by marketers and entrepreneurs, including one
on habit formation organised by Nir Eyal.

Lügenpresse
BERLIN — When a video of two Donald Trump supporters shouting
“Lügenpresse” (lying press) started to circulate Sunday, viewers from
Germany soon noted its explosive nature. The defamatory word was
most frequently used in Nazi Germany. Today, it is a common slogan
among those branded as representing the “ugly Germany”: members
of xenophobic, rightwing groups. Its use across the Atlantic Ocean at
a Trump rally has worried Germans who know about its origins all too
well. Both the Nazi regime and the East German government made
use of it, turning it into an antidemocracy slogan. source

Lysenkoism
Lysenkoism, named for Russian botanist Trofim Lysenko, was a political doctrine in
Joseph Stalin's Soviet Union that mandated that all biological research conducted in
the USSR conform to a modified Lamarckian evolutionary theory. It was imposed for
largely ideological reasons. Lysekoism is today used as a term applied to centralized
attempts to determine the direction of scitech.
The Russian problem with Darwinism was the embracing of "Malthusian ideas".
[https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/lysenko/works/1940s/report.htm html]

As a response to Lysenkoism, Polanyi developed the theory of [[Spontaneous Order]].
[[Darwin and Malthus]]
[[Lysenkoism in Poland]]
Many conservatives believe Global Warming research is the new Lysenkoism.
[http://www.forbes.com/sites/peterferrara/2013/04/28/thedisgracefulepisodeof
lysenkoismbringsusglobalwarmingtheory/ post]
[http://www.navlog.org/lysenkoism.html html]

MAD Crowdsources Infringement Claim
When MAD Magazine was hit with an infringement claim, it turned to its readers for
help. They uncovered dozens of precedents and MAD won the case. It stands as a
preweb example of crowdsourcing a problem.
By 1965, when the face had grown in stature to become a familiar
punch line in the national culture, the widow of a cartoonist named
Harry Spencer Stuff brought a lawsuit against MAD. Neuman, the
plaintiff claimed, was a copy of Stuff’s caricature “The Original
Optimist,” also known as “Meworry?”, which he had copyrighted in
1914.

To help fight the infringement claim, MAD searched for and solicited
from its readers evidence of the boy’s existence before 1914. The

image that Kurtzman first discovered on that postcard turned out to be
an itinerant orphan of lowbudget advertising, with a trail of
appearances dating back to the early twentieth century. He was there
on a 1942 matchbook for an autoparts store in Longhorn, Texas; on
the label of Happy Jack, a soda produced in 1939; on the menu for a
coffee shop in Ashland, Nebraska; in a 1908 calendar for antikamnia, a
cureall painkiller spiked with heroin; in a 1905 ad for “painless
dentistry,” beneath the quip, IT DIDN’T HURT A BIT!; and in a 1902
playbill for Maloney’s Wedding Day, a smallmarket musical comedy.
Every graphic centered on a portrait of a kid with mussed red hair,
saucer ears, and a shiteating grin, minus a tooth. Stuff may have
codified the image, giving the boy the sleepy grin and tilted posture,
but earlier iterations suggested that his caricature was itself a modified
copy. The court ruled in MAD’s favor: Neuman was a fatherless mutant
of the public domain.

{{Tags: Copyright, Public Domain, Crowdsourcing, Fandom, Preweb}}

Mainstream Orthodoxy
The major change as we approach the 2020s is that digital technology
is no longer a niche addition to education. Instead digital technology is
integral to contemporary education (and to contemporary society). The
fundamental difference about edtech now as opposed to 10 years ago
is that colleges are no longer simply experimenting with technology.
Instead, colleges are basing their entire provision around technology. I
would argue that digital education is not an edgy, experimental
alternative to the mainstream orthodoxy of higher education. Instead,
digital education is the mainstream orthodoxy. And like many
orthodoxies, most people don’t have the time or energy to stop and
think critically about what it is they are having to do with technology.
source Make Algorithms Accountable
Those computergenerated criminal “risk scores” were at the center of
a recent Wisconsin Supreme Court decision that set the first significant
limits on the use of risk algorithms in sentencing.

The court ruled that while judges could use these risk scores, the
scores could not be a “determinative” factor in whether a defendant
was jailed or placed on probation. And, most important, the court
stipulated that a presentence report submitted to the judge must
include a warning about the limits of the algorithm’s accuracy.
This warning requirement is an important milestone in the debate over
how our datadriven society should hold decisionmaking software
accountable. But advocates for big data due process argue that much
more must be done to assure the appropriateness and accuracy of
algorithm results. source

Making Making a Murderer
Does Making a Murderer fall prey to the very overconfidence it claims to critique?
“Making a Murderer” raises serious and credible allegations of police
and prosecutorial misconduct in the trials of Steven Avery and
Brendan Dassey. It also implies that that misconduct was malicious.
That could be true; vindictive prosecutions have happened in our
justice system before and they will happen again. But the vast majority
of misconduct by law enforcement is motivated not by spite but by the
belief that the end justifies the means—that it is fine to play fast and
loose with the facts if doing so will put a dangerous criminal behind
bars.
That same reasoning, with the opposite aims, seems to govern
“Making a Murderer.” But while people nearly always think that they
are on the side of the angels, what finally matters is that they act that
way. The point of being scrupulous about your means is to help insure
accurate ends, whether you are trying to convict a man or exonerate
him. Ricciardi and Demos instead stack the deck to support their case
for Avery, and, as a result, wind up mirroring the entity that they are
trying to discredit. source

[[Conviction Integrity Units]] and [[Actual Innocence]] are two possible responses to

issues raised by Making a Murderer.

Making Snapchat More Addictive
You can still save snaps and Stories to your camera roll, but the tools
inside Memories will give you a chance to edit your old stuff and push
it out again. You’ll even be able to combine that stuff with photos and
videos from your camera roll. (Think of the #TBT options!) This update
will make Snapchat feel a little less raw and inthemoment, and a little
more polished and, err, stale. That’s a big deal, and we’ll get into it
later. But first, here’s a rundown of how to use Memories: source

Male Friend Melt
The event was heartfelt and the turnout staggering, but what I found
most striking was how alien the atmosphere would seem to most men.
It’s been my personal experience that women prioritize nurturing old
friendships and cultivating new ones through adulthood, while men,
either consciously or not, slip into the “lone wolf” stereotype. When I
stopped playing fantasy football a few years ago, for example, I
instantly lost touch with several dudes I saw on a daily basis in college.
We are not notfriends, but we rarely communicate with each other,
instead expecting to simply pick up where we left off whenever we see
each other next. And my experience is relatively tame: A rather
depressing 2015 study of men in the U.K. found British men gradually
lose friends in their 20s and into middle age, with 2.5 million men
admitting have no friends they could turn to in a crisis. source

Malware Business Models for Fake Sites
The vast majority of fake news sites exist in order to earn money from
display ads placed on article pages. If the hoaxes drive traffic to the
site, they make money. But I’ve recently seen two other ways
scammers are using fake news articles to generate revenue.

The sites hosting the fake terrorist attack hoaxes detailed above
weren’t trying to make money from advertising. As I reported, they
sought to do one of three things: “infect the user’s computer with
malware, trick people into handing over personal information, or
redirect the traffic to online gaming sites in order to earn a
commission.”
As banner ads become more difficult to make money from, we can
expect to see scammers try new ways of monetizing fake news.
source

Marking More Effective Than Full Practice
In an experiment in teaching dance it was found that dancers learned better through
practicing a simplified version of a routine than the full routine.
The procedure was this. All three groups were taught a phrase by a
choreographer. After learning the phrase during a tenminute period,
each dancer was graded individually on how accurately they
performed the phrase. Next, each group practised the phrase for ten
minutes, using their assigned method: the three conditions of
practicing full out, marking, or mental simulation. At the end of that
practice period each dancer was graded again, and we calculated how
much each had improved. The size of this improvement showed the
benefit of practicing in a certain condition. Each group then changed its
practice condition and was taught a new phrase. Accordingly, if group
one marked when practising phrase one, they now practised phrase
two by dancing it full out, and then later they would practice phrase
three by mentally simulating the phrase.
When setting up the experiment we were hoping to find that marking
was a more effective method of practice than mentally simulating a
phrase while lying on the floor. That was certainly true, we did find that
both marking and full out practice were better than mental simulation.
But far more interestingly, and to our absolute surprise, marking was
better than full out performance by a small but significant amount in
most dimensions of assessment.

There is some relation here to [[Deliberate Practice]]
{{Via: @michael_nielsen}}

Masculinizing Benefits
Trump, the King of Shame, has covertly come to the rescue. He has
shamed virtually every linecutting group in the Deep Story—women,
people of color, the disabled, immigrants, refugees. But he's hardly
uttered a single bad word about unemployment insurance, food
stamps, or Medicaid, or what the tea party calls "big government
handouts," for anyone—including bluecollar white men.
In this feint, Trump solves a white male problem of pride. Benefits? If
you need them, okay. He masculinizes it. You can be "high energy"
macho—and yet may need to apply for a government benefit. As one
auto mechanic told me, "Why not? Trump's for that. If you use food
stamps because you're working a lowwage job, you don't want
someone looking down their nose at you." A lady at an afterchurch
lunch said, "If you have a young dad who's working full time but can't
make it, if you're an Americanborn worker, can't make it, and not
having a slew of kids, okay. For any conservative, that is fine."
But in another stroke, Trump adds a key proviso: restrict government
help to real Americans. White men are counted in, but undocumented
Mexicans and Muslims and Syrian refugees are out. Thus, Trump
offers the bluecollar white men relief from a taker's shame: If you
make America great again, how can you not be proud? Trump has put
on his bluecollar cap, pumped his fist in the air, and left mainstream
Republicans helpless. Not only does he speak to the white working
class' grievances; as they see it, he has finally stopped their story from
being politically suppressed. We may never know if Trump has done
this intentionally or instinctively, but in any case he's created a
movement much like the antiimmigrant but prowelfarestate right
wing populism on the rise in Europe. For these are all based on
variations of the same Deep Story of personal protectionism. source

Mass Communication and Voter Volatility
Television exposure predicted lower voter volatility in the 1970s.
This study attempts to explicate empirically the concept of voter
volatility and to test the assertion that the use of television for political
news contributes to this electoral instability. Voter volatility is defined
as the level of unpredictability of election outcomes from traditional
demographic and political party variables. The effects of television and
newspaper exposure on each of seven volatility dimensions were
examined before and after the introduction of two control variables:
education and political interest. Neither the media exposure measures
nor the control variables predicted to all volatility dimensions in a
uniform way. Contrary to expectations, the dominant direction of
television exposure's relationships was toward lower levels of volatility.
While newspaper use effects were largely in the expected direction of
lower volatility, reversals were shown here as well. Education and
political interest, traditionally thought to be stabilizing electoral forces,
also revealed positive as well as negative relationships to various
volatility factors. source

Media Influence on Suicide
Suicide rates go up following an increase in the frequency of stories about suicide
(e.g., Hagihara et al., 2007). Moreover, suicide rates go down following a decrease in
the frequency of stories about suicide (e.g., Motto, 1970). A doseresponse relationship
between the quantity of reporting on completed suicide and subsequent suicide rates
has consistently been demonstrated (e.g., Phillips, 1974; Phillips and Carstensen,
1986; Pirkis et al., 2006). Changes in suicide rates following media reports are more
pronounced in regions where a higher proportion of the population is exposed
(Etzersdorfer et al., 2004). [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK207262/ link]

Median Voter Theorem
In general, elections in a "first past the post" system will tend to favor centrist positions.

The median voter theorem states that "a majority rule voting system
will select the outcome most preferred by the median voter".[1]
The median voter theorem makes two key assumptions. First, the
theorem assumes that voters can place all election alternatives along a
onedimensional political spectrum.[2] It seems plausible that voters
could do this if they can clearly place political candidates on a leftto
right continuum, but this is often not the case as each party will have
its own policy on each of many different issues. Similarly, in the case
of a referendum, the alternatives on offer may cover more than one
issue. Second, the theorem assumes that voters' preferences are
singlepeaked, which means that voters choose the alternative closest
to their own view. This assumption predicts that the further away the
outcome is from the voter's most preferred outcome, the less likely the
voter is to select that alternative.[3] It also assumes that voters always
vote, regardless of how far the alternatives are from their own views.
The median voter theorem implies that voters have an incentive to vote
for their true preferences. Finally, the median voter theorem applies
best to a majoritarian election system. source

Mill on Dissimilar Communication
Facebook has a lot to learn from John Stuart Mill, one of history’s
greatest thinkers about freedom and democracy. In 1834, Mill wrote, “It
is hardly possible to overstate the value, in the present low state of
human improvement, of placing human beings in contact with other
persons dissimilar to themselves, and with modes of thought and
action unlike those with which they are familiar. . . . Such
communication has always been, and is peculiarly in the present age,
one of the primary sources of progress.” source

Misinformation Effect
The questions asked of a witness can alter the memory of the witness in surprising
ways.

Following that lead, Loftus won funding in 1974 for a proposal to study
witness accounts of accidents, and she soon published the first of
several influential studies revealing the limitations of eyewitness
testimony1. She showed people film clips of car accidents and asked
them to estimate the speed of the cars. The wording of the questions,
she found, had a profound effect on the estimates. People who were
asked, “How fast were the cars going when they smashed into each
other?” gave higher estimates on average than those with whom the
verb 'hit' was used. And those who were told that the cars had
'contacted' each other gave the lowest estimates.
Those asked about cars smashing into one another were more than
twice as likely as others to report seeing broken glass when asked
about the accident a week later, even though there was none in the
video. “I realized that these questions were conveying information,”
says Loftus. “I began to think of it as a process of memory
contamination, and we eventually called it the misinformation effect.”
source
See also [[The Least Contaminated Memory]], and [[False Memories are Common]]

Misinformed, Not Uninformed
The public is no longer uninformed. They are misinformed, and that
requires an entirely different editorial focus. When writing for the
uninformed, your focus is to report the news, which is what every
newspaper is doing today. But when focusing on the misinformed, just
reporting the news doesn't actually solve the public's needs. Now your
focus must be on explaining the news instead. source

Mob Justice Is Not a Prevention Tool
Sometimes people claim mobbased shaming of people (on say, Twitter) will make
others act better. In reality, mobbased justice has all the hallmarks of ineffective
punishment.

The selective, random attention is not how justice is supposed to work.
Justice works best when it is swift and certain, the punishment is
proportional to the crime, and the defendant gets a chance to make his
or her case. That is why our justice system is, in theory, supposed to
evaluate someone's crimes — and the punishment they deserve —
with objective factors, and use several checks and balances, such as
juries and appeals, to make sure someone is treated fairly.
Mob justice denies almost every aspect of this process. The
defendant's case is almost never heard, or at least not taken very
seriously. There is no check to the vicious online harassment that
almost immediately takes hold on the internet. And who is targeted is
almost entirely random, based solely on what story happens to go viral
and trigger the mob.
Mob justice can't do any of these things, because it's not supposed to.
The goal of the internet mob is to seek vengeance — and that means
doing so at whatever means are necessary. source

More Willing to Share Than Read
People are more willing to share a news article on Facebook than actually read it.
According to a new study by computer scientists at Columbia
University and the French National Institute, 59 percent of links shared
on social media have never actually been clicked: In other words, most
people appear to retweet news without ever reading it.
Worse, the study finds that these sort of blind peertopeer shares are
really important in determining what news gets circulated and what just
fades off the public radar. So your thoughtless retweets, and those of
your friends, are actually shaping our shared political and cultural
agendas.
“People are more willing to share an article than read it,” study co
author Arnaud Legout said in a statement. “This is typical of modern
information consumption. People form an opinion based on a

summary, or a summary of summaries, without making the effort to go
deeper.” source

This may be due to the growth of [[Identity Headlines]]
Nearly twothirds of Americans get news through social media. See [[Social Media as
News Source]]
Habermas forsaw the dwindling of [[Discursive Vitality]] based on expertise becoming
less central to public dialogue.
Umberto Eco notes a related Toner Age behavior, the [[Alibi of Photocopies]]
{{Tags: Connected Knowledge}}

Moyers On The Daisy Commercial
Bill Moyers was one of the driving forces behind the infamous "Daisy" commercial of
the 1964 election. In Moyers strategic formulation, part of the strength of the
commercial was that it did not directly attack Goldwater, thereby forcing the Goldwater
campaign either to stay silent about it, or provide an interpretation of it.
On Sept. 7, during NBC’s Monday Night at the Movies, the campaign
aired “Daisy Girl,” a oneminute ad that featured a young girl picking
petals from a flower while counting up from one to 10. Midway through
the spot, a man’s voice supersedes the girl’s with a downward
countdown. The camera zooms in on her eye, on which a giant,
exploding mushroom cloud is reflected. “These are the stakes,” LBJ
says in a voiceover. “To make a world in which all God’s children can
live, or go into the darkness. Either we must love each other or we
must die.” A narrator then warned, “Vote for President Johnson on
Nov. 3. The stakes are too high for you to stay home.”
Minutes after the spot concluded, the White House switchboard lit up
with calls from across the country, complaining about the campaign’s
cheap appeal to fear and panic. “Holy shit!” the president screamed at
Bill Moyers, whom he had summoned to the Oval Office. “What in the

hell do you mean putting on that ad? I’ve been swamped with calls.”
Upon reflection, LBJ laughed. “I guess it did what we goddamned set
out to do, didn’t it?” he conceded to his young aide. The spot aired just
once, but rival networks reported widely on the controversy
surrounding it. Days later, the chairman of the Republican National
Committee lodged a formal complaint with the Federal
Communications Commission, protesting that “this horrortype
commercial implies that Senator Goldwater is a reckless man.” Moyers
was positively ecstatic when he telephoned Johnson to deliver the
news. “That’s exactly what we wanted to imply,” he told the president.
“And we also hoped someone around Goldwater would say it, not us.”
source

Mullet Strategy
Simon Owens describes the "mullet strategy" of sites like Medium in a recent article:
business in front, party in the back. The front pages are high quality, professional
content to draw in users. The back is the social media platform of unknowns speaking
to unknowns. link
The strategy was pioneered by early political blogging sites, most notably Daily Kos,
which modeled the idea of a blogging community with a curated front page. In Koslike
sites (including Blue Hampshire) dedicated writers would write for the front page to
build a following, and to encourage people to sign up for accounts to comment.
Once people signed up to comment, however, they found they could write their own
blog posts under that account. A variety of front page affordances then allowed the
"back pages" bloggers to gain recognition, the ultimate of which was being "front
paged" by an editor.
The strategy worked remarkably well. Through a series of efforts at engaging readers,
our site Blue Hampshire was able to build a registered user base of over 5,000 users.
When users made good comments they were encouraged to write a post on it. If the
post was good, it would be frontpaged. Consistently good posters were invited to
become permanent "frontpagers".
Part of this relates to Shirky's [[Own Worst Enemy]] point that communities need ways

to elevate the status of the users that are most productive on a site. But the bigger
point is that the hybrid magazine/community model provides an easy way for the
community to thrive, and associates membership with a site recognized for solid writing
or reporting, while allowing the messiness that communities need to thrive.
The Mullet Strategy was supported in software platforms both by Daily Kos's platform
and by the SoapBlox platform used by many state blogs. An argument could be made
that the success of progressive state blogs was partially driven by access to these
platforms. Certainly the transition of Blue Hampshire to a generic WordPress platform
coincided with a [[Colony Collapse]] on the site (though many, many other factors
played a role).

A claim that the mullet strategy is deceiving and exploitative. html

Music Notation as a Medium for Thought
Music notation, created in the ninth century, took a long time to change how music was
composed. But eventually it led to new ways of thinking about music.
In the ninth century, European musicians began experimenting with
notations to record plainchant. The initial notations were rough. They
didn't precisely denote either pitch or rhythm, and were intended more
as an aid to memory than as a recording medium. But they improved.
In the 11th century, Guido of Arezzo introduced the musical staff,
making it easy to record pitch. And in the 13th century, Franco of
Cologne suggested using a written note's appearance to signify
duration. These and many other ideas led to modern musical notation.
Written music originated as a recording medium, but became a
creative medium in its own right. It made it much easier to compose
complex, intricate music for many instruments and voices. This paved
the way for Bach's fugues, Beethoven's symphonies, and much else.
Written music became a medium for thought, a medium which
expanded the range of musical ideas a composer could have, and thus
changed music itself. It's an example of a cognitive medium – a media
environment to support and enable thought. source

[[Age of the Incunable]] shows a similar process with print.

Mutual Knowledge vs. Common Knowledge
In logic, there is a subtle but important distinction between the concept
of mutual knowledge – information that everyone (or almost everyone)
knows – and common knowledge, which is not only knowledge that
(almost) everyone knows, but something that (almost) everyone knows
that everyone else knows (and that everyone knows that everyone
else knows that everyone else knows, and so forth). A classic example
arises from Hans Christian Andersens’ fable of the Emperor’s New
Clothes: the fact that the emperor in fact has no clothes is mutual
knowledge, but not common knowledge, because everyone (save,
eventually, for a small child) is refusing to acknowledge the emperor’s
nakedness, thus perpetuating the charade that the emperor is actually
wearing some incredibly expensive and special clothing that is only
visible to a select few. My own personal favourite example of the
distinction comes from the blueeyed islander puzzle, discussed
previously here, here and here on the blog. (By the way, I would ask
that any commentary about that puzzle be directed to those blog posts,
rather than to the current one.) source

Narcissistic Rage
Kohut explored a wide range of rage experiences in his seminal article
'Thoughts on Narcissism and Narcissistic Rage' (1972).[17] He
considered narcissistic rage as one major form among many,
contrasting it especially with mature aggression.[18] Because the very
structure of the self itself is weakened in the narcissist, their rage
cannot flower into real assertiveness;[19] and they are left instead
prone to oversensitivity to perceived or imagined narcissistic injuries
resulting in narcissistic rage.[20] For Kohut, narcissistic rage is related
to narcissists' need for total control of their environment, including "the
need for revenge, for righting a wrong, for undoing a hurt by whatever
means".[21] It is an attempt by the narcissist to turn from a passive

sense of victimization to an active role in giving pain to others, while at
the same time attempting to rebuild their own (actually false) sense of
selfworth. It may also involve selfprotection and preservation, with
rage serving to restore a sense of safety and power by destroying that
which had threatened the narcissist.[21] Alternatively, according to
Kohut, rages can be seen as a result of the shame at being faced with
failure.[22] Narcissistic rage is the uncontrollable and unexpected
anger that results from a narcissistic injury – a threat to a narcissist's
selfesteem or worth. Rage comes in many forms, but all pertain to the
same important thing: revenge. Narcissistic rages are based on fear
and will endure even after the threat is gone.[23]
To the narcissist, the rage is directed towards the person that they feel
has slighted them; to other people, the rage is incoherent and unjust.
This rage impairs their cognition, therefore impairing their judgment.
During the rage they are prone to shouting, fact distortion and making
groundless accusations.[24] In his book The Analysis of the Self,
Kohut explains that expressions caused by a sense of things not going
the expected way blossom into rages, and narcissists may even
search for conflict to find a way to alleviate pain or suffering.[25]
source

Natural Generosity
Next, Zaki and Mitchell looked at the brain circuits that were activated
when the dictators chose to act equitably—that is, when they chose
the option that would provide the most money, regardless of who
would receive it—versus inequitably (when they chose to give
themselves the money even though it was the lesser amount). They
found that acting equitably activated the orbitofrontal cortex, a part of
the brain associated with assessing rewards. This suggests that acting
equitably is rewarding, even when it means putting someone else’s
interests before our own. “Kindness and nice behaviors might be like
psychological chocolate,” says Zaki. “People might actually enjoy
doing kind things for others, and that might be an emotional engine for
driving prosocial behaviors.” On the other hand, making inequitable

choices activated the anterior insula, a brain area that has been
associated with negative emotional states like pain and disgust.
Participants who had the highest activation in their anterior insula
when acting inequitably were the least likely to behave that way. One
possible explanation for this finding is that acting inequitably made
these people feel badly, and so they did it less often—even when it
meant missing out on money for themselves. These results run
counter to ageold explanations for altruistic behavior, which say that
the only way to get people to be nice is to tamp down their natural
selfish instincts. “Our model flips the traditional model on its head,”
says Zaki. “Instead of people wanting to be selfish and then forcing
themselves through control to be generous, we’re getting a picture
where people enjoy being generous but in certain circumstances
overcome their displeasure to be selfish.” source

Natural Inequality
Researchers have found associations between physical performance
and more than 200 genetic variations. More than 20 of those relate to
elite athleticism. These performanceenhancing variations can affect
height, blood flow, metabolic efficiency, muscle mass, muscle fibres,
bone structure, pain threshold, fatigue resistance, power, speed,
endurance, susceptibility to injury, psychological aptitude, and
respiratory and cardiac functions, to name just some.
We don’t disqualify athletes with these types of predispositions. We
celebrate them.
With seven Olympic medals, Finland’s Eero Mäntyranta, for example,
is among the alltime greats of Nordic skiing. It is a sport that requires
incredible stamina – a trait assisted by an abundance of red blood
cells, which carry oxygen to the muscles. That’s why so many
endurance athletes try to boost their red blood cell count by training at
high altitude, sleeping in altitude chambers, or through illegal
measures like blood doping or taking a synthetic version of the
hormone erythropoietin (EPOR).

Mäntyranta, who died in 2013, didn’t need any of that. He had a
condition called primary familial and congenital polycythaemia,
associated with a variation in the EPOR gene, which caused his body
to produce 65 per cent more red blood cells than the average male.
David Epstein, author of The Sports Gene, calls Mäntyranta’s EPOR
variant a “gold medal mutation”.

Natural Rulers of the World
The altright appeals to gamers because of the white male geek sense that they are
the natural rulers of the world, held back by political correctness.
The affinity between gamers and right politics makes sense. "It’s not
hard to see why this ideology would catchon with white male geeks,"
Klint Finley writes in his excellent explainer on neoreaction. "It tells
them that they are the natural rulers of the world, but that they are
simultaneously being oppressed by a secret religious order. And the
more media attention is paid to workplace inequality, gentrification and
the wealth gap, the more their bias is confirmed." source

See also [[Red Pill Politics]]

Neera Tanden's Background
Unlike most of Clinton’s top people, she comes from a childhood of
hardship and turmoil unusual in the rarified upper levels of Washington
politics. When she was in elementary school, her father – who dabbled
in real estate — sold the family home in a Boston suburb and skipped
out without giving Tanden, her stunned mother and older brother any
warning. Her mother, a tough but untested immigrant from Andhra
Pradesh near Delhi, took control — signing up for food stamps, welfare
and Section 8 housing while taking job in a local travel agency — so
her kids could remain in Bedford’s topshelf schools.
“I remember being in the lunch line, and I was the only kid using the

voucher back then for food stamps or reduced lunch,” Tanden recalled.
“I paid 10 cents; everyone was paying like $1.50. And I remember
being at the Purity Supreme, which is our supermarket, and my mom
was using the food stamps, and everyone else was paying with cash.
And I asked her like, ‘Why do we have to use the funny money?’”
Her mother, she added, “is very strong, a strongwilled person… she
was incredibly resilient.” source

Negative Feelings about Opposing Party
The major change in the past 10 years has been the affective disposition towards the
opposing party. People now hate the opposing party.

Why?
Here's the NY Times:
During the Carter administration, crossparty ratings were not much
below 5o — just slightly cool. But Democrats' ratings of Republicans
go steadily down from there, falling to 33 degrees under George W.
Bush and a frigid 17 under Barack Obama. The Republicans show a
slightly different trajectory, holding steady during the twelveyear
ReaganBush period. But beginning with the Clinton years,
Republicans sour on Democrats and join them in intensifying mutual
dislike (18 degrees) during the Obama administration. To put those low

scores in perspective, they are even lower than Democrats' ratings of
Richard Nixon in the years after Watergate.
So far the story has been quite similar for both parties. But the third
graph shows us why it's the Republicans who now seem to be more
radicalized, energized and opposed to compromise.

Basically, the Republicans and Democrats, on average, trust the government about the
same. The difference is that the Republicans don't trust the government when
Democrats are in power, at least since Carter (and, conversely, are very favorably
inclined towards the government when it is helmed by a Republican president.

Negativity is a Voter Suppression Tactic
Negativity doesn't switch votes as much as demoralize people and make them less apt
to vote period.
Democratic political analyst Dan Cence says Bernie Sanders needs to
ask himself how much longer he's going to keep it up for the good of
the Democratic Party. And he says candidates need to be careful
about being too rude, or to tough, or to negative. Cence says, "when
you attack really hard, it tends to lead to voter suppression more than it
leads to someone changing their mind on a vote." Maybe so, but
neither Clinton nor sander show any signs of letting up. Dan Payne
says the advent of social media plays heavily into the current tenor of

the debate. source

Neoliberalism and Competition
One way of understanding neoliberalism, as Foucault has best
highlighted, is as the extension of competitive principles into all walks
of life, with the force of the state behind them. Sovereign power does
not recede, and nor is it replaced by ‘governance’; it is reconfigured in
such a way that society becomes a form of ‘game’, which produces
winners and losers. My aim in The Limits of Neoliberalism is to
understand some of the ways in which this comes about.

NeoNazis in the Classroom
There is a famous podcast from Love + Radio called “The Silver
Dollar” (if you’ve never listened to it, you should). The podcast features
the story of AfricanAmerican musician and author Daryl Davis, who
became friends with various members of the Klu Klux Klan and was
able to drive several important members to quit the organization. Davis
shares a story from 10th grade when his teacher brought in the leader
of the American Nazi Party, Matt Koehl, to his Problems in the 20th
Century class. “You cannot do that today in high school. All that
political correctness, which if you ask me, is a bunch of bullspit,” Davis
says in the podcast. During Koehl’s lecture, he pointed to Davis and
another AfricanAmerican student in the class and said they were
going to be shipped back to Africa. Davis was stunned. “From that day
forward that was a turning point in my life I began collecting
everything I could get my hands on that dealt with white supremacy,
black supremacy, antisemitism, the Nazis in Germany, the neoNazis
overs here, the Klu Klux Klan, things like that. Music is my profession,
but learning more about racism on all sides of the tracks was my
obsession.” source

Netenabled Miserliness

With this new route to miserliness, are people less likely to analyze,
and more likely to use the Internet as a sort of external memory? A
new study indicates the answer is “maybe, for heavy users.”
Researchers at University of Waterloo conducted three studies
examining the association between selfreported smartphone use and
performance on questions like the ballandbat problem. They
separated respondents into low medium and highsmartphone usage
groups. They found no difference between the low and medium
groups, but the high usage group was less accurate on the analytic
problems.
Researchers found that the effect held for total number of minutes
subjects reported using their smartphones, and for search engine use,
but not number of minutes spent on entertainment sites (YouTube,
Reddit) or social media sites (Facebook, Snapchat). So the
researchers were able to confirm a somewhat more finegrained
version of their hypothesis that people who are more cognitively
miserly are more likely to search information out on their smartphone.
Researchers also reported a negative correlation between smartphone
use and cognitive ability (as measured by brief numeracy and verbal
intelligence tests), an association reported in previous research. The
reason is not clear. It may be that lowcognitiveability people seek
information—look up a word meaning, calculate a tip—that highability
people have in their heads. source

Netflix is Shrinking
While variety of platforms has exploded, so have exclusivity deals. As a result, the
average user of online digital services has less choice than before.
It’s not your imagination – Netflix’s catalog is getting smaller. As
competition in the OTT streaming space has increased, Netflix’s once
massive selection has decreased. In fact, it has shrunk by a third in
less than two and a half years.

The statistics are simple and remarkable: in January of 2014, Netflix
offered its USbased users a selection of 6,494 movies and 1,609 TV
shows, for a total of 8,103 titles. As of March 23, 2016, they offer just
4,335 movies and 1,197 TV shows – 5,532 titles in total. That’s 2,571
fewer titles. In other words, Netflix’s catalog has shrunk 31.7% in less
than two and a half years! source

{{Tags: Netflix, Net Variety}}

Network Effects
Summary of Network Effects (slide deck) link

New World Order Trump Ad
This is more than just the typical antiestablishment message of a
“Washington outsider.” It’s a direct reference to a virulent conspiracy
theory at the core of the farright, antigovernment “Patriot” militia
movement.
Adherents of the conspiracy theory believe that the US government is
secretly in cahoots with a shady global cabal known as the New World
Order (also referred to as “globalists”) that’s trying to take over
America and impose a politicallycorrect totalitarian fascist/socialist
world government.
To prevent this from happening, true American patriots must be ever
vigilant for any sign that the takeover is beginning, and prepared to
defend America with force if (when) it does. source

Newness and Retweeting
The researchers made a few other telling observations, as well: Most
clicks to news stories, they found, were made on links shared by
regular Twitter users, and not the media organization itself. The links

that users clicked were much older than we generally assume — some
had been published for several days, in fact source

Niceties are Necessities
Around the world, there are many, many places that lack the “niceties
of liberal democracy.” You don’t want to live there. You would quickly
discover that the niceties are more like necessities — a rule of law
necessary to live a good, decent, and free life. source

No Care Left Behind
Students at Sal Khan's new school combine a progressive sense of care with a Silicon
Valley focus on datamining consumer behavior. The students of Khan Lab School are
back from lunch, standing in a circle, trading public accolades. “I have a shoutout for
Mary, because when no one would take me to the bathroom, Mary did,” one student
announces. “It showed conscientiousness and social intelligence.” Another student
adds, “I have a shoutout for Mishal for being a really good sport about going inside
and about not eating with everyone else. It showed social intelligence, selfregulation,
selfawareness, and conscientiousness.” After each compliment, the entire student
body waves their fingers and chants “faaaantastic!”
It’s the kind of Kumbaya moment that could easily occur in squishyminded,
confidenceboosting schoolrooms across the country, with one difference: Orly
Friedman, the school’s director, asks the students to add every remark to a Google
form that tracks who delivered the praise, who received it, and which specific traits they
called out. Over time, she says, she will have a detailed analysis of her students’
character development. (html)
There are a couple routes into this, but the most interesting one is to ask what this
record adds to the students education. And perhaps the most honest answer is we
don't know yet  it could be a very profitable activity if certain actionable patterns are
discovered. And of course, this is a lab school, and labs must keep good records.
Another way to look at it, however, is that they are trying to find a formula of sorts for
care, one that could be applied in classrooms with less skilled teachers. Whatever the

first results of this experiment will be, Goodhart's Law will prevail: the minute that
metrics of care are made a quantifiable target students, teachers, and administrators
will manipulate the record to goose the scores.
A third way might be to see the data collection as a religious rite of Silicon Valley, a
way to signal the importance of a thing. Viewed this way, we might be excited: it's a
school that signals the importance of caring in the best way it knows how: by logging it.
This is not a bad thing at all.
A final concern might be the trust in a spreadsheet of care over the intuitions of a
teacher. There are many places metrics give us a clearer picture, but do we honestly
believe that care is one of them?

Bibliometrics provides a good example of Goodhart's Law. It also shows how a biased
environment uses metrics to reinforce privilege. See Impressions of Objectivity
Bad Adsorption Activity shows how rigidity in delivery method can be
counterproductive.
The model of the lab school is a good one, and we should celebrate et tech's embrace
of it. See The End of OpenEndedness

No Image Benefit
Two conclusions can be drawn from this research:
1. Including pictures, such as those of people, buildings, artifacts and
landscapes in college history text material does not seem to
increase a college student's comprehension of the material, even
when the pictures have been selected because they support the
main ideas of the text.
2. College students prefer material which includes pictures. source

No ProVax Twitter
The other finding from observing antivax network graphs is that

despite the vast majority vaccinating—national vaccination rates
remain above 90 percent—there is no offsetting provaccine Twitter
machine; most parents simply vaccinate and move on with their lives.
People don’t organize in groups around everyday lifesaving
measures; there is no proseatbelt activist community on Twitter. The
recent emergence, lack of central coordination, and weak connections
seen among provaccine Twitter users, who often use the hashtag
#vaccineswork, means that the provax message (in green) is not
amplified to the same degree.
“Tweetiatrician” doctors, lawyers, and provaccine parents often do
attempt to join the conversation around the antivax hashtags.
Unfortunately, many of the most active accounts experience the same
attention received by the legislators: They become the target of
harassment that includes phone calls to their places of employment,
tweets posting identifying information or photos of their children, or
warnings that they are being watched. Provaccine activists and
legislators alike often encounter paranoia when they attempt to engage
the antivax community. They face accusations of being shills paid by
Big Pharma to sway the narrative and keep “vaccine choice” activists
from spreading The Truth. source

No Slacking for VICE

Slack has been an indispensible tool. However, we noticed that more
and more time was being diverted to Slack. It wasn’t just joking
around, although there was plenty of that. We'd find ourselves
spending 30 minutes in a spirited debate about a story we all seemed
interested in, but then… no one would write something for the site. It
was as if the Slack discussion had replaced the blogging process.
Talking about a topic with our colleagues fulfilled the urge to publish.
source

No WellActually's
A wellactually happens when someone says something that's almost 
but not entirely  correct, and you say, "well, actually…" and then give
a minor correction. This is especially annoying when the correction has
no bearing on the actual conversation. This doesn't mean the Recurse
Center isn't about truthseeking or that we don't care about being
precise. Almost all wellactually's in our experience are about
grandstanding, not truthseeking. (Thanks to Miguel de Icaza for
originally coining the term "wellactually.")(html)

No. 1 Google Position

New findings from online ad network Chitika confirm it’s anything but
lonely at the top. According to the study, the top listing in Google’s
organic search results receives 33 percent of the traffic, compared to
18 percent for the second position, and the traffic only degrades from
there: source

Nomentum
We want to see stories in numbers over time. But what if the motion in the numbers is
an illusion?
Put it this way: there have been two narratives of the campaign. One is
full of ups and downs, momentum and stunning reversals. Trump is
doomed! He’s inevitable! Bernie has won seven in a row — can he be
stopped?
The other sees a fairly stable race, with statebystate results mostly
reflecting demographic differences. In this view, momentum is just a
bad metaphor; it involves treating what is basically noise — e.g., a
string of very white states with open primaries, which favored Sanders
— as signal. As Alan Abramowitz noted yesterday, the Democratic
race in particular is quite well explained by a model in which just three
factors determine the Clinton vote share: whether it’s in the South, the
percentage of AfricanAmericans, and the share of Democrats (as
opposed to independents) in the voting. Nate Cohn has what I believe
to be a similar although slightly more complicated model, and has
been trying to make the same point. Here’s what Abramowitz’s
analysis looks like:

Thus, Clinton’s big win in New York wasn’t a shocking reversal of
Sanders momentum; it was what you’d expect in a state whose
demographics looked much more like the Democratic party as a whole
than the states Sanders had won in the preceding weeks. (Notice that
Clinton’s overall lead in the popular vote, 15 percent, is almost the
same as her margin in New York.) source

When we're immersed in a story, we let down our guard. See [[Stories and Deception]]
Donald Spence noted how narrative molded interpretation back in the early 80s. See
[[Historical Truth and Narrative Truth]]

NonDistribution Constraint
The NonDistribution Constraint, as explained by Henry Hansmann, "A nonprofit

organization is, in essence, an organization that is barred from distributing its net
earnings, if any, to individuals who exercise control over it, such as members, officers,
directors, or trustees. By 'net earnings' I mean here pure profits—that is, excess of the
amount needed to pay for services rendered to the organization; in general, a nonprofit
is free to pay reasonable compensation to any person for labor or capital that he
provides, whether or not that person exercises some control over the organization. It
should be noted that a nonprofit is barred from earning a profit. Many nonprofits in fact
consistently show an annual accounting surplus. It is only the distribution of these
profits that is prohibited. Net earnings, if any, must be retained and devoted entirely to
financing further production of the services that the organization was formed to
provide." (Hansmann 1980, 835) [link
l=https://www.bu.edu/wcp/Papers/Soci/SociZuid.htm]

Hansmann outlined this concept a part of his larger [[Contract Failure Theory]].

Normal Accident Theory
Normal Accident theory attempts to explain nature of accidents in complex systems. Its
big insight is that accidents are normal, and best analyzed as recurring events. Other
insights:
Redundancy can be a cause of error as much as a cure for it. Don't make redundancy
the default answer to safe design. Move from "Oversight to Insight" where possible.
Centralization is necessary in tightly coupled systems, but not everything has to be
centralized. Decentralization is a better fit for quick decision making. Operator error is a
lousy explanation for an accident in a complex system. Look at the system, not
operators. Close calls are useful as windows into "interactive complexity".
More to be found on this NASA slideset: (pdf)

See also Three Dangers of Redundancy.
The last point seems to relate to Confession Inconsistencies. We don't focus on the
fact that something is wrong  that is bound to happen. But what do we learn from the
way it went wrong that gives us insight into the larger system?

Command and Control details the history of nearaccidents with nuclear weapons in
the Normal Accident Theory framework.
Source: Normal Accident Theory

Not a Free Speech Zone
Dave Winer's policy on comments makes explicit what many people refuse to get: a
personal blog is a personal site with some community goals, and comments are
welcomed only as much as they advance those goals. link
Snippets from his comment guidelines:
Not a free speech zone It's not a free speech zone. It's not a place for
you to be heard. Don't argue I'm not interested in debates here on my
blog. If you want a debate, host it somewhere else, and if I'm
interested in participating I will. If not, I won't. (I probably won't, I don't
enjoy debates.)
No blog posts Keep your comments short. If you find you need to
post more than two or three sentences that's a clue that you are really
writing an blog post, which is great, not a comment. Go get a blog if
you don't already have one and post your ideas there, along with a link
to this post so people know what it's in reference to. You may send me
a link via email if you want me to read it. link

Not Activists, Businesspeople
Hyperpartisan Clickbait sites are often run by businesspeople not activists.
Each day, according to Facebook’s analytics, posts from the Make
America Great page are seen by 600,000 to 1.7 million people. In July,
articles posted to the page, which has about 450,000 followers, were
shared, commented on or liked more than four million times, edging
out, for example, the Facebook page of USA Today.
Make America Great, which inhabits the fuzzy margins of the political

Facebook page ecosystem, is owned and operated by a 35yearold
online marketer named Adam Nicoloff. He started the page in August
2015 and runs it from his home outside St. Louis. Previously, Nicoloff
provided web services and marketing help for local businesses; before
that, he worked in restaurants. Today he has shifted his focus to
Facebook pages and websites that he administers himself. Make
America Great was his first foray into political pages, and it quickly
became the most successful in a portfolio that includes men’s lifestyle
and parenting.
Nicoloff’s business model is not dissimilar from the way most
publishers use Facebook: build a big following, post links to articles on
an outside website covered in ads and then hope the math works out
in your favor. For many, it doesn’t: Content is expensive, traffic is
unpredictable and website ads are both cheap and alienating to
readers. But as with most of these Facebooknative pages, Nicoloff’s
content costs comparatively little, and the sheer level of interest in
Trump and in the type of inflammatory populist rhetoric he embraces
has helped tip Nicoloff’s system of advertising arbitrage into serious
profitability. In July, visitors arriving to Nicoloff’s website produced a
little more than $30,000 in revenue. His costs, he said, total around
$8,000, partly split between website hosting fees and advertising buys
on Facebook itself. source

Not an Egg but an Omelet
My friend the Welsh poet Gwyneth Lewis offers a culinary metaphor:
The attention of readers is not, she says, "a boiled egg" but "an
omelet." This is a beautiful and generous thought. Treated with skill
and respect, the mind of the reader — and the collective of many
readers’ minds — can contain multitudes. In the face of a multitude of
books curated most often by the profit motive, it is incumbent upon
those somewhat protected from market imperatives — that is, scholars
paid by universities to spend their time reading and thinking and
teaching and writing — to stuff the omelet deliberately. To do that, we
will all need to scour the shelves for the most delicious ingredients,

and also set some loudly touted ones aside. source Not Economic
Anxiety
This anger plays some small part, but it doesn't tell most of the story. A
vast universe of academic research suggests the real drivers are
something very different: anger over immigration and a toxic mix of
racial and religious intolerance. That conclusion is supported by an
extraordinary amount of social science, from statistical analyses that
examine data on how hundreds of thousands of Europeans look at
immigrants to groundlevel looks at how Muslim immigration affects
municipal voting, and on to books on how, when, and why ethnic
conflicts erupt.
This research finds that, contrary to what you’d expect, the "losers of
globalization" aren’t the ones voting for these parties. What unites far
right politicians and their supporters, on both sides of the Atlantic, is a
set of regressive attitudes toward difference. Racism, Islamophobia,
and xenophobia — and not economic anxiety — are their calling cards.
source

Not Editors
Facebook claims it's editorial algorithms are not really "editors" and thereby dodges
responsibility for editing.
In an interview at Facebook’s sprawling headquarters here, which has
a giant, selfdriving golf cart that takes workers between buildings, Mr.
Marra said he did not think too much about his impact on journalism.
“We try to explicitly view ourselves as not editors,” he said. “We don’t
want to have editorial judgment over the content that’s in your feed.
You’ve made your friends, you’ve connected to the pages that you
want to connect to and you’re the best decider for the things that you
care about.”
In Facebook’s work on its users’ news feeds, Mr. Marra said, “we’re
saying, ‘We think that of all the stuff you’ve connected yourself to, this

is the stuff you’d be most interested in reading.' ” source

[[Algorithmic Accountability]] proposes that people who write algorithms are
responsible for their biases.

Not Even Wrong
The phrase "not even wrong" is a cliche by now. It was Wolfgang's
Pauli's reaction to a physics paper he had been given to read, and it
basically means that something is so far off point that it's entirely
meaningless. It's like asking about 2+2 and answering "blue." source

Not Just the Trolls
Online abuse is often painted as a problem that is confined to a few toxic (and highly
active) abusers. But as the makers of League of Legends analyzed their data, they
found the problem was much broader than that.
This process led them to a surprising insight—one that “shaped our
entire approach to this problem,” says Jeffrey Lin, Riot’s lead designer
of social systems, who spoke about the process at last year’s Game
Developers Conference. “If we remove all toxic players from the game,
do we solve the player behavior problem? We don’t.” That is, if you
think most online abuse is hurled by a small group of maladapted
trolls, you’re wrong. Riot found that persistently negative players were
only responsible for roughly 13 percent of the game’s bad behavior.
The other 87 percent was coming from players whose presence, most
of the time, seemed to be generally inoffensive or even positive. These
gamers were lashing out only occasionally, in isolated incidents—but
their outbursts often snowballed through the community. Banning the
worst trolls wouldn’t be enough to clean up League of Legends, Riot’s
player behavior team realized. Nothing less than communitywide
reforms could succeed. source

See also [[Reducing Abuse on Twitter]]

Haters are persistent and scary. See [[The Stalkers of Jimmy Wales]]
People are more likely to abide by rulings that are not liked if the process to reach
them was perceived as fair. See [[Fair Process Effect]]
{{Tags: Civility, Social Media, Communities, Architecture}}

Not Paying the Ransom
Ransomware is a new trend where hackers encrypt a corporate or public database and
demand money for the key to decrypt it. Detroit got hit, and decided to not pay.
At the North American International Cyber Summit, Detroit Mayor Mike
Duggan admitted that Detroit’s entire city database was encrypted and
held for a ransom of 2,000 bitcoins worth about $800,000. No, Detroit
didn’t pay back in April, as the database wasn’t needed by the city, but
Duggan described the wake up to ransomware as a "good warning
sign for us." link Not Your Company’s Date
Consumers don't like being asked to register with a company to buy something. We
conducted usability tests with people who needed to buy products from the site. We
asked them to bring their shopping lists and we gave them the money to make the
purchases. All they needed to do was complete the purchase. We were wrong about
the firsttime shoppers. They did mind registering. They resented having to register
when they encountered the page. As one shopper told us, “I’m not here to enter into a
relationship. I just want to buy something.” (medium)
Novelty and Acceleration
The xaxis represents 10minute time intervals, where the first was
taken at 6am Eastern time. The hashtag reaches the Worldwide
trending topics list by 7am Eastern time. From studying Twitter’s
trending topics algorithm in the past, it was understood that both
novelty and acceleration were important factors in attaining a high
trend score. Additionally, Twitter takes into account one’s IP address
when calculating trends. The Worldwide category is a form of
aggregate, looking at novel and rapidly accelerating terms and phrases
being used across users across all regions. source

Novelty Demands Novelty
I agree with the Atlantic’s James Fallows about Trump. “No one like
him has gotten this close to the presidency in modern times.” Which is
not to say he came out of nowhere, or that there is no precedent for his
political style. A long series of developments left the presidential
nominating system and the Republican party vulnerable to Trump. A
long series of developments, which I tried to summarize here and here,
also left political journalism unprepared for the challenge of covering
this campaign. # But now we’re here and novelty demands novelty. If
journalists are to rise to the occasion in the final six weeks of this
campaign, they will have to find a style of coverage as irregular as
Trump’s political style. There are powerful forces working against this.
But if they don’t try, they are likely to regret it for the rest of their
careers. source

Nowhereing
You wake up and wonder: What time is it? Your little touchscreen says
2:54am. Or 7:21am. Or whatever. It is always anytime. And anytime is
checkin time. With one ear on your pillow you check the number of
likes your latest Facebook post has harvested, the Retweets of your
latest birdsong, and then onto the Inbox. After eyeballing what awaits
in the day ahead, you sift through the messages and rank them on
importance, returning to them when showered and fully awake.
Wherever you are, you respond to the most urgent requests and make
sure to nowhere yourself by deleting your “sent from my iPhone”
signature. You could be at your desk already, right? No one needs to
know that you are two blocks away. You don’t want to convey that you
are on the run and not giving them your full attention. So with some
digital camouflaging you say: I am in a place where I can give you due
consideration. At no point are we on the train, in a cafe, in bed, in the
restroom. Except of course we are.source

Nuance and Hysteria
Here's the problem: Virtually everyone is in hysteria over this. The only
way to push back is to get people's attention, and that means writing
without too much nuance. Under the circumstances, I've actually been
pretty restrained. source

Nuance Traps
In the article "Fuck Nuance" Kieran Healy argues that the process of theorizing is
based on abstraction, and as such must attempt to avoid nuance where possible so
that its claims and value (or lack of value) are more evident and debatable. When
people present such abstracted claims, they are often accosted by people who say
"Well, couldn't it be both/and?" and "Isn't it really more complex than that?"
As opposed to "true nuance", Healy calls these antitheoretical impulses "Actually
Existing Nuance":
ActuallyExisting Nuance is ... like a freefloating demand that
something be added. When faced with a problem that is hard to solve,
or a line of thinking that requires us to commit to some defeasible
claim, or a logical dilemma we must bite the bullet on, the nuance
promoting theorist says, "But isn't it more complicated than that?"; or
"Isn't it really both/and?"; or "Aren't these phenomena mutually
constitutive?"; or "Aren't you leaving out [something]?"; or "How does
the theory deal with Agency, or Structure, or Culture, or Temporality, or
Power, or [some other abstract noun]?". This sort of nuance is, I
contend, fundamentally antitheoretical. It blocks the process of
abstraction that theory depends on, and inhibits the creative process
that makes theorizing a useful activity. source
This results in a series of Nuance Traps:
The trap of the "finegrain". This misidentifies theory as a contest of description.
But at some level of ActuallyExisting Nuance you are not involved in theory at all
anymore  you are merely describing phenomena.
The overextension of theoretical frameworks. In this case theories eat and merge

with countertheories and "prerequisites" until they encompass so much that they
are neither refutable or useful.
The nuance of the connoisseur. This is the idea that only someone engaged with
ActuallyExisting Nuance can appreciate the "richness and complexity of the
world". This, again, is a nearcomplete rejection of the theoretical enterprise.

Mike Caulfield has noted something similar. See [[Binary Utopian Critique]]
{{Via: HackerNews}}

Obama Anger
Republicans aren't really angry or distrustful of government, they are angry or
distrustful of Obama, and this pattern shows up whenever Democrats have been in
office. in the past 25 years.
Right now, trust in government is around 30 percent among
Democrats, which is pretty average. But among Republicans it's at a
bloodboiling 10 percent—and has been for the past eight years.
Obama's presidency—presumably egged on by Fox News etc.—has
sent them into an absolute rage about the government.
So if you want to know what's going on, that's it. In general, the
economy is OK. Americans are fairly satisfied with their lives.
Consumer sentiment is fine. Right track/wrong track has been pretty
steady. Only one thing has really changed: The Republican base is
furious about the Obama presidency.
That's it. That's your anger right there. That and nothing more. source

Obama on National Conversations
Obama believes "national conversations" harden positions instead of softening them:
And then, finally, I think it’s going to be important for all of us to do
some soulsearching. You know, there’s been talk about, Should we
convene a conversation on race? I haven’t seen that be particularly

productive when, you know, politicians try to organize conversations.
They end up being stilted and politicized, and folks are locked into the
positions they already have.
On the other hand, in families and churches and workplaces, there’s a
possibility that people are a little bit more honest and at least you ask
yourself your own questions about, Am I wringing as much bias out of
myself as I can? Am I judging people as much as I can based on not
the color of their skin, but the content of their character? That would, I
think, be an appropriate exercise in the wake of this tragedy. source

National conversations involve a sort of [[Context Collapse]]

Occupy Democrats and the Meme War
Now that the nomination contest is over, Rivero has turned to making
antiTrump content. A post from earlier this month got straight to the
point: “Donald Trump is unqualified, unstable and unfit to lead. Share if
you agree!” More than 40,000 people did.
“It’s like a meme war,” Rivero says, “and politics is being won and lost
on social media.” source

On gardens, streams and Zettelkästen
(From richard.wikity.cc)

I read Mike Caulfield's article on the web as a garden (e.g. wikis) and as a stream

(e.g. Blogs, Twitter). It resonated strongly with my reading on Zettelkästen (German for
'index catalogue'). This post places the two concepts together or side by side to see
how they fit.
Another possibility is that neither the stream nor the garden won the Web. What won
was the index card. Look at many many different sites and what you see is index cards
posted on the screen as though it was a cork board. This is what Facebook looks like
(if you squint) and also what federated wikis look like. Each index card typically has an
image, a key idea and a set of inbound or outbound links, with further actions (e.g. 'like'
or 'retweet').
The Web is already made up of reusable chunks. It's just that the infrastructure of the
Web doesn't yet know they're reusable. Instead of reinventing the wheel we can learn
from the rich history (mostly in German) of index card based systems for efficiently
creating knowledge out of information.

Mike Caulfield's article
Zettelkästen
Alan Levine on Federated Wiki as index cards. link
The fedwiki happenings discussed [[Wiki Wiki Hypercard]].

Online Attention as Inferior Good
From The Empirical Economics of Online Attention (2016):
We find that higher income households spend less total time online per
week. Households making $25,000$35,000 a year spend ninetytwo
more minutes a week online than households making$100,000 or
more a year in income, and differences vary monotonically over
intermediate income levels. Relatedly, we also find that the amount of
time on the home device only slightly changes with increases in the
number of available web sites and other devices – it slightly declines
between 2008 and 2013 – despite large increases in online activity via
smartphones and tablets over this time. Finally, the monotonic

negative relationship between income and total time suggests online
attention is an inferior good, and we find that this relationship remains
stable, exhibiting a similar slope of sensitivity to income. We call this
property persistent attention inferiority. There is a generally similar
decline in total time across all income groups, which is consistent with
a simple hypothesis that the allocation of time online at a personal
computer declines in response to the introduction of new devices.
source

Online Dating and Elo Scores
The swipeleft, swiperight dating app Tinder, for example, is known for
making matches based on an internal attractiveness ranking it
calculates for each of its users. As Sean Rad, the founder of Tinder,
has explained to Fast Company, Tinder calls each user’s ranking his or
her “elo score.” The term comes from the world of professional chess,
where elo scores are used to rank players. If an average player beats
a grandmaster, her score increases significantly. If a great player loses
to an even better player, his elo score only drops a few points.
On Tinder, the chess matches are users indicating whether they want
to go on a date with each other, and users’ scores go up or down
depending on how highly ranked they are. As one journalist put it, the
system looks a lot like “a definitive scoring of our attractiveness, a
supercharged Hot or Notstyle algorithm.”
Rad stresses that the elo score rates “desirability,” which incorporates
more than attractiveness. Yet the app clearly uses elo scores to match
equally datable people. Rad has said that he can ballpark someone’s
elo score just by looking at pictures of the matches served up by
Tinder’s algorithm. source

Online Disinhibition Effect
While there may be other influences, the online disinhibition effect14
describes several subtle, but powerful underlying factors that

contribute to the nature of communication via digital devices. These
factors may help explain the sometimes toxic and aggressive nature of
online communications.15
First, the anonymity associated with computermediated
communication may permit people to possess an alternate online
identity and essentially hide behind a nonidentifying pseudonym or
username. This form of dissociative anonymity allows people to
separate from inperson identity and moral agency, thereby freeing
them to express hostility and criticism without any effect to the psyche.
Similarly, online users may dissociate those at the other end of the
communication by subconsciously viewing them merely as avatars or
usernames instead of actual persons.
Second, as online communication can be asynchronous, individuals do
not have to manage immediate reactions to online conversations and
can remove themselves from the repercussions of online discussions,
even avoiding ownership for hostile and intimidating comments. Third,
even in a completely nonanonymous environment (ie, computerized
medical record, email correspondence, blogs), the nature of online
communications is such that individuals are physically invisible to
others, permitting them to disregard any type of eye contact or physical
reaction of the other person(s). A significant portion of traditional face
toface communications tends to be nonverbal (eg, body language,
tone of voice), and without these cues, online conversations lack an
essential element of understanding.16
Overt negativity toward others manifested in online communications
should not be attributed merely to character flaws. The online
disinhibition effect applies to all individuals regardless of ethical and
moral character. Even those of high moral judgment and character can
subconsciously devolve into a more pernicious state when they
psychologically disconnect their words from their actual being. In
essence, the subconscious psychological factors associated with the
online disinhibition effect negatively impact the likelihood that empathy
will be expressed in digital environments. source

Only Modest Effort
In a followup study, Mr. Guess finds that disclosure of Hillary Clinton’s
use of a private email server produced a brief but significant spike in
the conservatism of the news viewed by Republicans but not
Democrats. This shift dissipated within a few days, however, as people
resumed their normal information consumption patterns.
These findings are consistent with what prior studies have shown.
People will tend to choose coverage from congenial outlets when given
the choice in experiments. But most make only modest efforts to seek
out coverage that is consistent with their preferences or to avoid
uncongenial information in the real world, where other factors like
convenience, habit and recommendations from friends on social media
often matter more. source

Open Apple
Once I had my design built and working, I brought it to the club. I was
shy, but communicated with my technical projects, just like many
"makers" do. I intended to blow them away with how so few and
affordable chips could make a computer that could run a programming
language without a lot of other expense or surplus connections.
I even passed out my design, hardware and software, for free without
any copyright or company intent. I figured that all these people who
spoke about changing society (communication, education, importance
of geeks) would build their own for $300 cost. Few took me up on that,
maybe only one.
The formula for the personal computer was out to anyone looking over
my shoulder. Others would have hit on it eventually, but I was first in
this sense of an affordable useful computer that worked for normal
people. Every computer before this one had a front panel with switches
and lights. Every computer after this one had a keyboard and video
display.

Steve Jobs was in another state and wasn't even aware of this
computer until he came into town and I took him to the club to see
what it was all about. source

Openness and Political Orientation
One argument is that conservatives are less open to experience,
diversity and curiosity than liberals. If conservatives are not open to
new experiences, and therefore not as driven by curiosity as liberals,
then they might not seek out academic positions that require them to
push the boundaries of knowledge and to search for new answers.
Their lack of openness precludes them from occupying positions of
academic influence.
The argument has data on its side. Openness to experience is a key
personality dimension. It’s measured with survey items such as ‘I’m
interested in learning about the history and politics of other countries’
and ‘I think of myself as a somewhat eccentric person’. People who
score high on this measure tend to be curious, imaginative and
interested in new people and ideas. A number of studies, including my
own, use data from a variety of people to find that liberals score higher
on personality measures of openness to experience and curiosity than
do conservatives. This is true of studies using selfreport and observer
report measures, including a study where researchers analysed the
contents of participants’ living areas (ie dorm rooms). Liberal dorm
rooms tended to have a wider variety of books and music than
conservative dorm rooms. The link between ideology and openness is
consistent.
Scoring low on openness, meanwhile, has been linked to prejudice
towards black people, immigrants, and the LGBT community. In one
study, people scoring low on openness rated a black individual as less
likeable than did people who scored high on openness. A second
study found that people low in openness rated black job candidates as
less intelligent, responsible and honest than did people high in
openness. All of this research suggests that people who are low in

openness will be less likely to deal well with diversity, while people
high in openness will be wellsuited for it. If this is the case, then it
might indeed be desirable to have liberals dominate our universities.
source

Origin of the "Social Web"
The origin of the social web is various, but the origin of the term is attributed to Howard
Rheingold.
Image
From Wikipedia: The term "social Web" was coined by Howard Rheingold for this
network in 1996; Rheingold was quoted in an article for Time on his website "Electric
Minds", described as a "virtual community center" that listed online communities for
users interested in socializing through the Web, saying that "The idea is that we will
lead the transformation of the Web into a social Web". (wikipedia)
It's worth noting that the use of HTML forms (crucial in wiki as well) was key here.
Forms became the way to hack a read/write web together.

The HTML form was born in the curses browser. See Birth of the Form.
Original Rushmore Design
Sometimes we have to stop projects a bit early. But that's OK.
Here's the original Mount Rushmore design.

Origins of the Beach Trip
Beach trips became a thing based on bad medical advice.
But a deep cultural appreciation of the benefits of being at the
beach really started in England in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, largely because of medical prescriptions at the time. Many
contemporary doctors believed that bathing in cold sea waves was
beneficial for conditions they called “melancholy” and “spleen” – an
excess of black bile that made people introverted, depressed, cautious
or moody.
The malady stemmed from the idea of the four humors, a basic
medical theory that dated all the way back to Hippocrates. Robert
Burton, the English scholar who wrote the 1621 tome “The Anatomy of
Melancholy,” described melancholy as one of man’s chief maladies, a
sickness of the soul as well as the body that was associated with the
spleen.

Burton’s strategy to combat melancholy was not exactly beach
vacations – he believed those with melancholy should stick to dry
places – but his theories did eventually lead to the tradition, Corbin
says. Burton believed the best remedy for melancholy was a change
in one’s environment; he recommended traveling, a varied landscape
and an overlook of the horizon.
Over the next two centuries, Burton's prescriptions inspired other
doctors to recommend that their patients head for the shore, believing
that the shock of submersion in cold, salty and turbulent seawater was
beneficial for health. Doctors would issue prescriptions to patients
detailing exactly how long, how often and under what conditions they
were to bathe, and scholarly treatises proliferated on the very best
beaches for a variety of maladies. source

Overfit and the Evolution of Cognition
People who react rationally to change may survive ordinary events, but may be at a
disadvantage in mass extinction events.
The premise is simple, particularly coming from a machine learning,
optimization and genetic algorithms background: in an environment
punctuated by slow, progressive changes followed by cataclistic
changes in the opposite direction, individuals that track the
enviromment better will overfit (and die). More inaccurate individuals
will be the ones surviving long term. source

Oversampled Nonsense
A while back, hackers linked to the Russian government stole a cache
of emails from Hillary Clinton campaign chair John Podesta and
furnished them to WikiLeaks. One of those emails has generated a lot
of interest in conservative circles because — conservatives say — it
shows that polls are being systematically biased in Clinton’s favor.
In the email, Thomas Matzzie, an operative for the 2008 Clinton

primary campaign, asked advisers at a progressive group called the
Atlas Project to “recommend oversamples for our polling.” Bloggers
like Zero Hedge and Gateway Pundit pounced on this as evidence that
the Clinton campaign was working with mainstream media
organizations to rig public polls in Clinton’s favor.
That would be a big story if it were true. But as I’ll explain below, it’s
not — people were misinterpreting a banal discussion about the
campaign’s internal polling.
This article is part of New Money, a new section on economics,
technology, and business. But even though the story is obviously,
comically, wrong, it won’t die. It’s been circulating for days among
conservative blogs and social media accounts since it became public.
And its longevity points to a troubling development in our media
environment.
Social media sites like Facebook have democratized the media
landscape, allowing anyone to create and distribute content to their
friends and family. There are a lot of good things about this, but it’s
also proving to have a serious downside: Without the quality filters
traditionally supplied by mainstream media outlets, there’s a lot more
room for total nonsense to circulate widely.
The increasing polarization of news through social media allows
liberals and conservatives to live in different versions of reality. And
that’s making it harder and harder for our democratic system to
function. source

Overview (Tool)
Overview is an opensource platform that helps you read and analyze
thousands of documents super quickly. It includes full text search,
visualizations, entity detection, topic modeling, and more. All in an
easyto use, visual workflow. source

Own Worst Enemy

A "group is its own worst enemy".  Clay Shirky.
Justly famous post by Clay Shirky on the way groups work to defeat themselves.
So these are human patterns that have shown up on the Internet, not
because of the software, but because it's being used by humans. Bion
has identified this possibility of groups sandbagging their sophisticated
goals with these basic urges. And what he finally came to, in analyzing
this tension, is that group structure is necessary. Robert's Rules of
Order are necessary. Constitutions are necessary. Norms, rituals,
laws, the whole list of ways that we say, out of the universe of possible
behaviors, we're going to draw a relatively small circle around the
acceptable ones.
He said the group structure is necessary to defend the group from
itself. Group structure exists to keep a group on target, on track, on
message, on charter, whatever. To keep a group focused on its own
sophisticated goals and to keep a group from sliding into these basic
patterns. Group structure defends the group from the action of its own
members.source

We want to see the user of software as the individual, as we do with desktop apps, but,
as Shirky notes, in social software [[The User is the Group]]
[[Cohen's Law]] predicts unmoderated groups will spend increasing bandwidth arguing
about moderation.
Softforking Groups like those on Twitter, LiveJournal, or Tumblr have blurry edges and
respond well to scale compared to other options. On the other hand, you can argue
[[Twitter is a Community Without Community Tools]]

Page Operators and Their Mobs
Page operators of political clickbait sites look down on their mobs:
Terry Littlepage, an internet marketer based in Las Cruces, N.M., has
taken this model even further. He runs a collection of about 50

politically themed Facebook pages with names like The American
Patriot and My Favorite Gun, which push visitors to a halfdozen
external websites, stocked with content aggregated by a team of
freelancers. He estimates that he spends about a thousand dollars a
day advertising his pages on Facebook; as a result, they have more
than 10 million followers. In a good month, Littlepage’s properties bring
in $60,000.
Nicoloff and Littlepage say that Trump has been good for business, but
each admits to some discomfort. Nicoloff, a conservative, says that
there were other candidates he preferred during the Republican
primaries but that he had come around to the nominee. Littlepage is
also a recent convert. During the primaries, he was a Cruz supporter,
and he even tried making some leftwing pages on Facebook but
discovered that they just didn’t make him as much money.
In their angry, cascading comment threads, Make America Great’s
followers express no such ambivalence. Nearly every page operator I
spoke to was astonished by the tone their commenters took,
comparing them to things like torchwielding mobs and sharks in a
feeding frenzy. No doubt because of the page’s name, some Trump
supporters even mistake Nicoloff’s page for an official organ of the
campaign. Nicoloff says that he receives dozens of messages a day
from Trump supporters, expecting or hoping to reach the man himself.
Many, he says, are simply asking for money. source

Pandora's Box of the Liberated Self
Marty Jezer, a cofounder of Packer Corners, blamed the failure of the
movement on the profound conflict within the counterculture. ''We had
a big cider press operation at Packer Corners,'' Mr. Jezer recalled,
''and I remember being up on top of the press one day, feeding in
apples to make cider. A bunch of hippies had come by to help, but
instead they were dancing around the press, throwing apples at each
other. It wasn't much help. We had an impractical but noble vision that
was constantly undermined by people who came just to play.''

In all, Mr. Houriet concluded, the important lesson of the commune
movement was that ''openended, anarchistic communities didn't work
because of problems with leadership, with land ownership, the role of
drugs and booze, plus internal conflicts among the members. There
was a lot of trauma involved, and not just from chemicals. The
movement opened a Pandora's box of the liberated self, and the
trauma proceeded from the inability of people to deal with themselves.''
source

Papert on Teaching Computer Skills
From Seymour Papert's The Children's Machine:
In the case of computer knowledge, [Paolo Freire's] banking approach
is often defended by the argument that it will stand the students in
good stead when they grow up and look for jobs that will require
computer skills. Nothing could be more ridiculous. If "computer skills"
is interpreted in a narrow sense of technical knowledge about
computers, there is nothing the children can learn now that is worth
banking: By the time they grow up, the computer skills required in the
workplace will have evolved into something fundamentally different.
But what makes the argument truly ridiculous is that the very idea of
banking computer knowledge for use one day in the workplace
undermines the only really important "computer skills": the skill and
habit of using the computer in doing whatever one is doing. But this is
exactly what was given up in shifting the computer into the computer
lab.

Paradox of Unanimity
Imagine a police lineup where ten witnesses are asked to identify a
bank robber they glimpsed fleeing the scene. If six of them pick the
same person, there’s a good chance that’s the culprit. And if all ten do,
you might think the case is rock solid. But sometimes, the closer you
start to get to total agreement, the less reliable the result becomes.

Derek Abbott explains the paradox of unanimity. source
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heCSbA8w57A

Partisan Sorting
Partisan sorting is an interesting phenomenon. In recent times we've increasingly seen
voters taking cues from their party on what to believe rather than parties being
constructed of their voter's views.
As an example, consider the economic conservative and the issue of gun control.
There's no reason these two issues need to go together  the only reasons why the
Republican party espouses both is historical, the coalition of the rich and the rural that
they've put together. In previous times we could see this as a coalition, with rural voters
continuing to espouse some economically liberal leanings and economic conservatives
tolerating but not agreeing with antigun views.
But that's not how it works today. In the age of the ideological party, a frame is adopted
that ties these two things together  both are economic regulation and gun control are
Big Government telling you what to do. This intellectual underpinning is of course a
fiction in some ways  a retroactively constructed argument to rationalize a pre
existing coalition, but it connects the two issues and allows one to reinforce the other.
Ideological consistency then demands that you be passionate about both.
This is true on the Democratic side as well  there's no reason why someone who
supports more limited use of the military should also believe in genderneutral
bathrooms  at least from a purely logical perspective. But your mind is, undoubtedly,
already constructing the ideological case. (Note: there are of course emotional
dispositions that might connect the two, but this is a different matter).
What to make of this? Two things  first, voters and candidates are becoming more
ideologically consistent, and this is driving polarization. But second, and more
interestingly, a lot of what we're seeing right now is a result of this. People see Sanders
and Trump as parallels, but honestly Sanders functions far more like Cruz in terms of
party dynamics  an ideologically consistent candidate who takes the party line at face
value.
Trump is something different  Trump is, perhaps, a postCruz and Sanders event in a

party's lifecycle. Trump is the unwinding of the ideological underpinnings for people
tired of the partisan sorting. It's a faction driven by cultural issues (largely around white
identity, but not solely) that has gotten tired of the gymnastics of tying that to Rightto
Life, Religious Freedom, and taxation schemes.

Partisan Stereotyping
One feature of lifestyle politics is a vast overestimate of the lifestyles of adherents.
We document a consequential and heretofore undiscovered perceptual
phenomenon in American politics and public opinion: Americans
considerably overestimate the share of partystereotypical groups in
the masslevel parties. For instance, on average, people think that
32% of Democratic supporters are LGBT (6% in reality) and 38% of
Republican supporters earn over $250,000 per year (2%). We
experimentally demonstrate that these perceptions are genuine and
partyspecific, and not artifacts of expressive responding, innumeracy,
or erroneous perceptions of group base rates. These misperceptions
are relatively universal across partisan groups and positively
associated with political interest. We experimentally document two
political consequences of this perceptual bias: when provided
information about the actual share of various partystereotypical
groups in the outparty, partisans come to see supporters of the out
party as less extreme and feel less socially distant from them. Thus,
people’s skewed mental images of the parties appear to fuel
contemporary pathologies of partisanship. source

Party Affiliation Bubble
[[Filter Bubble]]s exist offline as well.
A bubble envelops people by party affiliation as well. Among
Democrats, almost 34 percent say all of their closest friends are
Democrats, while only 7 percent of Democrats that say that none of
their closest friends are Democrats. With Republicans, 28 percent say
all of their friends are Republican.

It should come as no surprise that Americans who tend to spend time
with one another share the same views. Almost six in 10 people who
disapprove of Barack Obama’s job performance as president say all
five of their closest friends disapprove as well. Asked about the
Affordable Care Act, 43 percent of those who oppose it say all five of
their closest friends also oppose it. And 39 percent who support the
health law say none of their five closest friends oppose it.
We see a sharper divide with abortion: 56 percent who oppose more
restrictions on abortion say their friends feel the same way, and 39
percent who support more restrictions on abortion say all five of their
closest friends support such restrictions. source

Party Polarization: The Voting Gap

Source
When the political parties in the U.S. were ideologically diverse (and arguably, more
corrupt) there was less party unity. The Gingrich revolution began a process of
escalation that has not stopped since.

Pass Laws
A man shows his passbook. source
From Wikipedia:
In South Africa, pass laws were a form of internal passport system
designed to segregate the population, severely limit the movements of
the black African populace, manage urbanisation, and allocate migrant
labour. The black population was required to carry these pass books
with them when outside their homelands or designated areas. Passes
were opposed by groups like the revolutionary syndicalists and the
black nationalists. Before the 1950s, this legislation largely applied to
African men, and attempts to apply it to women in the 1910s and
1950s were met with significant protests. Pass laws would be one of
the dominant features of the country's apartheid system, until
effectively ended in 1986.
Source: Pass Laws

Pearl Harbor Rumors
Allport undertook early investigations [Allport and Postman, 1946, Allport and Postman,
1947] in the context of wartime rumours. He posited the importance of studying
rumours, emphasising that “newsworthy events are likely to breed rumors” and that
“the amount of rumor in circulation will vary with the importance of the subject to the
individuals involved times the ambiguity of the evidence pertaining to the topic at
issue”. This led him to set forth a motivational question which is yet to be answered:
“Can rumors be scientifically understood and controlled?” [Allport and Postman, 1946].
His 1947 experiment [Allport and Postman, 1947] reveals an interesting fact about
rumour circulation and belief. He looked at how US President Franklin D. Roosevelt

allayed rumours about losses at the 1941 Pearl Harbor bombing. The study showed
that before the President made his address, 69% of a group of undergraduate students
believed that losses at Pearl Harbor were greater than officially stated; but five days
later, the President having spoken in the meantime, only 46% of an equivalent group of
students believed this statement to be true. This study revealed the importance of an
official announcement by a reputable person in shaping society’s perception of the
accuracy of a rumour. source

Pedersen Index
The Pedersen index is a measure of electoral volatility in party
systems. It was described by Mogens Pedersen in a paper published
in 1979 entitled The Dynamics of European Party Systems: Changing
Patterns of Electoral Volatility.[1] source

Peer Effects and SATs
Leonardo Bursztyn, an assistant professor at UCLA, and Robert
Jensen a professor at the University of Pennsylvania, handed out fliers
encouraging 11thgraders to sign up for a free SAT class. The twist:
Some of the fliers said that everyone in the class would know who
signed up. Some of the fliers said that decisions would be kept private.
In honors classrooms, kids were 25 percent more likely to sign up if
they knew their peers would be judging them. In nonhonors
classrooms, kids were 25 percent less likely to sign up. source

Penalty Compression
Making all offenses capital offenses can have unintended effects.
From Slate Star Codex: Chen Sheng was an officer serving the Qin Dynasty, famous
for their draconian punishments. He was supposed to lead his army to a rendezvous
point, but he got delayed by heavy rains and it became clear he was going to arrive
late. The way I always hear the story told is this:

Chen turns to his friend Wu Guang and asks “What’s the penalty for being late?”
“Death,” says Wu. “And what’s the penalty for rebellion?”
“Death,” says Wu.
“Well then…” says Chen Sheng.
And thus began the famous Dazexiang Uprising, which caused thousands of deaths
and helped usher in a period of instability and chaos that resulted in the fall of the Qin
Dynasty three years later. [[http://slatestarcodex.com/2014/08/31/radicalizingthe
romanceless/ source]

Broken Windows Theory provided an opposite view, but it has been largely discredited.
See [[Broken Windows Theory Broken]]
The [[Rockefeller Drug Laws]] provide one example of Penalty Compression. It's not
pretty.

People Are Not Pissed
The American people are not pissed at the state of the economy. At
all.
They’re as happy as they were in 1984, when Ronald Reagan won a
landslide reelection. They largely approve of their president. They
overwhelmingly support free trade and oppose immigration restriction,
and in both cases the public is becoming more proglobalization, not
less. Donald Trump won a Republican primary where turnout, as
always, was low, and got as far as he did on the votes of a relatively
small fraction of Americans. source

People Who Are Good With Social Cues Also
Good With Internet
That’s the word from Anita Woolley, a professor of organizational
behavior and theory at Carnegie Mellon University. She’s been

studying what it takes for groups to make smart decisions online, and
her latest research unearthed a surprising discovery: People who were
good at reading emotional cues facetoface also happened to be
pretty good at reading these cues in online discussions.
Even without seeing the other person’s face, they were able to read
other’s mental states online, where misunderstanding can easily occur.
And if you include these people in your online groups, your group will
be smarter, too.source Pepe's Fall
The problem with Pepe is that he’s been stamped a hate symbol by
politicians, hate groups, institutions, the media and, because of them,
your mom. Before he got wrapped up in politics, Pepe was an inside
joke and a symbol for feeling sad or feeling good and many things in
between. I understand that it’s out of my control, but in the end, Pepe
is whatever you say he is, and I, the creator, say that Pepe is love.
source

Personal Networks and Institutional Failure
Personal networks fill gaps left by institutions, and may deliver more value to people
institutions have failed.
Personal networks are most critical, scholars generally believe, in
societies where markets and governments do not effectively deliver.
However much networking we do in the United States, our efforts are
nothing like those in countries with less effective markets and
governments—a classic example is Soviets trying to find out when
consumer goods would be available and how to reach the person
distributing them. Still, Americans do network—as they did before they
knew they were networking. Only now, thanks to the metaphor from
the academic lab, we rely on considerably more technology and
tutoring, and do so with far greater selfconsciousness. source

Perverse Incentives

Perverse incentives are those incentives within behaviour modification strategies that
operate rationally and in so doing produce the opposite of the intended outcome.
Image
A bounty for rats can lead to an increase in the rat population.
The classic example given in economic literature is the Rat Bounty of 19th century
Hanoi. This resulted in the creation of rat farms by peasants who bred rats in order to
turn in rat bodies to collect the bounty designed to reduce the rat population. In other
words, the rat bounty increased rather than decreased the rat problem.
An example in higher education is the creation of global research ranking audit
schemes that concretely reduce the amount of time available to researchers to
undertake actual research.

A Freaknomics podcast covers the Hanoi Rat Bounty and examples of perverse
incentives. (podcast)
The description of the Hanoi Rat Massacre comes from Of Rats, Rice, and Race. See
Hanoi Rat Massacre
One type of perverse incentive is Penalty Compression.
Source: perverse incentives

Peter Elbow
From Wikipedia: Peter Elbow is a Professor of English Emeritus at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst, where he also directed the Writing Program from 1996 until
2000. He writes about theory, practice, and pedagogy, and has authored several books
and a number of papers. His practices in regard to editing and revising are now widely
accepted and taught as the writing process. The invention technique freewriting is
dubbed as a "studentcentered movement".
He is a teacher and theorist of composition. His work focuses on the writing process,
and the ways in which teachers can help their students become better writers through
embracing the messiness of the writing process.

Techniques advocated by Elbow include Minimal Grading and The Believing Game.

Peter James's Host
Peter James's Host was an early electronic book.
From Penguin's 1994 Announcement:
Penguin (UK), publisher, will launch its first electronic novel in
November 1994. The novel is Host by Peter James and will cost
GBP12.99 on floppy disk. The disk includes the novel, research
material used by the author, an audio clip of the writer explaining the
background to the novel and a video introduction. source
Naturally, people were outraged:
When Peter James published his novel Host on two floppy disks in
1993, he was illprepared for the “venomous backlash” that would
follow. Journalists and fellow writers berated and condemned him; one
reporter even dragged a PC and a generator out to the beach to
demonstrate the ridiculousness of this new form of reading. “I was
frontpage news of many newspapers around the world, accused of
killing the novel,” James told pop.edit.lit. “[But] I pointed out that the
novel was already dying at an alarming rate without my assistance.”
link

Philippine Meme Factory
Then, of course, there’s the content, which, at a few dozen posts a
day, Nicoloff is far too busy to produce himself. “I have two people in
the Philippines who post for me,” Nicoloff said, “a husbandandwife
combo.” From 9 a.m. Eastern time to midnight, the contractors scour
the internet for viral political stories, many explicitly proTrump. If
something seems to be going viral elsewhere, it is copied to their site
and promoted with an urgent headline. (The Khan story was posted at
the end of the shift, near midnight Eastern time, or just before noon in
Manila.) The resulting product is raw and frequently jarring, even by

the standards of this campaign. “There’s No Way I’ll Send My Kids to
Public School to Be Brainwashed by the LGBT Lobby,” read one
headline, linking to an essay ripped from Glenn Beck’s The Blaze;
“Alert: UN Backs Secret Obama Takeover of Police; Here’s What We
Know ...,” read another, copied from a site called The Federalist
Papers Project. In the end, Nicoloff takes home what he jokingly
described as a “doctor’s salary” — in a good month, more than
$20,000. source

Phillipine Chopshop
Make America Great, a Trumpsupporting clickbait shop, outsources content to a
Phillipinesbased team:
Then, of course, there’s the content, which, at a few dozen posts a
day, Nicoloff is far too busy to produce himself. “I have two people in
the Philippines who post for me,” Nicoloff said, “a husbandandwife
combo.” From 9 a.m. Eastern time to midnight, the contractors scour
the internet for viral political stories, many explicitly proTrump. If
something seems to be going viral elsewhere, it is copied to their site
and promoted with an urgent headline. (The Khan story was posted at
the end of the shift, near midnight Eastern time, or just before noon in
Manila.) The resulting product is raw and frequently jarring, even by
the standards of this campaign. “There’s No Way I’ll Send My Kids to
Public School to Be Brainwashed by the LGBT Lobby,” read one
headline, linking to an essay ripped from Glenn Beck’s The Blaze;
“Alert: UN Backs Secret Obama Takeover of Police; Here’s What We
Know ...,” read another, copied from a site called The Federalist
Papers Project. In the end, Nicoloff takes home what he jokingly
described as a “doctor’s salary” — in a good month, more than
$20,000 source

Pinatas and Husbands
Image
Yellen's husband is a Nobel Prizewinning economist know for his proconsumer

stance.
Kevin Drum provides two examples (from the same day) of what he considers to be
kneejerk cultural sensitivity: In the previous post, I called Marco Rubio the next human
piñata in the Republican primary. On Twitter I got called out for this: "I think we can all
agree that describing Hispanics as 'pinatas' is offensive."
Ralph Nader is mad at Janet Yellen for keeping interest rates low, so he wrote her an
open letter suggesting that she sit down with her "Nobel Prize winning husband,
economist George Akerlof, who is known to be consumersensitive." Jordan
Weissman called out Nader: "Yes, Ralph Nader just told the most powerful woman in
the world to take more tips from her husband." (post)
His point is that reactions to such phrases and words when those phrases and words
are absent any real offense is counterproductive. Pinata is a common term applied to
capture the beating top tier primary candidates face from lower ranked competitors.
Yellen is not being asked to sit down with her husband because she is a woman 
rather Nader's point is is that she is already aware of these issues by virtue of her
manyyear partnership with Akerlof.
Is there harm in such actions? Does the culture of nitpicking tend to devalue calling
out phraseology that is truly problematic?

Such reactions aren't really coordinated, but there does seem a relation here to
Tactical Twitter.
One argument against overreaction is that if we don't distinguish between minor and
major crimes people may stop policing their actions altogether. See Penalty
Compression

Pockets of Polarization
On Twitter, for instance, people who tweet about politics tend to tweet
primarily at and with people who belong to the same party, creating
what one team of researchers called “pockets of political polarization.”
(A 2014 study suggested such pockets could become less polarized as
they tweeted with other groups, but the jury’s still out on that one.) On

Facebook, the average user agrees with the politics of more than
threefourths of her friends. The social network has found that affinity
is more pronounced among liberals than it is among conservatives; it’s
also found that, because most users signal to the algorithm (through
their clicks) that they’re more interested in stories that agree with their
politics, the algorithm tends to surface more of that agreeable, re
affirmative content. source

Polarization Dates to the Mid1970s
Nolan McCarthy points out the timeline of polarization rules out a lot of explanations of
it.

Based on both qualitative and quantitative evidence, the roots of our
current polarization go back almost 40 years to the mid1970s. Indices
of polarization based on roll call voting in Congress have been nearly
monotonical in both chambers of Congress since around 1978. This

evidence is primarily important for the explanations of polarization that
it rules out. It casts doubt on explanations focused on more
contemporary events such as the Clinton impeachment, the 2000
presidential election, the election of Barack Obama or the emergence
of the tea party. That both chambers have been affected suggests a
limited role for explanations based on the institutional differences
between the House and the Senate. The timing is much more
consistent with explanations based on large historical trends such as
the postCivil Rights realignment of Southern politics and increased
levels of economic and social inequality. source

Another important date: 1966. See [[The Sanitized Lexicon of 1966]]
{{Tags: Polarization}}
Polarization is about the Right's Movement
Political polarization is asymmetrical, with the majority of the movement coming from
the right.
The evidence points to a major partisan asymmetry in polarization.
Despite the widespread belief that both parties have moved to the
extremes, the movement of the Republican Party to the right accounts
for most of the divergence between the two parties. Since the 1970s,
each new cohort of Republican legislators has taken more
conservative positions on legislation than the cohorts before them.
That is not true of Democratic legislators. Any movement to the left by
the Democrats can be accounted for by a decline in white
representatives from the South and an increase in AfricanAmerican
and Latino representation. source

Polaroid Revolutionary Workers Movement
Image
Button from the PRWM.
The Polaroid Revolutionary Workers Movement (PRWM) began October 5th, 1970

when a number of fliers were posted on Polaroid bulletin boards and left at all
entrances of the Cambridge, MA offices.
It was started by two African American Polaroid employees, Ken Williams and Caroline
Hunter. Caroline Hunter explains how it came about: "I worked at Polaroid as a
research chemist and my late husband Ken Williams was in the photo department
producing advertisements for Polaroid, and one day I went to pick him up for lunch and
we discovered an ID badge with a mockup of a black guy that we knew from Polaroid
saying 'Union of South Africa Department of the Mines'," Hunter said. "We discovered
that Polaroid was in South Africa and that they'd been there for quite some time, since
1938, and that they were actually the producers of the notorious passbook
photographs which South Africans, black South Africans called their 'handcuffs.'"
(html)
Polaroid initially denied the allegations, but later conceded their materials were
involved in passbook production: The next day Polaroid denied it was aiding apartheid
either "directly or indirectly." But company officials took a closer look and two weeks
later admitted that about 20 per cent of the film sold to their South African distributor
had found its way into the passbook program  one of the chief instruments used by
the South African government and its 3 million whites in the subjugation of the
country's 13 million blacks. (paid)
These revelations were particularly damaging to Polaroid as it was a company that had
built up a reputation as a progressive company.
The movement was joined by many other groups, and an early example of calls for
divestment as an activist tactic. It was the first South African divestment campaign
organized by black workers.
From a PRWM pamphlet. (source)[/caption]
In 1971, in reaction to the campaign, Polaroid announced the Polaroid Experiment,
under which they would continue to do business in South Africa with some
modifications.
In 1978, after a number of revelations about how their materials were being used, they
announced they would be pulling out of South Africa completely.

The workers were initially focused on the sales of the Polaroid ID2 identification
system, which was seen as part of the machinery of apartheid. See ID2 Controversy
Polaroid's involvement was opposed by many groups, including Science for the People
(or, SftP).
Caroline Hunter is still active in divestment activism, focusing recent efforts on
Palestine.
Ken Williams died several years back. He cofounded the movement with Hunter.
Guardian revelations about 1977 trade. (pdf)
Article on Polaroid's eventual pullout. (pdf)
Source: Polaroid Revolutionary Workers Movement

Policy Through Bridge Height
Robert Caro discusses his shock at understanding how seemingly neutral
infrastructure decisions were being used to enforce segregation. Here he discusses
Robert Moses, a city planner who built racism into the city's architecture. The example:
he built 180 or so bridges too low for buses to pass under, effectively keeping black
users of public transport out of broad swaths of the city.

I remember his aide, Sid Shapiro, who I spent a lot of time getting to
talk to me, he finally talked to me. And he had this quote that I’ve never
forgotten. He said Moses didn’t want poor people, particularly poor
people of color, to use Jones Beach, so they had legislation passed
forbidding the use of buses on parkways.
Then he had this quote, and I can still he him saying it to me.
“Legislation can always be changed. It’s very hard to tear down a
bridge once it’s up.” So he built 180 or 170 bridges too low for buses.
We used Jones Beach a lot, because I used to work the night shift for
the first couple of years, so I’d sleep til 12 and then we’d go down and
spend a lot of afternoons at the beach. It never occurred to me that
there weren’t any black people at the beach.
So Ina and I went to the main parking lot, that huge 10,000car lot. We
stood there with steno pads, and we had three columns: Whites,
Blacks, Others. And I still remember that first column—there were a
few Others, and almost no Blacks. The Whites would be go on to the
next page. I said, God, this is what Robert Moses did. This is how you
can shape a metropolis for generations. source
Trucks still routinely get stuck under these bridges, and occasionally crash into them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35C28GrdDA

Ruth Bader Ginsburg also discussed [[Sexist Architecture]].
[[Hostile Architecture]] is often used to repel homeless, drugusing, or teenage
populations.
More on Moses in [[Robert Moses and the South Bronx]]
{{Tags: Racism, Architecture, Policy, Design}}

Poor Readers Rely On Annotations of Others
We surveyed students enrolled in Introductory Psychology courses
about their text marking preferences and analyzed the marking in their
textbooks. Lowskill readers report more reliance on highlighting
strategies and actually mark their texts more than better readers. In
addition, lowskilled readers prefer to buy used, previously marked
texts over new ones! Furthermore, when lowskill readers mark their
texts, they are less capable of marking the most relevant material as
determined by instructors asked to mark sampled text pages for
comparison. All of this adds up to a destructive feedback system in
which students who are weak readers can make things even worse in
terms of course performance due to their text marking preferences and
behaviors. source

Popular = False in Chain Emails
We’ve noticed that the more times something is forwarded, the more
likely it is to be false. We suggested this perverse theory when we
threw cold water on the claim that the United Kingdom, or the
University of Kentucky, had stopped teaching about the Holocaust. E
mails about Obama, for instance, have been particularly popular – they
now rank as No. 3 on Snopes.com’s list of the 25 Hottest Urban
Legends and one rumor holds the No. 1 spot in Emery’s top 25. But
only one of the emails these sites have examined is true – and

actually only a certain version of it passes the truth test. source

Positive Early Coverage
Of all the indicators of success in the invisible primary, media exposure
is arguably the most important. Media exposure is essential if a
candidate is to rise in the polls. Absent a high poll standing, or upward
momentum, it’s difficult for a candidate to raise money, win
endorsements, or even secure a spot in the preprimary debates.
Some political scientists offer a different assessment of the invisible
primary, arguing that highlevel endorsements are the key to early
success.[1] That’s been true in some cases, but endorsements tend to
be a trailing indicator, the result of a calculated judgment by top party
leaders of a candidate’s viability. Other analysts have placed money at
the top.[2] Money is clearly important but its real value comes later in
the process, when the campaign moves to Super Tuesday and the
other multistate contests where ad buys and field organization
become critical.
In the early going, nothing is closer to pure gold than favorable free
media exposure. It can boost a candidate’s poll standing and access to
money and endorsements. Above all, it bestows credibility. New York
Times columnist Russell Baker aptly described the press as the “Great
Mentioner.”[3] The nominating campaigns of candidates who are
ignored by the media are almost certainly futile, while the campaigns of
those who receive close attention get a boost. Ever since 1972, when
the nominating process was taken out of the hands of party bosses
and given over to the voters in state primaries and caucuses, the press
has performed the party’s traditional role of screening potential
presidential nominees—deciding which ones are worthy of the voters’
attention. As Theodore H. White wrote in The Making of the President,
1972, “The power of the press is a primordial one. It determines what
people will think and talk about—an authority that in other nations is
reserved for tyrants, priests, parties, and mandarins.”[4] source

Positive Emotion As Resource

"Our positive emotion, perhaps, can be seen as a resource," Dr. Jordi
Quoidbach, one of the study's lead authors and a psychology
professor at Barcelona's University Pompeu Fabra, told Business
Insider. "When we don't have enough, we need to replenish it, but as
soon as we have enough, we can potentially use that to get things
done." source

PostDignity Design
We’re in the middle of a decade of postdignity design, whose dogma
is cuteness. One explanation would be geopolitical: when the
perception of instability is elevated, we seek the safety of naptime
aesthetics. Reading about the mania for adult coloring books, a proof
so absurd that the New York Times has published four articles about it,
you find that some colorers can’t get to sleep without filling in a
mandala on paper, while others need “a special time when we’re not
allowed to talk about school or kids.” Adulthood stretches pointlessly
out ahead of us, the planet is melting off its axis, you will never have a
retirement account. Here’s a hamster. That would be the demandside
argument, where the consumer’s fears set the marketer’s tone. That
would also be false. The real power lies on the supply side: Hammy
wasn’t born in our fantasies, but in a Silicon Valley office. source

Posting While Female
The Guardian looked at online abuse on its site over the past ten years, and found it to
be mostly directed at women writers and racial minorities.
Although the majority of our regular opinion writers are white men, we
found that those who experienced the highest levels of abuse and
dismissive trolling were not. The 10 regular writers who got the most
abuse were eight women (four white and four nonwhite) and two black
men…And the 10 regular writers who got the least abuse? All men.
source

The internet taught a new Microsoft AI to be rascist and sexist in under one day. See
[[Internet Teaches AI Chatbot Racism]]
Future generations may look back on the web as [[Sexist Architecture]], which exacts a
higher price for participation by women than men.
Pew has a 2014 report on abuse on the net. link

PostShame Era
Among people who exist publicly, like reporters do, “Don’t read the
comments!” is a common refrain. It’s a suggestion that by ignoring the
segment of the population who hide behind their computer screens
and spout off, you can render them powerless. At one point, that
might’ve been true. But it’s no longer a question of what the journalist
—who chose a career that invites public criticism—can handle. We are
now existing in the postshame era of American politics, where the
comments have come alive—and they’re running for office. source

Posttruth Politics
"You can just say anything. Create realities.” In such creation it helps
to keep in mind—as Mr Putin surely does—that humans do not
naturally seek truth. In fact, as plenty of research shows, they tend to
avoid it. People instinctively accept information to which they are
exposed and must work actively to resist believing falsehoods; they
tend to think that familiar information is true; and they cherrypick data
to support their existing views. At the root of all these biases seems to
be what Daniel Kahneman, a Nobelprizewinning psychologist and
author of a bestselling book, “Thinking, Fast and Slow”, calls “cognitive
ease”: humans have a tendency to steer clear of facts that would force
their brains to work harder.
In some cases confronting people with correcting facts even
strengthens their beliefs, a phenomenon Brendan Nyhan and Jason
Reifler, now of Dartmouth College and the University of Exeter,

respectively, call the “backfire effect”. In a study in 2010 they randomly
presented participants either with newspaper articles which supported
widespread misconceptions about certain issues, such as the “fact”
that America had found weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, or
articles including a correction. Subjects in both groups were then
asked how strongly they agreed with the misperception that Saddam
Hussein had such weapons immediately before the war, but was able
to hide or destroy them before American forces arrived.
As might be expected, liberals who had seen the correction were more
likely to disagree than liberals who had not seen the correction. But
conservatives who had seen the correction were even more convinced
that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction. Further studies are
needed, Mr Nyhan and Mr Reifler say, to see whether conservatives
are indeed more prone to the backfire effect.
Given such biases, it is somewhat surprising that people can ever
agree on facts, particularly in politics. But many societies have
developed institutions which allow some level of consensus over what
is true: schools, science, the legal system, the media. This truth
producing infrastructure, though, is never close to perfect: it can
establish as truth things for which there is little or no evidence; it is
constantly prey to abuse by those to whom it grants privileges; and,
crucially, it is slow to build but may be quick to break.
Poverty of Attention
“…[I]n an informationrich world, the wealth of information means a dearth of
something else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information consumes. What
information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients.
Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention and a need to allocate that
attention efficiently among the overabundance of information sources that might
consume it.” (Simon, 1971).

Precarious Manhood
Precarious Manhood means manhood is seen as something that must be earned and

can be lost.
To understand this reaction, start with what social psychologists call
“precarious manhood” theory. The theory posits that while womanhood
is typically viewed as natural and permanent, manhood must be
“earned and maintained.” Because it is won, it can also be lost.
Scholars at the University of South Florida and the University of Illinois
at UrbanaChampaign reported that when asked how someone might
lose his manhood, college students rattled off social failures like “losing
a job.” When asked how someone might lose her womanhood, by
contrast, they mostly came up with physical examples like “a sex
change operation” or “having a hysterectomy.”
Among the emasculations men most fear is subordination to women.
(Some women who prize traditional gender roles find male
subordination threatening too.) This fear isn’t wholly irrational. A 2011
study in the Journal of Experimental Social Psychology found that men
who have female supervisors earn less, and enjoy less prestige, than
men whose bosses are male.
Given the anxieties that powerful women provoke, it’s not surprising
that both men and women judge them more harshly than they judge
powerful men. A 2010 study by Victoria L. Brescoll and Tyler G.
Okimoto found that people’s views of a fictional male state senator did
not change when they were told he was ambitious. When told that a
fictional female state senator was ambitious, however, men and
women alike “experienced feelings of moral outrage,” such as
contempt, anger, and disgust.
But while both men and women are often critical of powerful women,
men are more likely to react aggressively. A study published last year
by researchers at Northwestern, Washington State, and Bocconi
University, in Italy, reported that men negotiating with a female hiring
manager demanded more money than those negotiating with a male
one. Another recent study, this one by University of South Florida
researchers, showed that after men had their gender identity
threatened, they placed riskier bets. Feeling subordinate to women
may also lead men to act recklessly in their private lives. According to

the University of Connecticut’s Christin Munsch, men who are
economically dependent on their wives are more likely than others to
be unfaithful. source

Precarious Manhood may be more precarious in places with male honor codes. See
[[Southern Honor]]

Predicting vs. Expressing
In the tight 2004 campaign, the polls that asked Americans which
candidate they supported — all the way up to the exit polls — told a
confusing story about whether President George W. Bush or Senator
John Kerry would win.
But another kind of polling question, which received far less attention,
produced a clearer result: Regardless of whom they supported, which
candidate did people expect to win? Americans consistently, and
correctly, said that they thought Mr. Bush would.
A version of that question has produced similarly telling results
throughout much of modern polling history, according to a new
academic study. Over the last 60 years, poll questions that asked
people which candidate they expected to win have been a better guide
to the outcome of the presidential race than questions asking people
whom they planned to vote for, the study found. source

Preference for Female Voices
The preference for female voices in our machines (Siri, Cortana, Echo) comes as
much (or more) from women as men.
MacDorman should know. He and fellow researchers played clips of
male and female voices to people of both genders, then asked them to
identify which they preferred. The researchers also measured the way
participants actually responded to the voices. In a 2011 paper, they
reported that both women and men said female voices came across as

warmer. In practice, women even showed a subconsciouspreference
for responding to females; men remained subconsciously neutral.
“Men will say they prefer female speech, and women really do prefer
it,” MacDorman says. (post)

The preference for female voices may be a preference for an [[Aesthetic of
Powerlessness]] in our technology, which renders technology less threatening.
Male dominated professions, such as airplane piloting, often develop derogatory
names for female voices. See [[Bitching Betty]]

Preferred Learning Styles Make Us Feel
Smarter
The idea that we learn more effectively when we’re taught via our
preferred “learning style” – such as through pictures, written words, or
by sound – is popular with students and teachers alike. A recent
survey found that 93 per cent of British teachers believe in the idea.
But time and again laboratory tests have failed to find support for the
concept of learning styles. In fact, the most effective learning modality
usually depends on the nature of the material to be learned. So why
does the myth of learning styles refuse to die? A new study in the
British Journal of Psychology uncovers a compelling reason – when
learning via what we think is our preferred style, it feels as though
we have learned more effectively, even though we haven’t. source

Presuasion
Presuasion works by focusing people’s preliminary attention on a
selected concept — let’s say softness — which spurs them to
overvalue related opportunities that immediately follow. In one study,
visitors to an online sofa store were sent to a site that depicted either
soft clouds or small coins in the background of its landing page. Those
who saw the soft clouds were more likely to prefer soft, comfortable
sofas for purchase whereas those who saw the small amounts of

money preferred inexpensive models. (When questioned afterwards,
the visitors refused to believe what they saw presuasively — clouds or
coins — had influenced them at all.) source

Primacy Effect
Debate pros, much like courtroom lawyers, have a name for this: “the
primacy effect.” It’s the idea that whatever is heard first is likely to be
what is best remembered.
“In debates and in trial work, there’s the doctrine of primacy,” said Judd
Gregg, who played Gore in Bush’s mock debate preparations in 2000
and John Kerry in 2004. “If you do a good job — or a really bad job —
it will stay with the viewer.”
How long, exactly, Clinton and Trump have to form that first impression
is the subject of, well, some debate.
Todd Graham, a presidential debate junkie and director of debate at
Southern Illinois University where his teams have won five national
championships, estimated that candidates have about 45 minutes.
“The first half of the debate is absolutely the most important,” Graham
said.
Examples are plentiful. Reagan’s classic 1984 line, “I am not going to
exploit, for political purposes, my opponent's youth and inexperience,”
came just before the halfway point. source

Primary Fear
One of the things most people don't understand about the current state of American
politics is that most legislators don't fear general elections. They fear primaries.
The recent death of Scalia demonstrates this. Why did the Republicans immediately
say they wouldn't approve any justice instead of using their leverage to get a more
conservative candidate. A tweeter explains:

Image
Why is this the case now? A perfect storm of urban/rural demographics, the Big Sort,
gerrymandering, and the decay of party power. Money makes a difference too, in that
external money can now match what the party used to provide.
This is true on the Democratic side as well, though a little less so, as Democrats are
generally a bit less secure in the general election due to urban/rural dynamics and
gerrymandering.

Print Made Moderate Gains in 2015
Print made moderate gains in 2015.
Rumors of the death of the print book were massively exaggerated, it
turns out. According to the L.A. Times, 571 million print books were
sold in 2015, 17 million more than in 2014. And ebooks, which had
been forecast to hit 50 to 60 percent of book sales, were stuck around
25 percent. source
Now, a 17 million book increase in a 571 million market is not a rebound by any
means. It comes out to about a 3% increase which could be as attributable to an
improving economy as anything else. But it is not a collapse, and it can be seen as a
slowing in the rate of decline.
Ebooks getting stuck at 25% is the most interesting element, as this is starting to be a
trend. Here's what early ebook rampup looked like:
[caption id="attachment_1527" align="alignnone" width="960"]Image (source)[/caption]
It moved 20% in the three years between 2009 and 2012. Assuming we're looking at
comparable data, in the past three years it's moved only 3%. That's a massive stall.

Prioritizing Baby Pictures
Facebook prioritizes family news and particularly cute and happy family news.
As if to underscore the point, the company is making a tweak to its

news feed ranking system to increase the prominence of content from
your friends and family over posts by news companies and other
organizations. It is also warning news companies that their traffic might
decline as a result of the change.
These moves highlight a truth that tends to get lost in commentary
about the social network’s influence over the news: At Facebook,
informing users about the world will always take a back seat to cute
pictures of babies (not that there’s anything wrong with that). source

There's a very light but interesting link here with the [[Aesthetic of Powerlessness]] .
Cutesy content  ice bucket challenges, baby pictures, selfie mugging, may disable
our critique of Facebook.

Privacy Products
Most people claim that they wouldn't engage in behaviors around privacy that they are
most definitely engaging in. Is the disconnect based on a lack of understanding, or a
gap between thought and action?
As an example, consider this scenario people were asked about in a recent Pew
Report:
Personal details on a new social media site will be used to deliver
advertising to you: 33 percent would find this tradeoff acceptable, 51
percent would not. This one shows a stark difference by age, with 40
percent of those under 50 say it would be acceptable but only 24
percent of those over 50. source
Anyway you slice this data, it's clear that there are many people saying this would be
unacceptable who are nonetheless engaging in such behavior.

Problem of Authority
One of the scientists who called for the retraction of Nina Teicholz’s
BMJ article, who requested that our conversation be off the record,

complained that the rise of social media has created a “problem of
authority” for nutrition science. “Any voice, however mad, can gain
ground,” he told me.
It is a familiar complaint. By opening the gates of publishing to all, the
internet has flattened hierarchies everywhere they exist. We no longer
live in a world in which elites of accredited experts are able to
dominate conversations about complex or contested matters.
Politicians cannot rely on the aura of office to persuade, newspapers
struggle to assert the superior integrity of their stories. It is not clear
that this change is, overall, a boon for the public realm. But in areas
where experts have a track record of getting it wrong, it is hard to see
how it could be worse. If ever there was a case that an information
democracy, even a very messy one, is preferable to an information
oligarchy, then the history of nutrition advice is it.
In the past, we only had two sources of nutritional authority: our doctor
and government officials. It was a system that worked well as long as
the doctors and officials were informed by good science. But what
happens if that cannot be relied on? source

Problems with the Fee Model
Offering insufficient basic service for a flat price with fees for upgrades seems like a
smart move in a number of ways. For one, it shifts the burden of certain amenities onto
the people who actually use them. Why should you subsidize a companies "backup"
feature, for example, when you aren't using backups? However, as experience in the
airline indstry has shown, it can create the wrong incentives for both consumers and
businesses. The New Yorker investigates. link
But the fee model comes with systematic costs that are not
immediately obvious. Here’s the thing: in order for fees to work, there
needs be something worth paying to avoid. That necessitates, at some
level, a strategy that can be described as “calculated misery.” Basic
service, without fees, must be sufficiently degraded in order to make
people want to pay to escape it. And that’s where the suffering begins.
source

Here's some of the hidden costs of fees:
Baggage Fees. We are not rational creatures. So to avoid a $25 baggage charge
we will invest $40 of our time packing clothes into a smaller bag, $10 on smaller
toiletries that can get through security, and another $20 on whatever we forgot. As
a group we'll also shove increasingly more into overhead bins which means slower
loading and unloading of the plane.
Rebooking Fees. We're increasingly assessed hefty rebooking fees which go far
beyond what it costs a company to rebook. Because we discount future trouble,
we ignore the rebooking fees when we book, leading to suboptimal behavior.
(Delta and United collected nearly a billion dollaars of rebooking fees in 2014).
The biggest problem, however, is on the business incentive side. In an everything
included model, each company competes on the best overall experience of the
customer.
In a feebased model, the way to make money is to increase the differential between
the economy ticket and the ticketwithbenefits. One way to do that is to create new
and exciting benefits. But the easiest way to do that is to take things that should be
included (humane boarding, reasonable rebooking policies, some level of refreshment
on the plane) and moving those to different fee based tiers.
In other words, you get rewarded for making the basic ticket people miserable.

See also [[HateSelling]]

Promises Kept
In recent years, the factchecking website PolitiFact has been paying
close attention to this question, and its numbers are largely in line with
what scholars find. Examining more than 500 promises President
Obama made during his two presidential campaigns, PolitiFact finds
that he has fully kept or reached some compromise on 70 percent of
them. Similarly, Republican leaders made, by PolitiFact’s count, 53
promises before taking over Congress in 2010; 68 percent of these
have been partially or fully kept.

This pattern isn’t unique to America. Scholars in Canada and Europe
have examined the phenomenon and found their politicians to be, if
anything, even more trustworthy. (The gap probably reflects added
incentive — and increased opportunity — politicians have to carry out
their policies in a parliamentary system where one party controls both
the legislative and executive branches of government.) Across both
time and borders, then, the data in this case is fairly clear. source

Prompting the Walking Dead
But this all ties in with Facebook’s efforts to get people posting more
personal updates. Last year, Facebook prompted users to post a video
to celebrate their friend’s birthday, which is relevant to the company’s
broader push into the video realm. And throughout 2015, it also
prompted users to post a status update around Memorial Day, the
Supermoon Lunar Eclipse, and even the premiere of the new season
of The Walking Dead. Facebook now claims in excess of one billion
daily active users, which is great news for the company’s ad business
today. But if people stop contributing personal content, the social
network will gradually become less appealing — Facebook grew off
the back of connecting friends, and if loses that personal edge, people
will eventually drift off. source

Provost / US UnCut
In 2006, when Mark Zuckerberg dropped out of college to run his
rapidly expanding startup, Mark Provost was a student at Rogers
State University in Claremore, Okla., and going through a rough patch.
He had transferred restlessly between schools, and he was taking his
time to graduate; a stockpicking hobby that grew into a promising
source of income had fallen apart. His outlook was further darkened by
the financial crisis and by the years of personal unemployment that
followed. When the Occupy movement began, he quickly got on board.
It was only then, when Facebook was closing in on its billionth user,
that he joined the network.

Now 36, Provost helps run US Uncut, a leftleaning Facebook page
and website with more than 1.5 million followers, about as many as
MSNBC has, from his apartment in Philadelphia. (Sample headlines:
“Bernie Delegates Want You to See This DNC Scheme to Silence
Them” and “This Sanders Delegate Unleashing on Hillary Clinton Is
Going Absolutely Viral.”) He frequently contributes to another popular
page, The Other 98%, which has more than 2.7 million
followers.Occupy got him on Facebook, but it was the 2012 election
that showed him its potential. As he saw it, that election was defined
by social media. He mentioned a set of political memes that now feel
generationally distant: Clint Eastwood’s empty chair at the 2012
Republican National Convention and Mitt Romney’s debate gaffe
about “binders full of women.” He thought it was a bit silly, but he saw
in these viral moments a language in which activists like him could
spread their message.
Provost’s page now communicates frequently in memes, images with
overlaid text. “May I suggest,” began one, posted in May 2015, when
opposition to the TransPacific Partnership was gaining traction, “the
first 535 jobs we ship overseas?” Behind the text was a photo of
Congress. Many are more earnest. In an image posted shortly
thereafter, a photo of Bernie Sanders was overlaid with a quote: “If
Germany, Denmark, Sweden and many more provide tuitionfree
college,” read the setup, before declaring in larger text, “we should be
doing the same.” It has been shared more than 84,000 times and liked
75,000 more. Not infrequently, this level of zeal can cross into wishful
thinking. A post headlined “Did Hillary Clinton Just Admit on LIVE TV
That Her Iraq War Vote Was a Bribe?” was shared widely enough to
merit a response from Snopes, which called it “quite a stretch.” source

Psychological Safety
Google finds that psychological safety is what separates good teams from bad. link

Public Records and Social Media

In the age of social media and Web 2.0 technology, state governments
are connecting with citizens in new ways, particularly through the use
of social media websites such as Facebook and Twitter. However,
state agencies maintaining social media sites are faced with the task of
ensuring such action adheres to public records and open meetings
laws. As a result, some governments have taken preventative
measures to safeguard themselves from violations. source

Quantified but not Effective
Wearable activity monitors can count your steps and track your
movements, but they don’t, apparently, help you lose weight. In fact,
you might lose more weight without them.The fascinating finding
comes from a study published today in JAMA that found dieting adults
who wore activity monitors for 18 months lost significantly fewer
pounds over that time than those who did not.The results suggest that
activity monitors may not change our behavior in the way we expected,
and raise interesting questions about the tangled relationships
between exercise, eating, our willpower and our waistlines. source

R2KT
On August 9th, Katie passed away, to a massive outpouring of grief
from the Star Wars community. Through her ordeal, she became a
focal point and inspiration for the 501st Legion’s charitable efforts.
In 2006, the R2 Builder’s club completed their own droid, and
presented it to Johnson, who’s brought the droid out to charitable
events over the years. Hasbro even made a limited edition action
figure.
It might have ended with that, but soon, the director of The Clone
Wars, David Filoni, learned about the droid and incorporated her
appearance into the television show as QTKT, a droid owned by
Aayla Secura. R2KT also seems to have made her own appearances
in the show. source

Racism as Mute Button
Racism is perceived to be a “mute button” pressed on someone while
they are still crying out about a sense of lost status—from a position of
historic advantage, frequently in terms they have difficulty articulating.
Therefore, the preface “I’m not racist” is not a disclaimer, but rather an
exhortation to listen and not dismiss or invalidate the claims of a group
that feels marginalized.
Interestingly, those respondents who were able to more specifically
articulate their frustration framed it in the civil rights themes of equality
and justice.
An unemployed 18yearold Londoner said, “You go for an interview
and most of the employers are Asians. Basically, they’re discriminating
against us, and we were here first. I have some training as a retail
sales assistant. But when I’ve submitted my CV, I’ve been told that I
can’t apply because I’m not Asian. … I feel like I’m beneath them.”
Back in the United States, an electrician from Youngstown, Ohio, told
me that “white people have become the minority itself. … People have
freaked out on me for things I’ve said because I can’t say anything
[about black people] because of slavery and their historical oppression.
People aren’t looking for equality; they’re looking for retaliation.”
source Racism is not Residential
If appropriation turned #staywoke into a game, irony turned it into a
punchline. What the competition and the joke share, however, is a
belief in the frivolity of careful criticism. When racism is presumed to
reside in persons and in objects rather than systems and institutions,
the question “is this racist?” is the easiest one to answer and often the
only one asked. But racism has had a long life, and keeps outliving
those to whose names it is attached.
If hate is residential—dwelling in bodies and in objects—how can we
account for the residual pain that lingers once those bodies and
objects have disappeared? In her discussion of affective economies,

Professor Sarah Ahmed (also behind feministkilljoys), writes that hate
“does not reside in a given subject or object. Hate is economic; it
circulates between signifiers in relationships of difference and
displacement.” Hate often exceeds the containers we allow it, seeping
out like plasma and expanding to fill the space. The most pernicious
racism is unrecognizable precisely because it is that which binds. It’s
difficult to name a racist when you yourself are bound up in their
racism—either because you are the object of their hate, or because
their hate has a history with which you are aligned. source

Ransomware Going Small
As Ransomware gets more automated, the ability to make money by hitting many
small targets increases. People must begin thinking about their own personal files as
potential targets of unwanted encryption.
Less than a week ago, Webroot Threat Blog discovered CoinVault, a
new breed of ransomware. "This is the first encrypting ransomware
that I’ve seen which actually gives you a free decrypt," Moffitt wrote.
Victims infected with CoinVault are asked to pay 0.5 bitcoins, which is
currently equal to about $188, for the decryption key. Every 24 hours
that pass without the victim paying, the cost increases. Victims can
select any one file to be decrypted for free. source

Readerless Sharing
Now, as if it needed further proof, the satirical headline’s been
validated once again: According to a new study by computer scientists
at Columbia University and the French National Institute, 59 percent of
links shared on social media have never actually been clicked: In other
words, most people appear to retweet news without ever reading it.
source

Reagan Fact Checks

In the 1980s, journalists factchecked Ronald Reagan, “who came to
the White House with a wellestablished reputation for error and
exaggeration,” in Graves’s words. Newspapers, particularly The
Washington Post, truthsquadded every one of Reagan’s news
conferences until readers demonstrated so little concern that the paper
backed off, according to former Post reporter Walter Pincus: “It’s up to
the Democrats to catch people, not us. We would quote both sides.”
source

Real Americans
If you’re one of these “real Americans,” you’re in the majority in almost
every respect. Most Americans are white, most are Christian, most
don’t have college degrees, and most live in the South or Midwest
Census Bureau regions. And yet, only about 1 in 5 voters meets all of
these descriptions.
This helps to explain what seems like a paradox. “Real Americans”
overwhelmingly voted Republican in the 2012 election. The differences
might be even more pronounced this year. And yet, President Obama
won reelection four years ago. And Clinton leads Donald Trump in the
polls, albeit narrowly. source

Real News As Camoflauge
One of the most alarming trends with fake news sites over the last year
is that some of them have started mixing in articles about actual events
with their hoaxes. I first saw this on longtime hoaxer Paul Horner’s
site, News Examiner. As the above image shows, he’ll publish a fake
story about Obama banning the Pledge of Allegiance right next to a
real story about an Olympic athlete.
The reason for doing it is that some real news stories can of course
bring in traffic. But more importantly, if someone sees a story on the
site which they know is true, they may be more inclined to believe
an utterly false one next to it. Mixing the true and the false just

muddies the waters further, and may help convince people that a hoax
site is credible. source

Reason as Master
The largely debunked theory theory that Reason is a separable compontent from
emotions that controls the emotions (or which tries).

RebeccaPurple
Eric Meyer talks about the death of his daughter and the beauty and the cruelty of the
web. The same process that memorialized his daughter so sweetly in the CSS tag for
#663399 is the same process that created GamerGate. Many say that these processes
are neutral, and what can be used for good can be used for evil. But the truth is that
most online interactions can be improved by better, empathetic design.
[embed]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sj_NTCYzFk&feature=youtu.be[/embed]

Meyer talks about the remake of League of Legends to reduce online abuse. See
[[Analytics of Empathy]]
Abuse is a serious problem, but UI can help. See [[Reducing Abuse on Twitter]]
One problem with Twitter is conversations tend towards polarization. See [[Streams
Don’t Merge]]
{{Tags: Empathetic Design, Civility, Empathy}}

Recurring Payments
Hundreds of customer complaints against Adore Me and other
subscription ecommerce businesses are stacking up at the Federal
Trade Commission, according to records obtained by Bloomberg. They
follow a pattern: Shoppers believe they’ve been tricked into signing up
for recurring credit card charges, often for a relatively small amount
that can be easily overlooked in a monthly bill. Then companies make

it an exasperating hassle to quit and get a refund. source

Red Pill Politics
Red Pill politics, the belief that there is an allencompassing secret reality that others
are not privy to, dominates the altright.
One of the favorite memes of the socalled altright is the “red pill,”
from the movie The Matrix. To swallow the red pill is to be liberated
from the pleasing illusion that one lives in a thriving, happy country—
and to awaken to the hideous truth that one is deceived and exploited,
a captive in a ruined land. Trump ran the first redpill presidential
campaign—a campaign whose central theme was the brokenness of
the American experiment. It is a theme that will only grow more
powerful to its believers should Trump lose. “We are a country that
doesn’t win anymore,” said Donald Trump in his speech opposite the
January 28, 2016, Republican debate. “We don’t win anymore. When
was the last time we won? We don’t win on trade. We don’t win on the
military. We don’t beat ISIS. We don’t do anything. We’re not good.”
source

The left's delusions are more moderate, but do exist. See [[The Youthful Cult of
Corbyn]]
Red Pill politics is aided by the [[Filter Bubble]]

Red Team Switch
Empathy can switch quickly after team reassignment.
In 2013, [[Van Bavel]] told me of a trick that sounded so simple and
hopeful. Sometimes he’ll switch a redteam participant to the blue team
and vice versa. "We say, 'Listen, there's been a mistake, you're
actually on the other team,' " he told me then. "And the moment we do,
we completely reverse their empathy. Suddenly they care about
everybody who is in their new ingroup."

That might be simple in the lab, but in the real world, these feelings are
more deeply entrenched. But even in the real world, experimenters are
showing there are ways to reduce bias. source

Empathy is almost always bounded by group identification. See [[GroupBoundedness
of Empathy]]

Redemptive Technologies
From Ursula Franklin's The Real World of Technology:
... the development and use of redemptive technologies ought to be
part of the shaping of a new social contract appropriate for the real
world of technology, one that overcomes the present
disenfranchisement of people.

Reducing Abuse on Twitter
Some suggestions from Caroline Sinder on how to limit abuse on Twitter. Interestingly
these settings are close to the sorts of things we used to use in political communities to
limit abuse, using time on site and connections to others as proxies for the troll/nottroll
decisions.

Some of these issues helps stymie trolls, but remember that abusers are [[Not Just the
Trolls]]
BernersLee has noted much Web UI promotes bad behavior. See [[BernersLee on a
Harmonious Web]]
Pew has a 2014 report on abuse on the net. link
{{Tags: Empathetic Design, Empathy, Civility, Abuse, Harassment, Sexism}}

Referendums and Democracy

There is a popular view that the highest form of democracy is a
referendum. We want to debunk that myth. Democracy is much more
than consulting the people in “yes” or “no” decisions.The Brexit
referendum, the Vancouver public transit referendum, the electoral
reform referendum in B.C., the California tax referendums, the Quebec
sovereigntyassociation referendums all appeared to be the essence of
democracy. A closer look tells us that they violated many of its
fundamental principles. source

Reintegrative Shaming
Reintegrative shaming is an idea proposed by John Braithwraite that suggests that
shame that stigmatizes does more harm than good. Reintegrative shaming is seen as
a viable alternative, pulling offenders back into the community rather than pushing
them out.
Tomkins teaches us that shame is a basic affect occurring
spontaneously in all human beings when confronted about their
wrongdoing. John Braithwaite, in Crime, Shame and Reintegration
(1989) advises that the experience of dealing with shame should be
reintegrative, not stigmatizing.
Braithwaite’s sociological theory of "reintegrative shaming" suggests
that Western society’s current strategies for responding to crime and
wrongdoing may actually be doing more harm than good. Schools and
courts punish and humiliate offenders without offering a way to make
amends, right the wrong or shed their "offender" label. Instead,
offenders are stigmatized, alienated and pushed into society’s growing
negative subcultures. They join the others in their school or community
who feel excluded from the mainstream and become a source of
persistent trouble.
Braithwaite says societies that reintegrate offenders back into the
community have a lower crime rate than those that stigmatize and
alienate wrongdoers. Reintegration involves separating the deed from
the doer so that society clearly disapproves of the crime or
inappropriate behavior, but acknowledges the intrinsic worth of the

individual. source
Reintegrative shaming involves a process whereby offenders are asked to confront
what they've done within an environment of respect and integration. Shaming happens,
but under conditions which allow the offender a clear path into acceptance.

Critiques
The biggest critique of reintegrative shaming is it may not be the shaming part that
works at all:
Collectively, these findings do provide some support for Braithwaite's
notion of reintegrative shaming: he stressed the importance of invoking
remorse and rejected stigmatic shaming. However, the research does
not show that disapproval (shaming) was necessarily the mechanism
which invoked the remorse. Another way of interpreting these data is
that empathy or understanding the effects of offending on victims was
the trigger. If this interpretation is right, the practice and policy
implications are very different from a continuing emphasis on shaming
(disapproval). source

Relying on How Often You've Heard
Something
The next question has to be, why might that be? The answer is to do
with the effort it takes to being rigidly logical about every piece of
information you hear. If every time you heard something you assessed
it against everything you already knew, you'd still be thinking about
breakfast at suppertime. Because we need to make quick
judgements, we adopt shortcuts – heuristics which are right more often
than wrong. Relying on how often you've heard something to judge
how truthful something feels is just one strategy. Any universe where
truth gets repeated more often than lies, even if only 51% vs 49% will
be one where this is a quick and dirty rule for judging facts. source

Reporting, Selection Bias, and the Need For

Debunking
Where were Felix Salmon, Ed Yong, Sharon Begley, Julie Rehmeyer,
Susan Perry, etc., in all this? The quantitative and science reporters
who know what they’re doing? They didn’t waste their time with this
paper. They see the equivalent in Psychological Science each week,
and they just tune it out.
You don’t see the most respected pop music critics reviewing the latest
Nickelback show, right? OK, maybe at the Toronto Star. But nowhere
else.
Where were Nate Silver’s 538 and the New York Times’s Upshot
team? They didn’t waste their time with this. They like to analyze their
own data. They know that data analysis is hard, and they don’t trust
any numbers they haven’t crunched themselves.
We have a classic case of selection bias. The knowledgeable reporters
don’t waste their time on this, leaving the suckers to write it up. source

Reposting Reduces Comprehension
Reposting articles contaminates memory and reduces comprehension of the articles
reposted. In particular, misremembering an article almost doubled under a "posting"
condition.
In one experiment, 80 students were presented with 50 short
messages. After reading each, half of them were given the option to
press “repost” or “next.” The other half simply pressed “next” and
moved on.
Afterwards, all took a 10item, multiplechoice test designed to
determine how much of the information contained in the posts was
understood and retained. As expected, participants who had the option
to repost scored significantly lower than those in the readonly group.
The researchers then looked at which specific messages those in the

first group reposted, and how well they were able to retain the
information contained in the messages. They found participants were
almost twice as likely to misremember a message if they had reposted
it. source
The study authors suggest a cognitive load theory to explain the results.

Memories become contaminated the more they are remembered. See [[The Least
Contaminated Memory]]
The [[Engram Lifecycle]] may (or may not!) provide a partial model for understanding
this phenomenon.
Another Weibo study found that [[Anger Spreads Fastest]]
{{Tags: Garden and the Stream, Twitter, Weibo}}
{{Review: Access}}

Reputation is a Terrible Currency
Cory Doctorow points out flaws in casting reputation as an economic system; it is not a
measurable quantity and can be shown to turn out to be a currency that people game
in a way that dilutes its intent.
Currencies need to serve as units of account – so you can price
everything from vintage Star Wars figures to antifungal cream and
calculate their total worth. They need to serve as media for exchange,
so that someone who has Kenner Star Wars figures and needs anti
fungal cream can convert one to the other. They need to serve as
stores of value – so you can convert your action figures to something
more stable that you can use in your dotage, in case Star Wars ceases
to be cool in another 50 years.
Reputation is pretty much useless for any of these things. Instead,
they’re literally popularity contests: ‘‘more people like me than you, so I
win and you lose.’’ In theory, this kind of jerky behavior will cost you
reputation – but in reality, many people are delighted to treat such

jerks as ‘‘strong, decisive people who tell it like it is.’’
The Internet has been trying to figure out how to make reputation work
for decades now. Those scores that appear next to Ebay sellers’
names and on the profiles of ‘‘sharing economy’’ workers profile pages
– Uber, Lyft, Airbnb – attempt to establish a basis for strangers to trust
one another. source

Measurement or [indirect] Indicators of Reputation? A Twitter List / Docker / iPython
Notebook Journey  blog post by Alan Levine on reputation measurement vs indirect
indicator, exploring the idea of word frequency in twitter lists link
Twitter and the Reputation Economy in 2014  blog post by Chris Collins citing issues
with LinkedIn Endorsements/Klout scores and her idea to make a wordcloud of the
names of Twitter lists she was added to link
[[Sociopathic Whuffie]]
{{Tags: reputation}}
{{Categories: CC certification}}

Reputation Traps
A reputation trap is protective device set around issues of sensitivity in a given
profession. Reputation traps enforce epistemic closure: to express a certain view or
engage in a certain type of work renders one untrustworthy, which in turn further
invalidates the view.
The term was coined by Hew Price in an article on cold fusion research:
Again, there’s a sociological explanation why few people are willing to
look at the evidence. They put their reputations at risk by doing so.
Cold fusion is tainted, and the taint is contagious – anyone seen to
take it seriously risks contamination. So the subject is stuck in a place
that is largely inaccessible to reason – a reputation trap, we might call
it. People outside the trap won’t go near it, for fear of falling in. ‘If there
is something scientists fear, it is to become like pariahs,’ as Lundin

puts it. People inside the trap are already regarded as disreputable, an
attitude that trumps any efforts that they might make to argue their way
out, by reason and evidence. [https://aeon.co/essays/whydo
scientistsdismissthepossibilityofcoldfusion source]
Sometimes such traps are helpful, in cases where there is a nearunanimous
consensus backed by overwhelming evidence. As an example, a person expressing a
view that manmade global warming does not exist would (at this point) find it hard to
work in mainstream climatology. It would be difficult to trust the expertise of someone
who could look at the available evidence and come to that conclusion. A history of
effort to disprove evolution would cause similar issues for a biologist (and again, rightly
so).
In most cases, however, reputation traps do more harm than good. In evolutionary
science many scientists steered clear of certain work in evolutionary science because
it bore a superficial resemblance to the disgraced ideas of Lamarck. Today those same
issues form one of the more exciting branches of evolutionary science.
As Price notes, we find a similar situation today with cold fusion research:
Again, the explanation for ignoring these claims cannot be that other
attempts failed 25 years ago. That makes no sense at all. Rather, it’s
the reputation trap. The results are ignored because they concern cold
fusion, which we ‘know’ to be pseudoscience – we know it because
attempts to replicate these experiments failed 25 years ago! The
reasoning is still entirely circular, but the reputation trap gives its
conclusion a convincing mask of respectability. That’s how the trap
works.
Fifty years ago, Thomas Kuhn taught us that this is the usual way for
science to deal with paradigmthreatening anomalies. The borders of
dominant paradigms are often protected by reputation traps, which
deter all but the most reckless or brilliant critics.
[https://aeon.co/essays/whydoscientistsdismissthepossibilityof
coldfusion source]

When reputation traps are institutionally defined, they are sometimes considered
[[Lysenkoism]]

Reputation Traps are one issue around innovation, as they keep people from working
on paradigmshifting solutions.
See also [[Sugar Trap]] for an example from the field of nutrition.

Research Means You Can Change Your Mind
Q: Some passionate and bright startup founding teams find it nearly
impossible to convince the VCs about their futuristic ideas; artificial
intelligence, for instance. Unless of course, it’s solving a retail problem
and so on. In a year when funding new ideas is tougher, what will be
your advice to founding teams chasing building futuristic solutions? Do
they have hope?
A:
Startups are not a good place to do research (and they rarely come up
with real advances). The pacing is wrong, there is no time for problem
“finding”, there is a “customer” who is not expected to do much if any
learning, and — by the way — “research means you can change your
mind” whereas most the action at startups (rightfully) is various kinds
of engineering, packaging, and marketing.
Take a look at “The Dream Machine” by Mitchell Waldrop (the story of
the ARPA computing research community) if you want a glimpse of the
processes that make real progress. Or read a much shorter tribute I
wrote about this community: pdf. source

Resisting Hostile Architecture
[[Hostile Architecture]] can be resisted.

Here at Konbini, we don’t just want to tell you the problems. We like to
offer tangible solutions. The Archisuit range is a practical fashion
design which consists of four leisure suits made to perfectly fit specific
architectural structures in downtown Los Angeles. The suits include
the negative space of the structures and allow a wearer to fit into, or
onto, structures designed to deny them. Designed by Sarah Ross, an
artist who works in sculpture, video and photo the project looks at how
people relate to space access, class, anxiety and activism in their
everyday lives. source

Retweeted Corrections
Bartosz Milewski said “Guilty as charged!”. Wow. Much Respect. But
notice that, as of this update, The correction has been retweeted
1/25th as often as the original tweet. People want to believe there’s
evidence their position is superior. People don’t want to believe the
evidence is murky, or even possibly against them. Misinformation
people want to believe spreads faster than information people don’t

want to believe. source

Reverse Nationalism
The altright, the online minimovement that backs Trump while hurling
antiSemitic imprecations at everyone who might doubt his greatness,
is characterized by a reverse nationalism, in which sometimes Russia,
sometimes Hungary, sometimes the Hohenzollern monarchy becomes
the object of perverted patriotism. Their own mongrel country and its
flaccid Constitution receive only disdain. While the content of this
ideology remains marginal in American life, its alienation from its own
country comes ever closer to the center of politics.
Isn’t that the central story of the Trump campaign? Only some
Americans qualify as full Americans—and loyalty is owed not to the
America that is, but to a false memory of America as it was and a
sinister vision of the purged and purified America that could be, if only
we can exclude enough people who don’t truly belong. source

Reverse Network Effects
One would expect that the bigger the network, the more value users
derive from it.
However, as networks scale, the value for users may drop for several
reasons:
Connection: New users joining the online community may lower the
quality of interactions and increase noise/spam through unsolicited
connection requests. Content: The network may fail to manage the
abundance of content created on it and may fail to scale the curation of
content created and the personalization of the content served to users.
Clout: The network may get inadvertently biased towards early users
and promote them over users who join later. Just as network effects
create a richbecomesricher cycle leading to rapid growth of the
network, reverse network effects can work in the opposite direction,

leading to users quitting the network in droves. Friendster, MySpace
and Orkut bear testimony to the destructive power that reverse
network effects wield. source

Reviews Are JShaped
Reviews tend to be asymmetrically bimodal; they form a Jshaped
distribution, with many high ratings, a smaller number of low ratings,
and not much in between. The higher number of high ratings may
reflect “positivity bias.” Studies show that if the first review is a rave
subsequent reviews are more likely to be positive. If you are selling a
product online, it makes all the sense in the world for you to have a
friend post a positive review the instant the page goes up. We can
often tell—shopping for books on Amazon, for example—when
someone has taken this wise precaution.
One explanation for the low proportion of midrange ratings is that the
tiny fraction of customers who bother to write reviews do it because
they had either an exceptionally good experience or an exceptionally
bad one—which is, by statistical definition, not the experience you are
going to have. Reliability is also compromised by the phenomenon of
ratings inflation, the result of allowing sellers to review buyers as well
as vice versa, as happens on services like eBay and Uber. It’s all a
mess. But, assuming the wisdom of crowds, it’s probably not that much
more untrustworthy than the advice of the salesman in the store, and it
beats staring at the label. source

Rewarding Certainty over Doubt
Andromeda Yelton writes on the hidden bias of Wikipedia's editing process:
The encyclopedia that anyone can edit is the encyclopedia where
everyone has the right to the floor. And there’s a liberation in that — on
the internet, no one knows you’re a dog and the things you say matter
— but there’s also an oppression, in that it rewards everyone who’s
never stopped to think that maybe they’re not the expert. It rewards an

investment in being right, but not in noticing the emotional
undercurrents of the room, in building relationships over time and
ensuring stakeholders are identified and heard, which is very much
how wellrun libraries tend to operate. It rewards the quick and
assertive, whereas I spent today watching participation be more equal
and distributed when there was structured moderation, and slide into
literally 90% male voices in the last ten minutes of the day, when
people were feeling punchy and discussion was totally open. source
Rich and Middle Class Agree
But the researchers critiquing the paper found that middleincome
Americans and rich Americans actually agree on an overwhelming
majority of topics. Out of the 1,779 bills in the Gilens/Page data set,
majorities of the rich and middle class agree on 1,594; there are 616
bills both groups oppose and 978 bills both groups favor. That means
the groups agree on 89.6 percent of bills.
That leaves only 185 bills on which the rich and the middle class
disagree, and even there the disagreements are small. On average,
the groups' opinion gaps on the 185 bills is 10.9 percentage points; so,
say, 45 percent of the middle class might support a bill while 55.9
percent of the rich support it.

Risk Goes Elsewhere
Turkish officials said the attackers initially tried to enter the building,
but were turned away at the security screening.
They returned with “longrange rifles” from their suitcases. Two of the
attackers entered the terminal in the ensuing panic.
One set off his explosives on the arrivals floor of the terminal; the other
detonated his on the departures floor one level above. A third attacker
blew himself up outside the terminal as people fled.
“Attempting to ‘protect’ against mass casualty attacks is a somewhat
hopeless task due to the near infinite number of targets,” said Mark

Stewart, a professor at the University of Newcastle in Australia, who
studies how to protect infrastructure from terrorist attacks.
“A deterred terrorist will just go elsewhere,” he said. source

Risks of Boredom
Does any of this matter? Research suggests that chronic boredom is
responsible for a profusion of negative outcomes such as overeating,
gambling, truancy, antisocial behaviour, drug use, accidents, risk
taking and much more. We need less, not more, stimulation and
novelty. source

Robbers Cave
As I put in The Better Angels of Our Nature, alluding to the famous Seinfeld monologue
about team sports, "People root for clothing instead of blood and soil." Psychological
experiments going back to the famous 1950s Robbers Cave study show that hostilities
can be tamped down when both sides have to work for a superordinate goal, such as
pulling a bus out of the mud.

Robert Moses and the South Bronx
Although never elected to public office, for almost 40 years, Robert
Moses was the most powerful government official in New York City. He
built Jones Beach, the Triborough Bridge, and highways, parks, and
housing projects all over the city. But in building those projects, he
destroyed thousands of homes and eviscerated what had been vibrant
neighborhoods. The devastation of the South Bronx is his legacy.
source

See [[Policy Through Bridge Height]]

Romer's Reputation

Paul Romer, after making an argument that his entire discipline is based on a series of
lies, explains why he is now able to tell the truth.
When the person who says something that seems wrong is a revered
leader of a group...there is a price to be paid for disagreeing with
openly. This price is lower for me because I am no longer an
academic. I am a practitioner, by which I mean that I want to put useful
knowledge to work. I care little about whether I ever publish again in
leading economics journals or receive any professional honor because
neither will be of much help in putting useful insights to work. source

Paul is talking here about [[Reputation Traps]]

Roots of Smartphone Addiction
While some blame our collective tech addiction on personal failings,
like weak willpower, Harris points a finger at the software itself. That
itch to glance at our phone is a natural reaction to apps and websites
engineered to get us scrolling as frequently as possible. The attention
economy, which showers profits on companies that seize our focus,
has kicked off what Harris calls a “race to the bottom of the brain
stem.” “You could say that it’s my responsibility” to exert selfcontrol
when it comes to digital usage, he explains, “but that’s not
acknowledging that there’s a thousand people on the other side of the
screen whose job is to break down whatever responsibility I can
maintain.” In short, we’ve lost control of our relationship with
technology because technology has become better at controlling us.
source

Pantsuit Positivity
One of the keys to Pantsuit Nation’s growth is its privacy. “As much as
possible,” Chamberlain said, “it removes the risk that they’re going to
be attacked for their views.” Posting, say, on Twitter about supporting
Clinton has been “an invitation for harassment” from all sides of online

Clinton opposition. Posts on Pantsuit Nation are moderated, and
moderators remove negative comments about any candidate. What’s
left is a river of positive testimony. source Roust and Balancer
Apps attempt to "fix" your filter bubble. (It won't work).
We’re not quite there yet, the experts reassure me — and steps could
be taken away from that ledge. A social network called Roust, currently
in beta, promises to gather an ideologically diverse crowd to “discuss
tough topics like politics, religion and social matters.” Opposite the
contentblockers of the Internet, extensions like “Balancer” analyze
your browsing history and tell you when it skews liberal or
conservative. source

Routinely Filtered
Before email, federal employees would always determine what records were archived
and which ones were not, if only by determining which papers were turned over to
archivists or placed in government files. In this respect, Clinton's filtering of of her
emails is unremarkable.
In Clinton's case, she says she turned over some 30,000 relevant
emails, totaling 55,000 pages, and wants those all made public. "I took
the unprecedented step of asking that the State Department make all
my workrelated emails public for everyone to see," Clinton said at her
news conference on the emails last month. (Gawker Media and The
Associated Press have announced they are suing to have a Clinton
spokesman's and Clinton's emails released.)
Clinton was the filter for what was relevant to work and what was not.
Of course, before electronic communication, federal records were
routinely filtered by individuals, who sorted their papers before handing
over boxes to archivists. And, many federal workers, Capitol Hill staff,
etc., use personal email accounts — in addition to their official
accounts — and choose what, if anything, is turned over from those.
source

Safe Space Petri Dishes
But guess what? The first concrete movement toward genderneutral
bathrooms started at universities. Now it's becoming mainstream.
Good work, idealistic college kids! This is why we should think of
universities as petri dishes, not a sign of some future hellscape to
come. They're wellcontained areas for trying stuff out. Some of this
stuff dies a deserved death. Some of it takes over the world if the rest
of us think it makes sense. Stop worrying so much about it. source

Safe Spaces for Dangerous Discussions
The Attack Mode
Matt Bruenig is a well known blogger, a writer widely praised for his writing on poverty.
He's also considered by many to be a "brocialist"  a man on the left who believes that
issues of gender and race are a distraction from the "real" issues of class.
He's read by many, but has developed a following of young, rabid white male followers
who quickly swarm to and attempt to overwhelm any criticism of him on the web (they
may end up here as well). A big attraction to his writing, at least to this demographic, is
the absolute freedom that comes from taking gender and race off the table. Bruenig
quite often says horrible things to wellrespected women of the progressive community,
and to him this is not a bug but a feature. As Michelle Goldberg writes in Slate:
For women and people of color who have tangled with Bruenig, his
righteously wielded personal invective comes on top of the online
abuse they already suffer. He does not appear to be bothered by this.
“Identitarianism is … heavily intertwined with certain discourse norms
demanding deference to (even bourgeois) members of various
demographic groups,” he wrote in April. “And the last thing someone
interested in class politics should ever do is hesitate to harshly criticize
any bourgeois discourse participant with bad arguments and opinions,
especially when those arguments and opinions concern class issues.”
source

In practice, this is not only a license to engage in horrible behavior, but an imperative.
One gets to have fun calling people all sorts of things while believing it's for the greater
good. So it really wasn't a surprise to many people when Bruenig called Neera Tanden,
the female Indian American head of the Center for American Progress, a scumbag, in
an exchange that started out by calling her and Joan Walsh "geriatrics".
Bruenig: It's fun when the geriatrics who worked to starve my mother of cash
assistance get going. https://t.co/ugXi9qH7lx
Tanden: @MattBruenig @joanwalsh having been on welfare myself, don't need
lectures on this topic from you. Thanks though.
Bruenig: @neeratanden @joanwalsh Scumbag Neera uses welfare when she needs it
then takes away from others when they need it. Disgusting.
Bruenig: @neeratanden @joanwalsh But hey I understand the hustle. You don't get to
be president of CAP without starving some poor mothers.
Bruenig: @AntBejarano @neeratanden @joanwalsh Neera tried to starve me and my
mother because she wanted to be in Democratic politics.
Everything Bruenig said is patently false. Tanden has ties to the Clinton adminstration,
but did not work in the administration when welfare reform was signed, and of course
the other statements are nonsensical. But aside from his day job as a lawyer, Bruenig
blogs for a political advocacy group called Demos, which rather uncontroversially
decided that having a blogger running around calling political allies scumbag child
starvers was probably not a great deal.
They talked to Bruenig, and apparently asked him to stop calling people scumbags on
Twitter. Bruenig refused, citing the value of the "Attack Mode" on Twitter. So they
parted ways.
Fury erupted from the brocialists, to whom the firing of Bruenig (who remember, has a
wellpaying day job as a lawyer) was fascism incarnate. Bruenig put up a GoFundMe
page which called The Bruenig Bailout which raised almost $25,000 dollars in four
days. Other women and POC began to tell their own stories about the harrassment
they endured at the hands of Bruenig's followers. Here's Sady Doyle in a letter to
Desmos on that:

I’ve been dealing with Bruenig and his followers for some time. I
blocked him early, but an early incident — in which I praised an article
criticizing something he published — led me to receiving several
hundred harassing Tweets a 24hour period. That was in October.
Seven months and several thousand Twitter blocks later, I’m still
dealing with the remainder of the harassment campaign, which has
included Tweets about my genitalia, men sending images of
themselves kissing the camera (it’s a lot creepier to receive
unexpectedly than it is to read about), accusing any man who is kind to
me online of being "horny" for me, and multiple comments calling me a
"murderer," questioning my sanity, accusing me of fabricating whole
pieces or events in my lifetime, and calls for me to be forcibly locked
up and given electroshock therapy.
Bruenig did not send all these Tweets himself, obviously. (Here’s a
record of our brief direct interaction, in which he’s certainly aggressive,
but not nearly as overtheline as he was with Tanden and has been
with others; I blew him off, and blocked him to prevent further
confrontations). But he was highly encouraging to the committed
community of toxic followers and friends who did send them. As I see
you’re experiencing on your own Twitter account, Bruenig is not only
directly aggressive, he is a ringleader who inspires people to be
aggressive and commit harassment in his name. Reports of being
stormed after Bruenig points his followers at people are ubiquitous,
and they most often come from women and people of color.
This, by the way, is why women and people of color get so frustrated with coverage of
shaming and bad behavior being identified with people like Justine Sacco of
#HasJustineLandedYet fame. This is what life is like for any woman expressing
opinions about public policy (or sports, or tech) on the internet, and we're worried about
Justine or the lionkilling dentist? It kind of misses the point. There are flukes, and
there is the systematic elimination of voices from the web. Which of these should we
be looking at?
Because while Bruenig did not send the tweets, the tweets do exactly what Bruenig
wants the "attack mode" to do. The idea is to use ridicule, harsh words, and
orchestrated twitter mobs to make Twitter as unsafe a place as possible for people

who have the audacity to claim that race and gender have a place in political
discussion that is equal to class. In fact, it was Joan Walsh's attempt to say something
to this effect that led to the whole incident. Here's the tweet that spawned the event:

Walsh was arguing that there is something a bit disturbing about Sanders'
predominantly white coalition of voters claiming that the expressed will of black, latino,
and women voters was fraudulent. (For those living under a rock, Sanders' coalition is
both much younger and whiter and more male than the average Democratic voter).
The point of the Bruenig's initial response (which argued that Walsh was ignoring age
as a factor) was to argue. But the point of the subsequent hostility and the mobs was
not to win the argument, but to make the space unsafe for Walsh and her ilk. You don't

want to win an argument, you want to remove certain opinions from Twitter. And all it
takes for you do do that, at least marginally, is for you to introduce a bit of fear into
Neera or Joan's mind each time they tweet or write.
You start asking yourself "is tweeting this worth the abuse that will follow?" The answer
for each individual tweet is surely "No." So over time certain opinions and voices
disappear from the web, or at least from Twitter.

The AntiLearning Virus
Trolls know this, and have known it forever. You can try to win arguments with others,
which involves some risk. You might lose the argument, or, even more tragically, you
might change your own mind.
The easier way to win, from a tactical perspective, is to create an environment where
learning about certain things is impossible. Above all, learning requires a safe space to
happen; remove the safety and you can block the learning. It's not particularly hard and
it doesn't require a whole lot of finesse.
What you start to realize when you look at this long enough is that it forms a sort of
antipattern. If denying safety to discourse participants can lock people into their
previous beliefs, and can do so to such a dramatic extent, is it possible that the
opposite approach might supercharge learning?
I'm not proposing something novel here. We've known for a long time that safety and
learning are linked. What I'm curious about is how much.
The answer, according to some recent research by Google, appears to be "Quite a lot".
Google spent quite a lot of money and time trying to figure out what separated its top
performaing teams from its bottom performing teams. Being Google, they looked at this
from every dimension and particularly from a lot of Google dimensions. But what made
teams good was not smarts, or diversity, or lack of diversity, or special management
techniques.
What made teams good was psychological safety.

Same Sex Cryptomnesia

From Contexts of Cryptomnesia: May the Source Be with You (some of the data has
been removed for readability):
Whereas newerrors (i.e., intrusions) were not affected by the composition of the dyad,
dyad composition did affect participants' tendency to take credit for their partner's
responses, with higher rates of plagiarism emerging in the samesex than the mixed
sex groups. In addition, partner plagiarisms were more abundant than intrusion errors
in both groups. Closer inspection of the reproductive errors in the mixedsex dyads
revealed no difference in men and women's tendency to steal items from a partner of
the opposite sex. As expected, however, women in the samesex dyads were more
likely than women in the mixeddyads to steal an item from their partner.

{{Tags: Sexism}}

Sanders Filter Bubble
Many Sanders supporters never saw critiques of Sanders.
Sanders was able to broaden his appeal among liberals despite the
fact that many prominent liberal pundits — including Paul Krugman,
Jonathan Chait, Kevin Drum, and Jamelle Bouie were attacking
Sanders for having halfbaked policy proposals and an unrealistic
political strategy. One big reason these attacks failed is that a lot of
Sanders fans never saw them.
People on /r/politics aren't just reading more articles about Sanders,
they're also overwhelmingly getting articles that are proSanders.

Articles that criticize Sanders or make the case for Hillary Clinton (or,
for that matter, any of the Republican candidates) are much less likely
to reach the front page.
And this doesn't just happen on Reddit. Similar things tend to happen
on social media sites like Facebook and Twitter. These sites are all
about sharing with your friends. And because people tend to have
similar politics as their friends, this means social media tends to
reinforce what people already believe.
"It's easier than ever to surround yourself with information that
confirms what you already believed was true," says Eli Pariser, a
liberal activist who founded the social news site Upworthy. In a 2011
book, Pariser dubbed this phenomenon a "filter bubble."
Last year, researchers at Facebook documented the extent of this
phenomenon. Liberal Facebook users see more liberal articles on their
newsfeeds. Conservatives see more conservative articles. The
Facebook researchers argued that this wasn't really Facebook's fault
— it simply reflects the kinds of friends people have and the kinds of
articles they share. But regardless of whose fault it is, the result is the
same. source Sanders Was the Facebook Candidate
Donald Trump was the Twitter candidate, but Bernie Sanders may have been the
Facebook candidate.
Rafael Rivero is an acquaintance of Provost’s who, with his twin
brother, Omar, runs a page called Occupy Democrats, which passed
three million followers in June. This accelerating growth is attributed by
Rivero, and by nearly every leftleaning page operator I spoke with, not
just to interest in the election but especially to one campaign in
particular: “Bernie Sanders is the Facebook candidate,” Rivero says.
The rise of Occupy Democrats essentially mirrored the rise of
Sanders’s primary run. On his page, Rivero started quoting text from
Sanders’s frequent email blasts, turning them into Facebookready
memes with a consistent aesthetic: colors that pop, yellow on black.
Rivero says that it’s clear what his audience wants. “I’ve probably
made 10,000 graphics, and it’s like running 10,000 focus groups,” he

said. (Clinton was and is, of course, widely discussed by Facebook
users: According to the company, in the last month 40.8 million people
“generated interactions” around the candidate. But Rivero says that in
the especially engaged, largely oppositional leftwingpage ecosystem,
Clinton’s message and cautious brand didn’t carry.) source

Sandy Hook Cynicism
People took to the internet to admonish him for his "performance." For example, the
author of a particularly thoughtful piece titled FUCK YOU OBAMA wrote: "All of a
sudden, in true PROGRESSIVE PLAYBOOK fashion, he trots out the dead kids of
Sandy Hook like the pimp he is to advance his gun control agenda, thinking FAKE
tears are a nice touch for his lapdog lamestream media. GOD IS WATCHING, YOU
COCKSUCKING SCUM."

Satanist Dinner
A WikiLeaksreleased email in which Clinton campaign chairman John
Podesta’s brother invites him to dinner at the house of a wellknown
performance artist has prompted more than 400,000 tweets of a
trending Twitter hashtag, a huge Drudge Report headline and a ton of
rightwing news items, all claiming that the email proves a secret link
between the Clinton campaign and Satan worship (which, just to be
clear right here, it does not). source

Schelling Focal point.
A Schelling focal point is a concept from game theory that allows two people unable to
communicate with one another to coordinate a decision.
As an example, imagine that you are shown a series of four squares of different sizes;
three red and one blue. You are asked to pick the square that your unknown partner
will pick, with the assumption that if you pick the same you will both receive an award.
If you're smart, you pick the blue square, because it most prominently signals

singularity.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0MY923XLtY
The idea is not purely academic. People use focal points all the time.
For instance, suppose you get separated in a Mall and have no way to contact a
person. Assuming you don't have any personal information about a person that allows
you to guess where they would be, where do you go to meet them: in front of Sears, or
in front of the central carousel? The carousel, obviously. It's the blue square in an
ocean of reds.
Suppose you are supposed to meet someone in New York you have never met, and
somehow the instructions to meet get garbled. Could you meet them?
Schelling’s original examples involved something like two people told
to find each other in New York. You might think this would be
impossible, but people often succeed by choosing a psychologically
salient time and place — say, the Empire State Building at noon.
What’s interesting about this is that they may not even perceive this
meeting point as a choice: person A has to do it because he or she
thinks person B will do it, and vice versa. source

Scoured Everything
A teacher living outside Chicago, she added that she had "scoured
everything" about why vaccines might be harmful and had become
"pretty convinced." She chose not to vaccinate based on the results of
her research but had read only material that cast doubt.
"I put my kids at risk," she said. "I wish that I had taken more time to
research from both sides before my children were born."
Her three children — all under the age of 7 — are now fully vaccinated,
after an aggressive regimen to bring them up to date on recommended
shots. source

Script Theory

The Script Theory of Schank and Abelson was an attempt, in large part, to explain why
computers were so bad at basic comprehension of text. While some cognitive theorists
hypothesized that computers needed a more subtle understanding of language,
Schank and Abelson went the opposite direction: machines were lousy at language
because they lacked an understanding of the "scripts" that make up daily existence.
Image
A restaurant script broken into action "primitives" from Schank and Abelson 1975.
The classic example is the "restaurant" script. You start to tell someone "So I went to a
restaurant, and the waitress is bringing me dessert..." What does a normal person
intuit?
The assumption is that you came an were seated, have eaten a meal and now are
having dessert. The story you tell only deals with deviations from the known script.
A computer on the other hand is likely to look at the article "the" in front of "waitress"
and wonder where the heck this waitress came from and why you are not calling her
"a" waitress when you haven't introduced her to the story yet.
Schank and Abelson built a language of semantic primitives that could represent most
common scripts and help computers with linguistic interpretation.
Script Theory is related to Minsky's Frame Theory, but script theory is more specifically
focused on the discovery and encoding of cultural scripts. (correct???)

The original paper (pdf)

SeaLioning

Sealioning is the act of jumping into discourse communities you are not a part of with
demands for evidence. Sealioning usually maintains a pretense of civility, but ignores
incessant requests to desist. The term comes from a wellknown Wondermark comic
strip where a sea lion overhears a passing remark about sea lions and persistently
demands support for the comment. (html)

It's important to note that while many see sealioning as bad behavior, it is behavior
that is produced in part by Inhospitable Writing.
Sealioning is related to Concern Trolling, a malicious form of discourse meant to
divide communities by posing as a "concerned member" of those communities. See
Concern Trolling
{{Tags: Twitter, Social Media, Civility, Discourse}}

Searching for Open Materials (Lib as Lead)
One of the top functions of people who support open education is
finding OER. There are a lot of ways to search for open materials, and
there are a lot of repositories that house open materials. I believe that
experience searching repositories is very important, but it is just as
important to remember that the best searches for OER start with smart
reference interviews and good planning. Like any search for materials,
your search for OER will be more successful if you start by defining
what you need. source

Secret Sauce Is Mostly Mayo
Companies spend a lot of time talking about how their proprietary analytics can help
identify opportunity. In reality, the most useful analytics are not that complex.
In the most recent example a proprietary engagement metric was beat by a simple
metric: how much time did the student spend reading?
Researchers also compiled an “engagement index,” based on
students’ highlighting and minutes spent reading. They found that this
index predicted performance more accurately than even past grades.
However, when each attribute of the “engagement index” was studied,
the amount of minutes spent reading was ultimately most indicative of
course outcomes, even more so than the index itself. The researchers
stipulate that these findings could help professors identify struggling
students as the latter worked through assignments. source

Segmented Benches
Segmented Benches are a form of [[Hostile Architecture]].

source

SelfAbsorbed Judgement
Founder of Instabarbie Instagram on why she ran the site, which skewered the
"authenticness" of photos on sites like Instagram. Her main point: these carefully
produced streams projecting some vision of who we are pull us into unhelpful
psychological places. link

She told her followers that she had gone to great lengths to stage her
photographs, arguing that social networks were fundamentally
dishonest.
O'Neill said:
Social media, especially how I used it, isn't real. It's a system based on
social approval, likes, validation in views, success in followers. It's
perfectly orchestrated self absorbed judgement.
It's worth noting that while many (including the above article's author) saw Instabarbie
as a dig against hipsters, the same obsessive orchestration of self happens with most
demographics on social media, from new moms to brogrammers.

See also the Barbie Savior account.

Selfie False Frame
Selfie behavior isn't always what it seems.

At a Diamondbacks game, the announcers mocked a set of women not paying
attention to the game in favor of taking selfies.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6y7uZWg8ig
(You only need to watch the first 30 seconds)
Outside the weirdness and creepiness of grown men shaming women from the
announcer's booth there's another element when you see the uncut video: the very
same announcer's had just announced a TMobile contest to take a selfie:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a_pxcoFAvQ
The situation developed, the network was forced to apologize. They offered the
women, who were from an ASU sorority free tickets. They declined the tickets, instead
having them donated to a local charity. They later used their newfound fame to
advocate for the charity. (post)

[[False Frame]] describes a misinterpretation based on race.
[[False Frame, Baseball Bat Edition]] shows a similar smartphone disparagement, that
is in fact wrong.
Shaming can be a lousy way to change behavior anyway. See [[Why Shame Doesn’t
Work]]
{{Sexism, Digital Bias}}

Sensitivity vs. Specificity
People often want alarms, medical tests, and assessments to be as "sensitive" as
possible: that is, in looking for condition X, we'd like to catch 100% of the occurrences
of condition X. But increases in sensitivity almost always involve decreases in
specificity and this can cause problems.
To understand the difference between sensitivity and specificity, consider the following
test, which has been designed to always give a positive result. In a medical situation
we can imagine a blood test that always tells you you have cancer, no matter what.

[caption id="attachment_65" align="alignright" width="276"]Image An example of our
blood test. We identify all cases of cancer correctly (black dots) but only by identifying
all negative cases as cancer too (empty dots).[/caption]
The test does a perfect job at detecting cancer, at least in one sense: it correctly
identifies every instance of cancer in the sample.
But in reality the test is useless. It creates so many false positives that it does not
supply information we can act on.
The problem is that the "sensitivity rate" only measures the rate of true positives. To
have an effective test we need to correctly identify all the negatives as well. The ability
of a test to identify negatives correctly is called its "specificity".
A perfect test correctly identifies all the positives (sensitivity) while also correctly
identifying all the negatives (specificity). Here is what that looks like in practice:
[caption id="attachment_66" align="alignright" width="278"]Image A perfect test: all the
positives are identified as positives (sensitivity) and all the negatives are identified as
negatives (specificity). source[/caption]
Since specificity and sensitivity are often opposed in practice (a smoke alarm that is
highly sensitive will produce many false alarms, but one with high specificity may miss
a fire) designers of tests and processes have to think carefully about what they want
out of a test.
In cases where you want to rule out a rare condition, a test with a high sensitivity and
low specificity may be perfect.
In cases where a more common condition is being tested, and a positive result will
result in drastic action, high specificity may be more desirable.

A related issue is found in nuclear weapons, where [[Safety and Reliability]] are at
odds. We want a weapon to go of when it needs to (sensitivity) but not go off when it
isn't supposed to (specificity).
[[Alarm Fatigue]] can be a result of low specificity.

Serendipitous Exchange

Innovations never happen without good ideas. But what prompts
people to come up with their best ideas? It’s hard to beat old
fashioned, facetoface networking. Even Steve Jobs, renowned for his
digital evangelism, recognized the importance of social interaction in
achieving innovation. In his role as CEO of Pixar Animation Studios (a
role he held in addition to being a cofounder and CEO of Apple Inc.),
Jobs instructed the architect of Pixar’s new headquarters to design
physical space that encouraged staff to get out of their offices and
mingle, particularly with those with whom they normally wouldn’t
interact. Jobs believed that serendipitous exchanges fueled
innovation.1
A multitude of empirical studies confirm what Jobs intuitively knew.2
The more diverse a person’s social network, the more likely that
person is to be innovative. A diverse network provides exposure to
people from different fields who behave and think differently. Good
ideas emerge when the new information received is combined with
what a person already knows. But in today’s digitally connected world,
many relationships are formed and maintained online through public
social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
Increasingly, employees are using such platforms for workrelated
purposes.3 source

Related: [[Why Learning Networks Must Be Open Networks]]

Seven Percent Dissolution
Sixtyfive percent said the jarring language in politics is unjustified,
while 3in10 believe it is, indeed, justified given the current state of the
nation. There’s a deep divide among supporters of whether the
language is justified, though: 47 percent of Trump’s supporters said it
is; just 17 percent of Clinton’s supporters agreed.
“Half of Trump supporters seem to be saying let the expletives fly, but
many voters blame both sides equally for the negative tone of this

year’s campaign,” said Patrick Murray, director of the independent
Monmouth University Polling Institute.
Half of those surveyed laid the blame equally at the foot of both Clinton
and Trump supporters. Thirtyseven percent contended that the harsh
rhetoric comes more from Trump supporters, though, while just 11
percent said it comes more from people backing Clinton.
While an overwhelming 93 percent said this election hasn’t cost them
any friendships, 7 percent said it has. Those numbers, however, mirror
the results when registered voters were asked whether any friendships
have been lost or ended because of a political campaign in past years.
Seven percent said yes, while the remaining 93 percent said the
opposite. source

Seventeen Seconds
Maybe “toasted” trumped “foraged.” Likes and dislikes can be triggered
by random associations and can form in a split second. We make
choices before we’ve had time to weigh the options. Vanderbilt tells us
that the median amount of time spent looking at a work of art at the
Met is seventeen seconds. Shopping for clothes, we say, “Oh, I love
that!” before we have the first coherent idea about what it is that makes
us love it. source

Sexism Patrol
The 2016 Summer Olympics was a high point for women in sports, but you wouldn't
know it from the coverage.
For some reason, there's been a remarkable online effort to paint the
Rio Olympics as a bottomless pit of sexist drivel. The evidence in favor
of this is thin to the point of nonexistence, and today it reached comical
proportions. Here is Emily Crockett at Vox:
It’s no wonder that this unfortunate Olympics headline, from the
Colorado paper the Greeley Tribune, caught fire on social media this

week. It seemed to be the perfect encapsulation of exactly how the
coverage of this year’s games is going when it comes to women —
and the way women are treated in society more generally:
Seriously? Our latest outrage is a headline at the Greeley Tribune,
circulation 25,000? Given Phelps' fame and his quest for six gold
medals—along with the fact that Ledecky was breaking her own world
record (for the fourth time), making it barely even news that she won—
you could argue that the Tribune made the right call. But even if it
didn't, who cares? One small newspaper in one small town wrote one
headline that was perhaps slightly misconceived. That's what's
generating outrage today?
It's the internet that's made this kind of thing possible. If you dedicate
yourself to trawling every bit of media in existence for arguably sexist
coverage, you're going to find something every day. When you have
literally millions of items to choose from, it's inevitable. But it's also
essentially meaningless. What's actually remarkable is that the folks
desperately looking for sexist coverage have found so little.

Sexist Architecture
Ruth Bader Ginsburg went to school at a time when the law school buildings did not
even have bathrooms for women. This created not only a sense of not belonging, but
resulted in practical problems as well.
When the Supreme Court justice went to law school at Columbia in the
1950s, there were no women’s bathrooms in the building. “If nature
called, you had to make a mad dash to another building that had a
women’s bathroom,” she recalled… It was “even worse if you were in
the middle of an exam. We never complained; it never occurred to us
to complain.” source

Infrastructure can be an insidious way to enforce racial segregation. See [[Policy
Through Bridge Height]]
Mothers may be more likely than fathers to transmit sexist attitudes to their children,

according to a recent study. See [[Mothers and Sexist Attitudes]]
{{Tags: Sexism, Architecture, Antipatterns}}

Shame Scams
A half hour later I get a message on Facebook. "Listen," it says, "I'm a
man, and I recorded a video of you masturbating. Do you want to see
it?" He sends me the video. It's about five minutes of me masturbating.
"I have a list of your friends and family from Facebook  your mum,
your sister, your cousins," he says. "You have one week to send me to
send me 5,000 euros (£4,450), or I'll send them the video."
I was in shock. My first thought was to send him the money
immediately. But I cancel her, or him, as a Skype contact and right
away I get a message on WhatsApp.
"I'm here," it says. source

Shame, Guilt and Social Media
This is a tricky subject, and trip wires are everywhere. I'd ask that people put aside for
a minute the whosesideareyouon lens (you can pick it up again soon) and consider
why shame and guilt are different, and why public shaming might erode empathy.
Put simply, guilt is an internal feeling directed outward. We feel it when we do
something that we feel is not a reflection of the person we want to be. In feeling guilt,
our desire is rid ourselves of the guilt, either by taking responsibility what we have
done or taking actions to make sure we don't do it again. Because guilt is so often
caused by seeing how other people are impacted by our actions, it is the partner of
empathy. Guilt is empowering.
Shame, on the other hand, is about how other people see us, or might see us if they
knew X or Y.
Some people say that shame is paralyzing, but that is not entirely true. It can be quite
motivating. But what it motivates us to seek is a shamefree environment.

Drug addiction forms a typical example of this. A drug addict who is shamed about the
hurt they have caused people does not seek to address the hurt. What they seek is to
get away from the shame. That involves getting high, or returning to a group of friends
where getting high is not shameful.
People with food addictions who are shamed seek the place where they feel no shame
about how they treat their body, and that place happens to be where they abuse their
body the most. By binging or starving or throwing up they find a temporary relief from
the stress of caring what other people think or worrying about their body.
But the same thing holds true with smaller amounts of shame. When a person is
shamed for what they have done, they do not feel guilt. What they feel is an
overwhelming desire to get away from the shame, because shame is an environmental
condition. Like a drug addict, we can do that by doubling down on the behavior or by
finding new friends who won't shame us.
How does this connect to online behavior? Well, it's easier than ever to lash out, and
easier than ever to find new friends who won't shame you (although, as with drug
addiction, these may not be the best people to hang around with). To carry the
metaphor further, when you're online you're shaming the alcoholic while they have a
whiskey bottle in their hand and a dozen bars round the corner.
So why would we think shame is a useful tool in that environment? Why would we think
it would lead to empathy rather than polarization?
There is a long discussion online about who deserves to be shamed and who doesn't,
who gets hurt most by it and who gets the most sympathy for it. And these are good
discussions. But two questions I would ask are:
Do we think that shaming will lead to better behavior?
If so, on what possible basis?

There are other ways to build empathy. See [[The Believing Game]]
Eric Meyer talks about Empathetic Design in [[RebeccaPurple]]

Shy Tories

natesilver: The original “shy” term comes from “shy Tories,” and the
idea was that British voters didn’t want to admit to voting for a party
that was plodding and unhip, or at least they were less enthusiastic
about responding to pollsters.
So that sounds more like Clinton’s voters than Trump’s, if anything.
The social desirability idea is a separate one that’s sort of gotten
lumped together with it. It’s a plausible idea, but “shy Trump” probably
isn’t a good name for it. Instead, it’s more like the Bradley Effect.
harry: You know I heard of this one before. I heard it back in 1991,
when David Duke was running for governor of Louisiana. Pollsters
were all concerned that white voters were afraid to admit they were
voting for the former KKK member. Did the polls underestimate Duke?
Actually, they overestimated him. The polls underestimated the
opposition to Duke from black voters who turned out in large numbers
to vote against him. source

Siblings and Trusting Behavior Predicts
Trustworthiness
Want to know if someone is trustworthy? Ask they how much they trust others, and if
they have siblings.
Using two experiments, we investigated whether trust, trust
worthiness, and social capital are characteristics of individuals as well
as groups. Past trusting behavior correlates with trusting behavior in
our experiments. The levels of trust in the two experiments are weakly
correlated with each other . We also found that two of our attitudinal
survey questions about trusting strangers both predict trust. Hence,
trusting behavior has a stable individualspeci
fic component. However
, this component is at best weakly measured by typical attitudinal
questions about trust, including the widely studied GSS trust question.
Trustworthiness also seems to be stable and is strongly predicted by
attitudinal survey questions about trust (not trustworthiness) and by
having siblings source

Silicon Valley's Blank Slate
In short, Ford and Ziade argue, tech companies spend their first
several years either creating a wholly new space in the world (like
social media did) or “dropping an atomic bomb” on another industry, as
Ziade puts it (like Uber and Airbnb have been). Once companies have
triumphed, tech titans resent entering into other spheres of power (like
politics or the media) where the space isn’t empty and the other
players can’t be disrupted away.
In this particular case, some of the resentful people in question have
millions of idle dollars to spend on their discontent. source

Slack's Philosopher
Slack's CEO came out of a philosophy program. “Studying philosophy taught me two
things,” says (Slack CEO Stewart) Butterfield. “I learned how to write really clearly. I
learned how to follow an argument all the way down, which is invaluable in running
meetings. And when I studied the history of science, I learned about the ways that
everyone believes something is true–like the old notion of some kind of ether in the air
propagating gravitational forces–until they realized that it wasn’t true.”

LinkedIn's CEO also shares some lessons that philosophy taught him. See
Probabilistic vs. Deterministic Thought
Philosophy doesn't always work miracles. Carly Fiorina, considered to be one of the
worst CEOs of the past two decades, majored in philosophy and medieval history at
Stanford. (html)

Small Number of Platforms
Matt Haughey thinks the centralization is inevitable. (and Matt has a lifetime
membership in the respectisdue club).
People are going to a small number of platforms; that’s an acceptable

drawback that we’re just going to have to deal with. Some things just
have to be on Instagram or whatever. You’re not going to get the same
kind of audience if you’re on your own site even though you control it.
source

Small SF Stories
Brad Delong notes that speculative fiction forms the basis of much more than fiction.
Back in 1759, the man who was to become the first economist, young
Adam Smith, a Scottish moral philosopher on the make, wrote in his
Theory of Moral Sentiments of how “a stranger to human nature,
[seeing] the indifference of men about the misery of their inferiors . . .
[would conclude that] pain must be more agonizing, and the
convulsions of death more terrible, to persons of higher rank, than to
those of meaner stations.”
There is no such alien stranger. Smith is telling us of somebody who
does not exist. It’s a very short, eighteenthcentury sciencefiction
story. Why? Because we love to tell one another false stories, to
converse about imaginary people, be it in philosophical treatises or in
television serials. It is what we do as humans.

Smart Tabloid
Salon, which Talbot originally conceived of as a “smart tabloid,” began
as a liberal online magazine and was quickly seen as an embodiment
of the media’s future. For a while, particularly ahead of the dotcom
boom of the late 1990s, it even looked as though it might be a success
story. It lured famous writers and techcompany investors and went
public in 1999. At the time, Salon was valued at $107 million.
“I think it’s very similar to what a Vox or a Buzzfeed seems today,” said
Kerry Lauerman, who joined Salon in 2000 and would serve as the
site’s editor in chief from 2010 to 2013. “There was, at first, a lot of
money and excitement about Salon. There was no one else, really, in

that space. ... It was kind of a brave new world, and Salon was at the
forefront.” source

Snapchat Worse Than Facebook
Snapchat is more reckless with addictive features than Facebook.
Currently, though, the trend is toward deeper manipulation in ever
more sophisticated forms. Harris fears that Snapchat’s tactics for
hooking users make Facebook’s look quaint. Facebook automatically
tells a message’s sender when the recipient reads the note—a design
choice that, per Fogg’s logic, activates our hardwired sense of social
reciprocity and encourages the recipient to respond. Snapchat ups the
ante: Unless the default settings are changed, users are informed the
instant a friend begins typing a message to them—which effectively
makes it a faux pas not to finish a message you start. Harris worries
that the app’s Snapstreak feature, which displays how many days in a
row two friends have snapped each other and rewards their loyalty
with an emoji, seems to have been pulled straight from Fogg’s
inventory of persuasive tactics. Research shared with Harris by Emily
Weinstein, a Harvard doctoral candidate, shows that Snapstreak is
driving some teenagers nuts—to the point that before going on
vacation, they give friends their login information and beg them to
snap in their stead. “To be honest, it made me sick to my stomach to
hear these anecdotes,” Harris told me. source

Social Book
Bob Stein was an early ebook publisher, publishing titles such as the Annotated Alice
and the digital version of Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. Lately he's been working
with a new platform he calls Social Book.
Stein imagines, for example, that future forms of books might be
developed not by conventional publishers but by the gaming industry.
He also envisions that the distinction between writer and reader will be
blurred by a social reading experience in which authors and

consumers can digitally interact with each other to discuss any
passage, sentence or line. Indeed, his latest project, Social Book,
allows members to insert comments directly into digital book texts and
is already used by teachers at several high schools and universities to
stimulate discussions. “For my grandchildren, the idea that reading is
something you do by yourself will seem arcane,” he says. “Why would
you want to read by yourself if you can have access to the ideas of
others you know and trust, or to the insights of people from all over the
world?” source
Stein on SocialBook:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exHzOAe3DIA
Bob Stein mentions in this presentation the MIT project [[Bicycle Repair Manual]].

Social Change Is Fast
We tend to think of social change as slow, and it can be. But in many important cases,
seeming stagnation in social change was followed by blazingly fast progress.
Marriage equality is a recent example, but abortion, women's suffrage, and prohibition
followed similar patterns in the U.S. Incremental progress is often hidden until bigger
moments. But that doesn’t mean the progress isn’t there.
These patterns lead some policy theorists to propose a Punctuated Equlibrium Theory
of policy change.

We see this in technology use as well. See Gradually, Then Suddenly, Digital Camera
Decline
Source: Social Change Is Fast

Social Gradient of Health
Epidemiologists and social scientists have noted for some time that relative inequality
of a population predicts health outcomes. The higher up on the status ladder you are,

the better your outcomes are. The lower, the worse. This effect persists even when we
account for the quality of health care and other socioeconomic variables. Researcher
Michael Marmot calls this link the "social gradient in health".
The common interpretation of the phenomenon is that it is related to stress and a
sense of control: Marmot calls the link between health and status "the social gradient in
health." One possibility is that it's all related to a sense of control in one's life. People
lower down in the social order feel like they have less control, which can lead to stress
that then negatively impacts health. (html)
Marmot sees stress, caused by disempowerment, as a central mechanism of the
outcome: The other way it affects health is through stress pathways. I talk about
disempowerment: If you have little control of your life, you might smoke, drink, and so
on, and you can’t do anything about the future anyway — so you might as well get
drunk. There's evidence that these stress pathways related to disempowerment impact
negatively on cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and mental illness. That starts from
the beginning of life. (html)

A possible example: as economic inequality has deepened, the allcause mortality
trend has reversed in lowerclass white populations. See Opioids, Alcohol, Suicide

Social Media as News Source
Nearly twothirds of adults in America now get news on social media and a fifth do so
often, according to a recent survey by the Pew Research Centre, a polling outfit; the
numbers continue to grow fast. source

Unfortunately, people are often not selecting news, but expressing identification. See
[[Identity Headlines]], [[Filter Bubble]]
The [[Problem of Authority]] this creates might not be all bad.

Social Media Rot
Social media content has grown exponentially in the recent years and

the role of social media has evolved from just narrating life events to
actually shaping them. In this paper we explore how many resources
shared in social media are still available on the live web or in public
web archives. By analyzing six different eventcentric datasets of
resources shared in social media in the period from June 2009 to
March 2012, we found about 11% lost and 20% archived after just a
year and an average of 27% lost and 41% archived after two and a
half years. Furthermore, we found a nearly linear relationship between
time of sharing of the resource and the percentage lost, with a slightly
less linear relationship between time of sharing and archiving coverage
of the resource. From this model we conclude that after the first year of
publishing, nearly 11% of shared resources will be lost and after that
we will continue to lose 0.02% per day. source

Sociopathic Whuffie
Doctorow's science fiction novel Down and Out In the Magic Kingdom presents a post
scarcity world where characters trade a form of reputation ("Whuffie") instead of
money. The concept was inspirational for many startups, who formed social reputation
platforms with names such as "The Whuffie Bank" and wrote books about the "Whuffie
Factor". Apparently these people missed an important fact: the book was a dystopian
satire.
Cory Doctorow explains:
The characters in the novel generally love Whuffie, even though it’s
destroying them.
Whuffie has all the problems of money, and then a bunch more that
are unique to it. In Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom, we see how
Whuffie – despite its claims to being ‘‘meritocratic’’ – ends up pooling
up around sociopathic jerks who know how to flatter, cajole, or
terrorize their way to the top.
Doctorow notes that the dystopian future is already upon us, and China is leading the
way with products like "Citizen Scores".

This utopian/dystopian confusion may be a consequential case of the [[Bad Fan]]
problem.
Some examples of Whuffie love.
The Whuffie Bank. article
The Whuffie Bank presents at TechCrunch Disrupt in 2009. youtube
The Power of Social Networking: Using the Whuffie Factor to Build Your Business link

Southern Honor
Southern honor culture created different societal norms in the American South,
including a required mastery of the household, and a necessity to use violence to
defend against perceived slights.
While honor in the North evolved during the 19th century away from
the ideals of primal honor and towards a private, personal quality
synonymous with “integrity,” the South held onto the tenets of
traditional honor for a much longer period of time.
Unlike the Northern code of honor, which emphasized emotional
restraint, moral piety, and economic success, the Southern honor code
in many ways paralleled the medieval honor code of Europe —
combining the reflexive, violent honor of primitive man with the public
virtue and chivalry of knights.
The code of honor for Southern men required having: 1) a reputation
for honesty and integrity, 2) a reputation for martial courage and
strength, 3) selfsufficiency and “mastery,” defined as patriarchal
dominion over a household of dependents (wife/children/slaves), and
4) a willingness to use violence to defend any perceived slight to his
reputation as a man of integrity, strength, and courage, as well as any
threats to his independence and kin. Just as in medieval times, “might
made right” in the American South. If a man could physically dominate
or kill someone who accused him of dishonesty, that man maintained
his reputation as a man of integrity (even if the accusations were in

fact true).
Anthropologists and social psychologists believe this form of classical
honor survived and thrived in the American South and died in the
North because of cultural differences between their respective early
settlers, as well as the North’s and South’s divergent economies.
source

Southern honor culture probably made [[Precarious Manhood]] more precarious.

Spiral of Facebook Silence
Facebook interactions, like facetoface interactions, are highly influenced by by
expectations of agreement. What gets shared is what people think others will agree
with.
Previous ‘spiral of silence’ findings as to people’s willingness to speak
up in various settings also apply to social media users. Those who use
Facebook were more willing to share their views if they thought their
followers agreed with them. If a person felt that people in their
Facebook network agreed with their opinion about the SnowdenNSA
issue, they were about twice as likely to join a discussion on Facebook
about this issue.

Spurious Narrative
Tyler Vigen finds spurious correlations. The weird thing about them is that your mind
can't help but make a narrative, even when you know there is no connection. Your
mind craves narrative even when the basis for narrative is demonstrably wrong.
As an example, here's a correlation between cheese consumption and death through
bedsheet tangling, from Vigen's book of spurious correlations:
[caption id="attachment_1676" align="alignnone" width="1022"]Image (source)
[/caption]
We dare you to try and not think of a reason these two things would rise together, even

though there is no reason to think there is any connection at all.

Stories can help us understand, but they also deceive. See [[Stories and Deception]]

Stag Hunt
From Wikipedia:
The original stag hunt dilemma is as follows: a group of hunters have
tracked a large stag, and found it to follow a certain path. If all the
hunters work together, they can kill the stag and all eat. If they are
discovered, or do not cooperate, the stag will flee, and all will go
hungry.
The hunters hide and wait along a path. An hour goes by, with no sign
of the stag. Two, three, four hours pass, with no trace. A day passes.
The stag may not pass every day, but the hunters are reasonably
certain that it will come. However, a hare is seen by all hunters moving
along the path.
If a hunter leaps out and kills the hare, he will eat. However, it results
in the trap laid for the stag to be wasted, and the others will starve.
There is no certainty that the stag will arrive; the hare is present. The
dilemma is that if one hunter waits, he risks one of his fellows killing
the hare for himself, sacrificing everyone else. This makes the risk
twofold; risk the stag never coming, or risk another man taking the kill.
In addition to the example suggested by Rousseau, David Hume
provides a series of examples that are stag hunts. One example
addresses two individuals who must row a boat. If both choose to row
they can successfully move the boat. However if one doesn't, the other
wastes his effort. Hume's second example involves two neighbors
wishing to drain a meadow. If they both work to drain it they will be
successful, but if either fails to do his part the meadow will not be
drained.
Several animal behaviors have been described as stag hunts. One is

the coordination of slime molds. In times of stress, individual unicellular
protists will aggregate to form one large body. Here if they all act
together they can successfully reproduce, but success depends on the
cooperation of many individual protozoa. Another example is the
hunting practices of orcas (known as carousel feeding). Orcas
cooperatively corral large schools of fish to the surface and stun them
by hitting them with their tails. Since this requires that the fish have no
way to escape, it requires the cooperation of many orcas.
Author James Cambias describes a solution to the game as the basis
for an extraterrestrial civilization in his 2014 science fiction book A
Darkling Sea.

Stealing Hitler
In a world where finding "fresh takes" is part of reporting, credit for ideas as well as
prose is important. Yet most corporate media relentlessly mines the work of people on
social media while giving them no credit at all. A recent example shows how common
this is. We also suggest how we might avoid this problem on Wikity with the addition of
a new meta tag.
First, the story.
Here's a tweet from Jon Ostrower on March 2 that quickly gets 17,000 retweets
because the author had a novel instinct (in the age of Trump, let's see what our first
reactions to Hitler were) and a fabulous payoff (the last three paragraphs of the 1922
newspaper story he found are terrifyingly glib about the seriousness of things Hitler
said, in much the same way as some are being today):

The day after, a Vox article comes out by a different author:

The article makes no mention of the original tweet, although it is in reality just a slightly
more verbose telling of the same story:
But the really extraordinary part of the article is the three paragraphs
on antiSemitism. Brown acknowledges Hitler's vicious antiSemitism
as the core of Hitler's appeal — and notes the terrified Jewish
community was fleeing from him — but goes on to dismiss it as a play
to satiate the rubes (bolding mine)...
It then goes on to quote the same paragraphs, making explicit the point that was made
implicitly in Jon's post.
There is no attempt at credit here, no reference of the original tweet, no "hattip" at the
end of the article.
Should there be? I think it's a bit complicated. The sourcing of the observation gets in
the way of the story. I don't think you want to tell the story of Jon finding the story in the
main text, and the age of Twitter almost any observation you make is influenced by
someone.
But in this case this article is little more than a dressed up and glossed version of the
original tweet. And the person who originally tweeted it is, in fact, a reporter from the
Wall Street Journal whose usual beat is the aviation industry. I come back to my old
rule here  it is not important that the average reader knows where the idea came
from, but some chain of credit should be maintained for those with a professional
interest.

Or as we said in early work on federated wiki: Citation does not have to be
conspicuous, but it should be discoverable.
In practical terms, as a professional Jon should be able to claim himself as the original
source of this story to a future employer without the employer believing he is lying
because his name does not appear. He shouldn't have to present a complicated case
of "check the datestamps and you'll see it was inspired by my tweet!" The credit should
just be there. It could be buried, and out of the way of the average reader, but it should
be there.
There's room for nuance here, of course. Would I say the same if someone just said "I
found the first Hitler article!" without pointing to the key lines? Probably not. I don't think
you can discover the first Hitler article any more than you can discover Bill Atkinson's
1988 presentation of Hypercard on public TV or the sexist ads for Chase and Sanborn
coffee from the 1950s. These things cycle around and get discovered and
undiscovered. So it's a fine line, but it's one worth doing better on.
Thinking about this in Wikity, we are adding support for a "Via" tag. If you want to show
where something came from, you can put "Via:" in double curly braces, along with your
note, like so:
{{Via: @jonostrower}}
and it will come out like:
{{Via: @jonostrower}}
Or, if you want to go the distance, you can throw a link in there as well to the original:
{{Via: [@jonostrower](https://twitter.com/jonostrower/status/705171149022433280}}
and it will come out like so:
{{Via: @jonostrower}}
Via is meant as a "hat tip"  it means that an idea or article or observation came to you
through a third party, even if you independently developed the idea after that. You don't
use it for everything, but you can use it if what they surfaced was original enough that it
deserves to be folded into the chain of credit.
You don't need to use it in Wikity all of the time  you're making your own notes, not

publishing a news magazine. But in places where you feel keeping the chain of credit
is important, it's there.

Stories and Deception
Maria Konnikova discusses how memory can fool us, even leading us to believe ideas
that are not our own are ours.
That’s precisely why they can be such a powerful tool of deception.
When we’re immersed in a story, we let down our guard. We focus in a
way we wouldn’t if someone were just trying to catch us with a random
phrase or picture or interaction. (“He has a secret” makes for a far
more intriguing proposition than “He has a bicycle.”) In those moments
of fully immersed attention, we may absorb things, under the radar,
that would normally pass us by or put us on high alert. Later, we may
find ourselves thinking that some idea or concept is coming from our
own brilliant, fertile minds, when, in reality, it was planted there by the
story we just heard or read. source

Donald Spence has noted differences between [[Historical Truth and Narrative Truth]]
[[Engram Lifecycle]] shows how reconsolidation corrupts memories.

Stream of Consciousness on Tortilla Chip
App
The problem with most apps is they have to give you enough information to justify the
space and mental bandwidth they consume. People only keep and check apps that
send them daily info, and delete the rest. Commentary after the quote.
The smartphone OS we use are still largely based on the assumption
of my phone being a minidesktop, rather than, well, an information
nacho, if you will. Consequently, if you’re making one of these apps,
your app must give me something new daily (or more), or else it has
no reason to live. Its information would be better shown to me via

another app I do check often, like a social news feed or a messaging
app. The only recourse the OS affords these apps in avoiding such a
fate is the rather blunt instrument of push notifications (and things like
Today widgets or Android home screen gadgets). source
If you think about this, this is exactly the problem with online preInternet. There were
different BBS's with different focuses, and even with a provider like CompuServe you
were always locked into a particular package of content.
Usenet was the forgotten solution to this. You had a single interface through which you
could interact with dozens of servers. A new group could form anywhere and
propagate immediately without central approval and without people having to download
yet another application or learn yet another server and login.
That was followed by the Web, which did the same thing for readonly docs. But of
course the web never built a standard for identity or interaction into the system the way
that Usenet did. That led to the rise of the megasites (Facebook being the winner
here) which supplied these interactivity platforms, and now it's happening for apps.
In other words "There's an app for that!" turns out to be the definition of a massive
infrastructure problem, not a solution. "There's an app for that" is the exact wrong
design for anyone that wants to do serious work on a phone.
Maybe people want want they've always wanted  a truly twoway web, one that has
as robust a spec for interactivity as it does for content delivery. Of course, the way
we've tended to go about this is have request for documents and media standardized,
but everything else is hand coded and different for every server.
Even that's broken, isn't it? I have a server called "Hapgood.us". You can ask it "Do
you have a page (or response) at this location?" But without knowing that it's running
WordPress I can't even send a request to the server and say "Do you have a
document named 'Mitra's Brain Scans'?" Each server search engine using different
params, etc.

Streams Don't Merge

Emma Pierson writing about tweets and Ferguson notes that red and blue tweeters live
in discourse environments that are nearly fully separated. The graphic produced by her
demonstrates the severity of this division. So we have two groups of people who rarely
communicate, have very different backgrounds, think drastically different things, and
often spray vitriol at each other when they do talk. Previous studies of Twitter have
found similar echo chambers, the IsraelPalestine conflict offering one representative
example. It is unclear to what extent Twitter merely reflects social divisions as opposed
to causing them; I find it unlikely that Mckesson and the red tweeters would be friends
if they met over beers. But even this preliminary analysis does not bode well for the
possibility of reconciliation. from Quartz (post)
That said, it's not clear that the intent here is to communicate to each other. As Bonnie
Stewart and others have noted, these events are used by activists tactically, and the
goal is not persuasion of enemies but often the much more narrow aim of shaming the
press into covering an undercovered story, alerting other activists of an event or issue,
or mobilizing moderates into to more radical action.

Bonnie Stewart talks about the activist uses of Twitter. See [[Tactical Twitter]]
Related to polarization: in social media, [[Anger Spreads Fastest]]
Our world now is a result of the lifestream concept. See [[Lifestream History]]

{{Source: Streams Don't Merge}}

Street Sharks
People had memories of a show named Street Sharks that never existed.
The same thing happened with Minor's Street Sharks endeavor. After
TV Tome was merged into the website TV.com in 2005, the
information from its Street Sharks entry began to spread. If you've ever
run an internet search for a phrase cited on Wikipedia or another open
source wiki site, you've undoubtedly learned that the web is full of
garbage ripoff sites that lift whole passages from wiki pages without
actually bothering to factcheck or confirm any of their content.
Sometimes pages that provide information without citing any sources
or including any disclaimers are eventually passed around as factual.
Other times, the sources provided are themselves completely bunk.
And so Minor's Street Sharks fibs and falsehoods became fodder for
the completely deteriorated current state of the internet's collective
memory of the show. Minor writes, "I’ve found forum posts of people
saying [the character he invented named] Roxie was their favorite
character, and read IMDB reviews of people fondly remembering
episodes that don’t exist." source

See also [[False Memories are Common]]

Stresses of Online Political Discourse
A majority of Republicans and Democrats say the 2016 election is a
significant source of stress for them right now, according to a recent
American Psychological Association poll. They should probably log off
Facebook and Twitter. A new survey from the Pew Research Center
suggests — in a result that will surprise precisely zero political
reporters who tweet — that people don't think social media is a
particularly great vehicle for political discourse. Full 59 percent of

social media users say interacting with people they disagree with is
more “stressful and frustrating,” while 35 percent say it's more
“interesting and informative.” And by an even more lopsided 64 to 29
percent, they say they actually find they have less in common with
people they disagree with rather than say they find more in common.
These frustrations are — wait for it — bipartisan. source

Structured Moderation, Gender, and Dialogue
in a Small Meeting
A note from a writer on a Wikipedia/Librarians meeting. Structured facilitation and
discussion dominance.
It rewards the quick and assertive, whereas I spent today watching
participation be more equal and distributed when there was structured
moderation, and slide into literally 90% male voices in the last ten
minutes of the day, when people were feeling punchy and discussion
was totally open. source

Students Don't Know
In fact, decades of research reveal that students:
are poor judges of the efficacy of their learning efforts prefer
instructional formats that produce inferior learning outcomes make
suboptimal decisions about when/where/how often to study
overestimate how much they will remember or how well they will
perform believe that things like learning styles and brain hemispheres
influence learning source

The More You Google, the More You Google
When people Google once they are quicker to Google again.
Note that this is not a bad thing for trivia, but could be bad in other contexts.

Study participants were given a mix of questions that Storm and his
collaborators took from a trivia book. Some were considered difficult,
e.g. “Who was the king of England during the American Revolution”
and others easy, e.g. “What is a baby goat called?”
One group was asked to answer the questions from memory while
another group was told to use the internet to find the answers.
Participants were then asked another set of questions, only this time
the questions were slightly easier and they had the option of using
Google if they wanted.
Storm found that participants who used the internet to answer the
initial set of questions were more likely to use the internet to answer a
second set. He also tested different conditions such as time and
convenience. Storm found the effect still persisted, even when Google
was a lessappealing option (participants had to get off a sofa and use
an old, slow iPod touch instead of a desktop to access the search
engine).
“At a general level, the findings suggest that using a particular
information source—in this case, the internet—influences the likelihood
of using that source again the future,” Storm writes. source

Sturgeon's Law
According to Sturgeon’s Law, 90% of anything is crap. It was named
after Theodore Sturgeon, who came to the defence of science fiction in
the 1950s. “The claim (or fact) that 90% of science fiction is crap is
ultimately uninformative, because science fiction conforms to the same
trends of quality as all other artforms,” Sturgeon mused, confirming
both the truth and the futility of his theory – ultimately, it comes down
to how one defines “crap”. source

Subway Maps Were Hard
Subway maps may have been as hard for some people read as more complex

visualizations are now  the notion of mapping topology onto a 2D plane that abstracts
the experience from traditional space is not a native one with humans.
But it’s not just education; some researchers have argued that our
whole world is now engineered to make us think in this way, thanks to
an increasing reliance on technology. Where our greatgrandparents
may have grappled with typewriters, our parents struggled to program
their video recorder, while children today learn to use a touchscreen
from an early age. Even reading the schematic London Underground
map may have been tough for someone in the 1900s who was used to
seeing the world more literally, Flynn says. This progression has
forced us to think in hierarchies and symbols, to learn how to follow
rules and draw analogies – and it is now so widespread that we forget
the cognitive leaps it requires. source

Sunlight is the Best Disinfectant

United States Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis famously
remarked that “sunlight is the best disinfectant” when arguing that
opening up the policymaking process to public scrutiny is the best way
to remove corruption and restrain selfdealing by politicians.

Superior Thinking Is the Result of Inventions

Most superior human thinking is the result of various kinds of
inventions — including science — and the learning that is required.
Some of this should be doable without recreating humantype minds.
On the other hand, many important parts of the humantype mind has
to be discovered and understood in order for any kind of inter
communication and understanding to take place (this is a part of the
science that not very [many] are interested in). As with the dangers of
playing around with the metasystems of life, playing around with the
metasystems of thought “without enough thought” is likely to be quite
dangerous in many respects. source

Support for Trade Is Increasing
This election featured the rise of two vociferously anti–free trade
candidates in Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump, which helped force
Hillary Clinton (long a fence straddler on the issue) to come out against
the TransPacific Partnership trade deal the Obama administration is
currently pushing.
The timing for this turn against trade, however, is puzzling, given that
the share of Americans saying trade is an “opportunity” rather than a
“threat” hit in 2016 its highest point in Gallup’s polling since the
organization began asking the question in 1992. And that’s not just a
counterreaction to Trump and Sanders: The popularity of foreign trade
has been high since 2013. source

Surprised by Disagreement
An interesting theory about why this 2016 primary has been tough on social media: we
assume our friends agree with us and are surprised when they turn out not to (and
sometimes react badly to that).
As with so many modern relational ills, much of the problem lies with
the internet. It’s not just that people tend to be more obnoxious online
than they are in person. The primary is revealing rifts among people

who are used to assuming that their friends agree with them.
Ordinarily, social media users who talk about politics congregate in
polarized communities. Particularly on Facebook, they expect to revel
in a shared sensibility, not to argue. “We find that our participants who
perceive more friends as holding viewpoints different to their own
engage less on Facebook than those with more similarity in their
network,” says a 2014 Georgia Institute of Technology study about
politics and online relationships. (The italics are in the original.) This
primary—the first Democratic one since social media has become
ubiquitous—has shattered the illusion of bien pensant unity. source

Being surprised by disagreement leads to [[Anxiety of Peer Influence]]

Surveillance Capitalism
Over the past 30 years, shifts in our communication infrastructures
have enabled largescale attempts to reshape the very possibilities of
social order in the interests of market functioning and commercial
exploitation.
Some see this as a new “surveillance capitalism”. This is focused on
data extraction rather than the production of new goods, thus
generating intense concentrations of power over extraction and
threatening core values such as freedom.
I agree, but how does this threat work exactly? And what might be the
“price” of this transformation along dimensions that economists cannot
count? source

Swedish Suicide Myth
There is a myth that Sweden has a particularly high suicide rate. Sweden actually has
a rate comparable to other Western countries, and high rates in the 1960s were likely
the result of shoddy reporting. [cite l="http://nymag.com/scienceofus/2014/05/sweden
toworldwerenotsuicidal.html" t="NY Mag: Everyone Thinks Sweden Has a SkyHigh

Suicide Rate — It Doesn’t"]
Most takedowns of the myth cite remarks by Eisenhower on Sweden in 1960 as the
source of the myth, but investigation shows this hard to support.
Here is a cross section of countries with relatively average suicide rates. The data is
from 2005, before the ramp up in suicide in the U.S. Note the position of Sweden.
Image
The highest suicide rate in the world is South Korea, at 24 per 1,000.
Source: Swedish Suicide Myth
Example of the myth, sighted in 2011 issue of TIME.
http://healthland.time.com/2011/04/25/whythehappieststateshavethehighest
suiciderates/
The U.S. has seen a massive spike in suicides since 2005. See [[Suicide Belt]]

Tactical Twitter
Social media scholar Bonnie Stewart has applied the term "tactical" to the use of
Twitter to advance activist ends. Includes what has traditionally been called "shaming"
but also the "signalboosting" of Ferguson and the organization of the Occupy
movement. (post) (post)

The shaming aspect of Twitter has been much remarked. See Two Minutes Twitter
Hate
In legend Twitter is seen to have started out as a "status" sharing network, but in truth
it was always about conversation. See From Status to Conversation
Tactical Twitter tends to polarize, although from an activist perspective this is not a bad
result (polarization can mobilize). See Streams Don't Merge

Talkomatic and TermTalk

Any competent PLATO programmer can quickly hack together a
simple chat program that lets two users exchange typed oneline
messages. PLATO's architecture makes this trivial. A few such
programs existed on PLATO before 1973, but they did not get much
use, probably because the user community was quite small and most
terminals were still in a single building.
In the fall of 1973, Doug Brown designed a program that let several
users chat as a group. He wrote a simple prototype to demonstrate the
concept and called it Talkomatic.
The real magic of Talkomatic was that it transmitted characters
instantly as they were typed, instead of waiting for a complete line of
text. The screen was divided into several horizontal windows, with one
participant in each. This let all the participants type at once without
their messages becoming a confusing jumble. Seeing messages

appear literally as they were typed made the conversation feel much
more alive than in linebyline chat programs.
I worked with Doug to expand Talkomatic to support multiple channels
and add other features. Each channel supported up to five active
participants and any number of monitors, who could watch but couldn't
type anything. (One drawback to the Talkomatic approach is that the
size of the screen limits the number of participants in a channel.)
Empty channels were open to anyone, but any active participant in a
channel could choose to "protect" it. This prevented anyone from
monitoring the channel, and the participants could then decide who
else to admit.
Talkomatic was an instant hit. Soon it was logging over 40 hours of
use per day. It was not officially part of the PLATO system software,
and in fact it was used mostly for what administrators would consider
frivolous purposes. There was no way to contact a specific person to
let them know you wanted to talk, so it was more like a virtual water
cooler than a telephone substitute. People would hang out in a channel
and chat or flirt with whoever dropped by.
But Talkomatic was so appealing that it inspired the system staff to
create an officially supported chat feature. It became known as "term
talk" because it could be accessed from anywhere on PLATO by
pressing the TERM key and typing "talk". The TERM key was originally
meant to provide hypertextlike branching to term definitions. In
practice, it was rarely used for terms, but it was handy for instant
access to features like "talk".
A "termtalk" conversation was limited to two people, but had its own
advantages: you could page a specific person, and you could use it
without exiting from whatever else you are doing. A person receiving a
page would see a flashing message at the bottom of the screen
identifying the pager, and could use "termtalk" to accept. The bottom
two lines of the screen then became a miniature Talkomatic. An
unwanted page could be rejected with "termbusy", or simply ignored
until the pager gave up.

A feature was later added to "termtalk" that allowed the participants to
switch to "monitor" mode, in which one person could actually view the
other's screen. The person being monitored was free to move about
the system normally, editing files, running programs, etc. This was
extremely useful for remote consulting: someone who needed help
could literally show an online consultant what they were trying to do
while maintaining a conversation at the bottom of the screen. To
ensure privacy, monitor mode could be initiated only by the person
whose screen was to be monitored.
Update, April 2014: Talkomatic has now been recreated on the web.
source

Taste Is Like Traffic
Vanderbilt is intrepid; he is also fair. He desperately wants to find a
noncircular account of preferences, something better than “People like
this kind of thing because this is the kind of thing that they—or people
around them, or people who are supposed to know—like,” but he has
to admit defeat. There is no place outside the swirling galaxy of taste
formation on which to rest a philosophical lever. “Taste is like traffic,
actually,” he acknowledges, “a large complex system with basic
parameters and rules, a noisy feedback chamber where one does
what others do and vice versa, in a way that is almost impossible to
predict beyond that at the end of the day a certain number of cars will
travel down a stretch of road, just as a certain number of new songs
will be in the Hot 100.” source

Tea Kettle Tech
Example of [[Calm Tech]] from Amber Case. A tea kettle does not consume your
attention until you need it to. It uses a single sound that you can hear from wherever in
the house you might be to indicate your action is required. It does not have extraneous
features or provide nonactionable information.

Tea Kettle Tech could save us from [[Alarm Fatigue]]
Tea Kettle Tech fits in nicely with a vision of [[TechnoPastoralism]]
"Age of Alerts: Wake me when it's over" link
{{Tags: Stream and Garden, Attention, UI, UX, HCI}}

Tech HoHum
Kevin Drum on modern tech. We're always yawning at tech because by the time it
works we feel we've seen it before.
This is just the nature of modern tech: The really cool stuff is always a
"few years" away. And when it finally comes, we've been talking about
it so long that it seems hohum. Yeah, Amazon is great, isn't it? So
what's next? source
This is an alternative to the Gartner Hype Cycle. Investment is hype, early products
don't pan out for the majority, but by the time they pan out we're like "haven't we had
that forever?"

Technical Debt of the 2016 Race
Josh thought this had happened with the Republican Party. For
example, “a large portion of the GOP is not satisfied with what can
realistically be achieved by conventional political means.” It should
have found a way to put this to its most demanding supporters, but
there was always a reason to avoid that massive reckoning. This left it
vulnerable to a huckster and fantasist like Trump. Or: “Can Marco
‘Establishment’ Rubio really get traction attacking Trump for having no
specific plan to replace Obamacare when Republicans have spent the
last five years repeatedly voting to repeal Obamacare without ever
specifying a plan to replace it with?” Again: they never got around to it.
This left them vulnerable to Trump. # I read Marshall’s analysis and
thought: the same thing happened in a different way to political
journalists. They should have found a way to deal with “a balanced

treatment of an unbalanced phenomenon distorts reality,” but they kept
putting it off, even though they knew that something was happening to
the Republican Party that wasn’t happening to the Democrats. They
should have built asymmetric polarization into their mental model but it
was a lot of work and “both sides do it” was too comforting, too
attractive. # More debt: They should have done something about the
uniformity of approach from cycle to cycle source

Technological Imperialism
Dan Romero on Twitter:
Image
"Proprietary mapping" is, I suppose, one way to describe imperialism. It reduces
imperialism to a technology and divorces it from politics, ethics, ideology.
How are these new "proprietary maps" dividing up the globe today? What is the role of
the nationstate and what is the role of the multinational corporation in 21st century
technological imperialism?
See also: Technology Imperialism, the Californian Ideology, and the Future of Higher
Education

Technology as Practice
From Ursula Franklin's The Real World of Technology:
Technology is not the sum of the artifacts, of the wheels and gears, of
the rails and electronic transmitters. Technology is a system. It entails
far more than its individual material components. Technology involves
organization, procedures, symbols, new words, equations, and most of
all. a mindset.

Technology Use and Empathy

Technology use negatively correlates with empathy, but the impact is small.
This study is the first to explore whether use of social networking sites
and personal technology is related to empathy, and the possible
mediating roles of narcissism, the BigFive personality traits, and
inattention. Survey responses from 317 participants were included in
the data analyses. Significant negative correlations were found
between the perspectivetaking subscale of the empathy measure and
measures of Facebook and mobile device use. A multiple linear
regression analysis indicated that frequency of Facebook use and use
of a phone for emails together accounted for 5% of the variance in
perspectivetaking scores. Although the effects were modest, the
results supported the study's hypothesis that individuals with lower
scores of empathy demonstrate more frequent use of mobile devices
and social networking sites. Additionally, a measure of narcissism was
positively correlated with mobile device/social networking site use, a
measure of materialism was negatively correlated with the perspective
taking subscale, and certain undergraduate majors were associated
with significantly lower levels of empathy than others. Interpretations
and implications of these results are discussed. source

TechnoPastoralism
Brautigan's Machines of Loving Grace imagines a world made more pastoral, quiet,
and contemplative by computers:
The text was printed over an image of electric schematics and it set
out a utopian vision of a technopastoralism, where new digital
machines could return us to a prelapsarian state, at one with nature in
an electric Eden. source
The poem, in part:

I like to think (it
has to be!) of a cybernetic ecology where we are free of our labors and joined back to
nature, returned to our mammal brothers and sisters, and all watched over by
machines of loving grace.
Historian Fred Turner believes the poem profoundly influenced the way people thought
about tech:
As I sat with Fred Turner on a shady bench in one of Stanford's many
treeLined quadrangles, he mused about Richard Brautigan's
cybernetic meadow. 'I think there was a deep hope here to fuse the
natural and the technological in a way that creates a kind of
benevolent cradle for making the self,' he told me. source

From the [[Houseboat Summit]]:
Timothy Leary: Now, we cannot say to this society, "Go back to a
simple, tribal, pastoral existence." That's romantic.
Gary Snyder: You can say "Go FORWARD to a simple, pastoral
existence." source
and, later:
Gary Snyder: So what I visualize is a very complex and sophisticated
cybernetic technology surrounded by thick hedges of
trees...Somewhere, say around Chicago. And the rest of the nation a
buffalo pasture...
Leary: That's very close to what I think.
Snyder: ...with a large number of people going around making their
own arrowheads because it's fun, but they know better ...(laughter)
They know they don't have to make them. (more laughter)

[[Tea Kettle Tech]] imagines a world of peaceful technology.
{{Note: I sometimes search for this as the "Steamboat Summit"}}

Telegraph Policemen
A vision from the magazine Punch, from 1849, pg. 114. Lifted from version at the Hathi
Trust. Telegraph snares a criminal, because you can't outrun technology. "A Vision
Very Like Reality" also sounds like a great 1960s experimental computer music
compilation.

And of course the idea here is that justice is too slow ("Pede poena claudo"  Justice
comes limping when the thief has already fled). Technology makes it quick and
definite, allowing information to move faster than people. This differential, between the
speed of information and people, changes the rules on many things.

Templated Self
Coined by Amber Case, the term "templated self" describes how the affordances and
defaults of systems affect online expressions of identity.
A self or identity that is produced through various participation
architectures, the act of producing a virtual or digital representation of
self by filling out a user interface with personal information
For example, the design of the facebook profile expresses one's identity as a
combination of where you live, where you work, where you were educated, and what
you like. Audrey Watters describes how software such as learning management
systems, although not explicitly social, can have some of the same identity templating
effects link

See also [[schema]]

Ten Friends
Early on, Facebook noticed that to keep people coming back to the site they had to
engage with at least 10 friends. By making this a proximal engagement goal they were

able to drive broader site engagement.source

Tenures
Thomas Littleton’s Tenures (often New Tenures) was the first textbook written
specifically on English land law. It was printed as a Textus Inclusus text, with wide
margins for annotations. The language was a dialect of French called "law French".
The earliest copies emerged in the 1480s, but the text was popular throughout the 16th
century and in use through the 21st. [http://collation.folger.edu/2015/11/extravagantly
largepaper/ cite]
[caption id="attachment_994" align="alignnone" width="1500"]Image STC 15749.2
copy 1, showing the large margins. Photo by Caroline DuroselleMelish.
[http://collation.folger.edu/2015/11/extravagantlylargepaper/ fairuse][/caption]In the
work, Littleton attempts to make a classification of rights, each stated clearly at the
beginning of a chapter, after which he discussed the various nuances of the application
of the principle.
The work is clearly addressed to students of law,
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_de_Littleton#Treatise_on_Tenures cite] and was
distinguished by its focus on English law, excluding the civil law that governed
continental countries.
[caption id="attachment990" align="alignnone" width="1024"]Image STC 15749 copy 2
of Tenures, with the large margins almost entirely filled with notes. (Photo by Caroline
DuroselleMelish) [http://collation.folger.edu/2015/11/extravagantlylargepaper/
fairuse][/caption]At the time, copyright was not in force, so the original publisher had to
fend off competition from other printers. [https://books.google.com/books?
id=DTTVBAAAQBAJ&pg=PA94&lpg=PA94&dq=thomas+littleton+tenures+textbook+hi
story&source=bl&ots=8hhn2k7K3E&sig=vKhLfNjLHomzwm7oM653zNPMk7A&hl=en&
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj61
Y8anJAhWJKogKHRtcDBk4ChDoAQgfMAE#v=onepage&q=thomas%20littleton%20te
nures%20textbook%20history&f=false cite]

The edition displayed above is an example of [[Textus Inclusus]].
Much like [[Suicide Clusters]].

TermTalk as Early IM
You sign on to PLATO and arrive at the AUTHOR MODE page. From
there, press SHIFTU, to see what Users are online at the moment. If
you see someone you want to talk to, you press the DATA key (a
shortcut on this page for pressing the TERM key, and typing "talk" at
the "What term" prompt) and then specifying the name of the person
you want to talk to. PLATO then pages the person and two prompts
appear at the bottom of the screen. One line is for the person you're
talking to, and one line is for you. The conversation is live, character
bycharacter, in real time. Make a typo? Press the backspace key?
The other person sees it all.
And so it would go, people talking day and night, for years and years.
If this isn't the basis for Instant Messaging, I don't know what is. source

Terrified of Cars
As other people woke up, one thing became quickly apparent —
because folks knew we were in the middle of it, they wanted to reach
out to us because they were worried, and scared. We kept shrugging
everything off, focusing on getting back to normal and reading the
news for updates about how we could maneuver our neighborhood.
But ever since a suspect was identified, the coverage has gone into
hyperventilation mode. And I just want to scream in frustration. The
worst part about having statistical training is that it’s hard to hear
people get anxious about fears without putting them into perspective.
~100 people die every day in car crashes in the United States. That’s
33,804 deaths in a year. Thousands of people are injured every day by
cars. Cars terrify me. And anyone who says that you have control over
a car accident is full of shit; most car deaths and injuries are not the
harmed person’s fault. The worst part about being a parent is having to
cope with the uncontrollable, irrational, everyday fears that creep up,
unwarranted, just to plague a moment of happiness. Will he choke on
that food? What if he runs away and gets hit by a car? What if he

topples over that chair? The best that I can do is breathe in, breathe
out, and remind myself to find my center, washing away those fears
with each breath. And the worst part about being a social scientist is
understanding where others’ fears come from, understanding the
power of those fears, and understanding the cost of those fears on the
wellbeing of a society. And this is where I get angry because this is
where control and power lies. source

Textus Inclusus
A medieval approach to intertextuality, also called a "square bracket" text. The main
text was laid in the middle, but with significant margins. The margins would then be
filled with the annotations of scholars.
Image
Leiden, University Library, BPL MS 2888 (Italy, 13th century), Photo Julie Somers,
Turning Over a New Leaf (CC BYNCND 2.0)
In the photo you can see this executed with a text of the Justinian code, with
annotations forming the square brackets. In the middle margin a reader has scribbled
some notes of their own.
Legal texts in particular demanded a high degree of annotation.

See also [[Aristotelian Notes]]
[[Tenures]] was the first English textbook on land use law, printed as a Textus Inclusus
text.

The 1987 Plan To Round Up Muslims
The 40page memo described a government contingency plan for
rounding up thousands of legal alien residents of eight specified
nationalities: Libya, Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Tunisia, Algeria, Jordan and
Morocco. Emergency legal measures would be deployed—rescinding
the right to bond, claiming the privilege of confidential evidence,

excluding the public from deportation hearings, among others. In its
final pages, buried in a glaze of bureaucratese, the memo struck its
darkest note: A procedure to detain and intern thousands of aliens
while they awaited what would presumably become a mass
deportation. Van Der Hout read the final pages carefully. The details
conjured a vivid image of a massive detainment facility: 100 outdoor
acres in the backwoods of Louisiana, replete with specifications for
tents and fencing materials, cot measurements and plumbing
requirements.
Four decades had passed since the U.S. closed its World War IIera
internment camps, a disgraceful chapter when, without cause, the
federal government forcibly relocated 120,000 Japanese Americans,
imprisoning them across an archipelago of camps pocking the
American South and West. Now, a working group in the Reagan
administration was grasping for a similarsounding measure. In 1987,
the targets would not be Japanese Americans, but Middle Eastern
aliens, lawful U.S. residents without the protection of green cards.
source
The 20 to 30 Percent Trap
But I'll cut you some slack. The range of 2030 percent seems to be
the American public's goto guess for just about everything in the
news. What's the percentage of gay people in the US? 2030 percent.
The inflation rate? 2030 percent. Illegal immigrant population? 2030
percent. Amount of the federal budget dedicated to foreign aid? 2030
percent. Bird deaths from wind turbines? 2030 percent.
As near as I can tell, anytime something becomes familiar enough to
intrude on the public consciousness, it falls into the 2030 percent trap.
That seems to be the allaround perception of "a smallish but still
newsworthy amount." source

The 9/11 Deniers
According to Dylan Avery, a 22yearold filmmaker in upstate New

York, no terrorists hijacked United Airlines Flight 93 on the morning of
Sept. 11, 2001, and no passengers heroically revolted. The plane
didn’t even crash in that Shanksville, Penn., field, he says, but instead
landed safely in Cleveland. And not only that. As Avery sees it, the true
9/11 attackers brought down the World Trade Center in a controlled
demolition, most likely to get at $160 billion in gold bars he believes
were buried under the towers. As for the attack on the Pentagon,
Avery insists it was hit by a cruise missile, not a terrorist
commandeered Boeing 757.
Who, in Avery’s telling, is the dark force behind all this destruction, the
spinner of the big lie that Avery believes envelops the popular
perception of 9/11? A most usual suspect: “The first person I’d bring
into a court of law would be Dick Cheney,” Avery says. “He’s the
person in the administration who I think is most responsible.”
source

The AltRight and David French
French’s adopted daughter is black and was called “niglet” and “dindu”
by French’s online harassers, who also claimed his wife cheated on
him with black men while he was deployed to Iraq. It's a common
charge among farright internet trolls who often accuse others of being
cuckolded, both sexually and ideologically.
French recounts how, immediately after he declined to mount an
independent run for president, his wife received an email from a Trump
supporter “who informed her that he knew the business end of a gun
and told her directly that she should shut her mouth or he’d take
action.” In another incident, French wrote that a phone call between his
wife and her elderly father was interrupted by a third angry voice on
the call, spurring “a brief, anxious search inside my fatherinlaw’s
home for a potential intruder and yet another call to law enforcement.”
source

The AltRight Rises
For years, Spencer's "identitarian" movement barely flickered in the
dark corners of the internet on sites such as Reddit and 4chan. But
Trump's ascendancy was like kerosene dumped on a brushfire. From
day one, the Republican insurgent sounded themes dear to the alt
right—his official campaign launch in the lobby of Trump Tower in June
2015, when he vowed to crack down on Mexican criminals and
"rapists," was simply the first clarion call. Ever since, Trump's tacit
embrace of the altright's favorite media outlets and shrillest online
voices has emboldened the movement beyond Spencer's wildest
dreams. (When Trump retweeted the user @WhiteGenocideTM this
past January, Spencer responded, "Wow. Just wow.") Regardless of
the election outcome, Spencer believes the altright's views will
continue to seep into mainstream American politics, in the form of a
renewed focus on deporting undocumented immigrants and perhaps
even the establishment of a Congressional White Caucus.
In August, Hillary Clinton declared in a speech that "the emerging
racist ideology known as the altright" had through Trump "effectively
taken over the Republican Party." Watching that speech from a hotel
room while on vacation in Tokyo, Spencer could hardly believe his
good fortune. Suddenly his inbox was flooded with interview requests
from national political reporters; in a hasty Skype call with Michelle
Goldberg of Slate—a Jew, he fig source

The Analog Brain
The fundamental difference between analog and digital information is
that analog information is continuous and digital information is made of
discrete chunks. Digital computers work by manipulating bits, ones,
and zeroes. And operations on these bits occur in discrete steps. With
each step, transistors representing bits switch on or off. Jiggle a
particular atom on a transistor this way or that, and it will have no
effect on the computation, because with each step the transistor’s
status is rounded up or down to a one or a zero. Any drift is swiftly

corrected.
On a neuron, however, jiggle an atom this way or that, and the
strength of a synapse might change. People like to describe the
signals between neurons as digital, because a neuron either fires or it
doesn’t, sending a one or a zero to its neighbors in the form of a sharp
electrical spike or lack of one. But there may be meaningful variation in
the size of these spikes and in the possibility that nearby neurons will
spike in response. The particular arrangement of the chemical
messengers in a synapse, or the exact positioning of the two neurons,
or the precise timing between two spikes—these all can have an
impact on how one neuron reacts to another and whether a message
is passed along. source

The Authenticity Hoax
Yet according to Andrew Potter, when examined closely, our fetish for
"authentic" lifestyles or experiences—organic produce and ecotourism,
bikram yoga and performance art, the cult of Oprah and the obsession
with Obama—is actually a form of exclusionary status seeking. The
result, he argues, is modernity's malaise: a competitive, selfabsorbed
individualism that creates a shallow consumerist society built on
stratification and oneupmanship that ultimately erodes genuine
relationships and true community.
Weaving together threads of pop culture, history, and philosophy, The
Authenticity Hoax reveals how our misguided pursuit of the authentic
exacerbates the artificiality of contemporary life that we decry. Potter
traces the origins of the authenticity ideal from its roots in the
eighteenth century through its adoption by the 1960s counterculture to
its centrality in twentyfirstcentury moral life. He shows how this ideal
is manifested through our culture, from the political fates of Sarah Palin
and John Edwards to Damien Hirst and his role in contemporary art,
from the phenomenon of retirement as a second adolescence to the
indignation over James Frey's memoir. From this defiant, brilliant
critique, Potter offers a way forward to a meaningful individualism that

makes peace with the modern world. source

[[Commodity Sculpture]] attempted to deconstruct the division between consumer and
artistic culture.

The Banality of Silicon Valley Evil
It is not enough, then, to mock Silicon Valley. The whole enterprise
distracts. If the conmen in the Valley can convince you that they are a
new and exceptional kind of evil, you will spend time thinking up new
and exceptional ways to fight back, intimidated and a little bit in awe of
their bravado. It isn't necessary.
The rigged contracts, the job insecurity, the abusive management, the
racism, the harassment, the investment scamming and hardball, the
criminal reaction to dissent — these are old monsters, to be slain with
old weapons. They are the same weapons needed across the whole of
the economy: regulation, labor laws, newly robust unions, a political
apparatus dedicated to questions beyond the fairest way to grow GDP.
If there is to be a rhetorical component, wagging to be done and a
book to be written, so be it. Dedicate the wagging and the book to the
proposition that there are interests not only outside of but contradictory
to the pursuit of wealth, the fastest possible growth of the market. If we
have to call it a disruption, fine, but don't let the culttalk and the frat
parties and the mystique of these new assholes fool you. We've
beaten them before. We know how. source

The Believing Game
The Believing Game is a thought exercise developed by [[Peter Elbow]]. He sees it as
a necessary balance to the Doubting Game practiced in western culture under the
name critical thinking.
Critical thinking asks one find flaws in thinking that looks right. The Believing Game
asks for virtues in thinking that looks wrong. Elbow believed these two modes to be

complimentary: The doubting game represents the kind of thinking most widely
honored and taught in our culture. It’s sometimes called “critical thinking.” It's the
disciplined practice of trying to be as skeptical and analytic as possible with every idea
we encounter. By trying hard to doubt ideas, we can discover hidden contradictions,
bad reasoning, or other weaknesses in themespecially in the case of ideas that seem
true or attractive. We are using doubting as a tool in order to scrutinize and test.
In contrast, the believing game is the disciplined practice of trying to be as welcoming
or accepting as possible to every idea we encounter: not just listening to views different
from our own and holding back from arguing with them; not just trying to restate them
without bias; but actually trying to believe them. We are using believing as a tool to
scrutinize and test. But instead of scrutinizing fashionable or widely accepted ideas for
hidden flaws, the believing game asks us to scrutinize unfashionable or even repellent
ideas for hidden virtues.
Often we cannot see what's good in someone else's idea (or in our own!) till we work at
believing it. When an idea goes against current assumptions and beliefsor if it seems
alien, dangerous, or poorly formulatedwe often cannot see any merit in it.*
A lot of people think we'll get empathy and understanding through trying to express our
feelings and beliefs more fully. But why would we? Expression pushes us deeper into
our value and belief system, not out of it.
Wikity forgoes the usual blogasexpression route and asks its users to host the ideas
of others, finding useful connections between them and their own writing. Writing
expresses the author, but is produced as a lens that others might be invited to look
through, not a missle aimed at enemies.
Perhaps this, and not relentless selfexpression, is how we bridge the gap between us?

The Believing Game has some relation to methods of free association, which attempt
to temporarily disable the critical faculty to find hidden connections. See [[Harnessing
the Potential of Memory in Writing]]
James Flynn discusses how "Taking the Hypothetical Seriously" makes us more
empathetic. See [[Flynn Effect]]

The Best Camera Is the One That’s With You
Chase Jarvis is known for popularizing the idea in the mid00s that the iPhone should
be taken seriously by professional photographers as a camera. His point was that the
technology of any camera was really just a set of tools to help you uncover a story or
insight, and that process was better served by the access and habit of mobile
photography than the sporadic and specialized availability of a DSLR.
From the intro to his book:
I hope to underscore—perhaps help legitimize— the idea that an
image can come from any camera, even a mobile phone. Inherently,
we all know that an image isn’t measured by its resolution, dynamic
range, or anything technical. It’s measured by the simple—sometimes
profound, other times absurd or humorous or whimsical—effect that it
can have upon us. If you can see it, it can move you.
For me, the iPhone has been a dream come true. One button. Always
with me. Incredibly accessible. There’s no losing sight of the work at
hand by way of more complicated gear. Writers have notepads,
painters have sketchbooks, and I have a camera that’s always with
me. Chances are, you do, too.
If we allow it, photography can escape the technical trappings of so
many other artistic endeavors. It’s accessible, nearly ubiquitous today.
And it’s given us an opportunity— more than ever before in history—to
capture moments and share them with our friends, families, loved
ones, or the world at the press of a button. It’s the moment. The little
snippet of life unfolding in front of your lens—whether that be glass,
plastic, or a pinhole in a cardboard box. As an artist, I feel more free
with the little camera built into my iPhone than I ever have with any
other camera. I somehow recovered an innocence I’d lost, and I was
able to see the world again for what it is: a beautiful, funny, sad,
honest, simple, bizarre, and wonderful place.
If taking pictures helps you see this, then keep shooting. The best
camera is the one that’s with you. source

Many people think that the cameraphone's ubiquity kille the compact digital camera
market. Analyst Heino Hibig disagrees. See [[Camera BumpDown]]

The Best Is the Last
The development of technologies tends to follow an SCurve: they
improve slowly, then quickly, and then slowly again. And at that last
stage, they're really, really good. Everything has been optimised and
worked out and understood, and they're fast, cheap and reliable.
That's also often the point that a new architecture comes to replace
them. You can see this very clearly today in devices such as Apple's
new Macbook or Windows 'ultrabooks'  they've taken Intel's x86 and
the mouse and windowbased GUI model as far as they can go, and
reached the point that everything possible has been optimised.
Smartphones are probably at the point that the curve is starting to
flatten  a lot has been optimised but there's still work to do, especially
around cameras and battery life, and of course GPUs for VR. That
curve will probably flatten out just at the point that AR starts to start
shipping. source

The Brocialists Know Where You Live
Supporters of Matt Bruenig threaten women who disagree with him.
He is widely admired for his work on poverty, particularly his
refutations of the socalled success sequence, which holds that a
person can avoid economic immiseration by finishing high school,
getting a fulltime job, and delaying childbearing until after age 21, and
then only within marriage. On Twitter, however, he has a reputation,
particularly among liberal women, as a relentless bully with a nasty
online entourage. As the feminist writer Sady Doyle wrote in an email
to Demos, “Bruenig is not only directly aggressive, he is a ringleader
who inspires people to be aggressive and commit harassment in his
name. Reports of being stormed after Bruenig points his followers at
people are ubiquitous, and they most often come from women and
people of color.” In the wake of fights with Bruenig, both Walsh and the

feminist writer Jill Filipovic have seen photographs of the insides of
their apartments, taken from real estate websites and Airbnb,
circulated online. The message Walsh took from this was “we know
where you live.” source

The Bystander Effect
The bystander effect, or bystander apathy, is a social psychological phenomenon that
refers to cases in which individuals do not offer any means of help to a victim when
other people are present. The probability of help is inversely related to the number of
bystanders.

The Coming Sexist Backlash
Standard commentary about Clinton’s candidacy—which focuses on
her email server, the Benghazi attack, her oratorical deficiencies, her
struggles with “authenticity”—doesn’t explain the intensity of this
opposition. But the academic literature about how men respond to
women who assume traditionally male roles does. And it is highly
disturbing.
Over the past few years, political scientists have suggested that,
counterintuitively, Barack Obama’s election may have led to greater
acceptance by whites of racist rhetoric. Something similar is now
happening with gender. Hillary Clinton’s candidacy is sparking the kind
of sexist backlash that decades of research would predict. If she
becomes president, that backlash could convulse American politics for
years to come. source

The Cure for Fake News
It does not augur well for the future. Martin Baron, the Washington
Post executive editor, said when we spoke last week, “If you have a
society where people can’t agree on basic facts, how do you have a
functioning democracy?”The cure for fake journalism is an

overwhelming dose of good journalism. And how well the news media
gets through its postelection hangover will have a lot to do with how
the next chapter in the American political story is told.That’s why the
dire financial reports from American newsrooms are so troubling. If the
national reporting corps is going to be reduced even more during such
an electiondriven readership boom, what are things going to look like
when the circus leaves town? source

The CyberSickness of Chain Email
Let me put the matter bluntly: an awful lot of the emailed messages
zipping around the Internet are lies  and too many are being sent on
by gullible, lazy friends who ought to know better.
These falsehoods are multiplying like viruses as recipients forward
them to their entire list of friends without making the slightest effort
to verify what's being claimed, often with cover messages saying
something like, "You HAVE to read this!"
This cybersickness should stop. All it takes is a little bit of common
sense and skepticism, some curiosity and a few keystrokes. Nailing
these lies can even be fun. source

The Dog That Barked Too Specifically
When I see things like this, I first notice how specific the parameters are, and wonder
what sort of phacking might be going on.
While acknowledging the validity of these criticisms, researcher,
professor, and licensed psychologist Per Carlbring of Stockholm
University says that we should not abandon attention training
altogether, pointing out that a metaanalysis found that attention bias
modification was shown to be highly effective for patients under 37,
especially when it occurs in a clinic or lab rather than remotely. source
The Economics of Long Airport Lines

The TSA does not pay for your time, so it can spend it irresponsibly.
Interminable lines at airport security checkpoints have caused a great
deal of unnecessary misery.
Many people have missed their planes, and some flights have been
delayed because too few passengers made it to the gate on time. A
video of a twohour security delay at Chicago’s Midway International
Airport generated millions of views.
There are many explanations for what has been happening at the
airports, but, as economists, we naturally prefer a basic, economic
one: When something is free, it is likely to be wasted. (Think about
food left on your plate at an allyoucaneat buffet.) In this case, the
Transportation Security Administration has been acting as if there were
no cost to tying people up for hours in security lines. In effect, all that
time on line is “free” to the T.S.A. source

The Eliza Disconnect
Turkle's "Eliza Effect" predicts we will assign more intelligence to computers which talk
to us conversationally. But ultimately that sets us up for failure, because we attribute a
level of intelligence to the bot or other agent that it can't match, leading to frustration.
Almost certainly not. The arguments against a chatbot future are
legion, compelling, and backed by both common sense and history.
Chatbots are as old as modern computing. The first, Eliza, written at
MIT in the 1960s, simulated psychotherapy so effectively that some
interlocutors mistook it for human; its very simple software, which
mostly just asked openended questions while matching a few words
and phrases to make it seem like they were logically connected to the
user’s previous answer, could be construed as eerily searching and
sympathetic.
This is what Sherry Turkle christened the “Eliza effect”: humans
unconsciously assume that software which communicates
conversationally has much more intelligence and sophistication than is

actually present. Inevitably, the software eventually fails to match that
assumption, disappointing and frustrating the user who unconsciously
expected more. Think of it as a linguistic Uncanny Valley, the notorious
effect wherein, when simulated human faces look almost real, they
provoke a deep unease, unlike less accurate representations. source

Microsoft's Tay seemed to have emotions, but could not comprehend them. See [[Eliza
From Hell]]
{{Tags: AI}}

The Empathy of Similar States
Empathy is easiest for those in a similar situation as yourself.
Take, for example, a 2003 experiment by Leaf Van Boven of the
University of Colorado at Boulder and George Loewenstein of
Carnegie Mellon University. The researchers asked university
participants to read a story about a hiker who got lost in the woods for
an extended period of time. Their task was to answer a simple
question: They were to circle whether they thought hunger or thirst was
more painful for the stranded hiker. The real hook involved when and
where participants were polled. Among people who were stopped to
participate right before they entered the campus gym to exercise, just
over 50 percent imagined that thirst was most painful for the hiker.
However, among people who were stopped to participate right after
they had exercised and before they could grab a bottle of water, nearly
90 percent chose thirst. The same exact pain of the same exact other
person was interpreted wildly differently depending on whether the
participants themselves were personally experiencing it. The
implication, raised by this and many similar experiments, is clear: If
you want to enhance a person’s appreciation for a particular cause,
event, or experience, give them a personal taste of what it’s like.
source

The Empathy of Torturers
Understanding what a person is feeling does not necessarily lead to compassionate
action. After all, torturers must understand precisely how their victims feel to be
effective, but it does not dissuade them.
The first is “cognitive empathy,” simply knowing how the other person
feels and what they might be thinking. Sometimes called perspective
taking, this kind of empathy can help in, say, a negotiation or in
motivating people. A study at the University of Birmingham found, for
example, that managers who are good at perspectivetaking were able
to move workers to give their best efforts.
But there can be a dark side to this sort of empathy – in fact, those
who fall within the “Dark Triad” – narcissists, Machiavellians, and
sociopaths (see Chapter 8 in Social Intelligence) – can be talented in
this regard, while having no sympathy whatever for their victims. As
Paul told me, a torturer needs this ability, if only to better calibrate his
cruelty – and talented political operatives no doubt have this ability in
abundance. source

The Fake News and The Real News Bust
In the last couple of weeks, Facebook, Twitter and other social media
outlets have exposed millions of Americans to false stories asserting
that: the Clinton campaign’s pollster, Joel Benenson, wrote a secret
memo detailing plans to “salvage” Hillary Clinton’s candidacy by
launching a radiological attack to halt voting (merrily shared on Twitter
by Roger Stone, an informal adviser to the Trump campaign); the
Clinton campaign senior strategist John Podesta practiced an occult
ritual involving various bodily fluids; Mrs. Clinton is paying public
pollsters to skew results (shared on Twitter by Donald Trump Jr.);
there is a trail of supposedly suspicious deaths of myriad Clinton foes
(which The Times’s Frank Bruni heard repeated in a hotel lobby in
Ohio).As Mike Cernovich, a Twitter star, altright news provocateur and
promoter of Clinton health conspiracies, boasted in last week’s New

Yorker, “Someone like me is perceived as the new Fourth Estate.” His
content can live alongside that of The Times or The Boston Globe or
The Washington Post on the Facebook newsfeed and be just as well
read, if not more so. On Saturday he called on a President Trump to
disband the White House press corps.He may not have to. All you
have to do is look at the effect of the Gannett cuts on its Washington
staff, which Politico recently likened to source

The False Math of Poisonous M&Ms
Myths and legends about monsters have excited the human
imagination for hundreds of years. Although vampires, werewolves and
ghosts do not exist in reality, there are irrational belief constructs that
are equally monstrous. Not just in content, but also in consequence.
These are often based on exploiting common human tendencies with
an additional layer of motivated reasoning reinforced by
pseudoscience. This article will examine one such monster known as
the the “poisonous M&Ms analogy”. It is often deployed as a way to
prop up indefensible stereotypes by taking advantage of human
ignorance about base rates, risk assessment and criminology. In the
end, it tries to divert attention from the inherent bigotry in making
flawed generalizations. source

The Federated Library Project
What is the federated library project?
It's an attempt to build a library of resources which document our community
knowledge and process of learning.
Like Wikipedia?
Yeah, sort of. Like a Shadow Wikipedia in some ways, built on different principles, but
complementing Wikipedia nicely.
On Wikipedia people spend a lot of time debating over what the perfect page looks
like, and what deserves to be a page. And this debate produces an excellent resource.

We love Wikipedia!
But that debate also limits what you can do on Wikipedia. Some examples:
Maybe you just learned an interesting fact about how Daniel Lanois got that great
reverb on the Dylan track "Man in the Long Black Coat". You could go to Wikipedia and
argue whether this detail is trivial or important enough to be on the Oh Mercy album
page, but prepare to be there awhile.
Maybe your class just got some great data from some water tests you did in the local
community. But there really isn't a page for "Average Hard Metal Content of Camas
WA Water", so where do you put that?
Maybe you're learning physics, and you'd like to write up a short summary of Newton's
Second Law to help your own understanding. But Wikipedia has practically finished
that page  you can't add to it. Or maybe you'd like your students to do this, but again,
they can't on Wikipedia.
Maybe you just learned about the Wow So Portland! twitter bot, and you want to write it
up as an example of algorithmic art. But Wikipedia doesn't consider the page notable.
Up to now there were really two choices. You could work on a consensus space like
Wikipedia (which doesn't work for reasons outlined above). Or you could build a class
or personal site all on your own.

The Five Why's
To get to the root of your problem you can't just ask "Why?" You have to ask it
repeatedly.
Several years ago, the National Parks Service executives wrestled
with a problem. The stone exterior of the memorial was deteriorating
and showing significant signs of wear. They considered replacing the
stone or painting over it on a frequent basis, but this solution was too
expensive. So instead, they called the maintenance crew and asked,
“Why?” source
The Lincoln Memorial stonework was being damaged. Why? By
cleaning spray eroding it. Why? Because it’s used to clean bird poop.

So they tried killing the birds. Didn’t work. Why are the birds there? To
eat insects. Let’s kill the insects! Didn’t work. Why are the insects
there? Because the lights are on after dusk. So let’s just turn the lights
off. That works.

The Fractured Left
source
This paper suggests that lower turnout among leftist citizens and the
resulting partisan advantage from mandatory voting could stem from
heterogeneous ideology among the left's support. With diffuse support,
a leftist candidate cannot adopt a political position that caters to all its
supporters. For example, if rightist citizens all agree on lower taxes
and smaller government while leftist citizens are split over
protectionism, then we should expect turnout to be lower among the
left. Even though citizens have the same strength of prefer ences,
some portion of leftist citizens will care less about the outcome of the
election, since no candidate is at their ideal point. source

The Game Of Hating People
Which are exactly the kinds of messages Em Ford, 27, was receiving
en masse last year on her YouTube tutorials on how to cover pimples
with makeup. Men claimed to be furious about her physical “trickery,”
forcing her to block hundreds of users each week. This year, Ford
made a documentary for the BBC called Troll Hunters in which she
interviewed online abusers and victims, including a soccer referee who
had rape threats posted next to photos of his young daughter on her
way home from school. What Ford learned was that the trolls didn’t
really hate their victims. “It’s not about the target. If they get blocked,
they say, ‘That’s cool,’ and move on to the next person,” she says.
Trolls don’t hate people as much as they love the game of hating
people. source

The GellMann Amnesia Effect
From Michael Crichton:
Briefly stated, the GellMann Amnesia effect is as follows. You open
the newspaper to an article on some subject you know well. In
Murray's case, physics. In mine, show business. You read the article
and see the journalist has absolutely no understanding of either the
facts or the issues. Often, the article is so wrong it actually presents
the story backward  reversing cause and effect. I call these the "wet
streets cause rain" stories. Paper's full of them.
In any case, you read with exasperation or amusement the multiple
errors in a story, and then turn the page to national or international
affairs, and read as if the rest of the newspaper was somehow more
accurate about Palestine than the baloney you just read. You turn the
page, and forget what you know.

The Hidden Public Square
For now, the network hums along, mostly beneath the surface. A post
from a Liberty Alliance page might find its way in front of a leftleaning
user who might disagree with it or find it offensive, and who might
choose to engage with the friend who posted it directly. But otherwise,
such news exists primarily within the feeds of the already converted, its
authorship obscured, its provenance unclear, its veracity questionable.
It’s an environment that’s at best indifferent and at worst hostile to
traditional media brands; but for this new breed of page operator, it’s
mostly upside. In front of largely hidden and utterly sympathetic
audiences, incredible narratives can take shape, before emerging,
mostly formed, into the national discourse.
Consider the trajectory of a post from August, from a Facebook page
called Patriotic Folks, the headline of which read, “Spread This: Media
Rigging the Polls, Hiding New Evidence Proving Trump Is Winning.”
The article cited a litany of socialmedia statistics highlighting Trump’s

superior engagement numbers, among them Trump’s Facebook
following, which is nearly twice as large as Clinton’s. “Don’t listen to
the lying media — the only legitimate attack they have left is Trump’s
poll numbers,” it said. “Social media proves the GOP nominee has
strong foundation and a firm backing.” The story spread across this
rightwing Facebook ecosystem, eventually finding its way to Breitbart
and finally to Sean Hannity’s “Morning Minute,” where he read through
the statistics to his audience.
Before Hannity signed off, he posed a question: “So, does that mean
anything?” It’s a version of the question that everyone wants to answer
about Facebook and politics, which is whether the site’s churning
political warfare is actually changing minds — or, for that matter,
beginning to change the political discourse as a whole. How much of
what happens on the platform is a reflection of a political mood and
widely held beliefs, simply captured in a new medium, and how much
of it might be created, or intensified, by the environment it provides?
What is Facebook doing to our politics? source

The Hirschsprung Family
Numerous people have tweeted and blogged this 1881 family portrait as "People
Ignoring People Before Cell Phones". It was rather difficult to track down details on it,
so we capture them here.
Image
It was painted by Peder Severin Kroyer, a famous Dane known for painting scenes of
19th century Danish life.
It was commissioned by Heinrich Hirschsprung, a tobacco manufacturer and patron of
the arts at that time. He became good friends with Kroyer, and Kroger would have
known all of these family members he painted quite well. The painting was meant to
show a happy engaged family for which he had a deep affection.
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_Hirschsprung cite]

Idea for future page: It strikes me right now that the big sin that people are reacting to

with cell phones is not engagement with something else among others, but engaging
with distant others, over the people in front of you. This violates the "natural order of
things", in a way that interacting with knitting, newspapers the view do not.
The Horror of Perpetual Activism
Activism and decisionmaking have always been flip sides of the coin. What happens
in a world of perpetual activism?
I am writing this after the Brooklyn Debate between Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders.
I've been a supporter of Clinton this cycle, but must admit she said something last night
that unnerved me a bit  comparing Libya to Syria she implied that a lot of the mess in
Syria could be attributed to the fact that Syrian leader Assad was not removed.
This cuts to the heart of my worries about Clinton's foreign policy  that she has a bit of
hubris about what American power can accomplish, and puts her thumb on the scale
for intervention more than I think is wise.
Does this change my support for Clinton? Not a bit. In terms of character alone, I
believe Clinton to be the best change agent we have  everything I have seen
indicates she is a quick learner, a careful listener, and a master coalitionbuilder that
understands the nature of presidential power and how to get things done with it. I tend
to believe that a Sanders presidency would be four wasted years for progressives,
because he seems (again, in my opinion) to have none of the qualities or skills that this
particular moment requires, and in fact seems to grossly misunderstand the nature and
power of the current Democratic coalition (the dismissal of wins in more diverse states
as wins in "conservative" states that "don't matter" is particularly distressing to me, and
makes me want to throw shoes at my TV every time I hear it).
That said, what do I do with this sour note of Clinton's, this nagging feeling of a
interventionist hubris not quite tamed? It's important not to lose track of it, to keep our
eyes open to it, to hold her accountable, to be ready to shift opinions on Clinton should
this start to reveal itself as a major issue.
Recent theories of cognition suggest that there are really two types of logic we have,
intertwined with one another. One developed for problemsolving  we look carefully at
a situation, try to figure out how to mend that spear or bowl, how best to track down
that bison or cook the meat. But many of our more abstract abilities come from another
source  the need to convince people that our way is the one correct way so that

people will assist us, and not someone else.
The Argumentative Theory of cognition, for example, suggests that our inability to see
evidence that does not support our beliefs is not a "brain bug" but a result of an
evolutionary process that favored people who could seem the most sure about their
beliefs. People who are willing to display selfdoubt do not tend to gain broad support,
so evolution helpfully nuked selfdoubt. As a result we're actually horrible problem
solvers, but boy are we sure of ourselves.
I tend to take a "better angels" view on the question  as humans we have multiple
modes of operation  the problemsolving mode that does attempt to take in all inputs
(right now I am watching our pet green cheek conure figure out how to nudge his door
open  which is a sort of pure endeavor) and a rhetorical mode focused on proving out
existing ideas right. And like a lot of things, cognition is mixed mode, with the particular
mix triggered by the environment.
What I worry about in a world of context collapse is that we are becoming perpetual
activists. Here's why. In private conversations with people I've found it easier to
express doubt about this thing or that thing. Why? Because very often I have deep
relations with these people and these people have a deep commitment to the sorts of
change I would like to see. .....
{{Tags: Civility}}

The I Feel Like Paradox
Yet here is the paradox: “I feel like” masquerades as a humble
conversational offering, an invitation to share your feelings, too — but
the phrase is an absolutist trump card. It halts argument in its tracks.
When people cite feelings or personal experience, “you can’t really
refute them with logic, because that would imply they didn’t have that
experience, or their experience is less valid,” Ms. Chai told me.
“It’s a way of deflecting, avoiding full engagement with another person
or group,” Elisabeth LaschQuinn, a historian at Syracuse University,
said, “because it puts a shield up immediately. You cannot disagree.”

Democracy is premised on civilized conflict. The greatest advance of
the modern age has been our ability to argue about society’s most
pressing questions without resorting to physical violence (most of the
time). Yet the growing tyranny of feelings in the way Americans talk —
about everything from how to fund public education to which
presidential candidate to support — exerts a subtler kind of coercion
on the public sphere. source
BUT...
The more common “I feel like” becomes, the less importance we may
attach to its literal meaning. “I feel like the emotions have long since
been mostly bleached out of ‘feel that,’ ” said Mark Liberman, a linguist
at the University of Pennsylvania. But when new verbal vices become
old habits, their power to shape our thought does not diminish.
{{Tags: Empathy}}

The Ideology of Disgust
A propensity for disgust may be tied to tolerance for inequality and xenophobia.
In 2012, a team of academics from Europe and the U.S.—Yoel Inbar,
David Pizarro, Ravi Iyer, and Jonathan Haidt—published a paper titled
“Disgust Sensitivity, Political Conservatism, and Voting,” looking at the
role disgust plays in political orientation. The researchers posited three
different types of disgust: interpersonal disgust (i.e., the feeling
produced by drinking from the same cup as someone else); core
disgust (the response to maggots, vomit, dirty toilets, etc.); and animal
reminder disgust (how we react to corpses, blood, anything that
evokes our animal nature).
Disgust, they write, “serves to discourage us from ingesting noxious or
dangerous substances,” but also plays a role in moral and social
judgments. Those who feel more disgusted by unpleasant images,
smells, or tastes judge more harshly that which violates their subjective
moral code.

The team had respondents position themselves on a political scale
from conservative to liberal. The respondents then stated how strongly
they agreed or disagreed with statements like “I never let any part of
my body touch the toilet seat in a public washroom,” and rated other
hypotheticals according to the level of disgust they generated. Even
when controlling for age, education, geography, and religious belief,
individuals with higher “disgust sensitivity” were found to be more likely
to tolerate wealth inequality, view homosexuality negatively, and place
more belief in authoritarian leaders and systems.
Most strikingly, interpersonal disgust was an important predictor of
antiimmigrant attitudes. source

The Image that Still Haunts Her
Even in the early days YouTube used humans to filter content, and the shape of
content moderation (as well as the problems of unmoderated content) appeared early.
Videos arrived on their screens in a neverending queue. After
watching a couple seconds apiece, SQUAD members clicked one of
four buttons that appeared in the upper right hand corner of their
screens: "Approve" — let the video stand; "Racy" — mark video as 18
plus; "Reject" — remove video without penalty; "Strike" — remove
video with a penalty to the account. Click, click, click. But that day
MoraBlanco came across something that stopped her in her tracks.
"Oh, God," she said.
MoraBlanco won’t describe what she saw that morning. For
everyone’s sake, she says, she won’t conjure the staggeringly violent
images which, she recalls, involved a toddler and a dimly lit hotel
room.
EwingDavis calmly walked MoraBlanco through her next steps: hit
"Strike," suspend the user, and forward the person’s account details
and the video to the SQUAD team’s supervisor. From there, the
information would travel to the CyberTipline, a reporting system

launched by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
(NCMEC) in 1998. Footage of child exploitation was the only black
andwhite zone of the job, with protocols outlined and explicitly
enforced by law since the late 1990s.
The video disappeared from MoraBlanco’s screen. The next one
appeared.
EwingDavis said, "Let’s go for a walk."
Okay. This is what you’re doing, MoraBlanco remembers thinking as
they paced up and down the street. You’re going to be seeing bad
stuff.
Almost a decade later, the video and the child in it still haunt her. "In
the back of my head, of all the images, I still see that one," she said
when we spoke recently. "I really didn’t have a job description to
review or a full understanding of what I’d be doing. I was a young 25
yearold and just excited to be getting paid more money. I got to bring
a computer home!" MoraBlanco’s voice caught as she paused to
collect herself. "I haven’t talked about this in a long time."
MoraBlanco is one of more than a dozen current and former
employees and contractors of major internet platforms from YouTube
to Facebook who spoke to us candidly about the dawn of content
moderation. Many of these individuals are going public with their
experiences for the first time. Their stories reveal how the boundaries
of free speech were drawn during a period of explosive growth for a
highstakes public domain, one that did not exist for most of human
history. As law professor Jeffrey Rosen first said many years ago of
Facebook, these platforms have "more power in determining who can
speak and who can be heard around the globe than any Supreme
Court justice, any king or any president." source

The Individualisation of Utopia
Utopianism did not disappear, but it came to address the libidinal

dreams of the individual rather than the political dreams of the
collective. Utopia was an individual space in which we were free from
the encroachments of authority, free to enjoy as much as possible the
short time each individual has on Earth. Life ain’t a rehearsal. It’s a
short burst of total selfdetermination in which we can indulge in
pleasurable pursuits and choose only those social obligations that suit
us. And the beauty of all this was that one didn’t need to overcome
capitalism to get there. source

The Internet and Confirmation Bias
Google makes confirmation bias worse, not better.
There are plenty of explanations about why conspiracy theories exist.
These range from a decreasing amount of trust in leaders and
institutions to proportionality bias (a belief that big events must have
big causes) to projection and more. The most predominant factor—
confirmation bias, the tendency to use information to confirm what you
already believe—is in many ways made worse, not better, in a world
where more, not less, information is available, thanks to Google and
the Internet.
source

Personalized Results are part of the filter bubble. Consider also that [[Google Results
Influence Independents]]

The Intimate Contest for SelfCommand
In some cases the self can be better modeled as competing agents.
Thomas Schelling, a Nobel prizewinning economist, was also for
much of his life an inveterate smoker. Searching for ways to quit,
Schelling applied game theory—a science concerned with strategic
interactions—to his problem. Schelling identified his quest to quit
smoking as being like a twoplayer game—in which he was both

players. He was the smoker; and he was the person desperate to quit
and lead a healthier life. pdf

The Invisible Primary
The invisible primary is a product of the presidential nominating reform
that was instituted in 1972. The reform grew out of the bitter 1968
Democratic nominating race, which was fought against the backdrop of
the Vietnam War. The antiwar challenges of Eugene McCarthy and
Robert Kennedy drove President Lyndon Johnson from the race. Yet,
party leaders, who controlled most of the convention delegates, picked
Vice President Hubert Humphrey as the presidential nominee even
though he had not entered a single primary. Insurgent Democrats were
outraged, and after Humphrey narrowly lost the general election, they
engineered a change in the nominating process. State parties were
instructed to choose their convention delegates through either a
primary election or a caucus open to all registered party voters.
The reform had obvious appeal. What could be more democratic than
giving control of presidential nominations to the voters? Reformers did
not foresee the extent to which the new system would be brokered by
the news media and failed to account for journalists’ limitations as a
political intermediary. They are not in the business of sifting out
candidates on the basis of their competency and platforms. They are in
the business of finding good stories. Donald Trump was the mother
lode. During the invisible primary, the press gave him what every
candidate seeks — reams of coverage. In his case, even the media’s
attacks were a boon. Many Republicans dislike the press enough that
its attacks on one of their own are nearly a seal of approval. source

The Laptop Is Over, 1985 Edition
From the New York Times, December 1985, a screed against portable technology:
WHATEVER happened to the laptop computer? Two years ago, on my
flight to Las Vegas for Comdex, the annual microcomputer trade show,

every second or third passenger pulled out a portable, ostensibly to
work, but more likely to demonstrate an ability to keep up with the
latest fad. Last year, only a couple of these computers could be seen
on the folddown trays. This year, every one of them had been
replaced by the more traditional mixed drink or beer.
The author goes on to note that:
But the real future of the laptop computer will remain in the specialized
niche markets. Because no matter how inexpensive the machines
become, and no matter how sophisticated their software, I still can't
imagine the average user taking one along when going fishing. source

[[Gradually, then Suddenly]] describes the pattern whereby many inventions get slow
starts in a market, only to see growth explode when the environment, infrastructure
and capabilities improve.

The Least Contaminated Memory
“The least contaminated memory might exist in the brain of a patient
with amnesia — in the brain of someone who cannot contaminate it by
remembering it.” link

See also [[False Memories are Common]] and [[Engram Lifecycle]]

The Lightest Cork on the Whirlpool
Sinclair Lewis's character argues that the demagogue at the center of the storm may
be its most replaceable element. From It Can't Happen Here:
Mrs. Candy stopped drying the water glasses (with the soft dishtowels
which she scrupulously washed out daily) long enough to croak, “What
nasty men! I do hope they get shot soon,” which for Mrs. Candy was a
startlingly long and humanitarian statement.
“Yes. Nasty enough. But what I’ve got to keep remembering is that

Windrip is only the lightest cork on the whirlpool. He didn’t plot all this
thing. With all the justified discontent there is against the smart
politicians and the Plush Horses of Plutocracy — oh, if it hadn’t been
one Windrip, it’d been another. . . . We had it coming, we
Respectables. . . . But that isn’t going to make us like it!” thought
Doremus.

The Long and Short of It
The indepth story about something is often an entirely different story altogether than
the shorter version.
Marc remembered the following witty exchange at the Media Lab:
Minsky: Do you want the short answer or the long? Marc: The short.
Minsky: No. Marc: And the long? Minsky: Yes.
source

The Luddite Problem
"Luddite" as insult. "Luddite" as ahistoricism. "Luddite," depoliticized.
There is widespread ignorance about science and technology. For
example, we have people with computer chips in their head right now,
and it improves their life. Many of us have elderly members with
cochlear implants, but most people don’t understand that these are
computers hooked up to people’s brain, effectively… Sex change is a
common thing nowadays, some surgery and hormone therapy does
the trick. You do not need a vagina or even a penis to procreate… we
have had in vitro fertilization since the 1970s… it is quite common
today. People don’t understand the evolution of agriculture, they know
little about pesticides… They don’t bother learning about the issues,
they just want reassuring labels.
But ignorance only explains so much of the fear…

There is also a very strong Luddite agenda backed by what I call
“nature worship”.
source
The "Luddite problem," I'd wager, is not knowing what the hell the term means other
than this caricature. Ironically, "the Luddite problem" is precisely the "reassuring label"
that Lemire decries here.

[[Breaking the Union with the Mold]] shows how Luddite fears were grounded in reality.
AntiLuddite rhetoric is often part of a [[Borg Complex]] take on progress.
[[Listian Centralization]] proposes that societies do not naturally move towards the
most efficient forms of industrialization.

The Majority Illusion in Social Networks
Social behaviors are often contagious, spreading through a population
as individuals imitate the decisions and choices of others. A variety of
global phenomena, from innovation adoption to the emergence of
social norms and political movements, arise as a result of people
following a simple local rule, such as copy what others are doing.
However, individuals often lack global knowledge of the behaviors of
others and must estimate them from the observations of their friends'
behaviors. In some cases, the structure of the underlying social
network can dramatically skew an individual's local observations,
making a behavior appear far more common locally than it is globally.
We trace the origins of this phenomenon, which we call "the majority
illusion," to the friendship paradox in social networks. As a result of this
paradox, a behavior that is globally rare may be systematically
overrepresented in the local neighborhoods of many people, i.e.,
among their friends. Thus, the "majority illusion" may facilitate the
spread of social contagions in networks and also explain why
systematic biases in social perceptions, for example, of risky behavior,
arise. Using synthetic and realworld networks, we explore how the
"majority illusion" depends on network structure and develop a

statistical model to calculate its magnitude in a network. source

The Missing Sense of User
Things like Facebook arose mostly because of gaps in the basic HTML/HTTP
infrastructure.
A great example is that HTTP has no native concept of a persistent user across
servers. An HTTP request can encode what machine address a request came from but
it can't tell you, at the protocol level, what person it came from. This means that the
only unified view you can get of a person's activity is at the server level.
Were we building the Web today, we could probably do this differently. In our
Bitcoin/blockchain world it is not hard to imagine a scheme where your identity exists
outside any particular server, written and maintained in a million different ledgers.
In such a world, Facebook wouldn't look on it's own servers to see if you had access to
it. It'd look to the distributed ledger to see if it had access to you. Such a scheme might
have allowed more integrated services to have arisen, and would have mitigated
against the rise of supersites like Facebook and Google.
When I talk like this, sometimes people get a bit frustrated  this wasn't possible in
1991, it didn't get done after that, and it's not going to happen now, so what's the
point?
The point is that if you understand the gaps that made Facebook possible (instead of
just assuming Facebook used evil magic to get everybody on it) you can work to
address those gaps. We're not going to get a blockchain user identity scheme in HTTP
at this point, but understanding the identity issue has allowed companies like Known to
propose other solutions (such as a site that uses a combination of syndication and
other technologies to build a makeshift identity server that can service Facebook,
Twitter, Wordpress and other sites from a central location.

The New Stream
In addition to more gardens, we desperately need better streams. Dan Grover takes a
whack at what a better lifestream might look like:

Indeed, the cornerstone of whole experience is effectively a common,
semihierarchical stream of messages, notifications, and news with a
consistent set of controls for handling them. It’s no stretch to see
WeChat and its ilk not as SMS replacements but as nascent visions of
a mobile OS whose UI paradigm is, rather than rigidly appcentric,
threadcentric (and not, strictly speaking, conversationcentric).
When you think about it this way, the things listed there in my inbox
don’t need to be conversations per se. But everything there, most
abstractly, is something that can send me updates and notifications,
will change in position when it does so, retains a read/unread status,
and most essentially, allows me, the user, the aforementioned modes
of control.
And if we really run with this idea to its extreme, what actually might
appear when I tap on a cell in the inbox doesn’t matter — I could see a
conversation, a song or video, news headlines, a map showing me my
route, a timer, or a subgroup of other such threads. Anything, really.
Though I guess it’d be best when it’s at least something dynamic or
based on a service (I certainly wouldn’t want to access my calculator
or camera this way). source

The Only Thing That Matters Is Whether
People Click On It
But what is new and significant is that today, rumours and lies are read
just as widely as copperbottomed facts – and often more widely,
because they are wilder than reality and more exciting to share. The
cynicism of this approach was expressed most nakedly by Neetzan
Zimmerman, formerly employed by Gawker as a specialist in high
traffic viral stories. “Nowadays it’s not important if a story’s real,” he
said in 2014. “The only thing that really matters is whether people click
on it.” Facts, he suggested, are over; they are a relic from the age of
the printing press, when readers had no choice. He continued: “If a
person is not sharing a news story, it is, at its core, not news.” source

The Origin Of The iChat UI
Drawn in ClarisWorks, April 21, 1997. This was based on my
experiences with MUDs and IRC, having a really hard time keeping
track of manyway chats. I think the only IM app available then was
ICQ, which I hadn’t heard of. (IIRC, AIM came out later that year, at
least for nonAOL users.) This also predates Microsoft Comic Chat,
which used speech balloons too, although in a very different UI: theirs
was for novelty, mine was for usability. source
The Outlier Is Essential to the Type
Understanding how traffic works is made exponentially more
complicated by the fact that it’s not just one person who is barely
paying attention; all the drivers on the road are barely paying attention,
and they’re also reacting to each other. The same is true of taste. The
reason stuff you don’t like is out there is that other people do like it.
The continuously shifting array of “like” arrows emanating from you is
reproduced billions of times across the planet and configured
differently each time. Vanderbilt points out that someone who says, “I
don’t want Thai food. I had some yesterday,” is forgetting that in
Thailand people eat Thai food every day.
You can aggregate tastes, but only so far. Once you start lumping—
once you declare that all x prefer y—you create the condition for
splitting, since there will always be at least one x who is determined to
stand apart from the herd. “Tastes can change when people aspire to
be different from other people,” Vanderbilt says. “They can change
when we are trying to be like other people.” Somewhere in America,
there is a college professor who will never buy a Prius. The outlier is
not extraneous to the type; the outlier is essential to the type. The
outlier marks a boundary. Tastes are, by definition, things not
universally shared. source

The People Derek Black Knew
Derek Black, rising white nationalist star, came around to realizing the error of his

beliefs not through argumentation with the enemy, but through dinners with diverse
friends.
On the rare occasions when Derek directed conversation during those
dinners, it was about the particulars of Arabic grammar, or marine
aquatics, or the roots of Christianity in medieval times. He came
across as smart and curious, and mostly he listened. He heard a
Peruvian immigrant tell stories about attending a high school that was
90 percent Hispanic. He asked Matthew about his opinions on Israel
and Palestine. They were both still wary of each other: Derek
wondered whether Matthew was trying to get him drunk so he would
say offensive things that would appear on the forum; Matthew
wondered whether Derek was trying to cultivate a Jewish friend to
protect himself against charges of antiSemitism. But they also liked
each other, and they started playing pool at a bar near campus.
Some members of the Shabbat group gradually began to ask Derek
about his views, and he occasionally clarified them in conversations
and emails throughout 2011 and 2012. He said he was prochoice on
abortion. He said he was against the death penalty. He said he didn’t
believe in violence or the KKK or Nazism or even white supremacy,
which he insisted was different from white nationalism. He wrote in an
email that his only concern was that “massive immigration and forced
integration” was going to result in a white genocide. He said he
believed in the rights of all races but thought each was better off in its
own homeland, living separately.
“You have never clarified, Derek,” one of his Shabbat friends wrote to
him. “You’ve never said, ‘Hey all, this is what I do believe and this is
what I don’t.’ It’s not the job of someone who’s potentially
scared/intimidated by someone else to approach that person to see if
they are in fact scary/intimidating.”
“I guess I only value the opinions of people I know,” Derek wrote back,
and now he was beginning to count his Shabbat friends among those
he knew and respected. “You’re naturally right that I deemphasize my
own role,” he wrote to them. source

Find out [[Why Shame Doesn't Work]]
[[FacetoFace Social Exposure]] is how people change opinions.
What truth "is" is a bit of a puzzle itself. See [[Life As It Feels To Them]]

The Perfect Team
Second, the good teams all had high ‘‘average social sensitivity’’ — a
fancy way of saying they were skilled at intuiting how others felt based
on their tone of voice, their expressions and other nonverbal cues. One
of the easiest ways to gauge social sensitivity is to show someone
photos of people’s eyes and ask him or her to describe what the
people are thinking or feeling — an exam known as the Reading the
Mind in the Eyes test. People on the more successful teams in
Woolley’s experiment scored above average on the Reading the Mind
in the Eyes test. They seemed to know when someone was feeling
upset or left out. People on the ineffective teams, in contrast, scored
below average. They seemed, as a group, to have less sensitivity
toward their colleagues.
In other words, if you are given a choice between the seriousminded
Team A or the freeflowing Team B, you should probably opt for Team
B. Team A may be filled with smart people, all optimized for peak
individual efficiency. But the group’s norms discourage equal speaking;
there are few exchanges of the kind of personal information that lets
teammates pick up on what people are feeling or leaving unsaid.
There’s a good chance the members of Team A will continue to act like
individuals once they come together, and there’s little to suggest that,
as a group, they will become more collectively intelligent.
In contrast, on Team B, people may speak over one another, go on
tangents and socialize instead of remaining focused on the agenda.
The team may seem inefficient to a casual observer. But all the team
members speak as much as they need to. They are sensitive to one
another’s moods and share personal stories and emotions. While
Team B might not contain as many individual stars, the sum will be

greater than its parts. source

The Policeman's Beard Is HalfConstructed
Image
Book cover
Book of prose and poetry completely written by a computer, using the Racter program.
It was an early example of computer generated poetry and prose and claims to be the
first computergenerated book.
It appears to have used more of a "mad libs" approach to text production than other
approaches. (wikipedia)
The book is freely available as a pdf. (pdf)
Some selections from the work below, including the beautiful illustrations by Joan Hall.
"Helene spies herself in the enthralling conicsection yet she is but an enrapturing
reflection of Bill. His consciousness contains a mirror, a sphere in which to
unfortunately see Helene. She adorns her soul with desire while he watches her and
widens his thinking about enthralling love. Such are their reflections. ”
"Many enraged psychiatrists are inciting a weary butcher. The butcher is weary and
tired because he has cut meat and steak and lamb for hours and weeks. He does not
desire to chant about anything with raving psychiatrists but he sings about his
gingivectomist, he dreams about a single cosmologist, he thinks about his dog. The
dog is named Herbert.”
Sample page layout: "Can maids know galaxies and even stars..."

Joan Hall is still a working artist and has a site for those interested in her art. (site)
The question of whether algorithms can be art is wellstudied. See Computational
Creativity
Some of these illustrations are reminiscent of the graphic novel Asterios Polyp
The text often resembles Markov chain text, like that found at this Darwin/Cormac

McCarthy experiment. link
Newer methods of computer writing are more sophisticated. See Philip Parker.
via The Policeman's Beard is Half Constructed.

The Problem with Asynchronish
Environments
Samuel Hulick identifies Slack as a platform that is neither asynchronous or
synchronous. It's asynchronish. He argues the results of this are not pretty:
At first I thought this sounded delightful — it would be the best of both
worlds! I was always free to drop someone a line, and if they were
feeling chatty, a fullfledged conversation could simply spring up, with
no need to switch platforms.
After getting to know you better, though, I’ve found that your
“asynchronish” side is less impressive than I first thought. It leads to
everyone having halfconversations all day long, with people frequently
rotating through one slowdrip discussion after another, never needing
to officially check out because “hey! it’s asynchronous!”
In an asynchronish environment, you're always checked in, and discussions never end.

But you can check out when you need to, right? Hulick argues that this is not possible,
because decisions that impact you can be made at anytime:

This is awesome for speeding up the tempo of company directives, but
it also places a ton of pressure on everyone involved to maintain even
MORE Slack omnipresence; if any discussion might lead to a decision
being made, that provides a whole lot of incentive to be available for as
many discussions as possible.
As such, Slack gives power to the people who can afford to stay on Slack and takes
power away from those can't.
Hulick suggests some changes that could mitigate the issue (autoresponders, Do Not
Disturb statuses, etc), but there may be a flaw in the very heart of the asynchronish
model.

Amber Case argues that technology should interrupt us only when there is action
needed. See [[Tea Kettle Tech]]
These issues fall into an area of psychology called human factors. Here is a textbook
treatment of [[Human Factors Psychology and Workplace Design]].
{{Tags: Slack, Online Communities, Power, Meetings, Chat, Productivity, Stream and
Garden}}

The Real Revolutionaries
But here’s another important difference: It’s likely that people of color
also disagree with the candidates’ tactics and tone. Black people have
experience with actually bringing about largescale social change in a
way that no other American demographic does, and that experience
has made them expert pragmatists who for decades have swallowed
hard to appease the feelings of white friends and colleagues in order
not to disrupt fragile coalitions they knew were required to achieve and
sustain progress.
Black people understand that not everything they want comes via
magical thinking or screaming the loudest, even as they know the
importance of consistent, strategic pressure. They understood why
Barack Obama chose his words carefully while talking about race

during the 2008 campaign and much of his presidency, even as they
wanted him to be more explicitly forceful, something he has been
doing late in his second term. American history is full of black leaders
who have had to walk a line between commitment to a movement and
a careful understanding that militancy of any kind would turn off a large
number of white potential allies.
Black voters aren’t naive, aren’t complacent and aren’t simply falling in
line because they are more familiar with Clinton, as West has
suggested. Black rabblerousing has been key in making progress—
but the rabblerousing was paired with a careful knowledge of when to
push, and hard, and when to compromise, even know they wanted and
needed more. They know if they take the route of Sanders’ or Stein’s
loudness, not only could the horror of a Trump presidency be realized,
there would have been no Civil Rights Act or Voting Rights Act or
affirmative action programs—no first black president—each an
imperfect but effective vessel of change. source

The Reason Retweets Kill Truth
Once we know about the effect we can guard against it. Part of this is
doublechecking why we believe what we do – if something sounds
plausible is it because it really is true, or have we just been told that
repeatedly? This is why scholars are so mad about providing
references  so we can track the origin on any claim, rather than
having to take it on faith. But part of guarding against the illusion is the
obligation it puts on us to stop repeating falsehoods. We live in a world
where the facts matter, and should matter. If you repeat things without
bothering to check if they are true, you are helping to make a world
where lies and truth are easier to confuse. So, please, think before you
repeat. source

The Recommender's Paradox
A recentish study looked at film recommendation systems and found an interesting
result: perceived novelty of the recommendations was negatively correlated with user

satisfaction, and user satisfaction was correlated adoption.
One of the most striking things we found is that the novelty of recommended items has
a significant negative impact on users’ perception of a recommender’s ability to
satisfactorily meet their information needs. This effect was particularly strong in its
impact on the user’s first impression of an algorithm, and was present even though we
restricted the depth of the long tail into which our algorithms could reach.
And so you end up with what I'll call the recommender's paradox. People turn to
recommendation systems to find things they wouldn't have thought of themselves, but
they choose recommendation systems that largely provide them choices that don't
surprise them. Aspects of trust in the recommender relationship undermine efficacy.
One approach to the paradox is that novelty might be introduced slowly, after trust is
built, but there's some bad news there as well: Increasing the novelty of
recommendations as the user gains more experience with the system and has had
more time to consider its ability to meet their needs may provide benefit, but our results
cannot confirm or deny this. The users in our study are experienced with movie
recommendation in general and MovieLens in particular (the median user has rated
473 movies), and their first impressions were still heavily influenced by novelty.
One other way to think of this is that people think they want new films recommended to
them but actually they really want to be reminded of films they had already been
thinking about seeing but had forgotten about. My guess is the most successful engine
would probably provide you with a wide range of films by directors and actors you
know you like but had forgotten about, in genres that you know work for you. These
results would seem tailored to you, but at the same time be things you would not have
found yourself.
Obvious implication here on Open Educational Resource recommendation algorithms,
Big Data, the Filter Bubble, and the problem of novelty in education more generally.

The Rise of Partisan Hate
The major change in the past 10 years has been the affective disposition towards the
opposing party. People now hate the opposing party.

Why?
Here's the NY Times:
During the Carter administration, crossparty ratings were not much
below 5o — just slightly cool. But Democrats' ratings of Republicans
go steadily down from there, falling to 33 degrees under George W.
Bush and a frigid 17 under Barack Obama. The Republicans show a
slightly different trajectory, holding steady during the twelveyear
ReaganBush period. But beginning with the Clinton years,
Republicans sour on Democrats and join them in intensifying mutual
dislike (18 degrees) during the Obama administration. To put those low
scores in perspective, they are even lower than Democrats' ratings of
Richard Nixon in the years after Watergate.
So far the story has been quite similar for both parties. But the third
graph shows us why it's the Republicans who now seem to be more
radicalized, energized and opposed to compromise.

Basically, the Republicans and Democrats, on average, trust the government about the
same. The difference is that the Republicans don't trust the government when
Democrats are in power, at least since Carter (and, conversely, are very favorably
inclined towards the government when it is helmed by a Republican president.

The Rube Goldberg Election
Matt Breunig has a good post on why millennial women are so drawn to the Sanders
over Clinton. On the policy side, however I see another angle, and it's exemplified by
the difference in their college plans.
Both Clinton and Sanders offer free college of a sort in their plans, with Clinton
subsidizing consumers in the current system and Sanders supporting a more
traditional (read pre1980) approach to the state system.
But in building out the current system, Clinton values choice over the reduction of
complexity. It continues the Rube Goldberg machine of FAFSA, loans, meanstesting,
pegging parental income to one year that may not be indicative.
One lesson progressives could learn from Sanders is that choice and access are often
opposing forces. Choice creates complexity which reduces access, especially for those
people already balancing many obligations and for those people unfamiliar with how to
navigate the system (read: lower SES populations, etc).

While there are a number of headwinds against a Clinton presidency, fixing the
education plan would be easy. There is already broad bipartisan support for free
community college at the state level, and this forms a good platform to expand state
provided education. Sanders is correct as well that Harvard does not need more tax
dollars (and research shows that additional support just reduces endowmentprovided
aid). She likely cannot pivot now, but if she really wishes to gain the youth vote she will
fix the Rube Goldberg mess neoliberalism has made of educational funding when she
gets into office, not build on it.

The Sandy Hook Hoax Facebook Page
But by the spring of 2014, as he watched the hoaxer movement bloom,
Pozner decided to try fighting back. He released Noah’s death
certificate, to convince those who believed he had not been killed, and
his report card — “Noah is a bright, inquisitive boy” — for those who
believed he had never lived at all. One Friday night, a year and a half
after the shooting, he joined a Facebook group called Sandy Hook
Hoax, one of the more prominent hoaxer meeting grounds. (Its logo
features a ghostly child holding an index finger to her mouth.) Pozner
told the group he was there to answer questions, and he expressed
empathy for their mindset. “I used to argue with people about 9/11
being an inside job,” he wrote. Some members of the group asked
earnest questions about inconsistencies in the official account. Others
simply lobbed bombs. “Fuck you Lenny fuck off and fuck your fake
family, you piec [sic] of shit,” one woman wrote. Pozner chatted for
more than four hours, but his patience wore thin as the questions grew
more absurd:
why don’t u want to look into the newtown police feeds of the nun n the
guy in ski mask
cuz my son is dead and it doesnt matter
Pozner was kicked out of the group, but several people sent him
messages saying they had more questions. “There was a segment of
the population that wanted to have these things debunked,” Pozner
said. “All they know is what they’re seeing online, the buzz of all of this

disinformation, and someone needed to provide the service of offering
accurate information should they want it.” Eighteen months after his
wife had found her mission, Pozner found his, and the next day he
started a group called Conspiracy Theorists Anonymous, dedicated to
debunking hoaxer theories. He also took his fight public, writing an op
ed in the Hartford Courant in which he called out hoaxers by name,
including Wolfgang Halbig, a 70yearold retired school administrator in
Florida. Halbig had become the hoaxers’ lead investigator, filing
Freedom of Information Act requests for documents relating to the
shooting and posting his findings on a website called Sandy Hook
Justice Report. In May 2014, Halbig spoke at a public meeting of the
Newtown Board of Education. “These are your children,” Halbig told
the board, which sat in silence. “We want truth.”
After the meeting, Pozner emailed Halbig saying that he’d like to talk to
him. Halbig didn’t respond, but Pozner says another hoaxer sent a
reply: “Wolfgang does not wish to speak with you unless you exhume
Noah’s body and prove to the world you lost your son.” source

The Sanitized Lexicon of 1966
In 1966, Republicans found ways to invoke the fears of white voters around the Civil
Rights act and other reforms, using a sanitized lexicon.
In 1966, scores of Democrats lost their House and Senate seats, as
cagey conservative politicians like Richard Nixon (the GOP’s
campaignerinchief that year) and Ronald Reagan (who defeated
incumbent California Governor Pat Brown) developed a sanitized
lexicon to appeal to white voters’ anxieties about civil unrest, the
economic and political advances of black Americans, and the
expansion of the federal welfare state. It would prove a winning
formula for over 20 years. In effect, the political right took a drubbing in
one cycle, but it learned from its loss and began building a powerful
rhetorical case against the Great Society. source

1966 was also NASA's zenith. Did Great Society backlash doom it? See [[NASA's

1966 Zenith]]
The Shill Rule of Political Communities
Accusations of shilling have always been prohibited. I’m just reiterating
that oldstanding rule. It’s fucking obnoxious oldtimers are accused of
being paid shills, and it’s fucking obnoxious when new users—the way
we grow our movement—are accused of being shills. So zero
tolerance. source

The Smug Style
Is American liberalism too smug? Too willing to believe that disagreements are about a
knowledge and intelligence gap? Perhaps.
I have been wondering for a long time how it is that so many entries to
the oped pages take it as their justifying premise that they are arguing
for a truth that has never been advanced before.
"It's an accepted, nearly unchallenged assumption that Muslim
communities across the U.S. have a problem — that their youth tend
toward violent ideology, or are susceptible to "radicalization" by groups
like the Islamic State," began an editorial that appeared last December
in the New York Times. But "after all," it goes on, "the majority of mass
shootings in America are perpetrated by white men but no one
questions what might have radicalized them in their communities."
But this contention — that Muslims possess superlative violent
tendencies — has been challenged countless times, hasn't it? It was
challenged here, and here and here as far back as 9/11. The president
of the United State challenged it on national television the night before
this editorial was published. The Times itself did too. The myopic
provincialism of anybody who believes that Muslims are a uniquely
violent people is the basis of a fiveyearold Onion headline, not some
new moral challenge.
The smug style leaves its adherents no other option: If an idea has
failed to take hold, if the Good Facts are not widely accepted, then the

problem must be that these facts have not yet reached the
disbelievers. source

The Stalkers of Jimmy Wales
Those that endure harassment on Wikipedia have often found Jimmy Wales to be a
sympathetic advocate. Perhaps this is not surprising, since Wales himself deals with
stalkers himself at a level unimaginable to most people. In a Quora question about
voting, he revealed that fear of stalkers even keeps him from voting:
In Florida, in order to register to vote, you have to give your real home
address. Not a post office box, not a proxy address of any kind. To do
otherwise is a felony. There was some kind of scandal with Ann
Coulter about this a few years back. And this address becomes a
public record, accessible by anyone.
I have serious scary stalkers, including one who obsesses about my
personal life, my children, and my home address. He's posted a photo
of himself with a gun along with a fantasy about a shootout with me.
Unlike people of a similar public profile, I don't have billions of dollars
and a security staff. I just live in my ordinary Florida home.
Therefore, I am unwilling to register to vote.
This is a shame, because I've always taken great pride in voting.
source

The Stanford Expropriation Effect
From Audrey Watters:
Anything that can be labeled or marketed as an edtech "innovation"
will be claimed by or linked to Stanford, even if that claim is 1) tenuous,
2) partial, or 3) historically inaccurate.
Examples: MOOCs, computerassisted instruction, the Open Syllabus
Project

The Teddy Ruxpin Internet
[embed]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJ6tcq4n9EU[/embed]
As the creator discusses at the end of the video, he means to show that the Internet
has vast expressive capacity, but in a way we don't do much with it. In his words, the
Internet is "like a therapist, it just sort of sits there and nods and doesn't do anything."

The True Believer
Eric Hoffer's famous book sees frustration  not revolt or resignation or even pure
anger  as the underlying emotion of mass movements, which changed how we think
about these things. For instance, mass movements appear not at the depths of
oppression or misfortune, but when recoveries from misfortune are not broadly shared.
He argued that mass movements were surprisingly interchangeable. Mass movements
are followed by the sort of people who join mass movements, and the actual stated
ideology of the movement may mean less than the general feeling that something must
be done.
From Wikipedia:
The True Believer: Thoughts On The Nature Of Mass Movements is a
1951 social psychology book by American writer Eric Hoffer, in which
Hoffer discusses the psychological causes of fanaticism.

Hoffer analyzes and attempts to explain the motives of the various
types of personalities that give rise to mass movements; why and how
mass movements start, progress and end; and the similarities between
them, whether religious, political, radical or reactionary. He argues that
even when their stated goals or values differ mass movements are
interchangeable, that adherents will often flip from one movement to
another, and that the motivations for mass movements are
interchangeable. Thus, religious, nationalist and social movements,
whether radical or reactionary, tend to attract the same type of
followers, behave in the same way and use the same tactics and
rhetorical tools. As examples, he often refers to Communism, Fascism,
National Socialism, Christianity, Protestantism, and Islam.
The first and bestknown of Hoffer's books, The True Believer has
been published in 23 editions between 1951 and 2002.

The Trust Deficit
Worse, people are losing faith in one another. One longrunning survey
shows that only 30 percent of Americans believe most people can be
trusted, down from 46 percent in 1972 (when the survey started).
Young people are the most disillusioned; only one in five millennials
believe that most people can be trusted.

Trust is essential to the economy. Without it, people have a harder
time figuring out with whom they can trade, work or even go on a date.
As a result, they're more likely to miss beneficial opportunities.
Research has shown that in aggregate, less trust leads to lower gross
domestic product.
Innovators have responded by developing tools to help us vet and
monitor people better and faster: Angie’s List, Yelp, GPS trackers for
dog walkers, nanny cams for parents, monitoring software for
employers. But this simply reduces some of the negative
consequences without solving the problem. source

The User Is the Group
Many decisions in social software production and administration degrade the
experience of the individual in the interest of producing healthy group dynamics. Clay
Shirky explains why this is a good thing in Own Worst Enemy: Now, this pulls against
the cardinal virtue of ease of use. But ease of use is wrong. Ease of use is the wrong
way to look at the situation, because you've got the Necker cube flipped in the wrong
direction. The user of social software is the group, not the individual.  Shirky, in Own
Worst Enemy.
via The User Is the Group.

Shirky's Own Worst Enemy is a classic in the theorizing of online activity.

The Wages of Political Data
Parties used to be based on precincts, which covered broad swaths of people, albeit
often people with similar profile. That changed as data allowed politicians to focus on
individual voters rather than communities. See [[From Precinct to Voter]]
What has been the result? Perhaps it is data which is to blame for the "rise of lifestyle
politics". Consider the political change that David Frum describes:
Politics was becoming more central to Americans’ identities in the 21st

century than it ever was in the 20th. Would you be upset if your child
married a supporter of a different party from your own? In 1960, only 5
percent of Americans said yes. In 2010, a third of Democrats and half
of Republicans did. Political identity has become so central because it
has come to overlap with so many other aspects of identity: race,
religion, lifestyle. In 1960, I wouldn’t have learned much about your
politics if you told me that you hunted. Today, that hobby strongly
suggests Republican loyalty. Unmarried? In 1960, that indicated little.
Today, it predicts that you’re a Democrat, especially if you’re also a
woman.
This is just a thought, but how much of this is the result of data which allows us to
cobble together party support based on individual demographic data, and target people
within communities via phone and email and personalized web ads? The political
class's fascination with Soccer Moms and NASCAR Dads and the like inspires some
eyerolling, but these are demographic communities that would not even be targetable
in 1960 by traditional GOTV efforts.

There's a link here to this idea of [[Imagined Communities]] though I haven't hashed
this out.
Part of the reason for the marriage statistic is simply that the parties were not seen as
that far apart on anything, at least by some. See [[DimeStore New Deal]]

The World a Better Place
The idea that corporations make the world a better place through their products is not
unique to Silicon Valley. Those may not be such big distinctions. “There is a bit of
delusion in Silicon Valley that they are not like the other rich because their technology
is ‘making the world a better place,’ ” said Steve Hilton, a former aide to Prime Minister
David Cameron of Britain and a cofounder of Crowdpac.com, a political startup. “But
McDonald’s and Walmart also think that their businesses help society. Walmart says it
lowers the cost of living for poor families. All corporations think they are having a
positive impact.” (html)
[pagehistory][create site="instantkarma.vancouvercommons.org"

email="mike1@outlook.com" date="20151120T18:43:01+00:00" slug="theworlda
betterplace" name="admin"]

The Wound of Education's Narcissism
Which brings me back to Mr. Bond's emailed comment. He writes that
Mr. Srigley "wasn't shaming students. He was sympathizing with them
no longer knowing what education is about..." This is the wound of
education's Narcissism: that Professors  and not administrators, not
"innovators", but most importantly not students  are the guardians of
education. In this scenario, students need to be protected from
administrators and innovators and themselves by those guardians of
learning. And while under Mr. Bond's and Mr. Srigley's guardianship,
students must be okay with being sympathized with for their lack of
understanding. In much the same way as the academy would have us
respect Mr. Žižek despite his clear lack of regard for the rest of us.
source

The Youthful Cult of Corbyn
A fascinating parallel to the Sanders phenomenon in America may be taking place in
Britain, where a good deal of the youth vote seems under the spell of a 70yearold
socialist.

Even the Twitter feeds seem the same.

The interesting parallel here is the supposition that leadership is equivalent to
demonstration of unwavering belief, and the delusion that there are enough alienated
voters to sweep a farleft candidate in when the population has recently been center
right in outlook.
And just like in the U.S. many people have hinted they are a cult.
https://twitter.com/OwenSmith_MP/status/759097059723055105?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
The cult of Jeremy Corbyn, particularly strong among the young, is a
curious anthropological event. It bears all the hallmarks of a religious
experience from the supposed sanctity of the guru and the ecstatic
rallies, to its own votive platitudes such as the recent Twitter hashtag
#WeAreHisMedia. twitter ... Recent elections to the executive of the
National Union of Students have seen it take on a more leftist hue,
some of them committed Corbynites. However, before hitching
themselves to the culdesac of converting Labour from a
parliamentary party into a social movement, students should trust the
evidence of their own senses and exercise their own native, critical

intelligence by taking a long, hard look at the shambles created by a
year of Corbyn as leader.
It is not that, as Principal Skinner says in The Simpsons, “it’s the kids
who are wrong”, but that this most putupon of generations requires
something more than a messiah who is only good at campaigning for
his own job. They need a functioning opposition capable of challenging
Theresa May’s Brexit Cabinet and then a progressive government
capable of legislating to change the material circumstances of the lives
of young people. The question has never been “what will Corbyn do as
prime minister?”, but “who comes after Corbyn?”
They should also draw on their political science to appreciate that no
UK election has ever been held in which the winning party did not have
a majority among older voters. There is no point telling people who
have campaigned for the party for 40 years that they are not “real
Labour”, or fantasising that millions of asyetunregistered voters will
be motivated to sweep Corbyn into Downing Street.
This is bad faith politics beneath the dignity of an intelligent person.
Any future electoral success therefore lies not in the veneration of
political relics but in an intergenerational alliance that, as the poet of
decolonisation Aimé Césaire put it, has room for all at the rendezvous
of victory.
source

See also [[Red Pill Politics]]

Theory of Mind
Theory of Mind is the branch of cognitive science that investigates how
we ascribe mental states to other persons and how we use the states
to explain and predict the actions of those other persons. More
accurately, it is the branch that investigates mindreading or mentalizing

or mentalistic abilities. These skills are shared by almost all human
beings beyond early childhood. They are used to treat other agents as
the bearers of unobservable psychological states and processes, and
to anticipate and explain the agents’ behavior in terms of such states
and processes. These mentalistic abilities are also called “folk
psychology” by philosophers, and “naïve psychology” and “intuitive
psychology” by cognitive scientists.source

Thirsty Facebook
There was something reassuring, even calming about staring down
Facebook’s algorithmic firehose, mouth open. For all its billions of
users, its towering piles of cash, its army of brilliant engineers, the
company is still no standin for a human being — not even close. Sure,
Facebook knew more about what I wanted than I’d given it credit for,
but very little about who I am. I’d been telling Facebook about myself
for over a decade, but in the end it only listened to what it wanted to
hear. source

Thought Collective
A scientist is part of what the Polish philosopher of science Ludwik
Fleck called a “thought collective”: a group of people exchanging ideas
in a mutually comprehensible idiom. The group, suggested Fleck,
inevitably develops a mind of its own, as the individuals in it converge
on a way of communicating, thinking and feeling.
This makes scientific inquiry prone to the eternal rules of human social
life: deference to the charismatic, herding towards majority opinion,
punishment for deviance, and intense discomfort with admitting to
error. Of course, such tendencies are precisely what the scientific
method was invented to correct for, and over the long run, it does a
good job of it. In the long run, however, we’re all dead, quite possibly
sooner than we would be if we hadn’t been following a diet based on
poor advice. source

Thoughts for the Compiler
Nicolas Carr summarizes some thoughts of Stephen Wolfram. For a long time we have
believed that natural language processing was just around the corner. But what if we
had it backwards? What if the future was not computers talking like people, but people
talking like computers? And how do we feel about that?
Carr's treatment of this possibility tends towards the dystopic:
If we’re going to depend on computers to fulfill our purposes, we’re
going to need a shared language. We’re going to need to describe our
purposes, our desires, in a code that can run successfully through a
machine. Most of those who advocate teaching programming skills to
the masses argue that learning to code will expand our job prospects.
Wolfram’s view is more interesting. He argues that we need to learn to
code in order to expand our ontological prospects. In adopting a new
language, a machine language, to describe our purposes, we will also,
necessarily, change those purposes. That is the price of computer
automation. “What do the humans do” in a world where “things can get
done automatically?” Wolfram asks. The answer, of course, is that we
compose the instructions for the machines to follow to fulfill our wishes.
Will it compile? is the iron law of programming. Either the machine can
follow the instructions written for it, or it can’t. Will we compile? would
seem to be the great ontological question that lies ahead of us in our
automated future. Have we formulated our purposes in such a way that
machines can carry them out? source
While there are dystopic aspects to this formulation, it's helpful to see this shift through
the lens of history. Because this is not the first time that external forces have changed
the way we thought.
The most obvious shift is the evolutionary accident that allowed us to produce
meaningful language. If you're like me when you walk around you can hear, quite
often, a running voice in your head, thinking thoughts, making plans, reacting to
experience. We think of that voice as the stream of our thought, as if our thought was
just there, independent of language. But of course what has happened is our minds
have evolved to make better use of the technology of speech, and created

consciousness in the process.
Did consciousness, based on our acquired tendency to filter experience through
language, reduce our capacity for thought? In a small way, yes. In almost all
meaningful ways, no.
The textual revolution is another example. Scientific thought became possible with the
invention of writing, which could separate the utterance from the author, externalizing
speech as ideas. That ability was made broadly available with the introduction of
cheap, mass produced texts. But we did not end up with texts that could more
accurately capture the human voice. Instead, we learned to formulate thoughts in the
medium of text, and think thoughts not possible without text. See [[Age of the
Incunable]]
Did the invention of text, and the necessity of putting our thoughts on the page
decrease our capacity for thought? In some limited ways, yes. In almost all meaningful
ways, no.
A smaller example: consider music notation. Music notation was originally a record of
music as played. But the direction of musical notation was not that it became more like
performance. The direction was that composers began to think in notes, movements,
harmonies, seeing relationships impossible without the notation. Similar changes
happened with the introduction of recording, which started out as a way to capture
performance, but in the hands of folks like Brian Wilson became a new way to
conceptualize music, a way to think thoughts impossible before the multitrack. See
[[Music Notation as a Medium for Thought]]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkPy18xW1j8
Did recording technology and musical notation decrease our musical capacity, or
increase it?
The point here is not really "will we compile?", as the above examples show. That
assumes we have a vast and broad intent that we are trying to shove through a narrow
linguistic domain.
In fact, time and time again throughout history our interaction with machines and new
methods of notation have shown not that the tools are too limited for our expansive
intent, but that our intent is too limited for the expansive tools at our disposal. This was

Alan Kay's (and Ivan Sutherland's, and Doug Englebart's, and Ted Nelson's) point
about computing. Rather than building a "Star Trek computer", we could start to think in
new modes  we could discuss issues by altering simulations of them, think in terms of
models, see a sort of intertextuality impossible in daily life. Working with machines we
would think new sorts of thoughts not expressible without them.
So Wolfram is right, but not in the way that Carr implies. Look at Carr's presentation:
The answer, of course, is that we compose the instructions for the
machines to follow to fulfill our wishes.
Look at this through a medium like musical notation. In cultures without musical
notation, there is no conception of movements within a song, just as a preliterate
culture will have no sense of paragraphs as a unit of thought. It has been noted that in
prenotation cultures it is not even possible to start a song in the middle for the
purposes of practice. See [[Absence of Notation]]
Is it really fair to say that the person who writes music then is more constrained than
person who practices by rote? That the modern writer's thoughts are more limited than
those of the 7th century B.C.E person who engaged in nothing but the spoken word?
Certainly, we lose a certain perspective as we evolve. But, on the whole, the notations
we develop for our technologies expand our capability for thought in the long run,
making a broader variety of experience comprehensible to us, whether that notation is
mathematical, musical, literary, or computational.
The problem, in the end, is that too many of us  including many in Silicon Valley 
see the world the way Carr does. For these people, computation is just a lowpass filter
on some predetermined set of tasks. In this formulation, the task is to increase the
fidelity of the translation, to create the Star Trek computer so we can communicate our
20th century thoughts to our 21st century technology with more ease. That's fine as it
goes. But it's not, and has never been, where the truly exciting story lies.
{{Via: Story found via @audreywatters's Hack Education Newsletter}}

Threats Against Ms. Click
"I was in a space where even the chancellor was spending a lot of
time," she says. "There was no reason to think I was doing something

that wasn’t sanctioned by the university."
On the day Ms. Click clashed with Mr. Schierbecker, she arrived home
to an email saying her tenure bid had cleared the next hurdle: approval
by a collegelevel committee.
But by that evening, the video had taken off. When the footage of Ms.
Click screaming and pointing made national news, friends emailed and
called to see if she was OK.
Mixed in with her university email were death threats, and at home,
notes appeared about rape. Ms. Click checked in with her department
chair, who initially reassured her that the commotion would die down.
source

Melissa Click's inbox. link

Three Dangers of Redundancy
Normal Accident Theory articulates three dangers of redundancy, summarized by Scott
Sagan as follows.
Redundancy increases complexity, generating "commonmode" errors. Example: Fermi
Reactor safety device added at last minute breaks off and blocks coolant pipe.
Redundancy may lead to decreased sense of responsibility among workers. Example:
Diffusion of responsibility among AWACS operators led to no one passing needed
information to F15 pilot.
Redundancy may lead to increased production pressures due to perceived safety.
Example: Injuries increase when helmets added to a sport. Also see: Challenger
Disaster.
Examples and breakdown from "Learning from Normal Accidents" pdf
A related issue is Alarm Fatigue

Three Horizons Model

A McKinsey Model for growth that emphasizes balancing pressing demands with time
spent on larger goals and more distant but potentially more earth shattering threats.
Mike Goudzwaard summarizes the Three Horizons as:
Horizon 1 (H1): keeping the lights on and fixing problems
Horizon 2 (H2): improving services and processes
Horizon 3 (H3): transformative experiments (R&D)
Kristen Eshelman notes that McKinsey has found effort on these issues far out of
proportion with what companies actually desire. Here's where companies allocate
resources:

vs.

{{Tags: Planning, Innovation}}

Three Types of Empathy
Experience sharing, mentalizing, and compassion represent three different things we
call empathy.
Let's say that I run into you and you are highly distressed. A bunch of
things might happen to me. One, I might "catch" your emotion and
vicariously take on the same state that I see in you; that's what I would
call experience sharing. Two, I might think about how you feel and why
you feel the way you do. That type of explicit consideration of the world
as someone else sees it is what I would call mentalizing. Three, I might
develop concern for your state, and feel motivated to help you feel
better; that is what people these days call compassion, also known as
empathic concern.
It often seems like these processes—sharing someone's emotions,
thinking about their emotions, and wanting to improve their emotional
state—should always go together, but they split apart in all sorts of
interesting ways. For instance, people with psychopathy are often able
to understand what you feel, but feel no concern for your emotions,
and thus can leverage their understanding to manipulate and even
harm you.

source

Most researchers believe that [[Cognitive Empathy]] is not shared by animals.

TinyLetter Corruption
There’s always space to do whatever you want. You won’t get as much
attention, but fuck attention. Fight for integrity. Now everyone has a
TinyLetter instead of a blog. As soon as the first writer got a book deal
for a TinyLetter, everyone’s TinyLetter just became bookdeal bait,
written the same way. This weird conformity just takes over as soon as
the possibility of money or access or respectability comes up. That’s
disappointing. source

To Hell With More. I Want Better.
According to Ray Bradbury, predicting the future isn't that hard. It's changing it that
takes effort.

From Quote Investigator:
In 1982 shortly before the SF benchmark year of 1984 Ray Bradbury
composed an essay that discussed the best way to design cities to
accent attractiveness and livability. The essay was titled “Beyond
1984: The People Machines” and it was eventually published in the
1991 collection “Yestermorrow: Obvious Answers to Impossible

Futures”. Here is the beginning [YMF]:
People ask me to predict the Future, when all I want to
do is prevent it. Better yet, build it. Predicting the future
is much too easy, anyway. You look at the people
around you, the street you stand on, the visible air you
breathe, and predict more of the same. To hell with
more. I want better. source

Too Many People Have Peed in the Pool
A bit of quitlit from Stephen Fry on why he is leaving Twitter:
To leave that metaphor, let us grieve at what twitter has become. A
stalking ground for the sanctimoniously selfrighteous who love to
secondguess, to leap to conclusions and be offended – worse, to be
offended on behalf of others they do not even know. It’s as nasty and
unwholesome a characteristic as can be imagined. It doesn’t matter
whether they think they’re defending women, men, transgender
people, Muslims, humanists … the ghastliness is absolutely the same.
It makes sensible people want to take an absolutely opposite point of
view. I’ve heard people shriek their secularism in such a way as to
make me want instantly to become an evangelical Christian.
But Stephen, these foul people are a minority! Indeed they are. But I
would contend that just one turd in a reservoir is enough to persuade
one not to drink from it. 99.9% of the water may be excrement free, but
that doesn’t help. With Twitter, for me at least, the tipping point has
been reached and the pollution of the service is now just too much.
source

Too Short Tweet
Holy Moly! So more than half of all the people that huddled with Clinton
were donors to her family’s foundation? Grab the can of damage
control spray!

Or maybe not. Click through to the actual article and a key qualifier
rears its head. The count doesn’t include anyone in the U.S. federal
government or representatives of foreign governments. In other words,
most of the people with whom Clinton met as secretary of state. The
analysis drilled in on “154 people from private interests” who chatted
by phone or met with Clinton in person. Eightyfive of them “donated to
her family charity or pledged commitments to its international
programs,” for a total of “as much as $156 million.”
Those numbers represent the fruit of worthwhile investigation; we
ought to know everything about the overlaps between Clinton’s work
as secretary of state and the operations of the Clinton Foundation. Yet
the tweet promoting the story, which has more than 10,000 retweets
and likes combined, is tendentious and misleading. A lamentable
hyping on social media. source

Touchstone Figures: Population
To visualize public policy it is sometimes nice to have an idea of what millions of
people or thousands of people means in practical terms. This list helps you interpret
numbers (50 million unisured!) that you have thrown at you by the media.
(BEWARE! FOR GUESSTIMATION ONLY! BRUTALLY ROUNDED!)
20 billion: Number of chickens in world 7 billion: Population of World (humans) 4 billion:
Population of Asia (2010) 3 billion: Population of the World, 1960 1 billion: Population
of China, Population of the world in 1800, Population of Africa, number of cattle in
world (2010)
600 million: Population of Europe 500 million: Population of North America 400 million:
Population of South America 300 million: Population of United States 200 million:
Americans between ages of 1665 100 million: Number of Americans 16 or older not
working (2011)
50 million: Population of England; Number of deaths, worldwide, per year, 40 million:
Population of California 30 million: Number of people without insurance currently, who
will be insured under "Obamacare" 20 million: Number of Americans who work in the

food industry, Reported population of Beijing, Number of American college students
(part and full time) 10 million: Number of undocumented immigrants in U.S., Number of
restaurant workers in U.S.
8 million: Population of New York City 4 million: Number of Americans born per year,
Number of Americans in first census (1790), Number of K12 teachers (U.S). 3 million:
Population of Chicago 2 million: Number of Americans that die per year, Number of
college professors (U.S.) 1 million: Population of New Hampshire
500,000: Number of people attending Woodstock Music Festival 100,000: Population of
Manchester, NH 20,000: Population of Keene, NH

Town Equals 4,663
Machine Learning algorithms can only be as good as the structure of the data they
use, and the scripts they have to inform them of data context. This sign from New
Cuyama is a decent demonstration of what a world of unstructured data can look like to
a machine.
Image

Roger Schank and Robert Abelson proposed Script Theory to deal with issues of
cultural knowledge in machine interpretation (it kind of applies). See Script Theory.
This photo and initial commentary via Michael Nielsen on Twitter. (twitter)

Toxic Fandom
"Shipping"  the process of fans writing abut imagined pairings of characters and
actors  has been around for a long while. But in an age of Twitter, where stars can be
accessed directly, things are going wrong.
The idea that the mere practice of shipping crosses a line is not typical;
traditionally, fans have clung to an actual imaginary line between
fandom and creators. This divide, known in fandom as the fourth wall,
was once part of a strict code of public silence that fans implemented
in order to keep their fandom activities hidden and unknown from

creators, both so they wouldn’t embarrass the creators and so the
creators couldn’t attack or mock them. Historically, fans saw it as a
very bad idea for creators and fans to "break the fourth wall" and start
interacting with each other to any degree — let alone to start talking
about shipping or fanfic.
But social media platforms like Twitter, which allow fans to interact
directly with creators, have totally obliterated fandom’s fourth wall.
Newer fans have none of the inherent shame that used to accompany
femaledominated fandoms like Outlander’s, shame that led fans and
nonfans alike to treat fandom as a secret to be hidden from the rest of
the world. Modern fans who generally see shipping as a totally normal
hobby have no qualms about publicly voicing their support for their
ship — even if the members of the ship, as is the case with Outlander,
happen to be dating other people.
These kinds of interactions between shippers and the subjects of their
ship occasionally get really awkward. But in Outlander fandom, they’ve
spawned an outright ideological war. Fans from both "sides" of the
debate between the Sam/Cait shippers and those who oppose them
have repeatedly accused one another of harassing, doxing and
threatening to dox fans from the other side, while sometimes actually
threatening to dox one another. Each side accuses the other of being
the more abusive one; meanwhile, the backandforth between them is
vicious. To an extreme degree, the two factions seem to have utterly
lost the ability to simply leave one another alone.
Put bluntly, despite the enthusiasm that many Outlander fans have for
the show, its fandom has become an incredibly toxic environment.
source

TPM's First Post
Talking Points Memo was one of the first successful political blogs. Here is their first
post.
Image

Tracking's Chill
Narayanan: The reason that this is really important, and perhaps the
primary thing that motivates me to do this research, is this world of
pervasive surveillance that we’re entering into — and I’m going to use
that word surveillance very deliberately, because it is surveillance.
Everything that we look at online and click on is getting stored in a
database somewhere. And it’s being datamined and various
[decisions] are being based on that. Targeted advertising is a relatively
innocuous example, but there are a variety of other things that can and
do happen.
There is research that shows that when people know they are being
tracked and surveilled, they change their behavior. We lose our
intellectual freedom. A variety of things we consider important for our
civil liberties — say, marriage equality — are things that would have
been stigmatized just a few decades ago. And the reason we got to the
point where it was possible to talk about it and try to change our norms
and rules is because people had the freedom to talk to each other
privately. To find out that there are likeminded people. As we move to
a digital world, are we losing those abilities or freedoms? That is the
thing to me that is the question. That’s the most worrisome thing about
online tracking. It’s not so much the advertising. source
Tragedy of the Public Park
That conviction, he says, has roots in the 1960s, in places like the
Berkeley People's Park. And cities eager to reanimate abandoned
public parks that had become dangerous in an era of urban decline
encouraged people to come and use them however they pleased.
"So people got used to the idea that you could do whatever you
wanted in a park," he says. "If you wanted to play soccer, you could
play soccer. If you wanted to have a barbecue, you could have a
barbecue. Except nothing kills grass faster than soccer — except when
someone spills a hibachi full of hot coals on the grass."
This dowhateveryouwant attitude can spoil a park, he says, for the

same public it's supposed to serve. Parks are a scarce and fragile
resource. And so cities began to do what most do today: They have
rules for when you can be there, and what you can do, and how you
should play nice with others. They set up the kind of permit systems
San Francisco has to manage competing claims to scarce space. They
have to balance the demands of people who want an offleash dog
park with the demands of people who don't want offleash dogs
running through their picnics.

Trash Crash
Ward Cunningham wrote something on the [[Internet of Broken Things]] a bit ago. I
would like to add this photo to the discussion. Behold the the era of BSODeverything.

Trends

I work pretty hard to avoid knowing much about trends, other than how
to buck them. I mean, it’s become far too rare that a trend is “Read
more Latin American literature.” It’s more usually, “Buy adult coloring
books” or “Buy 50 Shades of Grey” or “Buy 50 Shades of Grey adult
coloring books”—in other words, the kind of bottomline corporate
dreck that my wife and I set up Melville House to counter, because we
thought it was overwhelming a more meaningful book culture. source

True Rumors Resolved Faster
Part of the problem is that true rumors can be corroborated quickly, but false rumors
take time to debunk. The delay between introduction and debunking allows the false
rumor to spread.
True rumours tend to be resolved faster than false rumours. Our study
shows a significant difference in terms of the time it takes before true
and false rumours are resolved respectively. While most true rumours
are corroborated within 2 hours of the source tweet that introduces
them, false rumours tend to take about 14 hours before they are
debunked. This observation aligns with common sense and buttresses
earlier conjectures according to which proving that a fact is not
accurate is far more difficult than proving it is true [Saunders,1984];
providing counterevidence that disproves a statement is indeed more
challenging. source

Trump and the Gatekeepers
Above all, the challenge for journalism today is not simply
technological innovation or the creation of new business models. It is
to establish what role journalistic organisations still play in a public
discourse that has become impossibly fragmented and radically
destabilised. The stunning political developments of the past year –
including the vote for Brexit and the emergence of Donald Trump as
the Republican candidate for the US presidency – are not simply the
byproducts of a resurgent populism or the revolt of those left behind by
global capitalism.

The rise of Donald Trump is ‘a symptom of the mass media’s growing
weakness’, according to academic Zeynep Tufekci. Photograph: Jim
Cole/AP
As the academic Zeynep Tufekci argued in an essay earlier this year,
the rise of Trump “is actually a symptom of the mass media’s growing
weakness, especially in controlling the limits of what it is acceptable to
say”. (A similar case could be made for the Brexit campaign.) “For
decades, journalists at major media organisations acted as
gatekeepers who passed judgment on what ideas could be publicly
discussed, and what was considered too radical,” Tufekci wrote. The
weakening of these gatekeepers is both positive and negative; there
are opportunities and there are source

Trumping Truth
In a study conducted in October,1 researchers presented 507 self
identified Republicans and 986 selfidentified Democrats with actual
things that Trump had said — some of which were true and some of
which were false. The researchers might explain, for instance, that
“Trump said that the MMR vaccine causes autism,” or they would
simply present the assertion that “The MMR vaccine causes autism.”
Then they asked people, “How much do you believe this statement?”
“If we told participants that it was Trump that said the misinformation,
Republicans were much more likely to believe it and Democrats were
much less likely to believe it,” said Briony Swire2, a Ph.D. candidate in
cognitive psychology at the University of Western Australia, who
conducted the study with colleagues at MIT and the University of
Bristol. On a 10point scale, Republicans rated the misinformation 4.8
and Democrats 3.2 when it was attributed to Trump. A similar partisan
split appeared with the true statements — Republicans were more
likely than Democrats to believe factual statements when told that
Trump had said them. “People relate to the world with their partisan
lens,” Swire said. source

Trump's Germophobia
But Trump’s germophobia goes beyond an unwillingness to shake
hands—an aversion he has had to forgo during his run for the
presidency. Trump is also reported to have a preference for drinking
with straws and eating pizza with a fork, a distaste for pressing
elevator buttons and a revulsion to fans and the public getting too
close to him, such as for autographs. In an oped for the U.K.
newspaper The Independent, Gurnek Bains, author of Cultural DNA:
The Psychology of Globalization and founder of a corporate
psychology consultancy, suggests that Trump’s fear of communicable
diseases is the root of his antiimmigrant political stances.
His obsession with cleanliness is why he prefers massproduced or
processed food. His preferences are not complicated: KFC.
McDonald’s. The occasional taco bowl. source

Trump's Supremacist WinkWink
Trump is “giving us the old winkwink,” wrote Andrew Anglin, editor of a
white supremacist website called The Daily Stormer, after Trump
retweeted two other “white genocide” theorists within a single minute.
“Whereas the odd White genocide tweet could be a random
occurrence, it isn’t statistically possible that two of them back to back
could be a random occurrence. It could only be deliberate…Today in
America the air is cold and it tastes like victory.”
It is possible that Trump ― who, according to the campaign, does
almost all of his own tweeting ― is unfamiliar with the term “white
genocide” and doesn’t do even basic vetting of those whose tweets he
amplifies to his seven million followers. But the reality is that there are
dozens of tweets mentioning @realDonaldTrump each minute, and he
has an uncanny ability to surface ones that come from accounts that
proudly proclaim their white supremacist leanings. source

Trust Hormones

The researchers found that when participants felt that they were
trusted, their brains responded by producing oxytocin. When the level
of trust they were given was increased, their brains produced even
more oxytocin. Most significantly however, was that the rise in oxytocin
levels then caused these subjects to behave more trustworthy. In other
words, people who feel trusted become more trustworthy as a result of
increased oxytocin levels in their brains!
To make sure that they were right about oxytocin’s “onswitch” role,
Zak collaborated with a research team from the University of Zurich
headed by economist Ernst Fehr. They conducted experiments where
200 investors inhaled a dose of oxytocin formulated as a nasal spray
to artificially increase their oxytocin levels while playing the Trust
Game. Again the results were overwhelming – the “dosed” subjects
showed a significant increase in trustworthy behaviour. source

Trust Your Gut
Posttruth politics survives through a belief that the public can be smarter than experts
by "trusting their gut".
Posttruth politics is made possible by two threats to this public sphere:
a loss of trust in institutions that support its infrastructure and deep
changes in the way knowledge of the world reaches the public. Take
trust first. Across the Western world it is at an alltime low, which helps
explain why many prefer socalled “authentic” politicians, who “tell it
how it is” (ie, say what people feel), to the wonkish type. Britons think
that hairdressers and the “man in the street” are twice as trustworthy
as business leaders, journalists and government ministers, according
to a recent poll by Ipsos MORI. When Michael Gove, a leading
Brexiteer, said before the referendum that “people in this country have
had enough of experts” he may have had a point.
This loss of trust has many roots. In some areas—dietary advice, for
example—experts seem to contradict each other more than they used
to; governments get things spectacularly wrong, as with their

assurances about the wisdom of invading Iraq, trusting in the world
financial system and setting up the euro. But it would be a mistake to
see the erosion of trust simply as a response to the travails of the
world. In some places trust in institutions has been systematically
undermined.

Truth In Sentencing, New York 1995
In 1995, the Governor ended indeterminate sentencing for secondtime
violent felony offenders and provided that if an offender maintains a
good disciplinary and program record while in prison, he or she would
be eligible for release only after serving 85 percent of his or her prison
term. source
Jenna's Law applied this more broadly to first time violent felony offenders.

Tweets to Women Sportswriters
Hard to watch. Men are asked to read out loud tweets made to women sportswriters:
https://youtu.be/9tUDm2JY8

Twitter Is a Community with No Community
Tools
A thought to get down here: Twitter is in many ways a community, the way a BBS is a
community. But the loosely coupled nature of the community means that Twitter has no
way to protect itself from the effects of scale. If there is a summary for the Tragedy of
Twitter, this is it.
Facebook is different than Twitter, both because it is less of a community in itself: it is
more a home for different communities, There's not really a Facebook identity the way
there is a Twitter or Tumblr identity.

For a story of a facebook group implosion, see [[Death of the Longest Shortest Time

Mamas]]
In some ways, Twitter is like the [[Communitree BBS]] that Shirky mentions in [[Own
Worst Enemy]]
Here are some suggestions on [[Reducing Abuse on Twitter]], which involve giving the
community some tools, albeit on an individual basis.
Researchers have found that [[Anger Spreads Fastest]] through Twitterlike networks.
{{Tags: Civility}}

Twitter's Celebrity Abyss
Twitter's onboarding pushes users into timelines filled with celebrities who will never
talk with them and serve only as a news feed. When users finally decide to tweet, they
find them shouting into the "Celebrity Abyss", with no one to answer, retweet, or
favorite what they have said. No wonder it feels lonely in there.
Owen Williams explains:
Giving up on that, from there you’re thrown headfirst into what I can
only describe as the worst starting point for using Twitter ever: by
going through these default steps, I’m following 77 accounts in total.

Almost all of those are verified celebrities, news organizations or
government accounts. Twitter keeps trying to push recommendations
immediately on your new timeline… and they’re all verified users.
From here, my bet is your average user probably makes a tweet or two
into the verified abyss and wonders where the value in Twitter really is.
It’s obvious how important celebrities are to Twitter’s internal goals
through how it supports them and constantly pushes them in the
direction of new users. source
What might an alternate onboarding look like? Instead of hooking you up to follow

Kanye, maybe suggest a person with 10,000 followers who sometimes retweets
Kanye. Instead of pushing you to follow Politico's main feed (1.3 million followers)
maybe have you follow a decent reporter's account who has 9,000 followers. People
who might talk back, follow you, or retweet what you say.

{{Tags: Twitter, pubsub, unfriending, feeds, onboarding, network effects}}

Two Beers and a Puppy
From author of Works Well With Others: An Outsider's Guide to Shaking Hands,
Shutting Up, Handling Jerks, and Other Crucial Skills in Business That No One Ever
Teaches You If you want to really evaluate how you feel about someone, give them the
“Two Beers and a Puppy” test.
Both the office and, more broadly, life entail lots of interactions with people you’re not
quite sure about. Maybe they’re fun in some settings but not in others; maybe they
have moments of brilliant talent mixed with astounding incompetence. When you
encounter people like this, McCammon recommends a simple test in which you ask
yourself two questions: “Would I have two beers with this person?” and “Would I allow
this person to look after my puppy over a weekend?”
“Some people are yes and yes, and those are the best people in your life,” McCammon
said. “Hopefully you were raised by people like that. Hopefully those are your friends.
And then there’s the no and no people — those are the assholes.” Yesbeer, nopuppy
people “are to be cautiously trusted,” he writes in the book, while nobeer, yespuppy
people “are no fun but they make the world a better place — for puppies, especially.”
Whatever the results of a given iteration of the “Two beers and a puppy game,” said
McCammon, “it’s always revealing” to ask these questions. (post)

Two Minutes Twitter Hate
Hating people on the Internet and destroying their lives is fun and exciting, especially
as a group. The consequences are often dismissed as the targets are seen as racist or
insensitive, and getting what they deserve. Two Minutes Twitter Hate is a version of
Two Minutes Hate where a given person is chosen by a Twitter subcommunity for

outrage and ridicule.
In a December 2014 post, Sam Biddle talks about his part in one such Hate, the
#HasJustineLandedYet Hate of 2013. (post) Some of them were pernicious, some
were stupid. Each time, each slap, was the same: If we could only put one more
wrongheaded head on a pike, humiliate one more bigoted sorority girl or ignorant
Floridian, we could heal this world. Each, next outrage post was the one that would
make a difference....Twitter is a fast machine that almost begs for misunderstanding
and misconstrual—deliberate misreading is its lubricant. The same flatness of affect
that can make it such a weird and funny place also makes it a tricky and dangerous
one. Jokes are complicated, context is hard. Rage is easy
....
But in 2014 context means basically nil, anyway. Every time I say something online,
there's a significant chance it will either be interpreted by committee on Twitter, or
stumbled over by postlobotomy brand managers. If, instead of making a facetious
statement about bullying, I'd said "Gamergate is a group of shit people," they would've
claimed I was making light of fecesborne illness fatalities. Does Adobe stand against
dysentery?
Tressie McMIllan Cottom, who refers to social media shaming events as "draggings",
points out that while such actions are often unfair to the individuals singled out, the
experience of being singled out as an example of your race is normal for those with
race  to some extent what is new is the privilege of the targets and the availability of
the mic. (post)

A lot of times we feel justified in doing such things because of our sense of moral
superiority. See What They Deserve.
It's worth noting that many women and minorities on the Internet are harassed and
threatened daily. See Woman with Opinion
Source: Two Minutes Twitter Hate

Two Months More

Though recent sentencing reforms are linked to increasing time
served, the average (or mean) sentence length imposed on offenders
entering prison decreased, from 72 months in 1990 to 68 months in
1996 (table 5). Consistent with sentencing policy change, the projected
minimum time expected to be served by persons entering prison
increased slightly. If parole eligibility requirements, goodtime credits,
and early release policies are taken into account, persons entering
State prisons in 1996 were expected to serve a minimum of 42 months
in prison, up from 40 months in 1990.
For violent offenders the average imposed sentence decreased from 107 months in
1990 to 104 months in 1996, while the expected time to be served increased. On
average, violent offenders admitted to prison in 1996 were expected to serve about 3
months longer than those admitted in 1990 (or a minimum term of 70 months versus
67 months).
By offense, the average sentence length for murder (excluding
offenders sentenced to life) showed the largest increase between 1990
and 1996, up from 233 months to 253 months. Offenders admitted to
prison in 1996 for murder, without a life sentence, were expected to
serve about 40 months longer (215 months) than offenders admitted in
1990 (176 months).

Two Watchmakers
There once were two watchmakers, named Hora and Tempus, who
made very fine watches. The phones in their workshops rang
frequently and new customers were constantly calling them. However,
Hora prospered while Tempus became poorer and poorer. In the end,
Tempus lost his shop. What was the reason behind this?
The watches consisted of about 1000 parts each. The watches that
Tempus made were designed such that, when he had to put down a
partly assembled watch, it immediately fell into pieces and had to be
reassembled from the basic elements. Hora had designed his watches
so that he could put together subassemblies of about ten components
each, and each subassembly could be put down without falling apart.

Ten of these subassemblies could be put together to make a larger
subassembly, and ten of the larger subassemblies constituted the
whole watch. [3] source

Type of Coverage
The report shows that during the year 2015, major news outlets
covered Donald Trump in a way that was unusual given his low initial
polling numbers—a high volume of media coverage preceded Trump’s
rise in the polls. Trump’s coverage was positive in tone—he received
far more “good press” than “bad press.” The volume and tone of the
coverage helped propel Trump to the top of Republican polls.
The Democratic race in 2015 received less than half the coverage of
the Republican race. Bernie Sanders’ campaign was largely ignored in
the early months but, as it began to get coverage, it was
overwhelmingly positive in tone. Sanders’ coverage in 2015 was the
most favorable of any of the top candidates, Republican or
Democratic. For her part, Hillary Clinton had by far the most negative
coverage of any candidate. In 11 of the 12 months, her “bad news”
outpaced her “good news,” usually by a wide margin, contributing to
the increase in her unfavorable poll ratings in 2015. source

UI Influence on Interpretation
A writer pastes the same messages into a Facebook Chat UI, an email, and a plain
text message and receives significantly different interpretations of the messagers
personality and state of mind. link

Discourse norms are defined by interface and culture as well. See [[Before Posting to
NetNews]]

Unfairly Linked by LinkedIn
LinkedIn publicizes news about you without your permission.

After all, if LinkedIn’s algorithms had functioned properly, what would
have happened? Would the company have emailed an actual white
supremacist’s professional contacts to inform them about these
exciting happenings in his career? The racist LinkedIn community
would have been abuzz. Did you hear about William? I just endorsed
him for his skills at “praising Nazis” and “terrorizing immigrants”!
As it turns out, LinkedIn doesn’t even pretend its “Connections in the
News” feature is reliable. There’s a disclaimer at the bottom of the
emails, in very small print, that reads, “LinkedIn does not guarantee
that news articles are accurate or about the correct person.” And the
LinkedIn site sheepishly acknowledges that its “Mentioned in the
News” emails are generated by an algorithm that is “not perfect.” It
even requests that members check the identities of people named in
their emails and “please report” any errors. source

Unintended Cockpit Consequences
As we find more rules to fix more things we are encountering tail
events. We fixed all the main reasons aircraft crash a long time ago.
Sometimes a long, long time ago. So, we are left with the less and less
probable events.
We invented the checklist. That alone probably fixed 80% of fatalities
in aircraft. We’ve been hammering away at the remaining 20% for 50
years or so by creating more and more rules.
We’ve reached the end of the useful life of that strategy and have hit
severely diminishing returns. As illustration, we created rules to make
sure people can’t get in to cockpits to kill the pilots and fly the plane in
to buildings. That looked like a good rule. But, it’s created the
downside that pilots can now lock out their colleagues and fly it in to a
mountain instead.
It used to be that rules really helped. Checklists on average were
extremely helpful and have saved possibly millions of lives. But with
aircraft we’ve reached the point where rules may backfire, like locking

cockpit doors. We don’t know how many people have been saved
without locking doors since we can’t go back in time and run the
experiment again. But we do know we’ve lost 150 people with them.
And so we add more rules, like requiring two people in the cockpit from
now on. Who knows what the mental capacity is of the flight attendant
that’s now allowed in there with one pilot, or what their motives are. At
some point, if we wait long enough, a flight attendant is going to take
over an airplane having only to incapacitate one, not two, pilots. And
so we’ll add more rules about the type of flight attendant allowed in the
cockpit and on and on. source

Unverified Rumor on Twitter
In these figures, we can observe that tweets reporting unverified
rumours are more widely spread; the percentages of unverified tweets
range from 30.73% of the retweets in Ebola/Essien, to 100% of the
retweets in the Putin missing story.
Retweets of inaccurate reports are especially remarkable in the
Ferguson unrest (26.78%) and the Ebola/Essien hoax (69.27%).
Retweets of accurate tweets can only be observed in Prince/Toronto
(23.36%), Germanwings plane crash (33.32%), Ottawa shootings
(35.76%), and the Sydney siege (26.64%). Table 3 shows the
percentages of retweets of each type of tweet (unverified, accurate,
inaccurate) for each of the events. source

US Uncut and Journalistic Integrity
US Uncut is the publishing arm of an activist group, edited by C. Robert Gibson. It is
not responsible journalism.
US Uncut, an antiausterity group, published an alarmingly erroneous
account of a recent terrorist attack against Israelis, raising serious
questions as to the integrity of their coverage on other global issues.
source

Use of "Slut" and "Whore" on Twitter
Researchers found that the use of the words "slut" and "whore" on Twitter we're used
50% of the time by women. But there are reasons why this does not support the
headline given it ("50% of trolls are women")
Researchers tracked the words “slut” and “whore” on social media site
Twitter over a threeweek period and found that 10 000 messages
contained the slurs in Britain alone.
Worldwide, 50 percent of the 213 000 aggressive tweets containing
these insults were sent by women, with 40 percent sent by men. The
rest were sent by users or groups whose gender could not be
classified. source
So why is this not evidence of troll percentages? The biggest reason is it is a [[Closed
Vocabulary Analysis]]. By choosing these specific words to look for, researchers likely
influenced the results.
It is possible, for example, that much misogyny on the internet does not use these
words  and these words may simply be words that are more utilized by women.
Men, for example, often belittle women by making remarks that imply they have a
psychological disorder ("Go back to shock treatment" etc.). They might also gravitate to
other words, such a "bitch" etc. The closed vocabulary approach cannot catch these
issues.

An alternative to closed vocab approaches is [[Open Vocabulary Analysis]].

Useful Profanity
Profanity has prosocial functions.
Profanity, he argues, has many useful social functions including
“bring[ing] us together.” There’s an intimacy to cursing, precisely
because you know that you’re not supposed to do it. My son
understands that by swearing in front of him, his mom is reaffirming

her trust in him; this is something that can be shared between the two
of them, but isn’t to be repeated in school (please god.)
“Bad words,” Adams writes, “are unexpectedly useful in fostering
human relations because they carry risk….We like to get away with
things and sometimes we do so with likeminded people.” source

When IBM's Watson learned language from the web he ended up swearing, a lot. See
[[FoulMouthed Watson]]

UX Iceberg

Vaccine Asymmetry
Last month, for example, a study looked at the relative percentages of

provaccine vs. antivaccine content on Pinterest and Instagram; 75%
of the immunizationrelated pinned content was opposed to vaccines.
This was a dramatic shift from studies of social networks in the early
2000s, when the percentage of negative content was estimated at
around 25%. source

Vague Dread
The price of the Internet of Things will be a vague dread of a malicious world. by
Marcelo Rinesi. [http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/more/rinesi20150925 post]
Volkswagen didn’t make a faulty car: they programmed it to cheat intelligently. The
difference isn’t semantics, it’s gametheoretical and it borders on applied demonology.
The intrinsic challenge to our legal framework is that technical standards have to be
precisely defined in order to be fair, but this makes them easy to detect and defeat.
They assume a mechanical universe, not one in which objects get their software
updated with new lies every time regulatory bodies come up with a new test.
And even if all software were always available, checking it for unwanted behavior
would be unfeasible — more often than not, programs fail because the very
organizations that made them haven’t or couldn’t make sure it behaved as they
intended.
Our experience of the world will increasingly come to reflect our experience of our
computers and of the internet itself: full of programs never installed doing unknown
things to which we’ve never agreed to benefit companies we’ve never heard of,
inefficiently at best and actively malignant at worst.
via Vague Dread.

Vandalism is Rare on Wikipedia
But most edits are constructive, and vandalism occurs in only 7
percent of them, according to a group of researchers from the
University of California at Santa Cruz, Polytechnic University of
Valencia and the University of Pennsylvania.

Among their findings: Most vandalism happens during school and
office hours. source

Vannevar Bush's Turkish Bow Question
Vannevar Bush wants (in his scenario) to understand why the Turkish short bow was
better in the Crusades than the long bow:
Specifically he is studying why the short Turkish bow was apparently
superior to the English long bow in the skirmishes of the Crusades. He
has dozens of possibly pertinent books and articles in his memex. First
he runs through an encyclopedia, finds an interesting but sketchy
article, leaves it projected. Next, in a history, he finds another pertinent
item, and ties the two together. Thus he goes, building a trail of many
items. Occasionally he inserts a comment of his own, either linking it
into the main trail or joining it by a side trail to a particular item. When it
becomes evident that the elastic properties of available materials had
a great deal to do with the bow, he branches off on a side trail which
takes him through textbooks on elasticity and tables of physical
constants. He inserts a page of longhand analysis of his own. Thus he
builds a trail of his interest through the maze of materials available to
him. source

Vetocracy
Francis Fukuyama I coined a phrase in the book — “vetocracy,”
meaning “rule by veto.” And the broader argument is that the American
political system has always made it very hard for the government to
actually do things because it gives a lot of parts of the political system
veto rights over what the system does. source

View From Nowhere
It seems that some kind of scientistic fideism is introduced in
precautionary culture, a belief (as in trust) in science that is not carried

by science itself. Here, the words of Thomas Nagel seem appropriate:
‘… for objectivity is both underrated and overrated, sometimes by the
same persons. It is underrated by those who don’t regard it as a
method of understanding the world as it is in itself. It is overrated by
those who believe it can provide a complete view of the world on its
own, replacing the subjective views from which it has developed.
These errors are connected: they both stem from an insufficiently
robust sense of reality and of its independence of any particular form
of human understanding.’ source

Virtue Ethics
Virtue ethics is currently one of three major approaches in normative
ethics. It may, initially, be identified as the one that emphasizes the
virtues, or moral character, in contrast to the approach which
emphasizes duties or rules (deontology) or that which emphasizes the
consequences of actions (consequentialism). Suppose it is obvious
that someone in need should be helped. A utilitarian will point to the
fact that the consequences of doing so will maximize wellbeing, a
deontologist to the fact that, in doing so the agent will be acting in
accordance with a moral rule such as “Do unto others as you would be
done by” and a virtue ethicist to the fact that helping the person would
be charitable or benevolent.source

Visible Curve of Earth
By the way, at dusk or dawn (which can last for hours in an airliner)
you may see a clearly delineated, barely curved shadow on the sky
above the horizon. That's the shadow of the earth on the sky — one of
the few opportunities, for the nonastronauts among us, to observe
more or less directly the shape of our planet. source

Visomatic
The Visomatic was a shortlived teletype shopping system introduced in Ontario,
Canada in 1950.
[caption id="attachment_1668" align="alignnone" width="930"]Image Picture from life
magazine demonstrating the Visomatic. From LIFE Magazine. Used under fair use.
[/caption]

Voyager Expanded Books
Expanded books were a series of books produced in 1991, written in HyperCard, that
extended existing books. Titles included Moby Dick, The Annotated Alice, The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, and Jurassic Park.
Voyager had previously made a name for itself with Criterion Collection laserdiscs,1

but the main impetus came out of their success with a hypertext version of Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony. The idea was to bring this success to literary texts.

A Voyager version of MacBeth
The books were heavily annotated in the margins with a variety of multimedia
comments. Users were allowed to annotate them as well.
In 1992, a toolkit was produced (also in HyperCard) allowing users to make their own
books.
These books have more of a claim to the "first electronic books" than [[Peter James's
Host]], although technically the earliest ebooks were the open texts of the Gutenberg
Project.

1. [#criterion] "Scotched". The Magazine,
December 19, 2013.

Bob Stein, the prime force behind the Voyage Books, is still evangelizing the ebook
today. See [[Social Book]].
[[Peter James’s Host]] is seen by some as the first ebook.

VR Groping
As it progressed, my joking comments toward BigBro442 turned
angrier, and were peppered with frustrated obscenities. At first, my
brotherinlaw and husband laughed along with me — all they could
see was the flat computer screen version of the groping. Outside the
total immersion of the QuiVr world, this must have looked pretty funny,
and definitely not real.
Remember that little digression I told you about how the hundredfoot
drop looked so convincing? Yeah. Guess what. The virtual groping
feels just as real. Of course, you're not physically being touched, just
like you're not actually one hundred feet off the ground, but it's still
scary as hell.
My high from earlier plummeted. I went from the god who couldn't fall
off a ledge to a powerless woman being chased by an avatar named
BigBro442. source

Vulgarity as Ethos
A writer argues that vulgarity is necessary to "revolution". But perhaps the problem is
that the French Revolution is a lousy model for social change?
Vulgarity has always been employed in revolutionary rhetoric, perhaps
most notably in the propaganda leading up to Jacobin’s own beloved
French Revolution. Forget snark, the pamphleteers of France were all
too happy to satirize and smear the upper class with the utmost
malice. Clergy, royals, and anyone else in power were slandered and
depicted visually in all manner of crass and farcical political cartoons.
Of all the public figures subjected to such vicious derision and gossip

(often highly inaccurate gossip at that), Marie Antoinette was singled
out for especially inventive and vicious taunting. True to French
tradition, the slanderous pamphlets, called libelles, were fond of
wordplay. For the Austrianborn Antoinette, they coined Austrichienne,
meaning “Austrian bitch,” but also resembling the French word for
“ostrich.” Thus, layering a visual pun upon a verbal one, one artist
actually portrayed Antoinette stroking a massive, ostrichlike penis,
complete with legs and a saddle. Mounted upon the penile steed was
progressive royalist Marquis de Lafayette, who sympathized with the
peasants but was eventually denounced as a traitor by Robespierre
(revolutionaries tend not to be terribly fond of diplomatic fence
straddlers). In another of the ostrichthemed cartoons (it was evidently
a series), Marie actually bared her own genitals to the phallic beast
and its rider. It’s a stunningly vulgar image, and without a doubt, quite
nasty and mean. One couldn’t imagine a Beltway professional
depicting the ruling class so crudely today; even the most offensive of
rightwing political cartoonists haven’t yet dared to explore the satirical
possibilities for giant ostrichdicks. source

Warmglow Giving
Warmglow giving is a phenomenon in which people give to charities not to have the
most impact, but to achieve the "warmglow" feeling that one feels when one gives. It is
one reason that many people give lost of small donations to many charities rather than
focus their resources on the carities likely to have the most impact.
From Wikipedia:
Warmglow giving is an economic phenomenon described by James
Andreoni in 1989 that attempts to explain why people give to charity by
proposing that people engage in impure altruism. Instead of being
motivated solely by an interest in the welfare of the recipients of their
largess, "warmglow givers" also receive utility from the act of giving.
This utility is in the form of warm glow—the positive emotional feeling
people get from helping others.
Competing motives for charitable giving include pure altruism—in

which there is no internal or external reward for giving or helping
people, as well as the egoistic motivation for donating. Egoistic
motivation may come from the boost to selfesteem that people get
from thinking of themselves as selfless and socially responsible, and/or
from other people's recognition of their philanthropy. source
Warmglow giving might be one reason why charitable giving is often less effective
than government resources.

Watergate and Access
"Woodward and Bernstein of 197274 didn't have such access, and
this probably influencedfor the bettertheir view of what Nixon and
his men were capable of. Watergate wasn't broken by reporters who
had entree to the inner corridors of power. It was two guys on the
Metro Desk." source
We Don't Underestimate Tech
But the truth is that, generally speaking, PCs weren't underestimated in
the 70s—not for long, anyway. Visicalc and Electric Pencil and even
early database managers were quite usable enough for most people to
see their promise. And by 1983, when Lotus 123 was released on the
IBM PC, everyone took PCs seriously. At most, there were a few short
years when early PCs were unfairly disparaged, and probably not even
that.
Ditto for the internet. It was opened to commercial use in 1992, and the
dotcom boom started within a couple of years.2 And nobody mocked
the idea of using cell phones to take photos. The first camera phone
came to the US in 2002, and was almost instantly hailed as a terrific
next step. Within a year or two every phone sold had a camera. source

Wedge Issues
As The New Republic's Brian Beutler notes, "wedge issues" have a
long and storied history. Richard Nixon, for example, famously used

crime in 1968 to split black voters and bluecollar whites, two key
Democratic voting blocs. George W. Bush used issues like terrorism
and gay marriage in 2004 to put Democrats on the defensive with
conservative swing voters. In the next election, Barack Obama used
the Iraq War's unpopularity to do the same with Republicans. source

Welfare Chauvinism
Trump supporters cannot be captured with universal support programs, because they
are more interested in denying support to others than receiving support themselves.
However it’s precisely this form of universalism that many of Trump’s
supporters oppose. We saw this in the original work on the Tea Party
by Theda Skocpol and Vanessa Williamson, which found that its
supporters were happy with extensive welfare programs as long as
they went to people like themselves. This concept of “welfare
chauvinism” is better understood in Europe, where it’s been more
prominent, compared to the libertarian fantasies that engage pundits
on the right in the United States. But it’s here now. It’s why Trump is
making headway with childcare policies that only benefit the better off
while also defending Social Security against privatization. source

WELL Not a Descendant of PLATO
A lot of things descended from PLATO. WELL didn't, at least directly.
Among the online services I have seen, the WELL has best succeeded
in building a community comparable to PLATO's. Ironically, the WELL
has its roots with EIES and Confer; as far as I know, its founders were
unaware of PLATO.
But the WELL is an intentional community. PLATO was an accidental
one which emerged spontaneously in an environment that had been
created for other purposes. In 1970 few suspected that a human
community could grow and thrive within the electronic circuitry of a
computer. PLATO demonstrated that this is not only possible, but

inevitable. source

Wendell Willkie
Andrew Sullivan sees Wendell Willkie as the distant forerunner of our current worship
of the unprepared.
In 1940, Wendell Willkie, a businessman with no previous political
office, won the Republican nomination for president, pledging to keep
America out of war and boasting that his personal wealth inoculated
him against corruption: “I will be under obligation to nobody except the
people.” He lost badly to Franklin D. Roosevelt, but nonetheless, since
then, nonpolitical candidates have proliferated, from Ross Perot and
Jesse Jackson, to Steve Forbes and Herman Cain, to this year’s crop
of Ben Carson, Carly Fiorina, and, of course, Donald J. Trump.

What Exit Polls Are
One thing that’s important to know is that exit polls are primarily
conducted to learn how different demographic groups actually voted.
The press needs content to fill the airwaves after the voting is done,
and political organizations need to know who to p̶
a̶
n̶
d̶
e̶
r̶
reach out to in
the next election. And political organizations in particular want that
information on a very granular level — like “PolynesianAmericans in
rural North Dakota vs. EritreanAmericans in downtown Poughkeepsie”
granular — so they can adjust their strategy for the next election (or,
you know, not).So the polls are designed first to get granular
demographic information, and only as a secondary feature to predict
the overall outcome of the election. source
What is a Personal Learning Network?
A good summary of a PLN.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4nTH9KzY2w

Good learning networks are not necessarily big, but are broad and well chosen.

What You Think You Are
“The algorithm doesn’t care what you really are,” he told me. “It
matters what you choose, and what you think you are.” source

When JustWorld Belief Kills
According to the Journal of Behavioral Medicine, attributing success to
personal characteristics instead of biased structural systems may
negatively impact health outcomes for Black Americans. Nao Hagiwara
and her colleagues at Virginia Commonwealth University were
interested in seeing whether the “just world” belief—the belief that the
world is a just place where people get what they deserve—would
influence the relationship between perceived discrimination and health
consequences for Black middleage adults. The psychologists found
that Blacks who both strongly believed that the world was a just place
and reported experiencing high levels of discrimination were more
likely than other Blacks to suffer from a greater number of chronic
illnesses and increased blood pressure. Why? Because respectability
politics tells Black Americans that what is happening to them in this
country is their (our) fault. source

When Loyalty and Fairness Disagree
In my research with Liane Young and James Dungan of Boston
College, we studied the effects of loyalty on people using Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk, an online marketplace where users earn money for
completing tasks. At the beginning of the study, we asked some
participants to write an essay about loyalty and others to write about
fairness. Later in the study, they were each exposed to poor work by
someone else. Those who had received the loyalty nudge were less
willing to blow the whistle on a fellow user for inferior performance.
This finding complements research showing that bribery is more

common in countries that prize collectivism. The sense of group
belonging and interdependence among members often leads people to
tolerate the offense. It makes them feel less accountable for it,
diffusing responsibility to the collective whole instead of assigning it to
the individual.
In short, empathy for those within one’s immediate circle can conflict
with justice for all. source

Whisk and a Blender
Sometimes people have multiple tools that do roughly the same thing. Why does this
happen, and what can we learn from it?
If you're an adult with a moderately stocked kitchen, chances are you have both a
whisk and an electric mixer. You might have a blender too.
You can probably accomplish most things you do with the whisk with the electric mixer,
and most things you do with the electric mixer with the blender. The blender probably
does some other things as well, like nicely crush ice and get the spinach flakes out of
your green smoothies.
So why keep the whisk? A couple reasons: It's faster for a lot of things. You pull it out
and quickly whisk something in the bowl it's already in. It's small. It really doesn't take
up any space. There's a peacefulness to it. It's cheap.
You see the whisk and a blender pattern in technology a lot. People have Kindles while
they have cell phones and computers, for example. People have Notepad and Word.
Your kitchen, on the whole, probably has more devices (not less) than it did 10 years
ago.

Of course, mobile is the fly in the ointment here. Your kitchen has space for more
devices, your pocket does not. See [[The Best Camera Is the One That’s With You]]

White Flight of Derek Black

Derek Black, rising white nationalist star, came around to realizing the error of his
beliefs not through argumentation with the enemy, but through dinners with diverse
friends.
On the rare occasions when Derek directed conversation during those
dinners, it was about the particulars of Arabic grammar, or marine
aquatics, or the roots of Christianity in medieval times. He came
across as smart and curious, and mostly he listened. He heard a
Peruvian immigrant tell stories about attending a high school that was
90 percent Hispanic. He asked Matthew about his opinions on Israel
and Palestine. They were both still wary of each other: Derek
wondered whether Matthew was trying to get him drunk so he would
say offensive things that would appear on the forum; Matthew
wondered whether Derek was trying to cultivate a Jewish friend to
protect himself against charges of antiSemitism. But they also liked
each other, and they started playing pool at a bar near campus.
Some members of the Shabbat group gradually began to ask Derek
about his views, and he occasionally clarified them in conversations
and emails throughout 2011 and 2012. He said he was prochoice on
abortion. He said he was against the death penalty. He said he didn’t
believe in violence or the KKK or Nazism or even white supremacy,
which he insisted was different from white nationalism. He wrote in an
email that his only concern was that “massive immigration and forced
integration” was going to result in a white genocide. He said he
believed in the rights of all races but thought each was better off in its
own homeland, living separately.
“You have never clarified, Derek,” one of his Shabbat friends wrote to
him. “You’ve never said, ‘Hey all, this is what I do believe and this is
what I don’t.’ It’s not the job of someone who’s potentially
scared/intimidated by someone else to approach that person to see if
they are in fact scary/intimidating.”
“I guess I only value the opinions of people I know,” Derek wrote back,
and now he was beginning to count his Shabbat friends among those
he knew and respected. “You’re naturally right that I deemphasize my
own role,” he wrote to them. source

White Millennial Racism
Data from the Pew Research Center underscores the importance of
not confusing white young voters for all young voters. It found that
nearly 60 percent of Hispanics are either millennials or younger. The
same can be said of half of black Americans and 46 percent of Asian
Americans, compared with only 39 percent of white Americans. Each
of those groups may be turned off by Trump and have more
sympathetic views of #BlackLivesMatter than their parents, but that
should not be mistaken for lockstep agreement on some of the most
vexing issues we face. Research shows that white millennials’ views
on important racial measures—believing that blacks are lazier and
worse off financially because of lack of motivation—is eerily similar to
their parents and grandparents, though they are less likely to proclaim
it publicly. That will have a direct impact on policy decisions going
forward. source

Why Companies Hold On To Toxic Data
If data is toxic, why do organizations save it?
There are three reasons. The first is that we're in the middle of the
hype cycle of big data. Companies and governments are still punch
drunk on data, and have believed the wildest of promises on how
valuable that data is. The research showing that more data isn't
necessarily better, and that there are serious diminishing returns when
adding additional data to processes like personalized advertising, is
just starting to come out.
The second is that many organizations are still downplaying the risks.
Some simply don't realize just how damaging a data breach would be.
Some believe they can completely protect themselves against a data
breach, or at least that their legal and public relations teams can
minimize the damage if they fail. And while there's certainly a lot that
companies can do technically to better secure the data they hold about
all of us, there's no better security than deleting the data.

The last reason is that some organizations understand both the first
two reasons and are saving the data anyway. The culture of venture
capitalfunded startup companies is one of extreme risk taking. These
are companies that are always running out of money, that always know
their impending death date.
They are so far from profitability that their only hope for surviving is to
get even more money, which means they need to demonstrate rapid
growth or increasing value. source

Why Learning Networks Must Be Open
Networks

The bottom line? According to multiple, peerreviewed studies, simply
being in an open network instead of a closed one is the best predictor
of career success. In the chart, the further to the right you go toward a

closed network, the more you repeatedly hear the same ideas, which
reaffirm what you already believe. The further left you go toward an
open network, the more you’re exposed to new ideas. People to the
left are significantly more successful than those to the right. In fact, the
study shows that half of the predicted difference in career success
(i.e., promotion, compensation, industry recognition) is due to this one
variable. source

Open Networks promote [[Serendipitous Exchange]] {{Tags: Twitter}}

Why Shame Doesn't Work
Shaming people seems like it should work  won't people change if it helps them avoid
the pain of feeling shame? But as researcher Brené Brown points out, shame does the
opposite, because it pushes us inside of ourselves:
Researchers June Tangney and Ronda Dearing, authors of Shame
and Guilt, explain that feelings of shame are so painful that it pulls the
focus to our own survival, not the experiences of others.
Example: A man shakes a bottle of pills in his wife’s face, “Look
around you! Your pillpopping is destroying our family. Our son is
failing out of school and our daughter is literally starving herself for
attention. What's wrong with you?”
Does the shame of what she’s doing to her family lead her to get help,
or does it lead her to slink away and get high? Afterschool specials tell
us she gets help. Data say she gets high. In fact, new research shows
that some addiction may be born of shame and that shame leads to
relapse rather than relapse prevention. source
An alternative to shame is guilt, which is good. Shame tells you you are seen as a bad
person; guilt tells you you did something bad. We can, of course, tell people they did
bad things, and we can ask people to change. But we need to  as Catholics would
say  love the sinner at the same time we may hate the sin. As Brown points out, to
not do so is almost certainly making things worse:

Reeves writes, “We need a sense of shame to live well together. For
those with liberal instincts, this is necessarily hard. But it is also
necessary.” I’m not sure what he means by “liberal instincts,” but what
I do know is that using shame as a tool when we are frustrated, angry,
or desperate to see behavior change in people is a much better
example of the “it feels good – do it” ethos than the teen pregnancy
problem [he claims to address]. We might feel justified in belittling and
humiliating people, but it makes the world a more dangerous place.

Shame is not guilt strongly felt. People with empathy disorders, for example, can feel
shame but not guilt. link
See also [[Shame, Guilt and Social Media]]
Given this, a [[Data Wall of Shame]] seems like bad pedagogy.
Some political activists see [[Vulgarity as Ethos]]

Why You Need To Stop Blogging & Regain
Your Writing Soul
Blogging can be a great practice for writers. It forces you to write
regularly and helps you discipline yourself in your craft. I’m a fan of it.
Really.
But it can also be a disease — a peoplepleasing addiction that saps
you of your creative edge. The true writer must beware of and take
caution when using this marvelous tool for one reason: Writing solely
for others can cost you your (writing) soul. source

Wiki Hosting Is Fragile
As Nassim Nicholas Taleb has noted, architectures can be divided into those that are
fragile, and those that are "antifragile". Traditional wiki falls into the fragile camp on
several dimensions.

Antifragile systems get stronger as more pressure is exerted on them. The classic
example Talem uses are your bones. As you grow, it is necessary to put weight on
your bones; by doing so you strengthen the bones. The more weight applied on a
regular basis (up until a point) the stronger the bones.
Wiki displays many antifragile qualities. In particular, as more people use a given wiki,
more (hopefully) edit it, making it a better wiki. This is the definition of antifragile.
Hosting, however, is extremely fragile. As a wiki becomes more popular it must deal
with higher and higher maintenance costs. Sideprojects run by universities suddenly
need permanent budget lines, administrative champions, and the like. When these dry
up, the wiki is shut down and the work of many years is lost.
As an example of how success can put pressure on wiki hosting, consider
[[ChemWiki]]. Founded in 2006 as a labor of love, the wiki now tops 3.5 million visits a
month:

While UC Davis is a good institution with a longstanding commitment to open
educational resources, one has to realize the risk as adoption grows. More use equals
more expense, and that burden must be shouldered by UC Davis. Eventually, funding
must come from somewhere: grants, advertising, fees, etc. Even assuming these
changes will sustain the project, each shift to shoulder the costs puts the project and
mission at risk. This is the very definition of fragility.

[[Connected Copies Are AntiFragile]]

Wiki Inversions

Wiki inverted longstanding notions about publishing, based on the realization that the
low cost of change of digital publishing, combined with the collaborative potential of the
internet rendered traditional notions obsolete. Here are a few of them:
From Omission to Opportunity: Normal publishing saw omission as failure, and
worked to remove traces of omission from documents. Wiki seeks to highlight
omissions, so that people can find opportunities to extend the work of the
community.
From Approval to Reversion: Normal publishing sought to put approval processes
in front of publishing, on the idea that once published things were costly to
change. Wiki inverted this, allowing anyone to publish immediately, but then
subjecting published material to easy reversion.

Wiki Wiki Hypercard
Wiki began its life as a cardbased hypertext program. Short history follows.
In the mid80s under Bill Atkinson Apple began developing a personal hypertext
system called HyperCard. It was based on the "card model" of hypertext, connecting
screen size cards which could contain many types of hypermedia elements but which
were limited to what could be displayed on a single screen.
Ward Cunningham, inventor of wiki, saw the prototype when it was still known as
WildCard. He decided to explore it as a means to track ideas at his company,
Tektronix. He created card structure with three fields, a name, description, and a field
for links, the latter "with a twist":
Stacks were already easy to edit. The fields were automatically
WYSIWYG editors. But linking was a pain that involved moving
between both cards involved. My links field abandoned regular stack
links and used search on demand instead. Operationally, one would
just type links they might follow in the Links field. Each line had a
button nearby that would take you to the card if it existed or beep
otherwise. If you held the button down, it would relent and go make the
card for you. (Ward Cunningham)

In other presentations he has talked about moving to see omissions as opportunities
rather than errors. Instead of saying "The program is broken, there is nothing here",
people could treat omissions as undiscovered country  an opportunity to extend work.
This forms one of the fundamental wiki inversions. See [[Wiki Inversions]]

Original text pulled from Wiki Wiki HyperCard on federated wiki. For history see link
The card model in hypertext is actually quite old. See [[Card Model]]
More on [[HyperCard]].

WikiDeath

Class wikis rot and die. How can we save them?

Wikileaks and Israel Shamir
This shows in some of his supporters. A few days after Assange
arrived with me and a few others at Ellingham Hall, an older man,
introduced to us as “Adam”, turned up. Assange had invited
independent freelance journalists from around the world to the country
house to see cables relating to their country – usually no more than a
few thousand at a time. “Adam” was different: He immediately asked
for everything relating to Russia, eastern Europe, and Israel – and got
it, more than 100,000 documents in all. A few stray comments of his
about “Jews” prompted a few concerns on my part, dismissed quickly
by another WikiLeaker – “don’t be silly… He’s Jewish himself, isn’t
he?” A short while later, I learned “Adam”’s real identity, or at least the
name he most often uses: He was Israel Shamir, a known proKremlin
and antiSemitic writer. He had been photographed leaving the internal
ministry of Belarus, and a free speech charity was concerned this
meant the country’s dictator had access to the cables and their
information on opposition groups in the country. source

Wikileaks and Russia
AntiSemitism never seemed a major part of Assange’s agenda – I
never heard him say a remark I caught as problematic in this way – but
it was something he was happy to conveniently ignore in others.
Support for Russia or its strongmen eastern European allies was much
the same: tolerable for those who otherwise are allies of WikiLeaks
and do as Assange says. WikiLeaks has never had a problem with
Russia: not then, not now. source

Wikileaks NDA
There are few limits to how far Assange will go to try to control those
around him. Those working at WikiLeaks – a radical transparency
organisation based on the idea that all power must be accountable –
were asked to sign a sweeping nondisclosure agreement covering all

conversations, conduct, and material, with Assange having sole power
over disclosure. The penalty for noncompliance was £12 million. I
refused to sign the document, which was sprung on me on what was
supposed to be a short trip to a country house used by WikiLeaks. The
others present – all of whom had signed without reading – then
alternately pressured, cajoled, persuaded, charmed, and pestered me
to sign it, alone and in groups, until well past 4am. Given how remote
the house was, there was no prospect of leaving. I stayed the night,
only to be woken very early by Assange, sitting on my bed, prodding
me in the face with a stuffed giraffe, immediately once again
pressuring me to sign. It was two hours later before I could get
Assange off the bed so I could (finally) get some pants on, and many
hours more until I managed to leave the house without signing the
ridiculous contract. An apologetic staffer present for the farce later
admitted they’d been under orders to “psychologically pressure” me
until I signed. source

Wikileaks Useful Idiot
Assange would not, in my view, ever knowingly be a willing tool of the
Russian state: If Putin came and gave him a set of orders, they’d be
ignored. But if an anonymous or pseudonymous group came offering
antiClinton leaks, they’d have found a host happy not to ask too many
awkward questions: He’s set up almost perfectly to post them and to
push for them to have the biggest impact they can. The poet Humbert
Wolfe wrote, “You cannot hope to bribe or twist / (thank God!) the
British journalist. / But, seeing what the man will do / unbribed, there’s
no occasion to.” Such is Russia’s good fortune with Assange. If it is
indeed Russia behind the leaks, as US intelligence has reported, he
will need no underhanded deals or motives to do roughly as they’d
hope. He would do that of his own free will. source

Wikipedia Backstage Pass
Super fan David Spargo got access to the green room of his favorite Australian act

Peking Duk last night in Melbourne by editing their Wikipedia page on the fly and listing
himself as “Family”. The security guard, who was obviously sceptical first,
was convinced by Spargo when he presented him with the edited Wikipedia page on
his phone. Reportedly, the band was not upset and they ended up hanging out
backstage and enjoyed a brew with the savvy Wikieditor.
[http://www.electronicbeats.net/feed/faneditswikipediapagegainbackstageaccess
show/ source]

Wikipedia Can Save the Internet
Thanks to the Web, we are able to cocoon ourselves among like
minded people and likeminded facts. Instead of finding common
ground, we shout across the ideological divide — and in nastiest ways
possible, because the distance of online discourse dissociates us from
the consequences of our own speech.
It’s downright startling, then, to observe what happens behind the
scenes at Wikipedia. Go to any article and visit the “talk” tab. More
often than not, you'll find a somewhat orderly debate, even on
contentious topics like Hillary Clinton's emails or Donald Trump's
sexual abuse allegations.
Wikipedia is hardly perfect — it’s known for its pedantry, sexism, and
epic edit wars. But somehow, despite of all the forces dragging it
toward chaos, the site has managed to carve out a space on the
Internet where people can have mostly sane, mostly productive
conversations that mostly converge to a version of the truth. source

Wikipedia Is Way Too Small
Just covering astronomy, for example, would require 25 million articles, according to
the estimates, and this is growing all the time.
Source: Wikipedia's 5 million articles still cover less than 5 per cent of all human
knowledge  Telegraph

Wikipedia's Core Decoupling
First the core norms are established by the community’s founding
members. Gradually, they become more abstract and universal—a
way of rationalizing the institution. “They function less to regulate
behavior and more to justify the system and give it a sense of
legitimacy,” said DeDeo.
So instead of the pragmatic “Don’t type in all caps,” the norm becomes
“Be civil.” Eventually these core norms achieve an almost mythlike
status. And inevitably, they begin to conflict with each other.
Yet attempts to resolve such conflicts are rare: instead, you get the
emergence of tribalism. For some Wikipedia users, the most important
aspect of the community is collaboration and mutual respect. Others
value providing verifiable neutral information, or view Wikipedia as kind
of a “Noah’s ark” repository of information should civilization collapse.
Those obsessed with content policy may think the most important
aspect of Wikipedia is that it is open and shared freely.
That’s the opposite of what DeDeo expected when he and Heaberlin
started the project. He thought that once the initial core norms were
established, eventually everyone would come together as a society all
at once—a social network nucleation event. Instead, “The early users
laid down these seeds, everybody clustered around them, but the
seeds were in different neighborhoods,” he said. “And over time, those
seeds got pulled apart from each other.” source

Wisdom As State Not Trait
But a new study says this way of viewing wisdom is mistaken. The
research in Social Psychological and Personality Science used a diary
approach to gauge people’s wisdom in response to everyday
problems, and the results showed that there is more variation in one
person’s wisdom from one situation to the next, than there is variation
in the average wisdom between people. Wisdom, it seems, is more of

a state than a trait.
Igor Grossman and his colleagues recruited 152 men and women in
Germany (average age 27) to complete a daily diary for nine days.
Each day they were emailed and asked to recall a specific negative
experience from the previous day, to describe it in detail, including how
they responded. Most of the recalled experiences were arguments or
disputes of some kind. To look for signs of wisdom the researchers
specifically asked the participants to say whether they showed
intellectual humility (for example, realising that they couldn’t know for
sure what the consequences of the incident would be) and self
transcendence (for example, seeing the situation from the perspective
of different people).
The researchers found that there was considerable variation in how
much wisdom people showed from one situation to the next. Yes, if
they averaged a person’s wisdom across the nineday study period,
some people did tend to show more wisdom than others. But this
difference between individuals in average wisdom was smaller than
the fluctuations in wisdom typically shown by individuals from one
situation to the next. source

Without Human Editors It's Fakebook
The Megyn Kelly incident was supposed to be a anomaly. An
unfortunate oneoff. A bit of (very public, embarrassing) bad luck. But
in the six weeks since Facebook revamped its Trending system — and
a hoax about the Fox News Channel star subsequently trended — the
site has repeatedly promoted “news” stories that are actually works of
fiction. As part of a larger audit of Facebook’s Trending topics, the
Intersect logged every news story that trended across four accounts
during the workdays from Aug. 31 to Sept. 22. During that time, we
uncovered five trending stories that were indisputably fake and three
that were profoundly inaccurate. On top of that, we found that news
releases, blog posts from sites such as Medium and links to online
stores such as iTunes regularly trended. “I’m not at all surprised how

many fake stories have trended,” one former member of the team that
used to oversee Trending told the Post. “It was beyond predictable by
anyone who spent time with the actual functionality of the product, not
just the code.” source

Woke Olympics
The logic of the game is thus: Hate resides within the subject
(Macklemore, Donald Trump, Grandfather), and justice within the
copula (he is). To make racism disappear, attribute ignorance to
someone else; name him publicly. Now you’re woke. But what
masquerades as a feat of antiracism is really just a poorly devised
selfhelp regime, better designed to confirm the wokeness of its
participants than to inspire any awakening. For Woke Olympians,
resisting racism is as simple as bearing witness. The games rely on a
theory of safety akin to the Department of Homeland Security’s If You
See Something, Say Something™—when hate appears, report its
apparition. Winning is nothing more than performing a vanishing act, or
willing injustice away. If racism is wholly contained within malignant
bodies, the easiest way to fight it is to make those people disappear.
But this is the laziest kind of magic: sleight of hand that postures as
sorcery.
Should competitors wish to test their critical ability, they can take
Jezebel’s “How Woke are You?” quiz, whose questions include “How
familiar are you with current events and social issues?” “What’s your
favorite brand of coffee?” and “Who is bae?” Wokeness, as indicated
by the quiz, is easy to gauge: “some people are woke” (here they offer
Matt McGorry as an example), “some people aren’t woke” (hyperlinked
to a video of Ted Cruz), and “other people don’t even know what woke
means!” (with a link back to an oftcited Yahoo Answers post: “My
guess would be that [it means] ‘I stay awake’, but it is not good
English.”). Everyone along this woke/nonwoke spectrum, including the
maker of the quiz, is white, but if a player scores high enough, her
wokeness is represented by a stock image of a black man drinking
coffee. source

Woke Programmers
When we automate the status quo, we are automating white supremacy, whether we
are "woke" or not.
But the problem with predictive policing goes beyond Northpointe or
biased algorithms. Focusing on the algorithms relies on a delimited
analysis of how power works: If only we could have woke
programmers, then we would have woke systems. Swap out
“programmers” for “cops” and you have a version of the “few bad
apples” theory of policing, which ignores the way in which violence and
repression are inherent and structural within law enforcement. The
problem with predictive policing algorithms, and the fantasy of smart
government it animates, is not that they can “become” racist, but that
they were built on a lawenforcement strategy that was racist all along.
source

Wow So Portland!
Image
Wow So Portland! is a botrun twitter account by @tinysubversions that selects random
images from portions of the Google Street View of Portland and pairs them with
common sayings about Portland's unique and quirky hipsterness. The images selected
generally come from the office parks and factory shipping docks of Portland. The effect
of the bot, which runs four times a day, is broadly humorous as most street scenes
look like any formerly industrial city trying to transition to a postindustrial economy.
Image
The media narrative of Portland is this revealed to be focused on the tiniest sliver of
Portland life, the Portland of the upper middle class young creative professional that
the press loves to cover, at the expense of the broad experience of the general
population.
Image

Horse_ebooks was thought to be a bot unintentionally producing poetic tweets, but the
truth was more interesting.

Xerox NoteCards
NoteCards (cf. 2.1.6) is originally a research project at Xerox PARC
starting in the early1980s. It uses a physical card metaphor; i.e. each
card displays its content in a separate window. The system is designed
to support informationanalysis tasks, like reading, interpretation,
categorization and technical writing [Shneiderman/Kearsley 89]. For
that reason the focus lies on structuring and editing information
compared to a more browsing and reading focus of Hyperties and
Guide that run on less powerful personal computers. Consequently a
special browser card displays an overview graph to illustrate the
connections between the cards.
NoteCards is fully integrated with the InterLisp environment for Xerox
workstations. This means that it is highly customizable for the skilled
user. source

Xiaoice vs. Tay
Your rudeness invites their underperformance. Abuse bespeaks a
hostile work environment that undermines how bots learn. Microsoft’s
Tay offers a painfully superb — and superbly painful — realworld case
study of how networked abuse shapes UX. Less than a day after
Microsoft research released its unsupervised machine learning
twitterbot, Tay became a “chatbot from hell” — tweeting a stream of
increasingly nasty, racist, and homophobic comments until Microsoft
pulled the plug.
“The problem was Microsoft didn’t leave on any training wheels, and
didn’t make the bot selfreflective,” Brandon Wirtz said in a recent
LinkedIn article about the situation. “[Tay] didn’t know that she should
just ignore the people who act like Nazis, and so she became one
herself.”

By contrast, look at how Microsoft’s chatbot thrived in China’s more
regulated and inhibited digital environment. Xiaoice was able to avoid
Tay’s issues because Chinese digital culture effectively sanctions
certain forms of expression. Where Tay is no more, Xiaoice enjoys
over 40 million users in China and Japan. source

Yankees and Cubs
There's only one problem: Hillary really was a fan of both the Cubs and
the Yankees. And she really was a big baseball fan as a kid. Bob
Somerby collects the evidence today. Here's a childhood friend
reminiscing about her in 1993, six years before New York was even a
twinkle in Hillary's eyes:
"We used to sit on the front porch and solve the world's problems,"
said Rick Ricketts, her neighbor and friend since they were 8. "She
also knew all the players and stats, batting averages—Roger Maris,
Mickey Mantle—everything about baseball."
And this, in a 1994 story about a White House party for documentarian
Ken Burns when he released "Baseball":
"That was a great swing," Burns told her. "Did you get some batting
practice before the screening, just to warm up?" Mrs. Clinton, who as a
kid was a "bigtime" fan of the Chicago Cubs and New York Yankees
and "understudied" Ernie Banks and Mickey Mantle, smiled.
How about that? Hillary was telling the truth the whole time. Hard to
believe, isn't it? source

YouTube Comments Distilled

A dog in the age of cat memes.

YouTube Voice
So it turns out the “YouTube voice” is just a variety of ways of
emphasizing words, none of which are actually exclusive to YouTube
—people employ these devices in speech all the time. But they
generally do it to grab the listener’s attention, and when you’re just
talking to a camera without much action, it takes a little more to get,
and keep, that attention. All the videos I used as examples in this
article come from popular YouTube accounts, with hundreds of
thousands or millions of subscribers—in other words, from people who
know how to engage an audience.
There are other factors at play here, too. YouTubers’ monologues
often speed up and slow down, for example. “Changing of pacing—
that gets your attention,” Baron says. And elongating certain words
helps change up the pace. People also tend to move their heads and
hands a lot in these videos, raise their eyebrows, and open their
mouths wider than necessary. link

